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PRO C E E DT
For audio purists, the birth of high-end multi channel
occurred when the Proceed PAY was introduced in
1993. Shortly thereafter, dual and triple monaural
amplifiers from Proceed helped music lovers assemble
multi channel systems which could play music and
movies equally well. Building on this legacy of
successful multi-purpose components, Madrigal is
pleased to announce the new Proceed AVP audio/video
control preamplifier, and matching AMP 5, five channel
power amplifier.

As standard the A'VP will decode any format you want. Dolby Pro
Logic, Dolby Digital (AC-3), DTS and Stereo Scriound modes all
cone as standard. Any future surround modes and new features
are easily added to the AVP's software platform via the intemet.
The AVP's hardware is designed to handle future cigital recordings
induding 24bit/961cHz. A full compliment of inputs and outputs
will enable you to configure your system howeve: you want,
connect analog and digital audio sources of all types. Eight video
inputs (induding four S-Video) are handled with broadcast quality
Video Switching, so you wont lose picnire quality, even with the
future of Digital Television.
The AMPS wields an arsenal of competitive advantages designed
to make it the worlds best multi channel amplifier. Independent
power supplies for each channel ensure the AMP5 delivers
efbrdess, dynamic sound quality from all channels. The AMP5
packs five powerful channels into asingle chassis to offer more
amplifier in less space than ever before
Designed to last, built to perform. Pro:eed by Madrigal.

For further ,nfotmation on Prxeed products pleas:contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Dubocough Incustrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wyccritbe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736

Fax 01494 440361

Email: premier@path.co.uk
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The key feature of Super Audio
Compact Disc is its ' backwards
compatibility' with CD. Assuming that
the dual-layer technology is reliable,
it would be just as easy for record
companies to press and issue aduallayer disc combining aDVD-Audio
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estill await publication of
the DVD-Audio Standard,
but both Technics [see
'News'] and Pioneer have announced
firm intentions to launch DVD-Audio
next year. At Tokyo's Expo audio
show in October, there were DVDAudio
prototypes
from
many
companies. While a WG-4 booth
officially promoted the DVD-A
format, there was alarge Super Audio
Compact Disc exhibit too, and some
brands still had afoot in both camps.
Led by Warner, which supported
Technics' European presentation of
DVD in May and provided multichannel demonstration material, the
major record companies are expected
to support DVD-Audio. `All,' as it was
wryly put during the Technics press
conference ` except one'. The 'one', of
course, is Sony, which will produce
Super Audio Compact Discs instead.
It would be possible to add Super
Audio CD playback capability to a
DVD player (Sony's DSD recording
format is allowed as an option by the
DVD-Audio standard), but it seems
unlikely to happen.

THE WINNER...
Winner of our
September issue
RuarkINordost
competition, and
now the proud owner
of apair of Ruark
Equinox
loudspeakers worth
‘2400, plus a 4m
bi-wire set of
Nordost Flatliue
Blue Heaven
speaker cables -worth
,C600, is Mr F E
Chennell of Norfolk.
There will be a
chance to win more
prizes next month!
For more details of
the January issue,
see page 123.

EMAIL

You can
contact us via
e-mail on
Ihm.co.uk

layer with a CD one. But this, too,
seems unlikely. Why? The rumour, at
least, is that Sony and Philips, with
unanswerable logic, would block such
applications on the grounds that the
discs would not meet the 'Red Book'
CD standard.
And so, regrettably, instead of
moving forward towards the dream of
asingle player for all discs and aset
of universal standards, another `format
war' has been declared.
In any case, next year we can
expect to see true DVD-Audio discs
that will not play on current DVDVideo players. We should also see
hybrid DVD-Audio discs with an
additional video content that will play
on any DVD-Video player. According
to John Kellogg, who is Dolby's
representative in WG-4, 'the inclusion
of an optional Dolby Digital data
stream would make asingle DVD-A
disc playback-compatible on both
DVD-Video and DVD-Audio players,
increasing the market for DVD-A
discs to include the more than one
million DVD-Video players already in
place... over one hour of five-channel
programming in 961(Hz, 20-bit PCM
and Dolby Digital 5.1 will fit on a
single-layer DVD-A disc... This may
be an easy way for the new format to
achieve the critical early support

needed to foster long-term success as
amultichannel music format'.
As to new hardware, the emphasis
will be on 'universal' players that play
both DVD-A and DVD-V discs,
including the existing ' 24/96' discs
(though not necessarily at full
resolution), rather than DVD-Audioonly models, so the confusion
shouldn't be fatal. All DVD players
will play CDs, even if they still have
trouble with CD-R discs.
In the coming months, we will be
told that high fidelity now means a
system frequency response extending
to (nearly) 100kHz and a system
signal-to-noise ratio of more than
140dB. To meet these criteria, of
course, we'll be asked to buy new
amplifiers and new speakers, as well
as new DVD-Audio players.
British digital converter specialist
dCS can demonstrate some audible
benefits of a 192kHz sampling
frequency, and can provide atentative
explanation (concerning digital filters
and their effects on the audio band)
of the subtle reasons why 192kHz
might be better than 96kHz. The
reasoned subtleties of dCS's argument
will be forgotten as ' 1001cHz' becomes
abattle cry. Subtlety never was the
weapon of marketing men; for them,
as always, it will be anumbers game.
Nonetheless, the new audio formats
really do offer aleap forward. Back in
the early 1990s, the consumer
electronics industry was trying to
adapt CD storage media for video and
multi-media applications (Video CD,
CD-I) by using lossy compression
(data-reduction)
schemes
that
compromised both audio and video
quality, and high-fidelity sound
seemed to be all but forgotten.
Writing in support of the Acoustic
Renaissance For Audio (ARA)
pressure
group,
with
a ` no
compromise' proposal for future audio
formats ['Digital Frontiers', HFNIRR,
Feb 1995] , Professor Malcolm
Hawksford wrote: 'Would you
purchase arecording that had been
contaminated by data reduction when
a no-compromise alternative exists
with options of surround replay? For
high-end audio, you should not have
to waste your time considering
whether claims for inaudibility of a
data reduction algorithm are valid.'
Thanks, possibly, to the ARA, we
won't have to face a future of allpervading data reduction. As millions
of computer users happily take to
DVDs in its various forms, and (in
the US) DVD-V really takes off,
DVD-Audio and its battle with SACD
might seem small beer. But at least,
something like that 'no-compromise
alternative' does now exist.
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remarkable loudspeaker'. He
praised the èxquisitely refined
and articulate midband before
concluding '
listening through the
Concerto was like listening
through an open window. Music
sounds completely unmanipulated
and utterly clear with asweetness,
purity and asense of
presence... all sense of artifice
simply vanished'.
Jason Kennedy ( Hi Fi Choice
4/97) simply said àn admirable
design that achieves its sonic
goals and looks beautiful'.

Sonus Faber loudspeakers are

After many successful years the

worked with the old world

popular Elects Amator is

craftsmanship of the musical

revised and appears in MkIl form

instrument maker.

with arevolutionary new cabinet.

Ultimate expression of this craft

As exciting comes the news of a

is the fabled Guarneri

Sonus Faber integrated amplifier

Homage, aunique lute- shaped

— the Musics — so you can now

speaker with the strong tonal

hear how the Sonus Faber

personality of aGuarneri violin.
Guarneri was a17th century
Cremonese master violin maker
whose instruments were intensely
sculpted acoustic masterpieces

designers listen to their own
Colerti — afull bodied.

ib nand
OF

products.

loudspeaker capable

Sonus Faber has also introduced

recreating the subtleties

afloor-standing speaker the

and hush of real music

Concerto Grand piano —

characterised by aunique ability

indeed it has all the physical and

to combine tonal strength and full

musical presence of aconcert

bodied sound with sweetness.

grand. Ken Kessler ( HFN&RR

This overriding passion for tonal

5/97) found it àn odd but

character and dynamic range is a

delightful blend, asmall speaker's

feature of all Sonus Faber

energy and vim with alarge

speakers. To this musical passion

speaker's authority'. He even

is brought modern materials

christened it '
aperfect rock
Concerto Grand piano

technology and alistening room
'laboratory' to create afamily of
products true to amusical
heritage yet based in today's

.

speaker of real stature unit
e‘iended bass and presence.
in stunning piano black

speaker for the headbanger who
want the energy and levels the
music demands, minus any rough
edges'.

science.

Which just goes to

Baby of this family is the

show that what can

Concertino. Its cabinet with

recreate the sound of a

solid walnut sides, insulated

Guarneri can recreate

with non- resonant material brings

the sound of aGibson!

new meaning to the expression

Please contact

'substantial'. Ken Kessler

Absolute Sounds for

reviewing the Concertino

full details of the

(HFN&RR 3/%) referred to it as

Sonus Faber range

'a small speaker for grown-ups'

and adealer referral

and concluded that '
it's one of the

where you can

least expensive introductions yet to

discover the truth and

the joys of "real hi-fi".

beauty of areal

What Hi Fi (8/96) wrote of the

musical instruments.

Concertino: c̀onsidering their size
they deliver bass of stupendous
power, speed and accuracy'.
The bigger Concerto two-way
was described by Alvin Gold
(HFN&RR 4/97) as '
atruly
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SUPPORT INNOWITION
Dear Sir, Iwould like to echo the
sentiments expressed by Mr
Dunleavy in 'Views' [
IfFN/RR
August] regarding your support for
smaller, innovative British hi-fi
companies. Like him Iam also
uneasy about the relationship
between advertising and equipment
review allocation in your magazine.
As evidenced at the recent HiFi
Show, there are some very
interesting new products from
smaller companies (without large
advertisingbudgets) which deserve
some ' showcasing' in your
magazine.
Iwould say that the most lifelike
reproduction Ihave ever heard was
emanating from aroom at the show
where apair of truly innovative
seven-feet tall ' genuine' horn
speakers — using asingle full-range
driver — were being launched by a
young British company, Carfrae
Horn (if that's not advertising!).
Admittedly they are not cheap, but
it is encouraging to see young
designers having the courage to
break the mould and come up with
some original solutions: something
that this country has always been
good at. They deserve your
support.
L Hitchcock, e-mail
NOISE POLLUTION
Dear Sir, Hi-fi manufacturers are
out of tune with their customers.
While Ienjoyed my annual ' fix' of
ogling at and listening to audio
equipment at this year's Hi-Fi
Show — and the truly excellent live
lunchtime set — Ifound the
majority of rooms were producing a
sound that was unreasonably harsh
and loud. Iwould hesitate to call it
music. From discussions with other
visitors Iam definitely not the only
one who felt this to be the case.
By midday on Day 1, any idea of
demonstrating the virtues we all
apparently seek in good audio
equipment — like soundstage,
clarity, focus, and the ability to play
well at reasonable sound levels —
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seemed to have been abandoned.
By 2o'clock, the show had
degenerated into a 'who can play
the loudest' contest.
It must be said there were some
notable exceptions, such as the
excellent music coming from the
Audiofreaks room and B&W's
demo of the new 801s. Yet Isaw
people in ticketed demonstrations
of high-end gear complaining about
the sound levels and walking out. It
seems to me that many
manufacturers are well out of tune
with what their hi-fi orientated
customers are seeking. Or perhaps
their ears, like those of that poor
hapless young man outside the
show with his four-wheel-drive bass
bin, are completely shot to pieces.
As yet mine aren't, and I'd like to
keep them that way.
Some responsibility for all this
must rest with the show organisers.
While Idon't expect them to
monitor sound quality, perhaps
they should specify and check
sound levels? Sure it would cost for
aman to wander round with a
meter, but not as much as law-suits
from people with impaired hearing.
It took two days before my hearing
returned to normal. Frankly Idon't
expect to go to ahi-fi show and be
deafened.
John Auckland, W Sussex
DISLIKE FOR CD...
Dear Sir, It's interesting to read that
Philip Tyler ['Views', November]
thinks that my comments on CD's
(colourless and tonally
homogenised) refer to my CD
listening at home. They don't.
They refer to all CD's I've heard
anywhere. They are my words to
describe what Ihear and may not
mean the same to you. Written
language is totally inadequate to
describe sounds, but as this is a
letters page, I'll have to try.
I'm sure that some of the
problem is down to the recording.
The best CD recordings Iown that
demonstrate this are Alan Parsons's
On Air and the HFNIRR Test CD.
They sound better than almost any
other I've heard for tonal colouring
(among other excellent qualities). I
have vinyl records that sound worse
than almost any CD I've heard. All
the recordings Ihave show awide
variety in all characteristics. Ithink
this shows that my system and ears
are transparent enough to the
qualities I'm discussing to make a
valid judgement. When it comes
down to the bottom line — the
music — Ienjoy the performance
more from an analogue source. All
the digital gear I've heard seems to
fall into two categories: better than
analogue in many respects, but

gives me aheadache; or worse than
analogue, but doesn't give me a
headache. Ichoose for my own
system the less headache-inducing
variety to save on the aspirins, but I
still relax with vinyl after aCD
session.
Graeme Nattress, Durham
CAN'T THINK WHY!
Dear Sir, Iread with alarming
monotony in your letters pages of
the clamour for a 'warm, rounded
vinyl sound', and constant carping
criticism of compact disc and
players. Is the warm, vinyl sound
such people seek consistent with
the sound one hears in, say:
Symphony Hall, Birmingham;
Bridgewater Hall in Manchester; or
the Philharmonic Hall in Liverpool?
Ithink not.
Obviously, spending around
£2000 on turntable, tonearm and
cartridge can produce excellent
results in extracting information
from the vinyl record; but it is only
arecord player. From the day you
first play your new record the
sound will get progressively worse,
as the vinyl ultimately wears. Whilst
appreciating that they can get
damaged, this is not generally true
with compact discs.
Iagree, there are some quite
dreadful recordings on CD both
digital and from analogue. Use of
the various guides, your reviews,
etc, can generally eliminate the
dross. Can we honestly say that
there are not dreadful vinyl
recordings? Ithink not. It is my
experience that with many
recordings previously on vinyl and
now remastered on to CD that
there is detail not previously
available, or extractable, from the
vinyl record. Spending 50% less, ie,
£1000, on my Marantz CD17 KI
Signature player gives me arealistic
sound commensurate with what I
hear in the concert halls mentioned
above. After all, that is what we are
trying to achieve.
Helen Boniface, Liverpool
HAIRY BEASTS
Dear Sir, Thumbing through the
October issue Ihad something of a
shock when Iturned to page 77
['Web of Intrigue']. What on earth
is amercury arc rectifier doing in
the pages of ahi-fi magazine? My
goodness me, visions of apast life
flashed before my eyes.
Needless to say, Ihave had actual
practical experience of these beasts
and 'hairy' they most certainly
were, particularly if they failed to
strike and one had to give them a
bit of athwack (my preferred
instrument being along-handled
broom). As for size, the one
7

views
illustrated is something of ababy
in comparison with the largest Ican
remember. The main bulb alone
must have been around 30in in
diameter and it had the capability
of kicking out around 350-400
amps.
Truly awesome stuff!
DJ Young, Hereford
DRAWN A BLANK
Dear Sir, Having read Mr Fox's
article ['Technology', September] I
proceeded to make arecording
using a (computer) blank Sony
CDQ-74BN CD-R in my Philips
CDR870 CD recorder, after
previously obtaining ` authorisation'
with a(consumer) blank Philips
CD-R. Iused the CDSYNC singletrack recording method for
Automatic Digital Source
Recording, filling the Sony CD-R
with 15 tracks. At this stage the
Sony CD-R played back. Ithen
`finalized' the recording, and the
Sony still played back. So far so
good.
With some trepidation Iremoved
the Sony CD-R from the CDR870
and reinserted it. Igot the message
`No Audio'. Putting the Sony CDR in other CD players resulted in
error messages. Finally, inserting
the Sony in my CD-ROM resulted
in a`drive not ready' message. Did
Ido anything wrong during the
recording and finalizing processes,
or have others had similar
experiences?
Philip Wong, Hong Kong
MORE FOR LESS
,Iwas intrigued to read
Dear SuBarry Fox's `Technology'
comments in September
concerning the ability to use
computer CD blanks for recording
audio. Ialso read with interest the
HFNIRR reviews of the Philips
CDR 880, and its predecessor the
CDR 870. You may be aware that
the GUS mail order catalogue has
available for sale, with effect from
August, the Philips twin recordable
CD player, model CDR 765. Not
only has this two decks to enable
copying CDs between decks 1and
2, but it can do this at double speed
and withsynchro start. The price
charged by GUS is £449.99. Since
agents obtain at least 10%
commission on sales, this effectively
reduces the cost to £404.99. I
imagine the machine is intended as
areplacement for the popular twin
audio cassette record/replay decks.
The following questions spring to
mind: can computer CD blanks be
used on the CDR 765 to record
audio, using the method explained
by Barry Fox; and will this model
be reviewed in the near future? Why
8

is the CDR 880 more expensive
(£499) when, on the face of it, it
offers fewer facilities?
EW Shallow, Farnham
Although the GUS catalogue refers to did
indeed invite orders 'from August' for the
CDR 765, as we went to press (mil
October), stock had not yet arrived from
Philips, although it was expected within
afew days. Philips' UK public relations
people were also still awititing their
samples. So, will the CDR 765 record on
data discs? We'll tell you as soon as we
get our hands on one! Recent reports, by
the way, suggest that current '880
production models will no longer record
on data discs - Ed.
CALLING OVER THE TANNOY
Dear Su-, Ihave suffered the
misfortune of witnessing my left
Tannoy gracefully wave its white
flag and pack up, half way through
the new Massive Attack album. The
offending driver is an LSU 12in
Monitor Gold, one of the earliest of
the dual concentric family, I
believe. Living now in New Zealand
I'm alittle lost as to what to do.
I've been told it is arecurring
problem with the voice-coil
'cooking under duress'. The treble
is still fine but the bass has vanished
completely. Does anyone know of
anywhere on the planet Icen send
this to be fixed, closer to me than
the obvious choice, sitting at
possibly the farthest possible
distance from me, in Scotland?
Mike Smith, New Zealand
SPEAKING VOLUMES
Dear Sir, David Berriman's text for
the DBS8 constructional feature
[HFNIRR October] states that the
internal volume of the speaker is 38
litres. Calculation from the external
dimensions in fact gives 0.885
cubic feet, or 25 litres, not 34 as
claimed. Allowing for magnets,
crossover, trappings, etc, Iwould
estimate the true internal volume to
be around 18 litres or less. Of
course, Dave could have found a
way of actually getting aquart out
of apint box other than by
isothermal loading. If so, please
congratulate him!
VJ Martin, Excelsior Sounds,
London
DB has confessed: guilty as charged. The
DBS8's internal volume is indeed about
18 litres per enclosure - Ed.
GETTING A BUZZ
Dear Sir, Iwas listening to acricket
commentary on 198m Long Wave
on abattery portable, and walking
from abedroom upstairs at the
front of the house to the kitchen
downstairs at the rear of the house.

On the way, interference varied in
loudness: very loud on the landing
especially near amains socket (old
wiring); and in aside bedroom
above the kitchen, again loudest
near amains socket (new ring
main).
In the room with the hi-fi at the
front of the house, no interference;
but in the kitchen the programme
was eliminated by interference from
the mains socket where the freezer
was connected via aSavaplug.
Switching off the mains to the
freezers eliminated the interference,
and changing the Savaplug to a
standard MK has made listening to
198m LW perfectly normal — all
over the house. The freezer is
connected to an electric cooker
spur.
Meanwhile, unexpectedly, there
was alarge change in the sound
from the hi-fi, which Ididn't
believe for several weeks, because
surely it couldn't be true. But it
does seem to be. It's the complete
cliché —wider sound-stage, clearer
voices, clearer treble, deeper bass,
less congestion (that is, so long as
the local amateur radio enthusiasts
are having arest; but even when
they're not, it's alot better than it
used to be).
There's still interference at very
low level on 198m LW near the
video's clock, aSony midi-system's
clock and aBT phone/answering
machine. A pair of ' Pure Henries'
will be installed soon and will no
doubt clean things up even more.
And later, ` Pure Power' and ` Radio
Exterminator'. But at least this has
been afree first step!
Neil Davies, Cardiff

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

NOT SO NEW NUVISTOR
Dear Sir, You may be interested in
seeing the enclosed photostat,
describing the miniature valve
called the Nuvistor, which was
featured in the American magazine,
Radio & Electronics, 39 years ago.
It will be interesting to read the
review of Musical Fidelity's new
pre-amp using
these devices
when KK gets
his hands on
one.
JCrofts,
Nottingham
Ken Kessler and
Paul Miller have
already reviewed
the Nu- Vista
[August issue], but
readers may still
be interested in the
sectional drawing
reproduced
here - Ed.
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Magnum Dynalab-

pure analogue FM tuners and essential ancillaries.
They never fail to present your favourite radio programme
in an entirely natural and highly musical manner.

A

DIOPR EAKS

Distributors offine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701. Tel: 0181 948 4153
Fax: 0181 948 4250 email info@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

MAGNUM
and other fine

Acouskch

dynalab

AUDIOPREAKS

finite clemente

Avalon Acoustics

Kuzma

SEVENOAKS HI-FI 2Reindeer Court, The Shambles,

Worcester WR1 2DS Tel: 01905 612 929 Fax: W905 613 353

products

Resolution Audio

Shun Mook

SEVENOAKS HI-Fl 12/14 Dogs Head Street, Ipswich.
Suffolk IP4 lAD Tel: 01473 286 977 Fax: 01473 211 .
911

AcousTecb • Audiostatic • Aral« Acoustics • Item Mkro • Cabasse • Cardas . tudio • conradlobnson • Esopower • Eapressice Technologies • finite elemenk
Golden Tube Audio • Memoirs:1r • Kuzma • Ilagnum Dynalab • Muse Electronics • Power Wedge • Resolution Audio • Shun Mook Audio • Sonagraphe • Sound La
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news

TECHNICS BACKS DVD-AUDIO
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC, the giant Japanese corporation behind the
Panasonic and Technics brands, has thrown its weight behind DVDAudio, which it sees as an important part of the ` DVD world'. The
`DVD World' vision encompasses DVD-ROM and DVD-RAM for
multimedia and computer applications as well as DVD-Video and Audio.
Technics announced its introduction
sampling with 24-bit quantisation, and
of DVD Audio to agroup of US and
European journalists gathered in
Osaka on 11 October, and said it

the highest quality level for multichannel will be six channels at 96kHz,
24-bit. This provision for six channels

would introduce DVD Audio players

at high resolution ( with no data

to the market next year.
However, Technics would not
predict the retail price of the
machines. Asked what would be the

reduction) is achieved through the use
of alossless packing system, which will
be amandatory part of the standard;
thus all DVD-Audio players must

premium for a DVD Audio- capable
machine (a 'universal' player) over the
cost of today's DVD-Video player,

incorporate the necessary decoding.
The packing scheme adopted is
expected to be Meridian's MLP.

the company's answer was again ' no

Asked who would really buy DVD

comment', except to ask in return
how much would consumers be

Audio, Mr Kenjiro Kuno, who heads
Matsushita's optical disc division,

expect to pay. It is expected that
universal players will vastly outsell
dedicated DVD-Audio-only players.

replied: ` DVD Audio will be a stepup feature to expand the DVD world,
as well as inviting the audio fanatics

The technical standard for the
to this one platform.' He went on:
DVD-Audio format is being agreed ' Most major music companies support
by aWorking Group (WG-4) which
includes representatives of both

DVD-Audio...
communication
between the software industry and the

hardware and software manufacturers
and which reports to the DVD
Consortium itself. The draft version
0.9 appeared in June; publication of

hardware industry can solve all
problems.'
DVD-Audio players will not provide
96kHz raw digital output; the output

the final standard is now expected

standard under discussion was the

before Christmas.

IEEE 1394 interface ( see page 13).

The purpose of DVD Audio is to
provide a sound- carrier of higher

Most of today's DVD Audio players
would not play CD- R discs, but it was

specification and quality than CD for

planned that the next generation of

both stereo and multi-channel sound.
The standard will provide for various

players would do so. Technics says it
has no plans to produce home CD- R

combinations of quality and playing

machines, but that it did have plans

time, but the highest quality level for

for a DVD sound recorder, although

two- channel stereo will use 192kHz

no date could be given.

CD REPAIR KIT SAVES
UNREADABLE DISCS
FROM Rocky Mountain Traders comes afirst
aid kit for sick CDs. The PressIT CD Repair
Kit can make up for superficial damage and
scratches, it's claimed, by filling in these
minor scratches on the disc's surface with
special solutions. Two liquid polymers are used: the first cleans and fills in
scratches and imperfections, while the second seals the surface. Also included in
the £9.95 kit, which repairs up to 25 discs, are three optical-quality cloths and
ashaped mat to hold the CD under repair. While the company concedes that
deep gouges are irrepairable, it states that any needy CD product can benefit:
CD- R, CD-RW, DVD or CD-ROM. Rocky Mountain Traders, 0171 631 0707.

57 NOVEMBER Top Audio Prague, Hotel

Panorama, Prague, Czech Republic. Contad
+420 602 374 222/www.topaudio.cz.
68 NOVEMBER The Audio Show: Hi Fi
and audio show in Warsaw, Poland,
Sobieski and Sheraton Hotels. Contact 0048
602 268620. e-mail: amserv@polbox.com.
21 22 NOVEMBER Dublin Hi Fi Show at
The Doyle Burlington Hotel, sponsored by
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Matsuhita Electn:-'s Panasonic optical disc facility (top) and (above) a
DVD-Audio prototype carrying the more hifioriented Technics brand

EXPOSURE JOINS
MONITOR AUDIO
TWO RENOWNED names on the British audio scene
have been linked, now that Monitor Audio has bought
out Exposure Electronics. Announced at the Hi Fi Show
in September, the news of Monitor Audio's acquisition
of this established audio electronics brand comes only
months after the change of ownership of Monitor
Audio itself. David Collins, Managing Director of
Monitor Audio, took control of Mo lqbal's Monitor
Audio in March tus year, since when the product
profile has swelled to include the new Silver Series,
along with the Monitor, PMC and Studio Series.
Production of Monitor Audio loudspeakers will continue
from the existing three sites in Tottenham, Essex and
Cambridge, while Exposure Electronics remains in
Brighton. Collins hopes to double the workforce at
Exposure to increase existing capacity, but will keep the
two companies separate. Exposure retains the services of
its founder John Farlowe who, says Collins, 'has agreed
to continue on as world-wide ambassador for Exposure
and more formally as Technical Director specifically in
charge of new product development.' UK distribution of
the Full Exposure range, and of Monitor Audio's Silver
series, is handled by LKO Distribution, part of the
Sevenoaks Group, which also distributes Myryad and
and Roksan Caspian. Contact Monitor Audio, 01223
242898; Expo,ure Electronics, 01273 423877

Cloney Audio. Contact +353 12888447.
28 29 NOVEMBER Wembley Rock 'n'
Pop Fair (CDs, records tapes, memorabilia,
books and fanzines), Hall 3, Wembley
Conference and Exhibition Centre, London.
Admission £3. Open 10 5 Saturday, 10-4
Sunday. Contact 01162 244300.
719 JANUARY 1999 Winter Consumer
Electronics Show, Las Vegas, USA. Contad CES

organisation, + 1 (703) 907 7600.
2C 21 MARCH 1999 The Northern Hi Fi
Show ' 99, Brittania Hotel, Manchester,
sponsored by HFN/RR. Contact show
organiser Janet Belton, 0181 774 0847.
2326 SEPTEMBER 1999 The Hi Fi
Show ' 99, Novotel, West London,
sponsored by HFN/RR. Contact show
organiser Janet Belton, 0181 774 0847.
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If you don't want to know the price...

LOOK AWAY NOW!

Opera Aida
Integrated Amplifier
The first model in anew range of electronics from Opera. Impeccable musical manners with
60 watts of spacious, clear, natural sound. Advanced circuit design by Audio Analogue
guarantees an unbeatable musical pedigree. Italian styling at its very best, and the choice of a
variety of classy finishes. How about burgundy leather top and solid cherrywood sides?
This kind of luxury could cost afortune, so if you don't want to know the price, you'd better look
away now.*

Opera
Prima
A new compact two-way design using Opera's one-inch thick solid hardwood cabinet
construction. High mass and great rigidity give the Prima complete freedom from resonance.
Try the knock test and you'll see what we mean. Top quality drive units, crossover and 24-carat gold
plated brass terminals complete the specification. Of course to make atruly outstanding loudspeaker
you need not only the best ingredients, but something extra besides. A little touch of genius
maybe. Sometimes adesign is blessed with this extra something. This is one such occasion.
The result is asuperb-sounding loudspeaker, refined, spacious and totally enjoyable to listen to.You'll
find it hard to believe that a £495 loudspeaker can sound — or look — this good.

Thoroughbred Audio Products from

UKD

23 Richings Way, Iver SLO 9DA Bucks England

Tel: 07000 UKD Hi-Fi (853443) Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531
www.ukd.co.uk
* Opera Aida costs just £795

news

DIGITAL AV MAKES
THE CONNECTION
RECENT developments in new consumer audio and video technologies,
fuelled by the advance of digital technologies, have created the need for
new connection standards between equipment.
Now
CEMA (the
American
that can connect together several
digital devices, such as DVD players,
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
digital VHS recorders, and Dolby
Association) is working to standardise
Digital sound processors.
on connections for digital television
The three other solutions under
(DTV), spurred on by, amongst
discussion are an RF remodulator
others, the American cable TV
interface, acomponent video interface,
industry. Four technical solutions are
and the NRSS (National Renewable
being discussed, with IEEE 1394
standing out as the most 'high-end,
Security Standard) interface — also
known by standard EIA-679. The four
feature-rich' interface. The American
options are mooted to give consumers
FCC ( Federal Communications
Commission) has set the goal of an
achoice based on performance criteria
and budget, from the simple and lowindustry
specification
by
1st
cost up to the high-end and
November this year.
high-performance option. For further
The IEEE 1394 link, also known
CEMA engineering information, visit
as ' FireWire' in the Mac community,
http:11www.cemacity.org.
will allow atwo-way digital bus line

CONVERSION RATES
A NEW RANGE of chips from Cirrus
Logic, makers of Crystal semiconductor
devices, includes what is claims to be
the audio industry's first 24- bit digital
sample rate converter. The CS8420 is
aone-chip solution capable of
processing digital audio samples from
8kHz up to 96kHz, converting audio
data from one sampling standard to
another. It incorporates an audio
receiver and transmitter compatible
with both S/PDIF and AES/EBU
standards. While capable of
processing 24-bit word length data, it
uses adithered truncation technique to

RICHER RADIO

FROM Cambridge Audio comes a new three- band
radio tuner designed for high performance at an
affordable price. The new T500 has been designed for
Cambridge Audio by Mike Creek, founder of Creek
Audio creator of such award-winning tuners as the
Creek 143. The Double Superheterodyne 1500 uses an
Alps digital rotary encoder for manual frequency
tuning and preset selection. The latest generation
circuitry and RF coils are under the control of customdesigned software, creating what Cambridge Audio
describe as a state-off- the-art product. A 10- bar signal
strength meter and centre- zero locking aid accurate
manual tuning, or automatic scan tuning can be
engaged. For weaker stations a software-controlled
mono/stereo blend function optimises reception without
forsaking audio performance. Up to 29 FM stations,
29 MW and nine LW stations can be stored in preset
memories, accessible from an optional system remote
control. The T500 costs £ 179.95 and like other
Cambridge Audio products is exclusively available
from Richer Sounds shops. For further information,
contact Richer Sounds, 0171 940 2240.

CANARY'S 300B
GUARANTEE

support the currently more common
16- and 20-bit data formats. The 28pin device is set for production at the
start of next year. Website addresses
are, for Crystal Semicoductor Product
Division, www.crystal.com; and for the
AES Technical Paper 'A Monolithic
24-bit, 96kHz, Sample Rate
Converter...' www.oes.org.

AUDIO CONNOISSEURS, formerly Music
Connoisseurs, has announced that they are now
offering afive-year guarantee on all the Western
Electric 300B valves supplied with applicable
Canary amplifiers. This offer, which includes the
CA301 stereo and CA303 monoblock amplifiers,
is said to have the full backing of Western
Electric, itself auser of the Canary Audio 303
amplifier. Audio Connoisseurs, 0151 343 0007

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
AUDIOCOM now offers an upgrade
service for anyone wishing to gain more
performance from their existing equipment.
With the help of engineer John Cheadle,
Audiocom can provide advice on the best
strategy for upgrading with higher-spec
components. Contact 01834 842803.
AUDIO GROUP INTERNATIONAL, the group that includes
British speaker manufacturers Heybrook, JPW and Quayle, has
moved to anew site to include these marques under one roof:
Audio Group International, Language Science Park, Plymouth PL7
5HJ. Contact 01752 333800.
CLASSÉ, Canadian manufacturer of audio and home theatre
electronics, has been granted aHome THX license. First THX product
will be the SSP-25 surround controller, featuring Dolby Digital and
DIS processing. Classé Audio, Inc, 001 514 636 6384.
DENON has anounced its first two HDCD-equipped products, a
DVD player and a 100-disc CD changer. The DVD-5000 is now
scheduled for November release and the DCM-5000 should be
available From December. Hayden Laboratories, 01753 888447
ETHOS ACOUSTICS, which designs and manufactures of BBC
monitor speakers, has moved from West Drayton to Hayes. The new
address is: Ethos Acoustics Ltd, 268A Kingshill Avenue, Hayes,
Middlesex UB4 8BY. Tel: 0181 842 0020
LINN'S CD12 Sondek Transcription CD player and AV51 Home
Theatre System have both been chosen as Millennium Products by
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the Design Council. They are among 200
products which will be showcased as
examples of British innovation.
NEW SENSOR CORPORATION the
American distributor of vacuum tubes, has
acquired alarge stock of US militairy JAN
valves. Valued at over $ 80 million, the stock
includes some much sought after American- made audio valves,
including 12AX7WA,12AT7, 12AU7, 7581A, 6V6GT, 6X4,
6080WC, 5R4, 6L6WGB, 5751, and 6C4WA. A full listing can be
found on their webpage: www.newsensor.com. New Sensor
Corporation, 001 212 529 0466, e-mail: info@newsensor cam
ORELLE AND XTC previously united under parent company
Analogue and Digital, have now separated. OreIle can be contacted
by telephone and fax on 0181 931 1206. XTC has anew contact
telephone number, 0181 997 4280.
PACIFIC MICROSONICS developers of the High Definition
Compatible Digital enhanced CD process, has licensed its HDCD
technology to several audio chip companies. They hope to create a
suite of HDCD chips for DSP and DVD player applications, as well
as regular CD players. Licensees include Analog Devices, Motorola
and Sanyo. Pacific Microsonics, www.hdcd.com.
VERITY Group plc has changed its name to NXT plc, reflecting the
emphasis now placed on NXT technology development and
licensing, and may sell the Cyrus business. Suggestions that the
Mission brand might also be up for sale have been refuted.
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nearest SB-M01 Stockist. RSP £499.95. Ask for details of our matching
audiophile stand offer. ( Limited period only).

Technics

news
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SONY.LAUNCHES DVD-VIDEO
DISCMAN

Once you have gained
access to the inside of
the cabinet, remove
foam and/or wool
damping from the inside
of the speaker ( if fitted)

SONY has announced the launch of a
DVD Discman, the l'BD-V30, a portable
machine that will play back both DVDVideo discs and regular compact discs
with a dual laser pick-up.

111

Although not carrying its own screen, video
output is available from an S-video and
Composite output. Audio output is via a
3.5mm headphone socket. The unit will run
from asupplied AC adaptor or camcorder-type
battery. It is said to support 96kHz resolution
at 20-bit sampling rate, and is compatible with

obtained at time of going to press due to the

MPEG-2 multichannel and Dolby AC- 3 with

egal rulings on retail price labelling. Contact

its optical digital output. No price could be

You need at least 2
Deflex panels for a pair
of small bookshelf
speakers, 4 panels for
a pair of Tannoy 6's,
and at least 6 panels
for larger cabinets

Sony (UK) Ltd, 01932 816000.

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less
distortion when played
loud

‘Ígir.

TECHNOLOGY OF
TUBE GOES DIGITAL

•
out

TUBE TECHNOLOGY has grasped the digital

nettle with the launch of both an integrated CD
player, and atwo-.4x transport and converter
combination. The Fulcrum 192 DAC is ahybrid
converter that uses FPGA ( Field Programmable
Gate Array) filter and conversion technology
for 24-bit/96kHz and 192kHz signals, while
sub-50kHz sampled signals are subject to an
HDCD filter. Output stage is class A valve
amplified, using six 6922 triodes per channel.
Meanwhile, the matching Fulcrum CD Drive is
an upgradable transport whose Master Clock
signal, when so connected, is derived from the
192 DAC. The units are priced at £ 1750 and
£850 respectively. The Fusion is aone- box CD

1 ... a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."
"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."

player at £ 1100, using asimilar circuit
topology to the Fulcrum, but with FET class A
output stage. Power supplies to clocks, DAC
arrays and analogue stages are independently
regulated. Adding value to the Fusion is an
optical digital outp.it and optical clock input,
allowing future upgrading to aFulcrum 192
converter. Tube Technology, 01932 821111.

24- BITS FROM
MUSICAL
FIDELITY
SWELLING the ranks of
Musical Fidelity's X-series is a
new £ 300 digital-to analogue
converter using some of the
latest chip hardware, allowing
it to accept digital data up to and including 24-bit/96kHz.
A Crystal receiver chip takes incoming data and
establishes the sample rate, before the internal clock is
synchronised to the datastream to reduce HF jitter
artefacts. An advanced hybrid filter reduces ultrasonic
requantisation noise. Conversion is carried out on aBurrBrown PCM1716, last seen in the company's X-Ray.

NAD'S NEW 3020'
AND AV RECEIVERS
ECHOING the ever-popuiar 3020
amplifier of yesteryear, NAD has
launched the C320, a new
'moderately priced' integrated
amplifier 1199.95). The C320
features what NAD call on Impedance
Sensing Circuit topology, designed by
the man that brought the world the
3020, Bjern Erik Edvardsen. With a
nominal rating of 40W/ch. the ISC
topology allows the amp to deal with
difficult loads, such that NAD claims

recognition, instead using an ' intelligent interrogation'
technique to switch between its acceptance of 12- to 20bit and 24-bit word lengths, and 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2 and
96kHz sample rates. The unit is housed in astandard Xseries tube, albeit with extra length. Other features include
alow impedance output stage, and two digital inputs and
one digital output. Musical Fidelity, 0181 900 2866
Errata: in our October *News' story rPenwwther Horns'], the phone
number for Pemacone should have appeared as 01924 445039, not as
printed Vivante's phone number in the Chesky Disc Offer was also given
incorrecdy coded; it is 0181 977 6600. The 99p offer is still open. In Day.
Berninan's DIY feature ['Build the DBS8', Oct, p80], the internal volume
of the speaker was given incorrectly: see this month's ` Views'!
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"...But one things for sure - the Deflex panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and a more natural sound..."
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality

•• 11111•

Value for money

• IIMMEI

NOTE! ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
THE PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY
Standard Panel £ 5.00 ( 28cm x 21cm)
Medium Panel £ 4.00 ( 28cm x 18cm)
Small Panel £ 3.00 ( 24cm x 13cm)
Sub- woofer Panel £ 10.00 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £4.00
Delivery £ 2.50
,namics

make a range of procluc
connoisseur and DIY enthusia
clude ISOLATION FEET DAMPI
SEALING STRIP. GASKETS. ,. i•

For a 'REE information pack &
details of other products from
'ECTRA DYNAM!C'

Tel. ( 01745) 360070
Fax ( 01745) 360086
www.spectradynamics.co.uk
SPECIAL OFFERS - POSTAGE FREE
PACKAGE 98/1
2 x Standard Panels (

8cm x 18cm)

2 x Magnapad 3 ( 7 mm dia)
1 x Adhesive
ALL FOR £ 14.00
PACKAGE 98/2
1 x Pack 4 Foculpod Isolation Feet

With uncertainty about future standards in mind, the X24K has been designed to ignore encoded flags for data
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Place the flexible Defies
, panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside of
the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive •

1 x Deflex Turntable Platter Mat
ALL FOR £ 25.00

the amp can supply 160W into 2
ohms. Other new products include two
AV receivars, featuring fi ,, echannels
of amplification, surround sound
processing and an AM/FM radio with
RDS. The 3olby Pro Logic 750
(£499.95) has a3x50W rating for
front channels and 2x30 for the
rear. The 770 offers 70W to all five
channels, with both Dolby Digital and
Pro Logic steering. UK distributor is
Audioclub 0129a 482017.

ACCESS - VISA - MASTER CARD
)i

10 mm x 3 mm.section
3 metres long
e
r £5.00 each

Sealing Strip
(Can be used to make large gaskets)

40mm dia
14mm thick

Pack of 8
Only £ 14.95

Original FOCULPODS - PACK 4
£14.95 - POSTAGE FREE
SPECTRA DYNAMICS LTD, UNIT Al. FFORDO DERVVEN
INDUST ESTATE, RHYL DENBIGHSHIRE, LL18 2YR

from a company best known for high

,

,
.
e
,
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.
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TAG McLaren are soon to become famous, not only for our success on the race track, but for the sound in your living room.
most respected audio companies, has been created with one simple aim in mind: to produce the best audio and audio visual equipment
A range of components which represents unparalleled levels of technology and engineering, recreating with absolute fidelity the artist's

•
3' products featured: cd player CD2OR, integrated amplifier 60i
email: helpdesketagmclarenaudio.com

freephone: 0800 7838007

performance, hi- fidelity.
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The largest selection of valve amplification in the UK. Specialists in vinyl replay systems. All purchases are installed by us.

Nottingham Analogue "The Foot" 12"

Kuzma's new revolutionary turntable,

tone arm with carbon arm tube £1100

the Stabi S £ 700 Stogi tone arm £ 750.
Shun-Mook Platform £ 150. Benz- Micro
Glider cartridge £650.

Audiostatic oci Iii - lange elect ostatic loudspeakers

Pagode equipment stands with their unique triple decoupled

Avalon loudspeakers— extraordinary

£2500. The new oci-Plus with even better

isolating system. The sonic benefits are clear, with greatly

imaging, natural balance and stunning

performance £ 3750.

improved imaging and transparency. Example shown here is

looks from £ 5500.

from the HD range. Price for a3- shelf A- range £ 400.
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace £ 1500.
conrad-johnson DF 2co player £ 1700.
conrad-johnson Pv-124 preamplifier £ 2600.
conrad-johnson PREMIER 11A amplifier £ 3500.
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Unison Research Feather One/Power 35

Graaf GM20 on_ This amp is fast, transparent

Golden Tube scie0 still one of the best value for money

an attractive and very affordable pre- power duo £ 2420.

and will drive most speakers. Can be bridged to
produce 6owpc in mono. £ 2750.

valve amplifiers around. Incredible performance for £ noo.

Remote volume potentimeter adds £95.

Look out for the new pre- amplifiers, sEP-2 and 5E1,-3.

Vinyl Replay

Amplification

Accessories

Digital Replay

Loudspeakers

Art Audio • Audio Analogue

Argenta custom silver cables

conrad—johnson • DPA

Analysis Ribbons

Nottingham Analogue

conrad—johnson • Golden

Cardas cables

Holfi • Marantz • Wadia

Audio Spectrum

Turntables & The Foot 12" arm

Tube • Graaf • Heart

finite elerrente pagode

Resolution Audio •

Audiostatic DCI & DCI Plus

Benz Micro cartridges

Holfi • Hynes Acoustics

equipment stands

Unison Research

Harmonix • Barratt & Oswald
bespoke furniture
IREM mains stabalisers

Tuners
Magnum Dynalab Analogue
Tuners & Signal Sleuth

Ex—demonstration and used equipment always available, please call for further details
Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:30
Camden Town, London NW1 FAX: 0171 383 5028 EMAIL: loi650,2424@compuserve.com

Avalon Acoustics

Kuzma • Tracer cartridges

Cabasse • Diapason

Trigon Vanguard phono

Opera

amplifier

TEL:

0171 380 o866
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Win these £ 5000 Artemis monoblocks from CR Developments
'The best of British valve power'

OVER the last eight years or so, the
British- made CR Developments
amplifier range has been quietly
gathering an international
reputation. Before entering
the audio market, the
company was already wellestablished as makers of
specialist high- quality
power supply
units, and this
expertise has
clearly been put
to good use in the
hi-fi ranges.
Today, CR
Developments offers
avariety of amplifier
types, ranging from
single-ended valve models to
massive solid-state designs offering up to 200W
into 8ohms. But the current valve (tube) flagship is an
impressively well-built and powerful push-pull design, using those
massive and unmistakable Russian 33C output tubes. Thanks to the
generosity of CR Developments we're delighted to be able to offer HFNIRR
readers achance to win the superb Artemis monoblocks, which normally
retail at £4995 apair.

THE QUESTIONS
1. What is the configuration used in the Artemis

THIS MONTH'S £5000 PRIZE
Conservatively rated at 35 watts per channel, the Art emis uses apair of
the high-current, low-impedance 33C tubes for each mono chassis. These
operate with only local negative feedback, cathode-coupled around the

output stage?

transformer, rather like the classic Quad H; there is no overall loop
feedback. The tubes are run with fixed bias, determined by pre-set
controls, and the output rails are filtered by inductors. At the input, the
ubiquitous 12AX7 double triodes provide the phase splitter, followed by
the 12AU7s, which are anode-connected to the grids of the output tubes.
The high-quality grain-oriented output transformers are On test
[HFNIRR, Oct ' 98], the Artemis delivered ashort-term burst power
output of 65W/ch, implying good dynamic headroom and the ability to
sound much louder than the 35W/ch rated output ssuggests. As usual with
CR Developments amplifiers, the Artemis comes complete with volume
control (one per channel in this case), making this more than just apower

c) single- ended pentode
d) single- ended pentode

amplifier: this design can be regarded and used as asingle- input line-level
integrated amplifier. With ample power for most applications, genuine
dynamic headroom and exceptional build quality, the Artemis monoblocks
really do offer the best of British valve power. Don't miss this chance to
own apair!

b)

a) push pul tetrode

b)

push-pull triode

2. Which valve provides the phase-splitter stage?
a) EL84

b)

6550
c) 12AX7
d) 12AU7
3. What is the rated output per channel, into 8ohms?
a) 15W
35W

c) 30W
d) 20W

HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form by answering the three questions, and send it to: CR Developments Competition, Hi Fi News & Record
Review Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, PO Box 531 Croydon CR9 2ZA, to arrive before the closing date of Friday, 11 December, 1998.
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of the entry form arc acceptable, but only one entry
per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be disqualified). Ni'

Name

CR Developments Competition

other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form.

Address

2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes

THE ANSWERS

offered. Winner(s) will be the first correct entries opened.
3) Employees of Link House Magazines, CR Developments or
their agents, will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be
received by first post on Friday, II December I
998. The
Editor's decision will be final and binding. No correspondence
will be entered into regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinners
will be notified by post; the results utll be published in HFN RR.
April 1999. t) Entry forms received become the property of link
House Magazines lid.
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Piano
Finish
TLC are proud to announce two
new speakers to the UK market,
combining British engineering and
knowhow, along with Polish
high-quality craftsmanship in wood
and in apiano finish.
Classic 1: asubstantially built and
beautifully finished floorstanding
loudspeaker, the Classic 1uses a
band-pass bass system with
twin internal drivers to give massive
power handling, generous loudness
capabilities, and deep, well
controlled bass. A good size
midband driver in its own separate
chamber to provide realistic
dynamics and plenty of headroom.
Classic 2: afashionably slim
compact floorstander. Classic 2
avoids compromising the bass by
opting for athree-way configuration
and using agenerous 8inch bass
driver. This is mounted in the
side panel to maintain the slim
profile, while the mid and treble are
kept well clear of the ground for
optimum sound dispersion.

TLC, Unit 5A, Lantens Court, 22 Mil'harbour, London E14 9TU.
Tel: 0171-538 4430 Fax: 0171-538 4490
Tonsil Loudspeaker Company, 62-300 Wrzesnia,
Daszynskiego 2/3 POLAND.
Tel +48 61 4369220 Fax: +48 61 4361488

brief encounters
Mission 703 loudspeakers
The 700 series is Mission's bread-and-butter
range, with amodel to suit every major price
point. The one the 703 calls its own is the
£300 mark, and the speaker itself is alarge
and capacious floor standing column, or as
Mission perhaps more appropriately call it in
their reviewers' notes, atower speaker.
Tower it certainly does, unless you prefer the
adjective 'loom', in its sombre black ash finish.
In any case a200mm ( 8in) main driver fills this
two-way, fitted in a62 litre vented box with
outside measurements of 950x255x370mm
(hwd). The 703 is equipped for bi-wiring, and
has captive spike mounting points, and indeed
aset of spikes is supplied. They turned out to
be very necessary, not to prevent the enclosures
moving ( IFirst used them flat on concrete slabs
which certainly held them still), but to allow
some air to circulate beneath the enclosure,
which has amarked beneficial effect.
The 19mm wall thickness means the 703 is
no heavyweight, and the response to the
knuckle- rap test is lively to say the least,
internal bracing notwithstanding. Mission simply state that it's lightness
means that the cabinet will not store energy, for a 'fast, responsive'
sound. The 90dB/I W ( 8ohms) rated sensitivity means the amp will
work with relatively small amplifiers, and being front vented the
speakers can be used close to arear wall.

u

Or perhaps not. The 703 has prodigious
bass, which it chucks out by the lorryload, but it
is not too well damped, and in practice the
speakers need to be used well away from room
boundaries and with amplifiers and cables
which have good damping and control. In
practice the sound was much better balanced
when used with aNAD C320 amplifier ( soon
to be reviewed) than with amuch more costly,
and effectively wider bandwidth TAG McLaren
amplifier.
After the obligatory (and sometimes
strained- sounding) running- in period, I
Found
myself rather alarmed by how enjoyable and
communicative the 703 is, at least with
orchestral material. A playthrough of the old
Bergund/Bournemouth SO Sibelius 7 ( now on
acheap Royal Classics transfer) impressed for
the ripeness of the orchestral sound, in
particular the depth and weight of cellos and
basses, and the muted, but spacious and
refined upper string sound.
The quid quo pro is that much rock material
sounded overcooked and alittle distant, but if you want big bass at a
low price, the Mission 703 is probably is about as refined and as
capable as they come.
Alvin Gold
• Mission Group, 01480 451777

Reson RS1 Turntable
THERE was atime near the dawn of CD's
history when certain pundits were
maintaining that abudget turntable, fitted
with acheap cartridge, had more to offer in
the way of music-making than astate-of-theart Compact Disc player. Now, even though
CD players have come along way since
then, aproduct like the DNM Reson RS1 here
does remind you of the great potential the
turntable has for turning records into music.
The concept seen here is nothing really new
— asolid one-piece plinth carrying aglass
platter, an AC synchronous motor to belt-drive
this platter, and aRB250-style tonearm. The
smoked- plastic hinged lid keeps the dust out
and the style in. This RS] came complete with
amoving magnet cartridge, aReson Mica (a
beefed-up Goldring 10 series with Gyger II
stylus), ready fitted and aligned. For £ 100
more, at £795, there is the option of the
Reson Aciore m-c, another rearranged
Goldring. The deck itself asks for the bare
minimum of setting- up from the box — just
needing one to lower the separately packed
glass platter onto pulley hub and apply the
funky white felt mat on to the glass.
Having nothing more in the way of
environmental isolation than four chunky
rubber feet (albeit coupled by coiled springs)
means the RS1 needs and deserves agood
stand or shelf to keep it sweet. DNM Reson do
make arather unusual wall- mounted tripod
stand constructed from thin square- section
solid aluminium struts, but for this review the
RS1 was tried on conventional floor tables. It's
worth noting that on test an average
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performance on athree-tier four-legged table
was greatly improved upon when the Reson
was moved to adedicated tripod floor table.
Fronting asystem comprising Linn
amplifiers ( utilising the Kairn's excellent m- m
stage) and Jamo Concert 11 speakers, I
found
myself once again surprised by the sublime
musicality that this, an essentially one- stop
record-playing solution, can extract from an
innocent looking vinyl record The Grieg
Piano Concerto (
EMI ASD 3521) was played
straight through with conviction — only when
hienchmarked to afar more costly LPI2 Lingo
combination did the obvious omissions
become apparent. There was constriction of
the overall ambience and some foreshortening
in the decay of notes. Violins und violas
sounded alittle harder. Timing of notes lacked
the chronographic accuracy of aLingo'd
machine. Surely enough, the RS1 lacks the
easy lucidity and tuneful revelation of a
high end deck, but then this entire
turntable costs less than some
people spend on CD
interconnect leads. And
when playing piano,
suc has Horacio
Gutierrez on the
Grieg, or
Mauriz.o Pollini
performing Chopin
Polonaises (
DG 2530), the
tangdpilty of the soundstage, the image
of the piano's presence within it, is nothing
short of enthralling. Fven end-of- record- side
compression and distortion seemed

conspicuous by its absence.
With due deference to this month's Finale
column, Ilistened to Vangelis' Direct album,
an accessible, flowing blend of sampled
instruments in alarge yet synthesised acoustic.
The second track, 'The Will Of The Wind' has
all the 'awesome' depth inherent in much from
this work, asimple two-chord pattern
underscored by subterranean bass pedals,
seguing to the initially sparser lightness of
'Metallic Rain'. A great rendition, prompting a
delve back to the less consonant Beauborg
from 1978, which in spite of its avant-garde
atonality was still (to me!) amusically
involving experience. Idon't know if I
could
say the same with that piece played on a
£695 CD player.
Andrew Harrison
• Virtual Reality Audio Systems,
01277 227355
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InnerSound Eros is a bi-amplified Hybrid Electrostatic loudspeaker system including 400 watt base amplification and
active crossovers.

"This is the first speaker system to succeed at sonically marrying adynamic woofer with an electrostatic for mid and upper frequencies, and it is the first
electrostatic system of any kind ( either full-range or hybrid) to furnish truly excellent quality bass." — Peter Moncrieff, International Audio Review
"The first reflected highs you hear arrive about aweek later than the direct sound. The result is that the Eros sounds so clear you almost can't believe it."
—Dr Robert Greene, Fi Magazine July 98

"...this is awarm, most romantic sounding speaker ... warmer and more romantic than you'd expect an electrostatic design to be, and with considerable
dynamic 'snap' and gradation. All of which would be as nothing if things didn't sound so alive."
—Hany Pearson, The Absolute Sound, May/June 98, Issue 112
"Truly stunning" — Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly
InnerSound Inc.. 1875 Mitchell Road, Suite E, Mableton, GA 30126 USA. Tel: ( 404) 6% 1998. Fax: ( 4041 691

411

innersound ( UK). Internationaf House, Horsecroft Road, Harlow. Essex CM19 5SX. Tel: 44 1279 442700. Fax: 44 1279 442701

INNE31,5UND
www.InnerSound.Net

brief encounters
Marantz CD-94/CDA-94 UK mods
STILL smarting from criticism for
devoting so much space in March
1996 to amodification of appeal to
only 500 people on the planet, it is
with some glee that Iannounce —
finally — that Marantz is offering a
version of the first of the Ken
Ishiwata 'super mods' to awider
audience. At last, the techno-wiz
has applied the same magic to the
CD-94 CD player (and the
equivalent stand-alone DIA
converter, the CDA-94).
It is only with hindsight that Irealise that the CD-94-plus-CDA-94
were ascloseasthis to the costlier CD-12/DA-12 two-box system which
first received the modifications, with only the slightest traces of
refinement and bass solidity justifying aGolden Ear's quest for the
latter. The CD-94, in contrast to the ' 12, sold more than 3000 units in
the UK alone, and adecade or so on, there are those who'd relinquish
theirs only upon threat of death.
Briefly, the CD-94 was one of those uncommon Philips-based
machines which didn't inspire fear of breakdown in its owners, but then
Philips did once make transports which seemed more robust than a
Chinese steaming basket. It became areviewer's lave and one of the
earliest machines avinyl lover could acquire which didn't inspire
feelings of traitorousness to the LP cause. And now it has Deen yanked
into the next millennium with aset of upgrades devised by Ishiwata,
with the same attention to detail as was applied to the CD-12/DA-12
(which Istill use as areference).
Before telling you the price, here's alist of the components substituted
for the standard fare, the only thing which might nip this venture in the
bud being ashortage of the very last item on the shopping list. Those
with asoldering fetish might wish to attempt it by themselves, but that's
entirely up to you/not recommended. Ijust thought I'd put that in to
discourage missives from meaner readers who think that parts cost
alone should be all that Marantz charges for the update. As if labour
were free because it's intangible to some. Anyway, the list differs
slightly for the CDA-94 DAC alone, but the gist is the some.

14 x 100nF — Soshin blue capacitors
3x47pF, 25V Blackgate capacitors
3x47pF, 25/35V ARS Silmic capacitors
2x10pF, 16V cerafine capacitors
4x220pF, 6.3V ARS Silmic capacitors
4x220pF, 16V RA2 capacitors
4x220pF, 25V RA2 capacitors
2x100pF, 25V Cerafine capacitor
2x470pF, 25V ARS Silmic capacitors
2x3300pF, 25V RA2 capacitors
1x220pF, 16V Black Gate capacitor
1xTDA1541A ' Double Crown' IC

Oh, and a 'KI Signature' badge is fitted to the fascia, to let your
friends know that you've 'gone all the way'.
In order to audition the mods, I
was supplied with astandard CD- 94
owned by aTannoy employee and amodified unit destined for Steve
Harris, late of Mordaum-Short and sometime of Marantz UK [
no
relation — Ed]. Both were warmed- up for the same amount of time,
and connected with idertical Musical Fidelity short interconnects to the
TALK Electronics Hurricane 5LP pre-amplifier. Armed with CDs of
which Ihad two copies, I
A/B'd the two via the Talk remote, and the
differences were even more marked than Irecall of the CD-12/DA-]2.
Quite clearly, the uprated version is sweeter and smoother, instantly
and repeatedly identifiaole by its silky top end. It was most notable on
strings, percussion such as 'splatter' cymbals and tambourines, and on
older CDs suffering from digital spitting. At the other end, the modified
player delivered deeper, more realistic bass with decay of nearanalogue graduation. Also enhanced was the transparency and the
size of the soundstage. lrouble is, you've gotta hear standard-vsmodified side-by-side to truly appreciate the degree of improvement.
Marantz tells me that the upgrade will cost around £995, and that
owners should allow 8-12 weeks because the transformation is
exceedingly work- intensive. Call James Lane on 01753-680868 and
get your name on the list ASAP, because Ihave asneaking suspicion
that the supply of Double Crown ICs is very limited.
Ken Kessler
• Marantz UK, 01753 680868

Nordost SPM Reference loudspeaker cable
I
WAS introduced to Nordost cables acouple of years ago in a
concentrated half day listen-in, and remember being particularly
impressed by their superb stereo imagery, and resolution clearly
superior to anything Ihad used before.
There was aclear similarity with some of the better solid core cables,
notably DNM, but such cables require amix of simple budspeaker
loads, relatively narrow bandwidths and/or short cable runs, though
on agood day and afollowing wind, their performance can be
inspirational, making even the best thick stranded cables sound coarse
and blurred. There are parallels in construction too: borh have alimited
conductor cross-section, they're both spaced ribbons ( in passing they're
both matched with similarly constructed unscreened interconnects), and
DNM was the first to talk of the importance
of consistent conductor spacing, which is a
particular feature of Nordost.
SPM ( Speed, Precision, Musicality)
Reference is awide (44mm), flat
(0.95mm) twin, assessed here in single
wired form, though abi-wire variant is
available. It consists of 32 conductors of
99.99999% (eight 9s) purity silver-plated
copper with aviolet-dyed Teflon dielectric,
made in what is said to be aunique, and
extremely slow extrusion process. The
cable is terminated in hollow beryllium
copper, gold-plated 4mm-plus plugs
which fortuitously also fit snugly over the
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new BFA connector. In try wqrk environment, where speakers cables
may be attached and detached 20 times aday, these plugs regularly
fall off, silver solder notwithstanding. Perhaps acrimp fix would be
better, but in normal domestic use this should not be aproblem. Prices
are (wait for it!) £2795 per 3metre pair, plus £325 per additional half
metre; I
tested 2x5m length., (£4095 pair), with a1m pair of SPM
interconnects ( retail price £825).
SPM is quite simply the most consistent and capable cable Ihave
used, full stop. It is outstandingly detailed and controlled, with
unsurpassed transparency and freedom from coloration. The frequency
extremes are clear of bloom or loss of control. It is not, however, an allpurpose solution. SPM singularly failed to work with apair of Wilson
Cubs, which only performed well with
Transparent Audio cable and its in- line
loxes' providing, perhaps, anecessary
mild filtering effect, and Nordost's lowcapacitance, low- inductance construction
doesn't wear well with Naim amps and
others that rely on cable inductance for
stability. In general terms it doesn't flatter,
which can make life harder for
nadequate systems, but it was sorely
missed when it was borrowed for aweek
-ecently, and remains the author's current
idea of state of the art.
Alvin Gold
• Nordost UK Ltd, 01352 730251
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CHORD 1
711
7C PRON1CS

at Musical images

Chord amplifiers have stunned hi-fi critics and sound engineers alike.
Now you can experience the zenith of British audio engineering at
Britian's finest audio visual retailer.
Come, see and hear the next generation of amplifiers chosen by
Abbey Road Studios, Air Studios, the BBC and the Royal Opera House

MEET YOUR MAKER
Thursday 26th November
Mus
Meet
the Ch ord

Team at

ical Images Covent Garden
Phone

0171-497

Visit Musical Images and discover the difference Chord can make.

Open Sundays

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk
Musical knages, 18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB. Tek 0171 497 1346.
Branches also at Beckenham, Edgware and Hounslow
MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
0% APR available subject to status. Ask for written details. E&OE. Not valid with any other promotions or offers.

brief encounters
AudioPrism Blacklight and Ringmat
Developments Statmat II
'THERE are more things in Heaven and Earth,
Horatio,

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.'
For Horatio read 'empirical objectivists'
while Denmark's voice could be that of
boffins at AudioPrism and Ringmat
Developments.
In both cases, the pseudo- scientific
principle is that of placing apatent- pending
slip of plastic over acompact disc. This is
claimed to reduce accumulated electrostatic
potential from the disc in play, thereby
improving clarity, treble smoothness, timing,
dynamics — the usual musical
improvements we've come to seek. Although
claiming similar gains in performance,
construction of these two CD mats is quite
different. The Blacklight has a
phosphorescent coating that needs
'charging' with alight source before laying
glowy side down over adisc. Statmat II's
thin transparent film, meanwhile, has
gained some extra cut-outs and conductive
carbon markings. AudioPrism's Blacklight is
distributed by Audio Connoisseurs and
costs £39.95; Statmat II is priced the same
as the original at £ 19.95, with an upgrade
option for Mk Iusers of £ 10.00.
We've already seen the original Statmat
and regular readers will remember its positive
appraisal [ Nov ' 97], and Ipersonally know of
other respected ears who swear by it. Problem
is, using both the new Statmat II, and the
glow- in-the-dark Blacklight, I
couldn't get a
conclusive verdict with either product.
The First thing we ought to acknowledge is
that these add-on CD mats do affect the sound

you wilf hear
from your
favourite discs. But
to misquote many a
rave review of audio
gizmos you may read,
we're not talking major
life-enhancing changes,
we're not talking night and day differences,
we're not even talking jaw slackening
soundstage-opening-up-let-the-music-Flood-out
changes. We are talking of hairsplitting
differences that are nonetheless audible under
the right conditions.
My first trial with the Blacklight proved
somewhat ambiguous, with something about
the music indeed altered though not certainly
better. Similar indeterminacy was found using
Statmat II.
Now, differences there were, but the
challenge with these mats was trying to

quantify in words how things did change.
After no little Frustration I
enlisted the aid of
an accomplice to alternate, unseen by myself,
between discs (and no disc at all) on aselection
from several pieces of music. Comparing results
afterwards, no particular pattern could be
isolated. For example, in the setting of Chris
Isaac's Wicked Game', the Statmat It conferred
ameatier and more fulsome bass and good
central images, while the Blacklight
was the equal in bass control but
added perhaps more 'air' to
Isaac's vocals. The unaided disc
seemed to come off worst with
its comparatively indifferent
rhythmic detailing. But then
this was turned on its head
with aDeutsche
Grammophon recording
of Mozart Piano Concerto 17
[Pires/Abbado] where the Statmat lost out
to, respectively, the Blacklight and the
untouched CD. Later on 'The Eyes of Truth' from
Enigma's The Cross of Changes was almost
certainly preferred with no add-on at all.
If these devices do thrive on the
neutralisation of static charges, perhaps they
are CD player and room sensitive. If Blacklight
works principally by bathing adisc with green
light then perhaps its operation is influenced by
adisc label's opacity. Check them out if you
can, since they can alter the sound you will
hear from aCD player. You might even find
yourself more ex-static.
Andrew Harrison
• Audio Connoisseurs, 0151 343 0007
• Ringmat Developments, 01277 200210

And through the wire...
LAST MONTH we looked at the Naim CD3.5, astraightforward
enough compact disc player that sounds very good on its own and
startlingly good when treated to an outboard power supply.
Ungrateful as ever, we thought we would try to squeeze alittle bit
more from the grey and green hardware with some shiny new
interconnect cables.
All Naim equipment is obviously designed to well work with its own
cable — be that interconnect, power lead or speaker cable. And with
their continued reliance on such connectors as multi-pin DIN plugs and
industrial power connectors, it's not too easy to make quick substitutions
with alternate cable designs. But then, Naim would prefer you to use
their specified cable anyway since the products will have been 'tuned' to
work together, with that specific cable. ( It is no small irony that in an
age when tone control circuitry is, with reason, absent from most mid to
high-end equipment, ahi-fi system's sound is often now trimmed
through cable selection. The cable's first obvious quality, its tonal
balance, becomes its main asset in deference to other sonic qualities.
More treble, sir? Try this interconnect.... )
Unashamed I
did nonetheless try acouple of alternatives, supplied by
the Chord Company, out of sheer curiosity. The three cables, Naim's own,
and Chord Co's Cobra II and Solid II, were all supplied as 1m lengths with
locking 5-pin DIN to Iwo RCA phono plugs. They were alternated through
the listening periods to allow similar 'running- in' times.
The results were surprising — in brief, very little to choose between
them. While reluctantly conceding the drama adifferent bit o' wire can
NIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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often bring, I
was
disappointed in this
instance. The Cobra II,
for example, against
the Naim, showed a
little more breathy life
in tenor saxophone
('Night and Day', From
Martin Taylor's Spirit
of Django, Linn
Records) and faster
attack on steel strung
acoustic guitar. The
Solid II had asimilar
lockwise from top left: Solid II, Cobra 11, Nairn cable
clarity, with perhaps better image differentiation. But the watchword
here is 'subtle'.
We would guess that the very low output impedance of the CD3.5,
at less than 2ohms, may be responsible for making this player highly
unFussy regarding cable choice.
Andrew Harrison
Cobra II £68.99
Solid II £ 124.99
• The Chord Co, 01722 331674
• Naim Audio, 01722 332266
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"For me, this is truly the ultimate desert island loudspeaker.. "
Jack English, Stereophile, volume 19 no. 5.
"Iam comfortable in saying that, to this point,
these are the best speakers Ihave ever heard. Ilove them... "
Johnathan Scull. Stereophile, volume 21 no. 4.
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Itlesidian
tossless
Packir g is
row a
nandatary
feature of
the DVD
Audio
s:taide rd:
but DTS
has reacted
strcoj

T

he first DTS DVDs are not
now expected unfit the end of
the year. DTS has been
financing the release of Laser Discs
and CD audio re-mixes, from money
put up by investors (including Steven
Spielberg) and earned from DTS
cinema releases. Financing DVD
releases will be a further drain on
resources.
Cinema DTS was launched with a
bang, to give Spielberg something
special for Jurassic Park. However well
the cinema system may work, putting
afilm soundtrack on aseparate CDROM disc can never be as convenient
as putting it on the film itself. Most
movies are now released with four
versions of the same soundtrack;
analogue Dolby stereo, Dolby Digital
(between the sprocket holes), Sony
Digital (down the extreme edges) and
DTS (sync pulses to lock the separate
CD-ROM player into step with the
film projector).
DTS has been lobbying the DVD
Forum to include DTS as part of
the mandatory standard for the new
DVD Audio disc. But Working
Group 4 of the DVD Forum
recently rejected the DTS proposal
and opted for MLP, the Meridian
Lossless Packing system, to be
licensed by Dolby. In September
DTS took an extraordinary step.
Dan Slusser, Vice-Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of DTS,
wrote a letter to Bike Suzuki, of
JVC, in his role as Chairman of the
DVD Working Group 4, with a
heavy legal threat.
The standard as adopted now is
based on clearly improper and false
assumptions,
procedures
and
information', writes Slusser. We have
retained a prominent law firm to
review the procedures.... and they
have concluded that DTS has
substantial legal claims, including antitrust claims, with appropriate treble
damages and injunctive relief which
result from the actions of WG-4 in
selecting only the Dolby/Meridian
system as the mandatory standard'.
DTS wants to become 'part of the
mandatory standard and included in
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all of the hardware from day one',
and believes it could ' secure an
injunction and ultimately prevail in
acourt of law'.
'We have no desire to participate
in litigation;' says Slusser, 'however,
if it becomes our only option Iwould
then have no other real choice'.
The DTS move could well have
backfired. Bike Suzuki very quickly
replied on behalf of the DVD Forum,
in reasoned but very firm tones. He
has sent copies right across the audio
industry, to Universal (which backs
DTS) to Panasonic (which has so far
supported the system) and to the
RIAA in New York, along with Koji
Hase, of Toshiba, Chairman of the
DVD Forum.
Suzuki says that WG-4 has also
taken its own legal advice and is
confident
that
the
Group's
standardization procedures have been
perfectly proper and there ' are no
anti-trust problems'. The DVD
audio specification will ' fully
accommodate DTS, as well as
competing technologies, as an
optional feature'.
Suzuki reminds DTS that it
'voiced strong complaints' to the
WG-4's work only after ' objective
evaluations resulted in the selection
of MLP over DTS'.
WG-4 chose MLP because it met
the recording industry's demand for
a disc with over 74 minutes of
playback in all modes (stereo and
multichannel). ` Objective
and
mathematical measurements clearly
showed' that MLP coding and
decoding gave an exact match with
uncompressed audio and 'the biggest
safety margins in the format and on
playing time'.
DTS had rallied support from
third parties.
Their concerns, says Suzuki
pointedly,
are
based
on
a
'misunderstanding' which may have
resulted from the 'sample letter your
company sent them'.
Itried phoning DTS in California
but got a recorded message which
explained the procedure for getting
an upgrade EPROM. Ifaxed David
Delgrosso for comment but have not
yet heard back.
MLP comes from a small
company formed by Meridan's Bob
Stuart, shortly before Michael
Gerzon died in 1996. Peter
Craven,
Gerzon's
partner
in
Ambisonics, was also
involved. The aim was
to exploit lossless
packing. Earlier this
year, after meetings at
the Stereophile show in the USA,
Dolby agreed to licence the system
and Stuart suggested MLP to WG4. Since then Stuart has been to

Japan half adozen times.
The Record companies wanted 74
minutes and six-channel surround at
961cliz with 24-bit linear coding. The
only way to achieve this is with
compression. When WG-4 discovered
that the compression could be
lossless, with nothing thrown away,
it wrote MLP into the standard.
PCs compress data without loss;
you cannot risk losing afew noughts
from a spreadsheet. But PC
programs like Zip do not give
enough saving on audio. Michael
Gamin saw that the audio waveform
can be predicted, much like the
prediction process in MPEG video
compression. There are still some
errors, so the coder also sends a
signal which identifies the difference
between the predicted and actual
waveform. This can save 50% of the
bits. Saving is more when the
sampling rate is higher because there
is less useful data for audio above
20kHz. MLP extends DVD-Audio
playing time to 89 minutes for sixchannel surround, 230 minutes for
two-channel stereo and 125 minutes
at 192kHz.
Meridian sees the royalty rewards
as being a long way off. The short
term gain is for Meridian to see the
MLP logo on equipment made by
giants like Sony and Panasonic.
MLP will also be ideal for solid state
recording in the future.
There was no official DTS
presence at the The HiFi Show in
September, but aDTS rep had been
round on the Friday giving out the
third and latest sample DTS/DVD
Video disc, which includes excerpts
from Apollo 13. This is the first disc
with the DTS data stream flagged
for automatic decoding.
The
previous discs have put the DTS
data in the PCM part of the
bitstream, so that a DTS decoder
can be hooked to the SPDIF digital
output of a DVD player, with the
menu option set to put out PCM.
This non-standard fix lets DTS
demo discs play on DVD players
that are not equipped to recognise
DTS flag.
The new Pioneer player DV-717
is the first to recognise the flag and
automatically send DTS data to an
outboard decoder.
Barry Fox

Recognising DTS:
Pioneer's new DV-717 will respond w the
DTS flag and automatically send DTS data
to an outboard decoder
27
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o enthusiast worth his ( or
her) salt will have missed the
spectacular ` World of TAG
McLaren' exhibit at this year's HiFi
Show where, in between the Formula
One memorabilia and fashion
accessories, no fewer than twelve
new hi-fi separates were unveiled.
These were described as ' the first
fruits of the new association between
TAG McLaren and Audiolab', and
although the latter will subsequently
cease to exist as abrand, its heritage
and experience have allowed the
former to hit the ground running.
Naturally, there are direct parallels
between these new TAG
McLaren Audio separates
and the twelve Audiolab
'originals'. In this, the first of
several features, Iwill explore
the differences in design and
performance between the new
60i sl and 60iRv sl integrated
amplifiers and their respective
forerunners,
the
Audiolab
8000LX and 8000S. This month
you can also read about the latest
TAG McLaren CD transport/DAC
combination [see page ??], while in
the near future we'll ' upgrade' to the
pre-/power amplifiers and also dissect
the new CD2OR CD player in a
competitive group test.
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Do TAG McLaren's amps really beat
the old Audiolab models? This test
matches TAG McLaren 601 and 60iRv
against Audiolab 8000LX and 8000S
by PAUL MILLER

TECHNOLOGY
Improved standards of construction
have had an inevitable impact on
pricing. Thus Audiolab's £ 470
8000LX and £ 700 8000S are
transformed into the £800 60i sl and
the £ 1000 60 iRv sl. A new 4mm
bead-blasted and linished alloy front
panel lends the amplifiers a fresh
appearance, just as the knobs and
buttons are cast and machined from
an alloy especially suited to TAG's
grey anodising process. A new
optical-quality acrylic is used for the
indicator lenses, while composite
support feet (with an integral layer of
Sorbothane) are bolted below. Even
the new logo is diecast, painted
and heat-cured. Fastidious stuff,
certainly, but it imparts an
uncommon
feeling
of
'purposeful luxury' to the
amplifiers. Smooth to
the touch then, if
somewhat aggressive
on the wallet.
All four integrated
amplifiers share a common
design theme that includes afully
discrete Class A pre- amp, a
complementary bipolar power amp
and separately regulated pre-/power
supplies. The power amplifiers use a

•
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pair

of Sanken's

high- current

2SA1216/2SC2922 devices per
channel with a Zobel and choke
network to ensure the amplifier's
stability into
all foreseeable
cable/speaker loads. Audiolab's Zqbased DC-servo remains about the
power amp stage, keeping DC offsets
to an absolute minimum while
extending the amplifier's LF
response — as close to DC as
practical.
The 8000S and 60iRv are
distinguishable from their cheaper
relatives by their IR remote controls
and microprocessor- based input
switching. They also feature a ' mode
selector' that rotates between mute,
integrated, pre-amp, pre-/power and
pre-/power AV options, the latter
enabling its pre- and power sections
to be operated independently. An
internal modification (carried out by
your local dealer) enables the pre-/
power sections of the 8000LX and
60i to be split, if required. Crucially,
the newer 60i carries a built-in
upgrade to make the process
somewhat easier and — Iwould hope
— somewhat cheaper. All other
specifications are ostensibly identical,
including the 60W/8ohm rating and
selection of three line and three tape
inputs.
The TAG McLaren

60i

and

60iRv, meanwhile, both benefit from
a number of detailed component
revisions, fine-tuning of PCB layout
and
production
engineering.
Specifically, Vishay bulk foil resistors
now replace the Roederstein metal
film types (used in the 8000-series)
at critical positions in the signal path.
Polypropylene and Cerafine ARA
coupling capacitors also supplant the
once-familiar Starget capacitors in
the pre- amp stage(s). WIMA
polyester capacitors replace generic
types in the DC servo circuits,
extending the bass response from
1.5Hz (Audiolab) to 0.5Hz (TAG
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LAB REPORT
In parallel with

the blind listening
tests, samples from
Audiolab's final
production batch
were tested directly
alongside the
initial production
mn of McLaren 's
60-series in the
lab. In the
broadest terms, the
8000LX and 601
are level-pegging.
Their 80W18ohm
power outputs are
within awatt or
two of each other
while Audiolab 's
fast-acting
protection limits
the maximum
current to 8.7A
over 5ms into 1
ohm. Both
amplifiers droop
by around 0.6dB
at 20kHz but the
0.02 ohm
advantage earned
by the 60i's lower
output impedance
makes it slightly
less sensitive to
further variations
caused by the
cable/speaker
impedance.
But let's look a
little closer at the
dynamic current
profile of both
amplifiers. This is
arepresentation of
the dynamic
output of the
8000LX (106W,
191W, 318W and
54WO and 601
(109W, 196W,
325W and 59W)
into 8, 4, 2and
¡ohm loads,
respectively
(black, red, blue
and green traces).
Not how, in both
cases, the
amplifiers are
optimised to drive
down to 2ohm
loads with a
maximum current
delivery of 12.6A
(blue traces) but
mute if greater
than 7.5A is
attempted for
10msec into lohm
loads (green
traces). In this
respect, both the
8000LX and 601
are directly
comparable.
The important
difference lies in
the distortion

Fig I. Audiolab 8000LX: distortion at 1watt

Fig 3. TAG McLaren 601

into 8 ohm load

watt into 8ohm load

Fig 2. Audiolab 8000LX: dynamic current

Fig 4. TAG McLaren 60i

capability into 8, 4, 2 and Iohm loads

capability into 8, 4, 2 and 1ohm loads

profile (note: a
consistent y-axis is
used throughout
this test, from
-95dB to -40dB,
or 0.0018-1%
THD). The 601
shows less
variation as the
amplifier drives
the toughest load
[1] and yet
distortion is
uniformly higher
at lower signal
levels [2]. The
difference is not
huge, but it's real
and repeatable.
The Audiolab
'sound' is also
largely unmasked
by the highresolution 3D plots
which expose a
fingerprint'
pattern of very
high-order,
crossover-like
distortions [3] in
response to a
20-20kHz sweep
[4] at 1W18ohm.
At less than
0.02%, ir remains
low but
subjectively
disparate from the
driving signal (the
music). Some
masking might be

expected from the
8000LX's higher
2nd harmonic [5],
but its the
perceptibly higher
noise [6] of the 60i
that probably
contributed to the
favourable
subjective reaction
qf our listening
panel. After all, a
hint of analogue
dither' can work
Test results
Rated Power. 8 ohms

distortion at I

dynamic current

wonders!
Print-process
permitting, this
should manifest as
abrighter-looking
area on the 60i's
overhead plot 161.
The SIN figures of
87d13 vs. 81.4dB
ref. IWI8ohm
(8000LX and 601,
respectively),
reinforce this
theory. Both figures

are within
McLaren 's80dB
specification, but
wouldn't it be
ironic if the bettersounding amp of
the pair were
actually slightly
faulty? Setting
appropriate test
limits is, after all,
half the knack of
effective quality
control.

Audiolab 8000LX

Tag McLaren 601 si

60W: 17,5d8W•

60W: 17.5dBW•

Measured power
20Hz lkHz 20kHz 20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms for 1%THD
80W 81W 76W
81W 83W 78W
Continuous 4ohms for 11471-10
133W 138W Maximum current
(5msec. 1% THD)
8.7A into lohm
8.7A into /ohm
(10mser. 1% THD)
7.3A into lohm
7.7A into /ohm
Frequency response ( dB)
0
0 -0.7
0.1
0 -0.6
Output impedance ( ohms)
0.06 - 0.043 - Damping Factor
132 4
185.7
Frequency response
Dynamic headroom ( IHF)
0.9d8 ( 99W)
0.8dB ( 100W)
Harmonic distortion ( dB)
At 2fi.i power. 8 ohms -99
-72
-98
-78
At Od8W, 8 ohms 99
-75
-98
-73
Channel separation, preamp ( dB)
67
42
66
41
CCIR intermodulation distortion ( dB)
At 4'3 power 8 ohms
-98
-101
At Od8W 8 ohms
-99
-98
Signal-to-noise (
dB)
*A .wtd..'/3 power
-94.4
-99:9
'A wtd. OdBW
-87 0
-81.4
Channel balance ( dB)
-20dB
0.2
0.3
-60dB
1.4
0.7
Residual noise, unweighted (dB)
-76 0
-71.1
Input impedance
30kohm/60pF
27kohm/60pF
input sensitivity
OdBW
37.0mV. OdBW
331mV for full output
339mV for full output
Line overload
>16V
>16V
DC offset L R
9mV/9mV
lmV/3mV
Typical price . inc VAT)
discontinued
f800
'where (2riBIN . 2.83V. or 1W/8ohms

2.6

McLaren). The only change to active
circuitry is TAG's use of BurrBrown's dual-channel OPA2134 opamps in place of the older TL072CP
variety.

SOUND QUALITY:
8000LX vs 60i si
In common with previous group
tests, the respective Audiolab and
TAG McLaren amplifiers were
auditioned under blind and precisely
level-matched conditions with music
software chosen by members of a
five- strong panel. A Theta Data
Basic/DSP Progeny front-end was
complemented by the familiar Audio
Note EH loudspeakers and cabling
from vdH and Silver Sounds. Our
music
selections
included
Morcheeba's ' Big Calm' [Indochina
ZEN017CD];
Whiskeytown's
`Stranger's Almanac' [OPD30005];
Simply Red's ` Picture Book'
[East/West 9031-76993]; Massive
Attack's ` Blue Lines' [ WBRCD1]
and Rachmaninov's First Symphony,
Concertgebouw/Ashkenazy [ Decca
448 116-2]. My sincere thanks to all
those ' Golden Ears' guinea-pigs who
took part!
Described as flat, dry and generally
undynamic, the 8000LX failed to grip
the attention of the panel with
anything like the success of the 601.
The former was criticised for its lack
of stereo depth, offering aflat spread
of sound that regularly failed to shine.
Rachmaninov's strings betrayed but a
suggestion of their true dynamic
shading, while the lack of bass weight
prompted one wag to
describe Massive
Attack
as
'Minimal
Attack'.
In
similar fashion,
Whiskeytown's
'Stranger's
Almanac' began
impressively
enough, but the
stridency, the verve
and attack of the guitar
together
with
the
forward-sounding vocals
soon became wearisome.

The TAG
McLaren 601
successfully
revived our
interest in
music that,
with the
8000LX in
tow, was
described as
'simply going
through the
motions'

SUPPLIER
TAG McLaren
Audio Ltd,
Spitfire Close,
Ermine Business
Park,
Huntingdon,
Cambs.
PE I86XY
Tel: 0800 783
8007

The musicians seemed to be piled
upon one another, vying for attention
while ' crowding out the music' in the
process.
Though its genetics were not
wholly disguised, the 60i's greater
subtlety, improved sense of stereo
depth and — for want of a better
description — ` darker silences'
ensured it avoided the excesses of the
8000LX. For example, where
Morcheeba's husky-sounding vocals
had
seemed
lacklustre
and
emotionally redundant, the 60i
presented the same piece of music
with greater vigour, conviction and,
importantly, with abetter grasp of
the music's humanity.
If the 8000LX constrains and then
coerces areluctant performance from
the loudspeakers, then the 60i allows
its music to ' breathe' more
realistically.
Sure
enough,
Rachmaninov's First Symphony still
had asense of being controlled, but
it was so much more rewarding, the
panel appreciating the tonal warmth
and lyrical character of strings and
woodwind alike. ' Less Dettol and
more velvet' suggested one listener.
Similarly, Mick Hucknall's varied
vocal characterisation was now more
readily apparent as the amplifier
reminded one panellist ' what a
gregarious showman he really is'.
Other comparisons proved equally
revealing. The percussion that lightsup Massive Attack's ' Unfinished
Sympathy', for example, was
previously likened to ' someone
banging a spoon on a tin
mug', whereas the 60i
rewarded
us
with
something closer to a
'china teacup'. So —
and despite there
being
no
substantial
improvement
in the quality
or weight of its
ass — here, the
TAG McLaren 60i
successfully revived our interest in
music that, with the 8000LX in tow,
was described as ' simply going
through the motions'.

SOUND QUALM:
8000S vs 60iRv si
Auditioned after the 8000LX/60i, the
more sophisticated demeanour of
Audiolab's 8000S scored an instant
hit with our panel. Manifest in part
as apalpably deeper, ` grumbly bass',
the 8000S brought awelcome weight
and drama to Massive Attack's
'Unfinished Sympathy'. The greater
sense of depth and silkiness to
Rachmaninov's massed strings also
brought a vivid, but dream-like
quality to the symphony, while the
brass adopted a more authoritative
stance. Morcheeba's vocals were also
in a different class, firmer in focus
and considerably more articulate, as
evidenced by her intake of breath
between each phrase.
'It's like comparing the enunciation
of old Radio 2 with a local
commercial station' suggested one
listener. The backing instruments, in
particular the analogue synthesiser,
benefited in equal fashion, making us
more aware of the chord- changes,
and therefore the progression of the
music as awhole. This was afeature
lost, or at least diminished, by the
8000LX and 60i.
Reverting to TAG's top dog 60iRv
maintained a sense of this ' clout'
and energy, even though Massive
Attack's invigorating performance
was still no roller- coaster ride of
unrestrained dynamics. The sense of
atmosphere and occasion was
perhaps better ordered, but the sheer
civility of the 60iRv's presentation
prompted suggestions that the music
be renamed ` Massive Retreat' or
`Passive Attack'.
Rachmaninov's
symphony
remained diminished in scale, tidier
than with the 8000S but lacking
some of the latter's keen exuberance.
On the other hand, it successfully
captured the ebb and flow, the
tension set up between the string and
brass sections, creating what was
described as a ` tingly atmosphere'
and inviting the listeners to explore
by stealth rather than brute force and
acoustic fireworks. The appeal of this
amplifier is most certainly not
immediate, but its grasp of musical

410S'
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intrigue and subtlety will grow on
you over time.
And yet it's difficult to escape the
conclusion that Audiolab's 8000S
remains the cleaner and classier
amplifier of the two, providing a
'better built' sound that walks the
tightrope between free- spirited
emotion and the kind of ' musical
calm' that comes with years of
experience in the field. For our
listeners, the 60iRv proved a highly
unified,
cautious
and
often
surprisingly gentle performer. If only
it were not so, well, businesslike!
Indeed, its cautious and slightly
softened perspective is analogous to
hiking up along incline: not effortless
but by slowing down you still get to
the top of the hill without losing sight
of the views along the way.

CONCLUSION
With hindsight, the outcome of this
carefully-controlled test is as logical
as
McLaren's
revisions
are
methodical. As TAG McLaren itself
admits,
Audiolab's
existing
architecture was already strong, its
amplifiers highly evolved, and in
terms of performance highly stylized.
What McLaren has done is execute a
number of component changes to
products that were already very
similar. The subjective effect is,
therefore, very consistent.
This added hint of velvet, of
sophistication and calm, works a
treat with the 8000LX which had
irritated our panel with its grainy and
typically passionless demeanour. As a
consequence, the 60i represents a
very considerable step in the right
direction, even if it has taken the
amplifier into an entirely new price
bracket. Nevertheless, it's an object
lesson in the hidden potential of this
- and probably other - well-known
amplifiers.
Audiolab's 8000S, by contrast,
seems to show some sonic benefits over
the 8000LX even if, on paper, any
'benefits' are ostensibly limited to
microprocessor control. Importantly,
although there were clear, measurable
differences between all four units they
were still all performing within the
global specification laid down by
McLaren, and Audiolab before it.
Evidently there is more going on here
than meets the eye, and more, Iwould
suggest, than might be explained by
simple batch variation.
In the event, McLaren's extra
revisions were determined to improve
the 8000S's transparency, its stereo
depth and civility but - in our system
at least - simply proved astep too far.
By dampening some of the 8000S's
incisiveness and agility, the 60iRv is
unlikely to set the world of music alight.
The cheaper 60i, however, could be a
different proposition altogether...
1141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Things start to get
very interesting
with these two! For
astart, the
continuous power
rating of both the
8000S and 60iRv
is almost identical
to that of the
8000LX and 601
Then again, all
four employ the
same circuit and
power supply
design, which may
also explain why
McLaren Audio
has suggested that
there are little or no
measurable
differences between,
say, the 8000S and
60iRv. This is
largely true of their
response (-0.3dB
at 20kHz), steadystate distortion
(0.0018% at
1kHz, increasing
to 0.025% at
20kHz), gain
(+37.9dB), stereo
separation, channel
balance and even
the 0.05 ohm
output impedance,
in this instance. So
why do they sound
different?
Once again, our
more advanced
diagnostics provide
aclue. True
enough, the
dynamic current
profile shows both
amplifiers capable
of delivering
108W, 192W,
320W and 52W
(protected) into 8,
4, 2and ¡ohm
loads (black, red,
blue and green
traces),
respectively. Like
the 8000LX and
60i, this represents
an optimised
current delivery of
12.6A (for 10ms)
into 2ohm [2],
limited to 7.1A
into Iohm [1],
but more than
sufficient to cope
with the vast
majority of
cable/speaker
combinations.
As Ihave
mentioned, steadystate distortion
looks little different
from amplifier to
amplifier, although
the dynamic profile
provides a
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contrasting and
more realistic.
picture of
(musical) events.
Here, for agiven
output level,
distortion via the
8000S is almost
uniformly 10dB
higher than that
incurred by the
60iRv (or 60i for
that matter) under
dynamic
conditions For
example, between
I-6A output into
4ohm (equivalent
to 4-145W
dynamic distortion
is within
0.02-0.03% f.1]
via the 8000S but
falls closer to
0.01% with the
new 60iRv [4].
This increase is
accounted for by
low-order
distortions that ar.
subjectively
preferable to the
higher-order
products visible on
the 3D plot.
These stark
distortion patterns
[5] stem from a
combination of
three mechanisms.
Specifically, the

non-linear openloop output
impedance of the
transistors at low
current, the
device's finite
switching time and
the natural
increase in THD
through the fall-off
in HF
compensation.
And, although this
is avarying
Test results
Rated Power, 8 ohms

though not truly
dynamic signal, it
is clear that the
8000S has a
bolder 2ndharmonic
contingent [6]
than the 60iRv.
There's also a
difference in SIN
ratio; nor at
OdBW where both
the 60iRv and
8000S achieve
Audiolab 8000S
60W; 17.5dBW -

85.1dB and
85.8dB,
respectively, but
relative to twothirds output where
the gap stretches to
100.7dB and
95.4dB,
respectively. All of
which goes ta show
that, despite
appearances, each of
these amplifiers has
adistinct identity.
Tag McLaren 60iRv'
60W: 17.3dBW*

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz 20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Measured Power
Continuous 8ohms for 1%THD
82W 83W 79W
31W 84W 79W
Continuous 4ohms for 19611-10
138W 138W Maximum current
(5msen, 1.S• TI-ID)
8.1A into lohm
8.7A into /ohm
(10msec 1% TI-ID)
7.1A into loturi
7.2A into /ohm
Frequency response
0.2
0
0.3
0.1
0 -0.25
Output impedance (ohms)
0.060 - ? ?
Damping Factor
164.6
156.3
Frequency response
Dynamic headroom (
IIIF)
0.8dB ( 100W)
0.8dB ( 1.02W)
Harmonic distortion (
dB)
At 3",power, 8 ohms
92
-70
-94 - 72
At OdEFW. 8 ohms
-71
-97 - 72
Channel separation, preamp ( dB)
86
41
66
41
CCIR intermodulation distortion )
dBf
At 3'.2 power 8 ohms
-96
At OdBIN 8 ohms
-95
-98
signaito-noise (
d8.
'A wtd,
power
-100. 7
-95A
'A' wtd.OdEW
-85.8
-85.1
Channel balance c113)
Cl
-20dB
0.5
-60dB
1.0
0.8
Residual pose. unweighted ( dB)
-72.2
-72.9
Input impedance
19kohm/60pF
19kohn-J60pF
Input sere,itivity
36.4mV, OdBW
37mV. OdBW
331mV for full output
339mV for full output
Line overload
>16V
>16V
DC offset L R
OmV/1mV
OmV/6mV
Typical pnce ¡ Inc VAT)
ciscontinueti
£1000
'where 0c1BW =2.83V, or 114.:Sohms
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ver two years ago, the circa£9000 Reference 1became,
for my money, the pre-amp
by which all others should be
judged. Aside from the whinging of
the handful of morons who couldn't
understand that the controls
weren't rotary devices per se, and
that they worked in twist- twist
fashion, Iknow of no criticisms
worth dignifying... and any
criticisms Iheard levelled at the Ref
1
invariably
came
from
manufacturers of solid-state rivals.
Alas, the price alone ensured that
this pre-amplifier would remain the
sort of device only accessed by the
very well-heeled, and the rest of us
could only drool in envy.
While Iwould hesitate to call the
near-halving of the price a 'bargain',
I must regard the scaled- down,
£4999 LS25 something of agift for
those of us who crave but cannot
afford Ref 1. In one fell swoop, the
LS25 doubles our chances of
acquiring the Audio Research
flagship. Why? Because I'm
damned if Ican decipher asacrifice.
Referring back to the review of
the Ref 1 [May ' 96], you'll recall
that this is a no-compromise linelevel- only pre- amplifier with
microprocessor control of volume,
source selection and balance, all of
this taking place outside of the
signal path. The microprocessor
also provides memory so the source

selector remembers whether you're
using balanced or single- ended
inputs, necessary because its eight
inputs carried duplicated RCAs and
XLRs, to be used in either/or
fashion.
It was the Reference 1 which
introduced the spring-loaded, selfcentring intermittent controls like
those on the Copland CD player
and
the
Acurus
ACT1
processor/pre-amp. They were
notable for their tiny operational
arcs which you followed left or right
to raise or lower the volume, alter
the balance or select sources.
Holding them scrolled through the
entire arc, indicated by green
LEDs. Then again, the Ref 1came
with remote control, which
provided every single function bar
the choice between balanced and

Alas, the
price alone
ensured
that the Ref 1
pre-amplifier
would remain
the sort of
device only
accessed by
the very wellheeled, and
the rest of us
could only
drool
in envy

Latest in the line of high- end
makers to offer a down- scaled version
of its flagship product line is Audio
Research: the £5000 LS25 pre- amp
is a 'half price' derivative of the
awesome Reference 1
by KEN KESSLER

unbalanced input selection. Across
the front, the Ref 1 carried gain,
balance, record out and source
selector rotaries, while the
trademark channel below contained
press-press toggles with the same
feel as the knobs. They self-centred,
so you pushed them up or down to
choose on/off, balanced or singleended input, normal or inverted
polarity and mute/operate, with
more green LEDs telling you what
was chosen.
Across the back were the phono
and XLR inputs; in addition to
those eight sets were three pairs of
outputs, one for record and two for
main, also in XLR and phono form.
Lastly, there were easily accessible
fuses, and acaptive mains leads.
As if to remind you why you paid
the price of a VW Polo for a preamp, the Ref 1 weighed 30Ib,
featured a 3/8in thick aluminium
front panel and employed eight
Sovtek 6922 dual triodes. Tube
regulation was solid-state for
maximum
silence,
via
a
combination of MOSFETs and
JFETs. Part of the weight was due
to the inclusion of three separate
toroidal power supplies, one each
for DC regulation, high voltages
and the digital section. Discrete
components were used throughout.
A circle of 21 LEDs surrounded the
volume control, with steps in
between providing in excess of 156

gradations at 0.3dB per step.
Switch- on was accompanied by a
45 second delay, to ensure that no
nasties reached one's speakers.
Specs were impressive, too:
frequency response is ± 0.5dB from
1Hz to 200kHz, with -3dB points at
0.3Hz and better than 400kHz,
distortion less than 0.01 percent at
2V RMS output. Gain was 12.3dB
balanced, 6.3dB unbalanced, tape
output is OdB, and the input
impedances 220k ohm balanced
and 110k ohms unbalanced.
Now, here's what differs — or,
rather, what you sacrifice for afour
grand savings. Described by Audio
Research as ' a slightly smaller REF
l' because it enjoys similar chassis
construction, it also features
electronically- controlled rotary
controls for user-selectable overall
gain setting ( 6, 12, or 18 dB),
volume, balance
and input
selection, two-way toggle switches
for power on/off, stereo/mono,
balanced or single-ended operation,
true A-V pass-through processor
loop, tape monitor and mute. Seven
inputs (including tape monitor) and
two sets of main outputs are fitted,
with on-board memory storing all
settings along with previously
selected gain levels. There's a
remote control, four ( rather than
eight) 6922 twin triodes supplying
the gain, the tubes are mechanically
damped by the new proprietary
clear polymer rings, the massive
power supplies are fully regulated
and InfiniCap coupling caps are
fitted at the output.
By my reckoning, we've lost half
the tubes and weight is down by
121b, but the LS25 actually improves
on the Ref l's flexibility by letting
you choose your own AC cable
through an IEC input. Specs?
Compare these with the above:
frequency response is +/- 0.5dB
from 1Hz to 100kHz, with - 3dB
points below 0.2Hz and better than
400kHz, distortion less than 0.01
percent at 2V R/VIS output. Gain is
selectable, tape output is OdB, and
the input impedances 120k ohm
balanced
and
60k
ohms
unbalanced. Other differences
include a lowering of the volume
controls steps to 104 and the front
panel layout differs slightly
according to the functional changes.
But from two metres away, it looks
like aRef 1, it acts like aRef 1and
it feels like a Ref 1. Feeling a bit
Clintonian, Istopped at taste and
smell.
I've now heard the LS25 in
something like 15 combinations —
balanced and single-ended, driving
tubes and trannies and with a
variety of sources. And while the
teensiest part of me reckons that the
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Ref 1 has the edge for overall
dynamic capability and sheer
presence, the LS25 does not go the
way of so many pretenders to the
throne. Quite clearly, the LS25 is a
pre- amp for which no apologies
need ever be made. And, if Audio
Research Corporation and its
agents get their act together, it
could — along with that budget
beauty, the LS8, and the current
run of VT power amps — herald a
new era, returning ARC to tube
amp supremacy. It's as if the time is
right for an anti-SET backlash.
Auditioned mainly with source
components including the hotrodded Marantz CD94, Theta's
DaViD DVD transport and the
Theta Chroma DAC, the LS25 was
used to drive amps including the
Talks, Sutherland's 2000s and a
couple of GRAAFs into Aliante's
new Pininfarina speaker, Quad
ESL63s and New Audio Frontiers'
Reference One S. Cables included
the new Kimbers, ART speaker
cable, Steve Rochlin's digital wire
and Musical Fidelity.
Maybe Ihaven't yet reached the
final stage: even a month of
constant use seemed not to put an
end to the LS25 run-in period.
Either that, or my hearing
improved. Whatever the cause, the
LS25's sound just seemed to get
better and better on a daily basis.
Then again, it could be my memory
playing tricks...
By the last few days before
deadline, I'd grown to cherish
certain qualities which Ithought I'd
never hear in a pre-amp of lesser
stature than the Ref 1. Using lots of
recordings of Capitol- era- Sinatra
calibre (Dino, Nat, Julie et al), as
well as all of the audiophile CDs I'd
reviewed for this month, Iwas able
to detect — in addition to the
trademark ARC sound — anumber
of refinements which could make
this the pre- amp to seduce solidstaters away from their trannies... if
the Ref 1hadn't already. The main
gains which place this pre- amp so
high on my wants list are its
resolution of the finest details, its
Vistavision soundstage and —
above all — treble so sweet that
you'll suspect high calorific content.
Let's backtrack a mo', before
you accuse me of using
synecdoche
where
it's
inappropriate. Leaving aside
that space considerations do
not allow us to cover the
hundreds of aspects of
sound which we ought to
address, there's consolation
to be found in the school of
thought which argues that
`you can't have one without the
other'. Ergo, if imaging is spot-on,

Quite clearly,
the LS25 is
a pre- amp
for which no
apologies
need ever be
made. And,
if Audio
Research
Corporation
and its agents
get their act
together, it
could —
along with that
budget beauty,
the LS8, and
the current run
of VT power
amplifiers —
herald a
new era...
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then so must be tonal accuracy. If
the bass is convincing, then so
should be the midband. But we
know it ain't so, and it's possible to
have an amp with amazing bass and
dire treble, or great stage width and
little depth. So we choose our
preferences, the areas where we can
put up with some anomalies and
others where we can't abide asingle
digression. For me, it's gotta be
lifelike vocals, non-oppressive bass
and non- aggravating treble, with
everything else almost secondary in
its ability to charm or repel.
With the LS25, Iwas struck first
by the way it conveyed all of the
textures in male voices, at the same
time imparting the crystal clarity of
a counterpoint in the form of a
female vocalist. Assorted duets
(think: Ella and Satcluno) conduct
this test with unerring focus, far
easier than moving from aWilly De
Ville to an Emmylou Harris
recording, for example, both of
which are likely to have completely
different sonic traits imparted at the
recording stage.
Not only did the LS25 juggle
successfully the juxtaposed textures,
it maintained the spaces, the
positioning and the air around the
performers. Every little vocal tic
came through clearly, with sibilance
sounding lifelike rather than
reptilian. And when it came to
conveying sheer majesty, the power
and scale available from the LS25
made Ryko's soundtrack of The
Greatest Story Ever Told seem
positively, uh, devout.
What this unit gives up to the Ref
1 is impossible for me to quantify,
for at no time did Isuffer the sort of
pangs of deprivation which
accompany the reviewing of alesser
item. It was not like following a
Krell KAV300i with a NAD 3020
descendant, or listening to some
undistinguished Britbox after about
with the SLAMMs. Rather, the
LS25 is to the Ref 1what Sevruga
is to Beluga: both so damned good
that you couldn't care less about
forming apecking order.
But a £4000 saving.., now that's
something else entirely.

Reference One pre-amplifier
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ith Philips' launch of its
revolutionary CDR870
CD- R and CD-RW
recorder, and the subsequently
reworked CDR880, its sister
company, Marantz, was bound to
follow suit. The £600 DR700 is its
answer — some £ 100 dearer than
the basic Philips item but
undeniably more pleasing on the
eye and secure to the touch.
Inevitably, the DR700 is based on
the Philips CDR880 chassis, but
benefits from substitute capacitors
liberally sprinkled through to key
areas of the circuit.
Both machines use the same
transport and digital building
blocks, and offer the same array of
facilities, including sample- rate

conversion of alternative 32kHz and
48kHz digital sources. Even the
headphone volume, the rotary input
level pot (analogue input only), the
transport and function buttons are
located at identical positions on the
fascia. They are just, well, less
`plasticky'.
For an overview of the CDR870
and CDR880 Iwould refer readers
to HFNIRR January and July ' 98,
and the Pioneer PDR-04 review last
May. Of course, the ability to
handle both write-once, audio-only
CD- R and re- recordable CD-RW
media confers a distinct advantage
to both Philips and Marantz, even if
today's CD players are still not
universally compatible with the
lower reflectivity of CD-RW discs.

This is one of
those players
that invites
you to
increase the
volume, and
increase some
more, until
the room is
flooded with
an easy,
unforced wash
of sound

The Marantz DR700 shows some engineering and
build- quality refinements over the earlier Philips machines
which more than justify the extra cost

by PAUL MILLER

FOLLOWS SUIT

Nevertheless, you can at least rerecord over a CD-RW disc while
learning how best to utilise the
various CD sync, auto/manual track
selection and digital vs analogue
input options.
One should remember that
recording from an analogue source
is not like dubbing onto analogue
tape. Never push levels into the red
for fear of instant clipping and
massive distortion! Imention this
because, as with the Philips
CDR880, the DR700's metering is
not accurate. For example, peak
level signals register at OdB but
those at - 1dBFs read -3dB, those at
-3dBFs appear as -6dB, - 10dBFs as
-20dB, -20dBFs as - 30dB, and so
on. In reality the digital data — and
therefore the levels so described —
are recorded perfectly intact, it's
just
Philips'
metering
that
consistently under- reads. One
should be aware of this when
recording from an analogue source,
to avoid pushing the OdBFs limit,
bringing instant degradation.

SOUND QUALITY
Importantly, bit- for- bit CD- R
recordings made from a Class 1
digital source (
le, the digital output
of most modern CD players) are
rendered intact, and with the
absolute minimum of additional
jitter. As aresult, CD-R copies that
are replayed on the source CD
player will be indistinguishable
from the original, leaving aside
those variations that might be
caused by differences in the RF eye
pattern recovered by the laser
pickup [see Meridian CD-R review,
HFNIRR May ' 92, page 22]. So, if
a particular CD sounds especially
bright and forthright through your
system, then a digital CD- R copy
made via the DR700 will sound
similarly bright and forthright. It
really is that simple.
Employing the DR700 as both
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recorder and player (with CDRW

media,

for

example)
catastrophic, it is

necessarily evokes the replay
'colour'

of

the

TDA1305
Marantz's

still 100psec

hybrid

`better'
than

DAC,
revised

analogue stage and the

Philips'

patterns
of
interference

CDR880,
if higher
than the
150-250psec

prompted by this
relatively

expected of good

'noisy'

‘200-‘300 CD
players. Note the

environment
[see
Lab
Report].

cluster of low-rate

Nevertheless,
auditioned in its own

PSUrelated
sidebands [1] and

right,

the smattering of

the

DR700

sounds

higher-rate peaks

significantly more rich, smooth and
downright agreeable than you might

captioned with
purple markers

expect. In contrast with Philips

Pl. This pattern

CDR880, Marantz has certainly
escaped the sensation of sounding
'ill-at-ease' with the music at hand.
Indeed, material including Sinead
O'Connor's Lion and the Cobra
(Chrysalis) which can prompt a
rough balance from some CD
players, sounded appreciably more
civilised when reproduced via the
DR700. This is one of those players
that invites you to increase the
volume, and increase some more,
until the room is flooded with an
easy, unforced wash of sound. The
DR700 may lack some incisive
clarity, but Rachmaninov's First
Symphony,

Fig I. Maromo DR700: total jitter spectrum

Concertgebouw/

The ability to
handle both
write-once,
audio-only
CD-Rand rerecordable
CD-RW media
confers a
distinct
advantage to
both Philips
and Maranitz,
even if today's
CD players are
still not
universally
compatible
with the lower
reflectivity cf
CD-RW discs

LAB REPORT
In common with
the CDR880,
Marantz only
invokes its
onboard
TDA1373 sample
rate converter if
32kHz or 48kHz
sources are

is identical to that
shown by the
CDR880 while the
high-rate peaks
are synonymous
with other CD
players using
Philips' hybrid
TDA1305
converter.

detected or, for

In afurther

example, if the
fundamental

parallel with the

accuracy of a

DR700 shows
precisely the same,

44.1kHz digital

CDR880, the

2. Marantz DR- 700: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig

source should drift

if acceptable,

beyond
+1-1.50ppm. This,

errors in low-level
linearity, the same

same digital

¡presume, is what
Marantz refers to
as 'Transparent
Mode at

sub-2V output
and even the same
200ohm
impedance, despite

both players betray
.the same series of
ultrasonic
interference tones

44.1kHz'. Either

improvements to

[5] starting, in this

interference
patterns, some of

way, it ensures
that digital copies

the analogue filter.
Still, Marantz's

instance, at Fs/3
or 29.4kHz [6].

which do directly
colour the

made from any

'tweaks' have

The overhead plot

audioband [7].

Subtle engineering improvements

half-decent CD
player are

stretched the SIN
by 1-2dB.

over Philips' CDR880 which have
reduced replay jitter and stretched

achieved with the
minimum of

However, it's the

the

additional jitter.
Indeed, under

ties-up the DR700
with the CDR880

Ashkenazy (Decca), for example, still
possessed its sweeping sense of scale
and drama just as the string, horn
and percussion sections maintained
their rich, individual textures.
So, even if the CDR880
'bedrock' was far from subjectively
perfect, Marantz has still succeeded
in lifting its musical game.

CONCLUSION

DR700's

contribute

to

dynamic

range

a sound

that's

3D plot that really

undeniably more refined, if still

these optimised

(see HFNIRR

exceeded by the best budget CD
players — including Marantz's

conditions, jitter

July '98, page

levels are only just

33). Once again,

own! Nevertheless, in its ability to
provide bit-for-bit copies of music

measurably
(though never
audibly) higher
than the original.

the TDA1305's
digital filter
suppresses the

(CD) software on both CD-R and
CD-RW media with the absolute
minimum
of
degradation,
Marantz's DR700 is ' right on the
money' as, of course, is the Philips
CDR880.
The question is not whether the
extra £ 100 over Philips' model is
justified but whether saving this £ 100
is really worth the inevitable losses in
build quality and pride of ownership.
After all, this is precisely one reason
why Marantz remains the audiophile
arm of the grand Philips empire. +
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When recording
and replaying via
the DR700 itself,
as the plot

rippled (Vshaped) stopband
images [3] by
62dB while the
hybrid DAC

demonstrates, any

releases some high-

minute

order distortion

degradation

harmonics [4];

caused by the copy

typically

process is swamped

O. 016-0.03% at

by its inherent
630psec+ ofjitter.

-30dBFs. Because
the CDR880 and

While not

DR700 share the

'environment',

Test results

(beneath the 3D
plot) highlights
these plus alarge
number of other,
low-level

Marantz DR70e

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (
dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Stereo separation (
dB) 95
122
106
Frequency response (
dB1-0.4
0
0.1
Distortion (
T1-10 vs level, dB):
At OdB
-102 -95 -79
At -30dB
76 -74 -70
At -60dB
61 -59 -53
At -80dB
25 -35 -37
14 -25 -20
At -90dB (dithered)
At -100dB ( dithered)
-22
-10
At -110dB ( dithered)
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -80d8
0
-0.1
Error at -90dB
-0.5 -0.3
Error at - 100dB
-0.9 -0.2
Peak output level L/R
1.888/1.905V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
-0.5
Output Impedance
210 ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR, ()dB (dB)
-92
Stopband Image suppression sdB)
61.8
/Hz noise modulation MB)
9.5
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
105.3
Without emphasis, OLSB
104.6
WithoJt emphasis, 1LSB
104.6
Total correlated Jitter
636picosecs
Vsa CD-R copy
645picosecs
Vsa CD-RW copy
793picosecs
Digital output(s)
coax and opt
Crystal clock accuracy
4ppm
Track access (
to track 9g
3 secs
Typical price (
inc VAT)
MK
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A

sThiel has grown in sales,
power and experience, this US
company's research base has
broadened from speaker system design
to the higher technology level of drive
unit design and development.
Having taken an early interest in the
concentric principle (exemplified by
KEF's Uni-Q series, where a cone
driver has an acoustically matched
tweeter at the centre), Thiel has built a
special mid/treble driver for the
CS2.3. Here the central element is a
powerful alloy dome tweeter, driven
by a large low distortion magnet
system working above 21tHz or so; this
same motor system simultaneously
drives another radiating element — a
69mm cone which is responsible for
the upper- midrange. Built on a
115mm diecast chassis this delayaligned, hybrid driver has conductive
copper elements in the magnet system
to minimise third harmonic distortion.
A coherent span of 100Hz to 20kHz is
claimed for this unusual driver. The

polypropylene capacitors, in a
complex configuration designed to
meet the low-phase shift target for the
final acoustic output.

SOUND QUALITY
The listening system included Krell
KPS2Oil/FPB300, XTC PRFJ2 POW2, Theta Jade/Audio Synthesis DAX
Decade; Siltech, Transparent and van
den Hul cables. Reference speakers
included Quad ESL63, Sonus Faber
Electa Amator II and Celestion A3.
Aspects of the Thiel 2.3 made the
initial setting up more difficult than
usual. Designed for astraight-ahead
orientation, there was more off-axis
energy than usual in the uppermidrange and the placement with
respect to side boundaries needed
careful balancing. Likewise the bass
was more extended than usual for this
class, with less prominence in the
upper bass ( lending what some
described as a ' drier' sound balance),
and again placement differed. In my

Tbie_ CS2.3
High- end speaker maker Thiel launches
a cost-effective `Coherent Source' model using
its own in-house drive units

by MARTIN COLLOMS
mechanical crossover operates
between these two acoustic radiators,
consisting of acontrolled interface of
elastic polymer between the dome and
the lightweight alloy cone. As with the
bass driver, also fitted with an alloy
cone, the motor- coil is a short,
underhung coil operating in acostly,
deep magnetic gap. This bigger 8inch
(210mm) driver has a high power
42mm diameter voice- coil. A low
resonance unit, it's tuned to 37Hz by a
flat-fronted polymer ABR (mechanical
reflex radiator) of 220mm equivalent
driver size with avery long throw,
unrestricted by any motor system.
The slanted front baffle is carved
from 75mm laminated MDF while the
carcass has three circumferential
braces to control panel vibration.
Conforming to first- order acoustic
slopes, the high- quality crossover
network uses air- core coils and
NEVIS & R co
REVIEW
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case the speaker was closer to
the wall than Iexpected.
First impressions were of an
almost
quiet,
restrained
refinement, a sound of wide
frequency range and an ' open'
articulate nature. Coloration was
particularly low, with almost
total absence of those unnatural
tonal colours described in
reports of other designs as
'woody', ' resonant', ' glaring'
'ringing' or ' chesty.' This was
particularly evident on piano
[Kissin's Moonlight Sonata, 09026
678910 2], where despite atouch of
added brilliance, as if you had moved
a few seats closer, the subtlety of
harmonic colour and shading was
transparently revealed. You really
gained afresh insight into this pianist's
mastery not only of technique but also
expressive interpretation. Naturally-

Having taken
an early
interest in the
concentric
principle,
Thiel has built
aspecial
mid/treble
driver for the
CS2.3
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recorded classical material, such as
that mastered by Tony Faulkner for
Teldec on Britten's Sea Pictures,
sounded beautifully balanced on the
2.3. This speaker was quite
transparent and threw aspacious welllayered sound image with fine depth
and stable perspectives. Careful
placement rewarded the central, lone
listener with. excellent focus, an effect
which was quite holographic; toeing in
of any degree reduced it significantly.
This speaker suited smaller rooms.
In larger spaces the finite dynamic
range in the bass limited the overall
peak levels. In a normal domestic
living room, it played satisfactorily
loud, even into the deep bass. There
was some preference shown for certain
musical genres. Respectable on rock
— analytical, detailed and crisp — it
did not however excel in driving a
strong rhythmic beat. Conversely the
Thiel came into its own on classical
material, folk, acoustic jazz and New
Age. Here the fine craftsmanship
displayed in this design was heard as a
wealth of expressive detail, almost as if
laid bare under amicroscope.
The CS2.3 needs healthy drive to

http://www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

XA RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

M ILLED METAL KNOBS.

RUGGED, NON- RESONANT
METAL CASEWORK.

JUST IMAGINE HOW GOOD
THE ELECTRONICS MUST BE.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
I
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come fully on song, so weaker FET
and more particularly SE tubed amps
are inappropriate. Lusty push-pull
valve designs over 60W/ch will qualify,
otherwise choose solid-state, and as
other critics have remarked, Thiels can
be ruthless in exposing undue glare or
brightness from the matching
electronics. Some care is certainly
necessary with system matching.
Looking at details, the bass was
quite dry and quick, extended to
about 35Hz in- room, and of low
coloration. The mid was smooth and
even, and had no perceptible
coloration. The treble had no ' dome
tweeter' nasality, the transition
between those two mechanicallycoupled acoustic elements sounding
seamless, the treble considered to be
just perceptibly forward with ahint of
sibilance, but with low grain or ti7z.
Generally this speaker sounded as if
it had low distortion, for example
demonstrating very good clarity on
mass choir. Towards its dynamic limit,
the clarity folds in somewhat and
some muddle became apparent, the
more obvious when referenced to the
obviously high quality obtained at
more normal sound levels.

CONCLUSION
Several points need balancing in a
summary of this fine loudspeaker. On
the one hand, there's the difficult
amplifier loading and the need for a
powerful, load-tolerant match in view
of its low absolute sensitivity. Care is
also needed in positioning, and also
especially listening-seat height; and I
rate the use of the supplied floor spikes
as essential. These are a friction-fit
and not adjustable for angle; selfaligning, they work as a tripod. Good
speaker cable is definitely essential
while a matching system that's both
clean and sweet in its upper registers is
helpful for overall balance.
This Thiel couldn't play particularly
loud in the bass, but the bass was well
extended in moderate-sized
rooms

and

notably

articulate, quick and even.
Moreover the entire speaker
was

open

and

linear

sounding,
devoid
of
coloration from either
drivers

or

enclosure.

Stereo staging was wide,
focused and deep and a
high level of clarity and
transparency helped to
place it firmly in the
audiophile group.
So, bearing in mind
my
fairly
minor
reservations, and a
wish that you listen
before you buy, the
Thiel CS2.3 speaker
happily
achieves
recommendation.
RIO POWS & MOOD REVIEW
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This speaker met
its sensitivity
specification for
an '8ohm watt'
input, 2.83V, at
87.5dB SPL.
But that average
performance value
was prejudiced by
the unusually low
impedance, falling
to 2ohms in the
500Hz 'full
power' frequency
region and
averaging 3.5
ohms over most of
the band. The
CS2.3 is in fact
one of the more
difficult 4ohm
speaker loads, and
in terms of power
input its true
sensitivity was
fairly low at a
calculated
84dBIW, not
much more than a
LS3I5A (82dB
for a9ohms
loading). No
wonder this
speaker only
blossomed with the
larger, currentrich solid-state
amplifiers and I'm
glad that Ialso
used really low
resistance speaker
cable. This is why
aminimum
amplifier power of
50W is
recommended in
the results table —
afairly high
figure. In fact, if
care is taken up to
200W could be
used and if the
current reserve is
there, some
28A peak,
then quite
healthy
maximum
sound
pressure
levels of
106dBA
were possible
from astereo
pair.
On the
listening axis,
the speaker
demonstrated
an essentially
uniform
frequency
response, only
marred a
little by some
irregularity in
the high treble
output. It fell

outside the tight
+I-2dB claim
beyond 13kHz,
with anarrow 4dB
notch at 16kHz,
slightly axisdependent, before
rising to the dome
resonance around
25kHz [Fig 1].
Nevertheless it
produced a
commendably
smooth and wellbalanced reference
response. On pair
matching, there
was typically just
0.5dB error in the
lower range but
there was also an
increase in error of
1to 2dB in the
upper frequencies,
and Iwould like to
see tighter pair
matching in future.
The low frequencies
were nicely
extended to 36Hz 6dB, effectively to
33Hz in-room,
though not of great
power. While the
distortion was
generally low,
perceptibly so in the
midrange and the
bass remained
clean, near to
overload at low
frequencies the
driver lost some
control, perhaps
more quickly than
usual due to its
very low free-air
resonance
frequency. At this
point bass then
loses definition. At
normal listening
levels, harmonic
distortion was low,
nearer the 0.1 and
0.15% level,
compared with the
usual 0.2-0.4%,
and this does
matter.
With anominally
low-order
crossover, phase
and notch
anomalies are to be
expected in the
vertical plane, and
indeed this
speaker's output
changed quickly
with small changes
in vertical angle.
Certainly you do
have to get your
listening height
correct if you want
to optimise the
sound. Indeed some
<error' is inevitable

on quoted
reference response
for this reason.
Plotted separately
[Fig 3] the 15
degrees below-axis
response showed a
deep 12dB notch at
3.2kHz, suggesting
interference from
the bass driver;
(not the mid,
because this is a
concentric).
Above-axis, a
wider and less
welcome trough
developed which
averaged 5c1B
deep, 1.5kHz to
3.8kHz.
There was much
less positiondependent
variation in the
lateral plane [Fig
2], and the low
diffraction helped
to deliver very good
off-axis data even
if there are characteristic mild dips
at 4kHz and
15kHz. This mix
of response data
benefits from a
degree of spatial
averaging in the
RAR (room
averaged
response). This
quantifies the
audio power in the
listening region for
apair of wellplaced speakers
[Fig 5]. Despite
some room
interaction at low
frequencies the
average response
was commendable
from 35Hz to
8kHz, typically
+I-3dB with a
plausibly gentle
rolloff above that
point. This showed
that the energy
drive to the room
was both broad
and well balanced,
confirming the
listening results.
Weighted and
unweighted, the
ETC (energy time
response) decayed
by afine 40dB,
promising fast,
clean transients.
Here the 2.3 was
clearly avery fine
performer while on
awaterfall
presentation the
'continuous' nature
of the decay
iterations showed

Fig 1. Thiel CS2.3: axial frequency response, 1m
(dashed line, nearfield correction; dotted trace, pair
match ng error)

Fig 2. miel CS2.3: response family at 2m, axial
(solid trace), off-axis 30* lateral (dashed), 45° lateral
(chain dash)

Fig 3. Thiel CS2.3: off-axis responses, verical pplane,
15° above and 15° below axis (see text)

Fig 4. Thiel CS2.3: ML.SSA waterfall of energy decay

Fig 5. Thiel CS2.3: room averaged response (upper
trace) and impedance (lower trace), 2ohnuldiv

that it had been
successfully timealigned, confirming
the phase-accuracy
claim. Charted for
faster decay
responses, the more
transient-related
Test results

waterfall [Fig 4]
gave atextbook
result, virtually
reference-class for
clean, broadband
decay; and it
certainly sounded
very clean.
Thiel CS2.3

Dimensions hwd, rriirli
1054x280x381
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
50-200W
Recommended placement
floor standing, free space
Frequency response
±3dB 2m,
40Hz-13kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6(16) at 1m
36Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in roorm
33Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
87.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2mi
106dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
2 ohms/4 ohms/difficult
Forward response un Ifomety very good ( lateral plane)
Typical price per pair (
Inc VAT)
£3525
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ow that TAG McLaren
Audio has taken over the
Audiolab marque, with the
remit to make great hi-fi for an
expanded market, the original
8000CDM/DAC
have
been
overhauled to create these F3 series
components. Improvements have
been made that reflect ahigher level
of forethought and design, not to
mention an expanded budget
reflected in the increased retail
price.
Ask any aspiring
hi-fi tweaker the
best
way
of
improving
sound
quality in a system,
and chances are that
after due concessions
are
made to
the
niceties of placement
and cables, they'll start
talking about replacing
internal parts with highperformance
audio
components. And that's exactly
what we see here, with revisions
made to key components inside,
reflecting a gentle facelift outside.
Witness, for example, the use of
Burr- Brown op- amps and Wima
capacitors in the DAC20. The
question is whether we find true
leading edge performance from
what is acore DAC7 digital chipset,
now dated by newer technologies,
sited in an outboard DAC
connected by an S/PDIF link.*

filLePLIER
TAG 114c1-0,),
Audio Lid,
Spitfire (
d.).
,,
Ermine Business
Park,
Huntingdon,
Cambs
PEI 86XY
Tel: (
mon
(

Control and operation of the TAG
two- box CD system is virtually
identical to that of the Audiolab
antecedents. The CDT20 transport
takes CDs on aconventional sliding
drawer sited to the left of the unit,
where
a Philips
CDM12.4
mechanism reads the loaded disc.
Inside, a toroidal transformer
supplies multiple regulated
power supplies on an epoxy
glass
cicuit
board.
Components are built on
to this terrain in a
cityscape of solid-state
design.
In
use,
operational control
from the fascia is
minimal
but
adequate, with
more advanced
features like the
various display modes and
index-track access available from
the supplied remote. The socketry
on the rear has gained an RCA

TAG McLaren's CDT20 and DAC20:
better build, better components
and HDCD playback to boot.
Will they convert a new audience?

by ANDREW HARRISON

phono digital output, a useful
option for digital recording, since
many MiniDisc, CD- R and DAT
machines, Toslink aside, rely on
this cheaper coupling. Of more
interest to serious listeners are the
XLR AES/EBU balanced and BNC
co-axial outputs. For the most part,
the latter port was used, with a
legendless BNC cable supplied by
TAG McLaren Audio's PR
company, although a preferred
digital link in this system turned out
to be aKimber DV- 30.
The DAC, like transport, now
wears small push buttons for user
controls, but more importantly has
gained HDCD playback capability.
Listening
to
the
TAG
combination initially showed a
sweet and smooth sound, an easy
sound that inspired confidence that
good music would continue to flow.
Compared to an Arcam Alpha 9 at
£799 there was more depth and
power in the bass, an easy
separation of instruments and lack
of synthetic sheen. The whole
soundstage was set back an extra
foot or so with stronger — though
not necessarily tighter — focusing
of images. On Doug McLeod's
bluesy Unmarked Road album [AQCD1046], the title track showed
good atmosphere and a good,
natural, timing on this intimate
recording. The Alpha 9 did have
the edge when it came purely to the
atmospherics, though, an asset
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CD TRANSPORT/DAC
shown particularly on even sparser
recordings. Clydene Jackson's
background vocal on ' Unmarked
Road' positively soared out on the
TAG equipment, where lesser
machines keep her voice more
tightly buried in the mix.
Interestingly, something of a
Jekyll and Hyde nature was noticed
with this combination. Using Linn
amplification there was never a
problem, but when exposed to the
revealing magnifying glass of a
Chord Electronics SPM1200C
power amp, a certain edginess
could be perceived in the upper
registers when playing spirited and
loudly. This grain was evident on
'Stupid Girl' from
Garbage
[Mushroom D31450], where the
lead guitar's eight- note motif
sounded somewhat ragged and
distressed — arguably even more so
than the producers intended. Or to
put it another way, we can't always
forget that we're listening to a CD,
with its idiosyncratic ' edge'
apparent when subject to close
audiophile scrutiny.
Taking the music back a few
decibels, and centuries, the
Mediœvel Bœbes showed off
haunting renditions of circa- 13th
century music and poetry. Close
harmonies filled a church- like
acoustic, but some finer nuances of
vocal inflections and surrounding
ambience were lost, emphasising
the fundamental note over the
harmonic, the musical score above
the performance. From their first
album
Salva
Nos
[
Virgin
CDVE935] pieces like ' Adam Lay
Ibounden' showed the movement
toward a dénouement, such as
when pace builds with the addition
of simple drum over combined
voices and Hurdy-Gurdy continuo.
Images of individual Babes were
solid in a fractionally undersized
setting, lending body to the whole
while never falling prey to overbloated statement. The only
detractment was the background
sensation of some mild veiling —
ambient detail was never guilty of
over-revelation.
In summary, the TAG units forté
was showcasing the drive and power
of music. With works that thrive on
subtlety for their context, some loss
of air was noticeable when direct
comparisons were available.
Representing the cream of the
TAG source components, this
pairing is a worthy revision
for the UK hi-fi scene.
That
it
works
so
effortlessly, exploiting a
tried and tested two-box
philosophy, shows the
living potential in this design
approach.
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Improvements
have been
made that
reflect a
higher level of
forethought
and design,
not to mention
an expanded
budget
reflected in
the increased
retail price

*See for example
AES paper
'Is the AES/EBU
S/PDIF digital audio
interface flawed?'
preprint 3360,
and Stereophile
March 96

LAB REPORT
Although
McLaren 's
DAC20 uses an
entirely different
digital topology to
its CD2OR CD
player (soon to be
reviewed), the
regime of
component
substitution
remains very
similar. For
example, Vishay
bulk foil resistors
and W1MA
polypropylene
capacitors are now
used throughout the
analogue filter
stages while
Signetics NE5534
opamps are
replaced by BurrBrown's OPA134.
Additionally,
OPA627 op-amps
are now pressed
into service
immediately
following DIA
conversion and
within Audiolab's
proprietary DC
servo. The
converter itself is
based on Philips'
DAC7: a
combination of the
SAA7350 acting
as a3rdorder
noiseshaper and
providing a
bitstream output for
Philips' TDA 1547
bitconverter.
Although this
combination is
rarely used these
days, it has been
brought up to date
by adding Pacific
Microsonics'
PMD-100
HDCD-equipped
8-times
oversampling filter.
This primary filter
offers in excess of
105dB stopband
rejection; however,
the ensuing noiseshaper still outputs
asignificant

amount of energy
[21 outside of the
audio band. The
3D-plot shows the
full spectrum of
spurice emerging
from the
CDT2ORIDAC20
combination in
response to a022kHz stimulus [lb
and clearly
demonstrates the
effectiveness of
McLaren 's5pole
analogue filter in
reducing this
ultrasonic noise PI.
Nevertheless, neither
the PMD-100 nor
the analogue filter
can 'disguise' the
characteristic
patterning of highorder sampling
images 141 released
by the SAA7350.
Fortunately,
McLaren 's clean
implementation
prevents any of this
distortion from
directly entering the
audio band [5].
Nevertheless,
intermodulation
distortion will occur
in some partnering
amplifiers,
encouraging a
slightly rougher and
more fatiguing
sound.
Otherwise,
conventional
harmonic distortion
is very low at
0.0003-0.007% (re.
Od13Fs), low-level
linearity held within
tight + 01-0. 5dB
limits and jitter very
low (for atwobox
solution) at 220ps.
Datainduced peaks
(red markers) are
aggravated by the
SIPD1F interface
while the two highrate components
(purple markers 10
and 16) are specific
to the
implementation.
This is an excellent
result and even the
103dB SIN ratio is
impressive

49b, 43P
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Fig 1. DIG McLaren CDT20IDAC20 .
sputiae from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB
AG bacLAREN COMMA= ATER SPECTRUM
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Fig 2. TAG McLaren GUT201DAG20:
total jitter spectrum.
bearing in mind that
single, rather than
dual-differential,
DAC7 bitconverters
are used here. More
impressive still —
and fundamental to
the combination's
smooth sound — is
the low +3.1dB
noise modulation.
This is ameasure of
errors in the
monotonicity of
conversion and is
Test results

significantly
improved over the
earlier Audiolab
transportIDAC
combination from
which the
CDT2ORIDAC20 is
derived. Subtle
changes in layout
and choice of
components — even
passive devices —
really can make a
difference!
Paul Miller
TAG CDT20/DAC20

ikHz
20kHz
20Hz
Channel balance (
dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Stereo separation (
dB)128
123
99
Frequency response (
dB) 0
o
-0.6
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
-83
-111
At OdB
-11.2
-91
-69
At -30dB
-98
-55
-42
At -60dB
-60
-18
-30
At -80dB
-32
At -90dB (dithered)
-22
-5
-19
At - 100dB ( dithered)
-17
At - 110dB ( dithered)
-9
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -80dB
Error at -90dB
-0.4 -0.5
Error at - 100dB
-0.2 -0.3
Peak output level L/R
1.988/2. 008V
Relative output level ref 2V ( dB)
OdB
Output Impedance L/R
106 ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB ( dB)
-104
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
>105
1Hz noise modulation ( dB)
+3.1
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
102.7
Without emphasis, OLSB
102.3
Without emphasis, 1LSB
103.0
Total correlated jitter
220picosecs
S/PDIF & AES/EBU
Digital output/Input
+17ppm
Crystal clock accuracy
Track access to track 99)
2.0 secs
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1499/11249

H

aving by now collaborated
enough times with Paul Miller
to understand what pushes
out his boat, my interest was piqued
by his continued fascination with
Talk Electronics amplifiers. To
appreciate this, you have to
understand that PM is so cynical
about hi-fi that you wonder why he
didn't stick to chemistry. He's
'been there, done that' and
has a fundamentally low
regard for most of what
passes
for
high- end
hardware. (Which makes me
a classic example of ignorance
allowing for the possibility of bliss.)
Anyway, PM suggested that we
tackle the Talk system, that in itself
indicative of his exceptional regard
for the brand. Why? Because we
hardly ever nominate products for
review. That's the Editor's job.
What arrived in boxes too small to
suggest something special (
eg, big,
expensive and foreign) were four
identically-dimensioned pieces which
together formed afull amplification
set-up: pre- amp, external power
supply and a pair of monoblocks.
Individually, they were the Hurricane
5LP pre- amp (£ 1199.95), the
Whirlwind 2power supply (£699.95)
and a pair of Tornado 5L
monoblocks (£2099.90 the pair). A
total price, then, of awhisker under
four grand places this package firmly
in the high-end camp, despite alowkey profile, UK origins and
enclosures of the size-doesn't-matter
variety: 430 x90 x300mm (whd).
But I was reminded almost
immediately of one of my all-time
fave brands, a range notorious
(outside of the UK) for combining
an element of chic, audiophile
credibility and truly sensible prices.
Whether referring to upscale Aragon
or its entry-level sibling, Acurus, the
Mondial brands have come to signify
for me what affordable high- end
means. The elements of Talk which
created the mental link ranged from
trivial aesthetic fillips to the overall
concept... vis à vis the price, of
course. No matter which way you cut
it, four thou' for apre-/power combo
is too rich for most, but way below
what passes for cutting- edge

hardware in a world where the
internal view of the
costliest monoblocks leave no change power amplifier
from (US) $80,000, and the number
of £ 10,000 pre- amps cannot be
counted on two hands.
All of the Talk components feature
that thalassic [
it's in the Collins
dictionary - Ed] sweep — acurve? a
wave? — which lines up with a
similar arc on the amps' rotaries.
It's aminor detail, true, but
«
g ittit shows that the company / C, -• S
was prepared to go that
much further, with some ;
subtle sculpting rather
than merely issuing an
flat panel, even though
4)
they could have got away Nie v
t
with it. So, too, Aragon, which
fitted a V- groove in its amps, or
notches in its rotary controls, to

Talk Electronics unleashes a
Hurricane, a Tornado and a
Whirlwind.., in other words, the
complete weather system of pre- amp,
monoblock power amps and separate
power supply unit

by KEN KESSLER

create a break from the mundane.
The
Talk
components
are
understated, with only an
assortment of pin- point LEDs
betraying their presence.
Talk's Hurricane 512, though
tmight seem minimalist, is no
air-shirt affair. It features J-FET
input switching with ' record out'
facility and full remote control.
onstruction is fully discrete, with
three parallel low impedance outputs
for easy bi- and tri-amping. A ` mrn/m-c phono' stage can be (retro-)
fitted as an optional £ 100 extra, but
Ireviewed it in line-level-only mode.
Its power supply, in the form of the
Whirlwind 2, is a double regulated
+/-24V DC supply for the analogue
circuits and aseparate 24v supply for
the digital remote circuits. Extra
socketry indicates that it will
accommodate future products, Talk
suggesting the possibility of a
headphone amplifier, phono stage, or
electronic cross-over.

PROGRAMME OPTIONS
All of the primary controls on the
front panel can be found on the
lozenge-shaped hand-held remote, its
form reminiscent of the fewerbuttoned device which comes with
Roksan's Caspian integrated. The
mute button mutes the amplifier's
output, pushed once for silence and
again to restore the output. The red
LED above it illuminates when the
amplifier is connected to the mains
and switched on via the rear panel
rocker switch. A green LED
indicates whether the amplifier's
output is operational. During the
weeks Iused the Talk system, Ikept
it in standby between listening
sessions because Ifound that the
pre- amp in particular needs
15-20min from cold before it sounds
of its best.
Similar buttons access CD, Tuner,
Phono (if fitted), AV, and Tape 1
and 2, the latter providing enough
to satisfy heavy tape users with bidirectional recording. The Hurricane
takes good care of you when
switching inputs, a little light show
accompanying source changes. The
mute light flashes momentarily
and the switching software mutes

ágootoilik.
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the output to avoid clicks, bangs or
other nasties. Volume is via arotary
control. The remote control
addresses awindow situated at the
bottom of the front panel to the left
of the volume rotary. The handset
duplicates the functions on the front
panel, while additional buttons allow
basic operation of any compatible
CD player via the ` shift' button.

AMPLIFIER POWER
Hurricanes supplied or converted to
operate with a Whirlwind power
supply, like the review sample, do
not have a mains switch or AC
connection fitted on the rear panel,
for obvious reasons. In their place
are
two
lockable
multi- pin
connectors which attach it to the
Whirlwind. Signal connections are
made through RCA phono sockets,
the uppermost connectors for the left
channel, and the lower for the right.
Ample cable length allows you to
put some distance between the
Hurricane and the Whirlwind, while
I used 2m feeds to the pair of
Tornado 5 power amplifiers. These
beauties are good for 200W each into

8ohms (20Hz-20kHz). They feature
a cascoded input using ' super
matched array transistors' for low
noise and a 1kVA transformer to
provide the amplifier huge power
reserves. Bi -wiring is
provided
for
by
professional ' Cliff' type
connectors, with said
plugs supplied, but I
stuck with the binding
posts.
As with the pre-amp, Ileft the
amps on all the time, using the
stand-by mode between sessions.
These warmed up more swiftly than
Iexpected, but you still need to
allow 15 to 20 minutes for optimum
performance to be achieved. They
weren't particularly fussy about
cables going in or out, but the
aforementioned 2m- long pre- topower lengths came from Discovery
(Plus Four); and Iused Discovery's
Mark II for sources including
modified and unmodified Marantz
PM- 94 CD players, the Roksan
Caspian CD player and the Theta
DaViD/Theta Chroma DVD/DAC
set-up.

internal view of the
pre-,amp

With 200W on tap, Isensed no
Suffice to say,
the amps have
plenty of grunt
and are not
shaken by a
strange
impedance

restrictions regarding speakers, all
connected with ART, but Idid have
bouts with the old and new Quads,
LS3/5As and Alliante's Pininfarina,
none of which made the Talks sweat
at all. A session with the Sonus Faber
Extremas indicated how well the
Talks behave under pressure; suffice
to say, the amps have
plenty of grunt and
are not shaken by a
strange impedance. If
anything, they can
sound so relaxed at
times as to inspire
somnolence. But a
laid-back mien is not
the main distinguishing
characteristic of the
Talk sound. No, sir.

SOUND QUALITY
Ishould have seen it
coming, knowing as we
all do that PM is
fastidious. Imean: this
is aguy who has made the
study of jitter almost his
raison d'être, a man
concerned
with
the
minute, the microscopic.
So why am Isurprised
that the Talk electronics
positively excel in the
retrieval of the finest
detail? Why am Iastonished
at the sheer precision, the attack,
the sharp edge of the treble? Yes,
it's afar cry from the gossamer of
my favourite low-powered, pushpull valve designs, a case for
crystal clarity over the Beautiful
Lie, and yet — this is where we
start to think ' miracles' — the
Talk sound is a mercifully fatiguefree zone. And it so complements the
occasionally ill-mannered LS3/5A
that the presence of this amplifier has
increased my regret of the pending
demise of that small treasure.
But surgically-inspired trebles and
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The best
things in life
cost quite a
bit, actually.
Music is one of life's great pleasures. But like caviar and
Champagne, the best never comes cheap.
Take KEF's legendary Reference Series. We set out to create
loudspeakers of unrivalled acoustic transparency - and in the
pursuit of perfection, price is asecondary consideration.
Nothing is allowed to compromise the purity of the recorded
signal. High-order crossovers are computer matched for seamless
integration. Internal wiring is oxygen- free copper, soldered by
hand. The baffles are mineral filled and contoured to minimise
edge diffractions. And before it leaves the craftsmen who build
it, every loudspeaker is rigorously tested against a calibrated
laboratory reference system.
Hence the flawless response. The astonishing lucidity. The
consummate musicality. Technical supremacy in aSavile Row suit.
Actually, they don't seem expensive at all.
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KEF Reference Series authorised dealers:
Aberdeen Holburn Hi Fi
01224 585713
Alderley Edge Aston Audio
01625 582704
Aylesbury Northwood Audio
01296 28790
Bath Radfords
01225 446245
Bath Paul Green Hi Fi
01225 316197
Beckenham Musical Images
0181 663 3777
Bedford Sevenoaks Hi Ft
01234 272779
Belfast Lyric Hi Fi
01232 381296
Bishop Stortford The Audiofile
01279 506576
Bolton Sound & Vision
01204 861861
Bournemouth Salions
01202 555512
Brighton Jeunes Hi Fi
01273 60943 ,
Bristol Radfords
0117 9428247
Bristol Audio Excellence
0117 9264975
Cardiff Audio Excellence
01222 228565
Cheltenham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
01242 241171
Chester Audio Excellence
01244 345571;
Colchester Grayston Sound & Vision
01206 57768:2
Covent Garden Musical Images
0171 497 1345
Coventry Frank Harvey Hi Fi
01203 525200
Crewe Sound of Music
01270 214143
Croydon Spaidings Electrical Ltd.
0181 654 1231
Dublin Hi Fi Corner Ltd. „
03 531 667 0076
Dublin Peter Dand
03 531 269 4433

East Grinstead Audio Design
Eastbourne Jeffries Hi Fi
Edgbaston Music Matters
Edgware Musical Images
Exeter Radio=
Glasgow Loud & Clear
Gloucester Audio Excellence
Grimsby Menders Hi Fi
Guernsey Molodonia
Guildford PJ Hi Fi
Halifax Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hounslow Muscal Images
Huddersfield Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hull Zen A.irlio
Kings Lyon Martins Hi Fi
Leamington The Leamington Hi Fi Co.
Liverpool Better Hi Fi
London
Fi Experience
London The Liotening rooms
London KJ Lainuresound
Maidstone Unit Sound & Vision
Manchester The Hi Fi Rooms
Nelson Witkinsons Hi Fi
New Malden Unilet Sound & Vision

01342 314569
01323 731336
0121 429 2811
0181 952 5535
01392 218895
0141 334 8202
01452 300046
01472 351391
01481 56647
01483 504801
01422 366832
0181 569 5802
01484 544668
01482 587397
01553 761683
01926 888644
0151 227 5007
0171 580 3535
0171 244 7750
0171 486 8262
01622 676703
0161 835 1366
01282 612901
0181 942 9567

Newcastle Lintone Audio
Norwich Martins Hi Fi
Nottingham Nottingham Hi Fi
Oxford Radfords
Peterborough The Hi Fi Company
Plymouth Radfords
Portsmouth Jeffries Hi Fi
Preston Audio Excellence
Reading Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Rhos On Sea Electrotrader
Sheffield Audio Images
Shrewsbury Creative Audio
Slough Erasers
Solihull Music Matters
Southampton Hampshire Audio
St Albans W. Darby & Co.
St Leonards Adams & Jarret
Swansea Audio Excellence
Tunbridge Wells Sounds of Music
Watford Acoustic Arts
Whltham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Wolverhampton Midland Hi Fi Studio
Worcester Sound & Vision
Worthing Phase 3

talk mulle

0191 460 0999
01603 627010
0115 9786919
01865 511241
01733 341755
01752 226011
01705 663604
01772 253057
0118 9597768
01492 548932
0114 2737893
01743 241924
01753 520244
0121 742 0254
01703 252827
01727 850961
01424 437165
01792 474608
01892 547003
01923 233011
01376 501733
01902 380083
01905 619054
01903 245577

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE REFERENCE SERIES COMPRISING THE MODEL One. MODEL To, MODEL lbw AND MODEL Fcer KEF AND UNI.0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS UNI.0 is PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929 US PAT NO 5.548.657 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING
FOR DETAILS ON KEF REFERENCE SERIES PLEASE CONTACT KEF AUDIO ( UK) LIMITED. DEPT HFN23 FREEPOST RIA1332. ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE. KENT ME15 6BR FREEPHONE WOO 7315620 WEBSITE Mip

kel corn

AMPLIFIERS

the remote control
handset: reminiscent
of Roliscrn's

The Tzlk
sound is to
a late vintage
valve amp ol
the Radford cr
Dynac variety
what DeNiro is
to Gielgud

SUPPLIER
Ialk L.ectroities

Ltd, Unit
Albany Park,
Camberley,
Surrey
GUIS ZPL.
Tel: 01276
684422
rear view of the
Hurricane,
Whirlwind and the
Tornados

the recovery of detail aren't enough
to seduce someone dropping four big
ones. Most importantly, the midband shares this almostacademic approach to sound
reproduction, a sense of
`rightness' substituted for
the romance of valves.
If this implies the
presence
of
a
personality, so be it.
The Talk sound is to a
late vintage valve amp
of the Radford or Dynaco
variety what DeNiro is to Gielgud.
Right or wrong? You won't find me
making avalue judgement; it's acase
of taste.
What further strengthens the
argument that the Talk is very much,
very deliberately amodem design, is
bass which seems to have been borne
of someone who came of age after
the ascendancy of Linn, Naim et al.
Natural? Ithink not. Controlled and
extended? Absolutely. But now we
enter the realm of prejudices and
bias and the fact that Inow have only
one more age group to go when afillin-the-form card arrives with ' Under
15'; « 15-25', ' 26-40', etc.

CONCLUSION
Despite my feeding the Talk asteady
stream of Dino and Frank and Nat
and Peggy, however much Ireturned
to recordings of a Certain Vintage,
the Talk favoured modern releases,
finding itself more in sympathy with
DDD recordings and even red
herrings like modern Britpoppers
who, although they want to sound
like it's 1964, are habitués of studios
so computerised as to beggar one's
be-tubed imagination. The Talks like
to glisten, to shine, to sparkle. If Talk
made clothing, they'd emulate
Versace, not Armani.
Yes, Iknow why PM likes the Talk
electronics. They make no mistakes.
They're almost ruthless in their
exactitude. They are to Golden Era
analogue what aPC is to an abacus.
Me? I'm adinosaur.
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TALK ELECTRONICS SYSTEM
LAB REPORT

Protection is
provided against
DC offsets and
thermal failure
(at 70° C) while
amild VI-limiting
acts against
shorted outputs:
evident from the
dynamic output
profile where
power ratings of
270W, 467W,
641W (17.9A)
and 563W
(23.7A) were
achieved over
10ms into 8, 4, 2
and 1ohm loads.
Clearly, the
amplifiers are
optimised for low
2ohm loads
(dark blue trace)
as the steady
increase in
distortion visible
on the (green) 1
ohm trace [1] is,
indeed, indicatir,
of VI-limiting.
Stereo
separation is
determined by du
Hurricane 5preamp and falls to
just 34dB at
20kHz. This,
together with the
7.IV input
overload limit,
may well stem
from Talk's use of
micro-processor
controlled jFET
input/tape output
switching, if not
the layout itself.
The pre-amp is
fully discrete, fully
(bipolar)
complementary
throughout with a
split-rail supply
fed from the
Whirlwind 2.
Overall system
response has -3dB
points at
6Hz-50kHz and
an A-wtd SIN
ratio of 80.5dB
(both ref. 1WI
8ohm). The latter
is at the low end
of what's possible
these days, with
figures between
80-95dB being
typical.

Fig 1. Talk Electronics System 5: dynamic output profile into various load.
Black relates to 8ohms, red to 4, blue to 2and green to a oho, load

Fig I. Talk Electronics System 5: diswrtion from a8-22kHz sweep ai IW

inw 8ohms

(0e1BW). Lower plot is an 'overhead' Mar of die sonic dam

Distortion is
improved over
earlier Talk amps,
holding to around
0.004% midband
and increasing to
0.13% at high
power and high
frequency. The
3D plot clearly
shows this
increase in HF
THD in response
to a0-20kHz
sweep [2] at
1WI8ohm, though
the dominant 2nd
harmonic [3] is
subjectively
benign.
Paul Miller

Test results

Talk Electronics System 5'

Rated Power 8 ohm:.

200W; 23dBW.

Measured power
20Hz IkHz 2OkHz
Contnuous 8ohms for 196/141) 234W231W 206W
Contnuous 4ohms for 19We - 375W
Frequency response
-0.3
0 -0.6
Output Impedance (ohmsi0.0489 Frequency response
Dynamic headroom ( IHF; +0.6dB ( 265W)
5ms, for 19r THD
25.7A
Harmonic distortion ( dB)
At 2,3 power, 8 ohms - -86 -58
At OdBW, 8 ohms
-9 -66
Channel separation, preamp ;dB)
57
34
CCIR intermodulation distortion (dB)
At 2,3 power 8 ohms
-77
At OdBW 8 ohms
90
Signal-to-noise (dB)
'A wtd, 2/3 power
P5.5
A' wit, OdBW
80.5
Channel balance
ria (monohlocics)
Residual noise, unweightec (dB)
-69
Input impedance
Pre-amplifier
23k ohm/120pF
Power amplifier
22k ohm
Input sensitivity
I42mV OdBW;
2.164V for full output
DC offset, L/R
42mV'-3mV
Typical price ;
inc VAT)
complete, £4000
'where 00811, =2.831., or tw/aohms
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A SERIES COMPACT - SOMETIMES SMALL IS BETTER.

When it comes to speaker design, bigger isn't necessarily better. In fact, the reverse can be true.

Mode feoliewd above in Cherrywood finish

Two minutes of a favourite track though Celestion's remarkable A Series Compact will convince you once
and for all.
The Compact delivers the same pure, natural sound quality for which the A Series srenowned. The same
unerring accuracy, even with the most demanding material.
It's hardly surprising. The Compact uses essentially the same advanced componentry as the acclaimed Al,
partnering Celestion's famously sweet-sounding 25mm titanium dome tweeter with a potent 100mm long
throw bass driver.
The use of neodymium for the HF magnet allows their acoustic centres to be alignec closer together on the
distinctive die-cast aluminium chassis - a configuration which markedly improves definition and stereo
imaging. And as well as looking good, the neat, curved edge baffle virtually eliminates diffraction effects.

Rosewood

Block A

You hear the difference straight away. The sound is noticeably sweeter, fresher, more open. The clarity, simply
astonishing - and the oaks speak for themselves.
As the saying goes, size isn't everything. It's how you use it that counts.
FOR DETAILS ON CELESTION A SERIES PLEASE CON —ACT. CELESTION CONSUMER DIVISION, DEPT HEN23, FREEPOST
1332,
ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT MI15 6BR. TELEPHONE ( 01622) 687442 WEBSITE hftp://www.celestion.com
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LOUDSPEAKERS

W

est Country-based Audio
Spectrum is a small
manufacturer of exactingly
specified loudspeakers, of which the
£1050 Axxia is typical. Essentially a
conventional two-way, rear-vented
bass- reflex measuring 420x229x
335mm (hwd), its uniqueness lies in
thoroughness and attention to detail.
Ingredients include a very
impressive enclosure, with some
bevelling of edges to relieve the
rectangular box shape, though it
would be fanciful to think that this
constituted an anti- diffraction
measure. The sides are of 32mm solid
irocco wood, which has an appearance
similar to mahogany; the other panels
are 25mm MDF, with aNextel-like
grey textured finish. Internally, there
is atransverse square section brace,
bituminous wall cladding and an
absorptive filler lining.
The nominal 130mm bass/mid
driver is well endowed with magnet,
and has alarge 39mm voice-coil, to
help power handling and ( says the
maker) linearity. The centre cap is
replaced by afixed bullet-like pole
piece extension. The tweeter, which
like its partner is made by SEAS, is a
25mm anodised metal dome with a
mesh cover that has amild filtering
effect above 16kHz which has the,
quote, 'desirable effect of making the
speaker more forgiving and more
tolerant of high-frequency excesses
under a variety of home listening
environments'. In other words, the
response shape has been tweaked by
ear for the best subjective results
rather than for strict clinical accuracy.
Knitting the two together, both arms
of the crossover are second order
networks, each on its own circuit
board, facilitating biwiring, and

The Axxia
does like
breathing
room,
though, and
unsurprisingly
it has more
than enough
resolving
power to
benefit
from the
use of quality
stands

SUPPLIER
Audio Spectrum,
4Wolseley Clo,e,
Plymouth,
Devon
PL2 3BY.
Tel: 01752
567799

including polypropylene film caps and
large OFC air-core coils, with silverplated stranded OFC cabling.
Set-up advice is to use the speakers
on 50cm stands positioned such that
the acoustic centres line up with odd
fractions of the room's length and
width — one-third, one-fifth or oneseventh, for example. This idea is
often proposed for dipolar panel
speakers to help counter the comb
filter type behaviour caused by the
direct sound interfering with
reflections from walls, and from
experience is generally less effective
with small box speakers, especially
those with a limited low frequency
output, and was ineffective on test,
perhaps because the test room is not
an 'ideal' solid rectangle or because of
the disruptive effect of furnishings.
The Axxia does like breathing room,
though, and unsurprisingly it has
more than enough resolving power to
benefit from the use of quality stands.
Iwould opt for stands on the shorter
side of normal (depending on listening
seat height); the sound can be alittle
scrawny and unbalanced from below
axis, and really snaps into focus afew
degrees above the main listening axis.
It also likes powerful amplifiers. It
worked wonderfully with the big
zillion-watt Musical Fidelity A1001,
but there were occasional signs of
stress when used with a 60
watts/channel TAG McLaren amp
when driven enthusiastically, though
everyday volume levels were well
within its compass. Leaving issues of
power aside, the TAG McLaren's
balance is alittle lean and lightweight
to be wholly convincing with this
loudspeaker, and the A1001 was
simply fuller and more convincing,
and went some way to addressing the
Axxia's slight upper midrange
dominant balance and some envelope
compression — the gross difference
between ppp and fff, not the subtle
dynamic shadings that distinguish

individual instruments in a mix, at
which the Axxia excels.
No suspenders: this is an excellent
loudspeaker, and as promised it is not
unduly system-fussy, except as already
indicated. The Axxia is certainly
capable of building and sustaining
tension in large scale works in a
manner unusual for a compact
loudspeaker. One of the test pieces
was the first movement of the Boulez
Mahler 9 [DGG 457 581-21, which
remains in the memory for its passion
and clarity, even through the densest
moments. Overall, it provided amore
faithful reproduction of a large
orchestra in full flood than most, and
one of the reasons is its midband
resolving and subtle layering of the
sound, which without doubt is the
Axxia's greatest single strength.
It was a little less convincing on
piano, whose percussive strengths
were well displayed, but tending to
sound undersize and lacking sonority
and depth, even by the standards of
speakers this size, with some mild but
noticeable nasal coloration artefacts.
Vocal recordings featuring Ian
Bostridge and Allison Krauss were
lightweight, but open and free from
box effects or unevenness, though the
latter had a slightly sibilant, zingy
edge. In fairness the manufacturer
specifically highlighted this in his
notes accompanying the test speakers,
which is about ayear old, and which is
claimed to have been mildly improved
with a newly-specified small value
bypass cap, not available at the time,
and some detail changes in circuit
layout. We didn't have the necessary
200 hours-plus to run in anew pair,
which was offered close to our review
deadlines, but even as tested the Axxia
is among the strongest high- end
compacts, arguably more suited to
classical than full-bore rock, but
otherwise afine all rounder.

Audio Spectrum's
thoughtfully- designed Axxia
really is a 'quality compact'
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n February, we saw Meridian's
506.20 CD player soaring
convincingly ahead of its then
more expensive competitors in our
£1100—£1400 group-test [page 27].
At the time, and in the face of the
almost universal praise being
heaped on Meridian products, Idid
personally admit to experiencing
some variability in their sonic
consistency, range by range. For
example, while the 20-bit version of
Meridian's 506 ( now £ 1195)
proved a spectacular success, the
same, according to my listeners'
comments, could not have been

48

Does the implementation of Crystal's
24- bit converter bring advantages
over the earlier 508 CD player?

by PAUL MILLER
said of its earlier, 20-bit 508 model.
This could simply be a ' learning
curve' as new technology is
implemented into progressively
more affordable products. If so,
then the latest 508 player —
complete with Crystal's so-called
'24-bit' converter — is, once again,
at the vanguard of change.
Of course, the similarities in
appearance between the
508.24 and the 506.20 are
not misleading. They
both share a common
chassis,
embedded
transport and analogue
her stages, for example, and
feature the same 8- character
display and on-board facilities that
are supplemented by Meridian's

The 508.24
and 506.20
share a
common
chassis,
embedded
transport and
analogue
filter stages,
and feature
the same
eightcharacter
display and onboard facilities
that are
supplemented
by Meridian's
table-top
remote

table- top MSR remote control. I
have explored the technical
differences between the two players
in my accompanying Lab Report,
even if, in everyday use, their
congruence is inescapable.
For example, the TOC (Table of
Contents) of anewly-loaded CD is
not read nor its contents digested
until the ' play' button is pressed.
Fortunately, each subsequent track
skip or play selection will not
requires the TOC to be re- read
unless the disc has been ejected and
re-loaded. None of this will surprise
owners of earlier Meridian units,
but it does mark a departure from
the digital norm.

SOUND QUALITY
According to established practice,
the 508.24 was evaluated under
matched, blind listening conditions
in the familiar DPA100S/Audio
Note AN/Ell system. Crucially, and
without being aware of this player's
origins, our listeners immediately
suggested links with Talk's
Thunder 3, reviewed in August.
'Same very pleasant midband
DEMMER MO
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sting. Nevertheless, while the
balance with a good sense of
508.24's mollifying influence might
definition' they suggested, 'but still
seem to work wonders in this
lacking some transparency'. Lyle
instance, it may just as easily knock
Lovett's ` La to the Left' certainly
the life and vitality from a less
sounded more recessed than
demanding style of music.
expected. ' A little too syrupy', our
panel remarked in response to this
CONCLUSION
player's polishing of his ordinarily
Although direct comparison was
forward and gruff-sounding vocals.
not possible, the 508.24 was
For others, the player's slightly
evaluated under precisely the same,
detached bass may prove a bigger
controlled conditions as the 506.20
distraction. Not that powerful bass
(February), and the 508.20 before
rhythms exactly slip across the stage
that. Interestingly, the group
at will, but there's certainly the
impression in this instance bore a
sense that the music lacks a solid
parallel to that prompted by the
and certain foundation from which
earlier 508.20, rather than the more
to launch itself. Instead, its bass has
transparent, fluid- sounding and
amild, elastic quality that seems to
generally more engaging 506.20
cause it ` to hang about slightly
that succeeded it; almost, it seemed
longer than necessary' - a foible
to us, as if the extra engineering
that will be more or less of an issue
that separates the 508.24 from the
in competing systems.
506.20 also served to ' engineer' a
Stereophile's Gershwin tribute,
little of the passion and spontaneity
Rhapsody in Blue [
STPH 010-2]
from the music. ( A similar
sounded deliciously quirky, as it
consensus was reached on the 24should, but while the double-bass
bit Talk CD player, August ' 98.)
and bass clarinet possessed plenty
Nevertheless, Imust avoid more
of body, the violins and trombone
sweeping generalisations here.
lacked sufficient crispness to keep
Meridian's 861 processor, for
the piece rolling purposefully along.
example, sounds in my view
And yet despite this pervasive
significantly more 'vital' and yet is
sense of the innocuous, the 508's
based upon the same ' 24- bit'
stereo imaging remains tightly
technology.
Moreover,
the
focused: a feature common to all
correlation
in
sound
Meridian's
low- jitter
quality between successive
players. This works in its
SUPPLIER
generations of the 508,
favour with, say, Prefab .i1eridian Audio
seems to suggest that
Sprout's
aggressive- Ltd,
Stonchill,
earlier and contented
sounding ' Looking for
Ilumingdon,
owners should find no
Atlantis': a track whose Cambs.
unexpected departure in
rough edges were polished PEI 86ED.
sonic performance from
to apleasant shine, leaving Tel: 01480
434334
this 24-bit iteration.
all the detail without the

A SECOND OPINION
Ihad hoped to reach some wholly
independent conclusions by masking
out the identity of a508.24 and
506.20 player, merely labelling them
'A' and ' B', but this was frustrated by
the different rear panel arrangements
and coloured standby bar on the
506. So after warmup, my own
Meridian 508.20 was used as a
reference and all three compared.
Principal test CDs were: Britten's
Prelude & Fugue [
Simax]; Peter and
the Wolf [
Erato]; 'AV Sixth Symphony
[BBC Radio Classics]; The Soldier's
Tale [
Auvidis Valois]. First impressions
were that, at the expense of some
more subtle information, the 506.20
was the most engaging player: better
realising the musical tensions and
expressive character of performance
than the 508s. The 508.24 was
smoother, more informative about
soundstage placement - for instance,
the instruments of the orchestra in
relation to narrator Patrick Stewart in
the Prokofiev - and microphone
balances, better able to control speech
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sibilants. But with slow music it did
seem to produce aless coherent or
involving line. The players were
connected to an ordinary 13amp ring
main. However, by adding aPure
Power unit aclearer picture emerged:
Ifeel the ' 24 supersedes the 508.20
(which Meridian will upgrade for
£395), and whilst the 506.20 is very
easy to live with, ultimately its
comparative coarseness makes it less
satisfying than the more expensive 24 bit player. For me, the 508.24 comes
closer to simulating the concert- hall
experience - how live music sounds. It
was especially authoritative on piano;
and the image focus, tonal refinement
and sense of scale surpassed previous
Meridian players over the decade. The
last two movements From Bartok's
powerful Fourth Quartet in the award winning Takács/Decca set was the
clincher! ( Room system: DNM
amplification and interconnects/
original Quad ESLs; headphone
listening: Beyer DT911/PHONES-01.)
Christopher Breunig

MERIDIAN 508 20- BIT
LAB REPORT
The 508.24 could
be regarded as an
upgraded 506.20
with extensive
digital re-clocking
circuitry, anew
surface-mount
CS4390 DAC,
balanced analogue
outputs and revised
clamping system for
its CDM12.4
mechanism. The
practical benefits,
however, seem less
certain, partly
because the 506.20
has already set
such atremendous
standard. Sure
enough, the
additional dataclocking has
reduced the 506's
200 picoseconds of
jitter to 158ps in
the 508.24. But
compare this
spectrum with that
printed on page 30
in Feb '98, and the
`fingerprint' with
its mild, low-rate
broadening [I]
remains quite
unchanged. The
residual 121ps of
data-induced [2],
86ps of 'unknowns'
and 55ps of PSUrelated phenomena
are all but
irrelevant.
Less irrelevant,
in this instance, is
the significant wash
of ultrasonic
requantisation
noise [3] ejected by
the CS4390's
noise-shapers. This
is directly
comparable with
the 3D plot
obtained from
Talk's Thunder 3
[Aug '98], and at
-30dBV (32m V),
is higher than the
506.20's out-ofband noise. Some
amplifiers will react
quite unfavourably
to this ultrasonic
energy, particularly
when patterned by
88.2kHz sampling
images [4] and
very high-order
digital spuriae [5].
The audio band
[6], meanwhile, is
mercifully free of
harmonic
distortion, which
lies below the noise
at 0.002% (ref
-30dBI 1
kHz).
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Fig I. Meridian 508 24-bit: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB
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Fig 2. Meridian 50$ 24-bit: total jitter

spectrum
Peak-level THD is
also very low at
0.0008% (midband), as it is in
the 506.20.
Both models
offer aresolution
that holds true
between +0.1dBI
-0.4dB over afull
100dB dynamic
range. '20-bit' and
'24-bit' suffixes
refer to the input
word-length and
Test results

internal processing
of what, at the
outset, is 16-bit
CD data; they do
not promise a
dynamic range of
120dB or 144dB,
respectively. The
508.24's A-wtd
signal-to-noise ratio
measured 104.1B;
ironically, 1.5dB
behind the
105.5dB achieved
by the 506.20.
Meridian 508.24

20kHz
20Hz
1kHz
o
Channel balance (
dB)
0
G
105
Stereo separation (d131135
130
-0.2
Frequency response dB) 0
a
Distortion (
ND vs leel, dB):
-76
At OdB
103 -102
-68
At -30dB
-97 -94
-23
At -60dB
-63 -58
-2
At -80dB
-29 -33
+6
At -90dB (dithered)
-19 -22
At - 100dB ( dithered)
-18
At - 110dB (dithered)
-9
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -80dB
a
o
Error at -90dB
-0.4 -0.3
Error at - 100dB
-0.2 +0.1
Peak output level L12
2.525/2.535V
Relative output level lei 2V (dB)
+2.0
Output impedance L/R
48 ohms
Intermodulation. CCIR, 0c1B (dB)
- 103
Stopband Image suppression ( dB)
>105
1Hz noise modulation 013;
+7
Signal-to-noise (
A-wit. dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
119.2
Without emphasis, OLSB
117.1
Without emphasis, 1LSB
104.0
Total correlated Jitter
158picosecs
Digital output(s)
caax and opt
Crystal clock accuracy ,-0.2ppm
Track access fto track 99)
3.0 secs
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£2150
--...
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"HORNS WITHOUT COLOURATION"
Avantgarde Acoustic Horn Loudspeakers:- Not only do the Avantgarde loudspeakers look
stunning, they also produce sound of the highest quality. They have all the great attributes of
horn loudspeakers and because they are perfectly formed spherical horns, they have none of
the colourations normally associated with horn designs. What more could you ask, " Horns
without colouration"! To quote Martin Colloms from his review of the DUO in the June
issue of Stereophile: "In fact, the DUO probably out reached the Wilson X-1/Grand
SLAMM in the mid & treble." If you want to own one of the finest loudspeaker systems in
the world, please call for details. Dealer enquiries welcome.

The
Platine
Verdier Turntable
is now firmly establishing itself as anew
analogue reference
turntable. It has
some
unique
design features,
which make this
60Kg deck one of
the best turntables in the world.
Dealer enquiries
welcome.
NEWS:TRON
have just launched the
Disc- Drive, which is the
world's first valve mains
power supply for Audio. The DiscDrive has been primarily designed to power turntables up to 25 watts,
which includes the Garrard 301/401 and Thorens TD124. It can also
be used to power CD players, preamplifiers, D-A converters and
tuners. The advantage of this device is that it produces perfect mains and therefore eliminates the need for expensive mains filters, mains conditioners and
cables which only treat the symptoms, and do not address the fundamental problems of today's mains electricity supply. G T Audio have long since recognised the advantages and sonic ability of valves to drive loudspeakers and have gone one step further developing valve technology to power turntables,
CD players, preamplifiers etc. The results of using this device are quite staggering. Background noise is significantly reduced. Dynamic range is increased.
Imaging is improved and more information and detail is heard. A more powerful 50 watt version has also been produced so that more than one piece of
equipment can be fed from one Disc- Drive. Export and Dealer enquiries welcome.
TRON have just launched two new power amplifiers to complement the Nucleus preamplifier. The " PX25" and " 300B" amplifiers are available in either
stereo form or as monoblocks amplifiers using the new PX25 and KK 300B valves. The " PX25" version has been specifically designed to work with efficient horn loudspeakers. The "300B" version is more powerful and will therefore drive awider variety of loudspeakers. Both versions are no compromise
designs. Export and Dealer enquiries welcome.
New & Ex-demonstration Equipment for sale
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple
(list £3,400)
ART Monolith loudspeaker cable, 3metre stereo pair,

£3000

(list £650)
Unison Research Simply 845
(list (:3150)
Posselt Albatross loudspeakers, rewired with MS1 cable,
wonderful sound ( list £3000)
Prototype 3008 Monoblock amplifiers as featured in
Sound Practices, Beautiful sound

£495
£2750
£ 1800
£500

Pre-Owned Equipment for sale
Leak TL12.1 (
matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard £ 1600
Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference (
white finish) + Mentor arm, •
excellent condition
£2000
Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference, (
black finish) + Paragon
linear tracking arm, excellent condition
£2000
Radford STA12, very rare, excellent condition
£750
Castle Chester loudspeakers, boxed as new (list £700)
Linn Ku-stone stands, as new ( list £141J)
Siemans Klangfilm Studio power amplifiers, BL34 valves, very
collectable
Thorens TD124 +SME Series 34 Shure VIS mounted in Bastin
Maxplank plinth

£375
£80
£500
£300

Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF, Immedia
Turntables & Arms, Jolida, Leak Troughline Tuners, Matisse, Monrio, Nottingham Analogue, Ortofon, Platine Verdier Turntables, Posselt,
SME, Solidsteel Tables, Townshend Audio, TRON, UKD Opera, Unison Research and Yamamura Churchill Millennium
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mail order available

Tel/fax: (+44) 01895 833099
e-mail: gt.audioetesco.net http://www.gtaudio.com
We are situated on the outskirts of London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25 ( M25/M40) or 20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station
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Kinber's
lavishlypresented
Select
range
prompts
some new
thoughts
our high-end
cable
pricing...

SUPPLIER
Kimblr Kables
re available in
eic UK via
'Russ 4Incirews
Accessories Ltd,
t.:1: 01539

I

n case you were wondering why
the WBT Dyna Key & Bit Set,
as sold to Americans via Kimber
['Headroom', September], comes in
an injection-moulded Pelican toolbox,
all is revealed: the cables in Kimber's
new Select range are packed in the
same Schwarzeneg-garian case, all the
better to protect the jewels inside.
And jewel-like they are, probably
some of the most nicelyma& wires
I've seen.
Trouble is, if you go on about the
aesthetic appeal of certain cables,
people start to wonder about your
sanity. Cables, after all, are mere
conduits for the signals, and are not
something one tends to notice when
looking at asystem from the listening
position. At least, Idon't. Speakers
and amps, on the other hand, are
hard to miss, hence the need for a
look and finish which make them
presentable. Isometimes wonder if
maybe the premium cable makers
were driven to tart up the looks
simply to improve the perceived value.
When you consider that some of
the best cables of all time, eg, certain
models from ART and NBS, look so
pedestrian as to be mistaken for the
AC cord from acirca 1958 electric
kettle, you can rightly insist that the
looks have nowt to do with the
performance. But it is so much nicer
to think that the cable-maker went
that little bit further. And Kimber
Select shoots straight into the
Executive Toys category with these
luscious morsels.
Common to all the single- ended
interconnects, for example, are WBT
premium locking phono plugs, while
speaker cables are fitted with WBT
locking banana plugs or WBT/
Kimber spade lugs — again, see
'Headroom'. Switchcraft supplied the
XLRs, but they're seriously luxe',
too. A nice touch, especially for those
who like alittle trace of the organic,
are sliding wooden blocks fitted to the
interconnect pairs. These are etched
with the model name, serial number
and Kimber logo, but equally
important is that they serve to keep
the pair together — a nice touch,
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especially if you own a bunch of
cables and have a tendency to lose
one lead in apair.
Iwas loaned amix of wires for this
discourse, from a range including
three types of analogue single-ended
interconnects, two analogue balanced
interconnects (XLR-terminated), three
types of digital interconnect and three
sorts of speaker wire. The Select
range also includes three grades of
11 in-long bi-wire jumpers to match
each of the speaker cables.
To
tempt
me
from
my
dependables, Russ Andrews delivered
a lm pair each of KS1020 and
KS1030
phonoterminated
interconnects at £ 600 and £ 1200
respectively, the KS1120 and KS1130
XLR-terminated alternatives at £560
and £ 1400, and a 0.75m length of
KS2020, the phonoterminated digital
coaxial interconnect, costing £ 580.
For speaker wires, I was sent 6ft
lengths of KS3035 and KS3038, at
— gulp — £ 2650 and £ 5350 per
pair. (Note that other lengths are
available, and there's a pricing
formula for easy ready-reckoning.)
Also supplied were the respective biwiring jumpers at £480 and £ 780.
If you automatically assume — as do

For the Select few: Kimber's 3038 speaker
cables at a mere .C5350 per 6ft pair

most of the disaffected, envious
malcontents/nerds whose continual
kvetching infects the Internet — that
a lavish brochure means a naff
product, then stop reading right now.
The Select sales literature was
designed to convey the luxury aspects
of the range, oozing the same elegance
as apremium watch catalogue or a
brochure for Bentley. But it's not just

suspect that one day, after inflicting
Black Pearl upon us, Ray woke up
and exclaimed, 'Good Gawd — what
have Idone?', with the same horrified
realisation voiced by Alec Guinness
at the end of Bridge On the River
Kwai, when it finally dawned on him
that he'd aided and abetted the
enemy.
With Black Pearl, however good it
was, Kimber played directly into the
hands of those who will exploit any
opportunity to discredit the high-end,
be it because of high prices, mumbojumbo, politics or whatever else we
do to make ourselves seem like
benighted fools.
Now Kenneth Starr could probably
argue that the prices of Select equally
transcend any perceived or belaboured
legal definition of sexual contact, and
there are those who'd argue that
anyone who buys a cable costing
more than the price of a CD is
getting, uh, screwed. But we're too
far down the road to continue
chastising Kimber, MIT, Transparent,
NBS and other manufacturers of
cables with stratospheric prices. My
attitude? If you find the prices too
ludicrous to entertain, then move on
to the next article/component/retailer.
For those with the requisite funds,
read on...
Unsurprisingly, the Select speaker
cable range is derived from the Black
Pearl, Kimber utilising what was
learned while creating acost-no-object
design. Every model uses the
company's proprietary X38R core
compound,
designed to damp
vibrations while exhibiting specific
electrical
characteristics.
The
construction is complex, with the
actual conducting element applied to
the core's surface and held in ' an
asymmetric constrained matrix',
assembled to 1% tolerance. The
matrix also works electrostatically to
improve immunity to EMI.
Differing mainly in the choice of
materials, the KS3033 uses pure
copper, KS3035 asilver/copper mix and
KS3038 pure silver. The dielectric is
'extruded virgin' Teflon, while

conductor resonance and phase are
addressed
with
the
company's
proprietary VariStrand geometry. Now
these are very fat cables — around lin
in diameter — so there's abeautifully
an AES presentation.
machined cylinder at either end to keep
In a way, Select is Kimber's
it tidy, where the main body of the
penance for ever unleashing acable
— the original Black Pearl — with a cable thins down to the separate +/lengths which are terminated in either
price which wasn't merely offensive:
spades or bananas. Blessedly, the WBTs
it was obscene. I've forced myself to
are CEapproved and easily changed
blank out whenever that cable springs
with the WBT 0411 Crimpset. And for
to mind, but Ido recall its five-figure
such fat cables, they're exceptionally
price tag. What made the original
Black Pearl even harder for some of flexible. And they don't cost anything
like the Black Pearl...
us to digest was that those who know
In February: the interconnects and
Ray Kimber think of him as anice,
digital cable... and how the whole lot
warm-hearted guy, hardly the sort
Ken Kessler
who'd shtup a whole industry. I sounds.

acase of pretty pictures and textured
paper; it's more aphilosophical tract,
without delving into the minutiae of
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99
More exhibitors, more new products, more
visitors than ever before. Here's the Hi-Fi Show
from A-Z, our alphabetical guide to what was new
at this year's greatest audio event...

I

t would be impossible to
mention every product at the
Show, and we can't even
guarantee we've namechecked
every brand. But we've done our
best to cover every exhibitor
here, however briefly!
Indisputably
top
of
the
alphabetical list was distributor
Aanvil Audio, announcing the
world launch of the Audio Physic
Libra floorstanding speaker, and a
first UK showing for the newlyrevised Meracus Intrare integrated
amplifier and Tanto CD player.
Completing the system were
Millennium 3000 series cables and
accessories
from
Yamamura
Churchill.
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As well as the first-ever showing
of its DAB tuner ( described
elsewhere), Arcam demonstrated
the upgradability of its Alpha 10
range, starting from the Alpha 10
Integrated amp, right through to a
full 5x 100W Dolby Digital, Dolby
Pro-Logic and DTS Home Cinema
system. Stereo demonstrations
illustrated the benefits of bi-amping
with matching power amplifiers, as
well as CD player upgrades from
Alpha 7 and 8 to the new Alpha
8SE and 9. Audioquest cables,
imported to the UK by Arcam,
featured on aseparate stand.
Absolute Analogue's roster of
brands currently includes Aliante,
Audioplan, Clearaudio, Gryphon,
Helios by Etna, Lavardin,
Rockport and VPI, all
to be heard in
demonstrations
spread
over
several rooms at
the Show. The
Clearaudio
Reference Master
turntable
was
heard along with
the
massive
Rockport Sirius
III while other
rooms featured
'The Solution',
Clearaudio's

CR Developments'
Woodham, named
after an idyllic Essex
village and (left)
Musical Fidelity's
Nu Vista-like but
actually nuvistor-less
XA-P100IXA-S100
pre-/power amp

entry-level (£ 750) model. The
Helios Stargate CD player was
demonstrated with Lavardin
amplifiers and the Pininfarinastyled Aliante loudspeakers.
As always, visitors queued to get
in to packed home cinema and
stereo demonstrations by high-end
importer Absolute Sounds.
Product launches at this year's
show ranged from the big Audio
Research VT100 MkII valve amp to
Krell's latest ' Full Power Balanced'
model, the ' middle-sized' FPB350;
from Krell's almost- affordable
KAV250cd CD player and its
totally
over- the- top
KPS25

DOXIIIIER 1,111
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reference player/control unit at well
over £20,000, to the Theta David
DVD and Theta Voyager Laser
DVD/CD transport; and from
Martin Logan's Statement speakers,
to the Sonus Faber Amati Homage
to, finally, in a show- stealing
demonstration at the Excelsior, the
Wilson Audio MAXX.
Long respected round the word,
but until recently without active
UK distribution, the beautifullymade Accuphase range from Japan
appeared at the Show this year
under the Select Audio banner.
Latest models include the M2000
Mono power amps, and DG28
room equaliser, which were
demonstrated along with the DCS
Elgar
DAC,
supported
by
Magneplanar and BKS speakers.

Also cylindrical, but otherwise
very different, were ArciTec's
Athena speakers. ArciTec is
based in Struer, Denmark,
and it seems that
something might
have rubbed off
from that town's
very famous hi-fi
manufacturer, Bang
& Olufsen, because
these tall, elegant
extrudedaluminium columns
caught every eye.
Respected UK speaker maker
ATC showed a new 1000W
powered subwooferand the new
active version of the SCM2OT

High resolution
audio: you could hear
Resolution Audio's
transport and DAC
playing the DVD-

floorstander, the SCM2OTA. Also
Video based 24new at this year's Show was the
bitlq6-kHz'
Select also showed the latest Basis integrated amplifier SIA2-150, a Advanced Audio
Turntable and Lehmann Audio logical follow-up to ATC's wellDiscs thanks to
received pre- and power amplifiers.
Importer Audiofreaks
Black Cube phono stage.
ATD of Milan showed the
Speaker specialist Acoustic
Pataacustica ' 0' speaker, acompact
Energy launched its alloy- coned
(400mm tall) high-sensitivity design
AEGIS One compact model,
using a paper cone/fabric surround
unveiled the new ' Special Edition'
real wood veneer cabinets for its bass/mid and apaper cone tweeter,
100 Series loudspeakers as well as a intended to suit low- output tube
amplifiers, and the intriguing
new entry-level floorstander, the
range
hybrid
AE105. Home cinema additions Lector-Docet
were the AE101satellite/rear tubes/solid state electronics.
High-end importer Audiofreaks
channel speaker and the revised
AE108S, a 150W, £ 300 sub- as usual created excellent sounds
woofer. AE's also demonstrated its and a relaxing atmosphere. New
AudioClub not
this year were Conrad-Johnson
'prestige' 500 Series floorstanders.
only showed
Premier 16LS ' mini- ART' valve
One of this year's newcomers
line pre-amp [reviewed last month the latest NAD
was
Troon-based
Acoustic
prbducts but
Reproduction, with its ART- 1and by MC], and Conrad-Johnson's
gave
ART- 2 two-way floorstanding new big solid-state power amplifier,
demonstrations
speakers and top- of- the- range the Premier 300SA, as well as the
of the
ART- M, an innovative design Avalon Eidolon speakers. This
revolutionary
which uses a single small midrange year's ' reference system' had avinyl
device delivering the majority of the surprise at the front end in the form TACT
Millennium
audio frequency range. Three-way of Kuzma's new no- compromise
turntable.
Meanwhile,
in true digital
active electronics control and
power amplifier
second,
small
condition the output from the unit Audiofreaks'
and integrate it to adedicated subwoofer and asuper tweeter.
Alema's
50W ` Advanced
Magnetic Power' monoblock is a
genuinely ' valve like' solid-state
amplifier —
it has output
transformers, contains no active
voltage gain stages and costs
£2495/pair.
It was certainly
sounding good with the new
Cadence baby speakers. Alema also
showed
the
new
Pentone
Professional speaker Series.
New speaker company Arcaydis
launched its ' angled baffle' speaker,
the ASC, as well as the longawaited cylindrical ACI model.
Here the cabinet is constructed by
sandwiching many ( horizontal)
layers of thick MDF, which are
then bored vertically to produce the
cylinder shape. Existing Arcaydis
speaker models start with the Baby
1at £299 and range up to the £799
AK3 floorstander.
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HI-FI FURNITURE
Many, many exhibitors unveiled
new hi-fi furniture, stands and
storage systems — space only
allows mention of afew here.
Ash Design showed its Cosmic
hi-fi and audio visual
furnitureand the Ash Design
Lunar range of CD storage
units, ranging from 15- disc
cubes up to arevolving 36Gdisc unit, not to mention the
'groovy' bright- coloured Toast CD Racks. Ash Design also
undertakes design consultancy, from one-off commissions
to complete furniture ranges. Atacama rack products were
seen alongside the System Audio loudspeak9r range,
which Atacama now distributes in the UK Stands Unique
had anew wall CD Stem System which allows onehanded access. Long-established Target Audio Products
showed new, colourful system racks and speaker
supports. UKD showed the stunning Opera stainless/
acrylic equipment support ( above) and speaker stands

exhibition room, you could hear the
Audiostatic DCI Plus, the Dutch
company's latest electrostatic.
Audiofreaks also introduced ' 24/96'
systems from Muse Electronics and
Resolution Audio.
Audio Group International
made good use of a large display
area to present speakers from JPW
Loudspeakers, Heybrook HiFi and
Quale Audio — all member
companies of this newly- formed
group, which also includes DC
Cabinets. JPW showed its ultralow- cost home theatre speaker
system — just £ 399 including
active sub while Heybrook launched
the Octet floorstander [ reviewed
last month] as well as the Quintet
and Duet, smaller models which
also feature the intriguing Audax
gas-filled piezo tweeter. The new
Quale Audio speaker range includes
a two-way bookshelf, two- and
three-way floorstanders, small
bookshelf/surround model and a
centre channel.
AudioClub not only showed the
latest NAD products but gave
demonstrations of the revolutionary
TACT Millennium true digital
power amplifier, which uses a
proprietary
PCM-to-PWM
conversion system to give direct
digital drive to the output devices.
By contrast, high- end importer
Audiophile Club impressed
visitors with the massive Cary 805C
single-ended triode amplifier and
the latest Cary CD player, and also
demonstrated anew and mysterious
tittle passive ' black box', the True
Dimensional Sound Harmonic
Recovery System, which appears to
deepen and expand stereo images
while leaving other sonic aspects
untouched.
Next
door
to
Audiophile Club's room, Shinpy of
Italy showed Claravox speakers,
Shinpy cables and ( solid state)
Volta electronics.
Distributor Audio Reference
made its first Show appearance this
year. New models included
Convergent Audio Technologies'
SL1 Signature Mk3 pre- amp,
Transfiguration Temper Supreme
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cartridge, the Graham Mk 2
tonearm and Argento cables.
Audio Synthesis unveiled its
Transcend CD transport,
using the proprietary NCode audio interface to
give a ' perfect source'
for the now- complete
Decade system. A new
analogue- to- digital
converter with full remote
control and N- Code
interface
allows
the
integration of analogue
sources into the DAX Decade.
Audio Workshop showed its
Cyclone
34TM
hardwood
cylindrical speaker [ reviewed in
November], handcrafted from solid
oak and in arange of finishes.
Audusa & Co showed imported
brands including Sumo, Sunfire
and Gershman Acoustics, with
earthshaking demonstrations of the
Sunfire subwoofer.
British maker AVI showed that
no subwoofer was needed with its
'ultimate loudspeaker', the massive
and somewhat Wilson- shaped
Gravitron, a big three-way, twosection system at just under
£4000/pair. Mid and treble units,
housed in the flat-topped pyramid
of the upper enclosure, are as used
in the Positron, while bass is
handled by a pair of 10in units in
the lower ( sealed box) enclosure.
AVI also launched its new lowercost CD player and a crossover
upgrade for the Positron speaker.
Italy's Dr Gubert Finsterle of
AVS Sound [
remember KK's
'Headroom' piece?] was offering a
'listening' weekend in Milan to
buyers of the AVS ` Perspective
Correlator' three-dimensional
sound system: prices from £24,000!
This year marked the return ot
Bill Beard to the UK show scene,
with the BB Audio 30-60 line-level
integrated valve amplifier — looking
good in its various real wood
finishes. Price is £ 1495 to £ 1595
depending on choice of wood.
B&W used one large room to
showcase the Nautilus 801 speakers
reviewed in November, driven by a
quartet of Chord monoblocks.
Other pre- production examples
from the Nautilus range were on
show alongside the CDM Special
Edition series. In aseparate exhibit
the Casa multiroom system could
be seen. This included wallmounted room control units, inwall speakers and multi-source/zone
control CPUs. Those familiar with
Linn's Knekt system were seen
making adouble-take...
New to the UK was the French
speaker line, BC Acoustique, with
intriguingly fluvine names: from the
small two-way Tibre (Tiber) at
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Among many new
products launched by
Absolute Sounds was
the massive Audio
Research VT-200

from £ 720
to
£940 ( depending
on finish) to the
'flagship'
Nil
(Nile), £ 2610 to
£3140.
Newest
models are the
three-way sealedbox type Gange
(Ganges) at £ 2090
to £ 2400, and a
complete modular
audio/video system
called Mississippi/
Tennessee.
Hove- based
Border Patrol showed its unique
valve rectifier/choke input filter
power supply units, intended to
transform the performance of most
popular valve amps, and its own
300B SE single-ended power amp.
Rather than rivers, major French
speaker maker Cabasse stuck to its
maritime naming tradition with the
new Skiff 301 (£ 1400), using the
same bass unit as the Farella but

with amoulded concave diaphragm
for the new mid unit. With
improvements to the midrange, the
newly updated Farella 401 sells for
£990, while the new two-way
Frigate comes in at £450.
Indian high- end speaker maker
Cadence launched the Anina, a
scaled-down version of the flagship
Arca model, using asmaller version
of the unique curved electrostatic
tweeter and an 8in Eaton bass/mid.
UK price is around £ 2290.
Cadence's room also featured the
Avid
Acutus
turntable,
a
heavyweight UK design using a
patented ribbed subchassis to deal
with resonances (priced at £3500
upwards depending on options),
and the American Ayre ' 24/96'
transport and D/A converter.
French electronics maker Cairn
showed CD and DVD players and
affordable amplifiers, as well as its
High End series, all with machined
12 mm aluminium chassis, 15 mmthick front panels and WBT

REALITY CHECK: LIVE MUSIC AT THE SHOW
LIKE the previous two Shows, this year's
featured live music in the bar/foyer of the
Renaissance (
formerly Ramada, née Penta)
Hotel Thistime the artists were were the great
Italian jazz/flamerco guitarist Antonio
Forcione, and vocclist Sabina Sciubba, whose
CDs appear on the Naim label ( call 01722
332266 for details).
At an earlier European hi-fi event, audiences
had numbered only ahandful while the duo
played through small, unmentionable speakers.
At the Hi Fi Show, ay comparisor, the four
audiences must have totalled mary hundreds,
and here PA supplier The Blue Box Company
(01403 790707) demonstrated what the
world's best professional sound equipment —
alias '
Hi Fi with Bo- locks' — that's normally only
heard at major concerts or with recorded
sound, can do when fed live sound via a
minimised signal path. The sound quality
reached its best after the first set, once sound
engineer, ' Ivan' Roland Manuel, had got to
know the artists. What show attendees heard —
other than ear-opening 'slam' and breathtaking
vocal intimacy without bleeding ears, was a
Turbosound four-way active, all- born loaded
'Floodlight' speaker system, employing Funktion
One's patented, 100% British-des,gned horn
loading 'axehead' devices — the result of some

mom..
30 years development. The bass 'bin' section
employed two 18in drivers each side, followed
by the specially loaded 10in and 6in paper
cone units in the low and high midrange. Power
amps were QSC models made in the USA with
class G power stages and switching power
supplies. Their kilowatts of potential delivery
aided the effortless sonics, since thanks to the
Turbo speakers' huge efficiency, the system was
ticking over at maybe just 50 'watts' in even the
loudest transients. The earlier stages of the
signal path (working backwards) employed a
digital crossover with analogue in/out, an
analogue graphic EQ with only the frequency
extremes tweaked, and asmall recording studio
mixer of fair sonic repute. With the signal path
reasonably minimised in this way, and the
guitarist's audiophile taste, in owning and using
an 'Otis Power Station' ( aclassic British
performance/studio amp, designed and tuned
by Jerry Mead for golden-eared musas), the
functional result was to put listeners strongly in
touch with the music. This supposition was
supported by the absence of ear pain with truly
high sound levels, the crowd sizes, and the
length of the applause.
I
can confirm that Naim's CD bears the same
power, clarity and incisiveness as the live sound
on my own system, whether others can handle
it, may be another matter!
Ben Duncan
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connectors. At 60,00OFF apiece are
the Olan CD Player (with VRDS
mechanism and multibit DAC), the
Cervin, eight channel balanced preamplifier, with AC3 and DTS; the
5x200W KV home cinema power
amp and the model K stereo power
100W Class A amp containing no
less than six transformers.
Greeting visitors at the door of
the Excelsior hotel was the 2m-tall
Carfrae Horn Loudspeaker, arear
loading tractrix horn using
Lowther's new DX3 full- range
driver and said to give a frequency
response of 32Hz to 22kHz and
sensitivity of 108dB.
Castle showed prototypes of two
striking new 'Project Theta' models
with radical appearance design by
Allan Boothroyd's Cambridge
Product Design team. The cleanlooking cabinets taper outwards to
the top, while the drive units are
exactly covered by their neat
circular grilles. The smaller of two
(as yet unnamed) models is a
conventional ported two-way
expected to retail at around £ 500
(excluding the matching stand),
while the larger model (probably
around £ 2000) is a ' Howard/
Harlech' type fioorstanding design,
with a second upward-facing bass
unit loaded by asecond 'pipe'. Bass
units are carbon fibre with cone
surrounds, tweeters ( 19mm and
28mm respectively) are doped
fabric. And as you'd expect, the
speakers will be available in Castle's
nine real wood veneer finishes.
The
Custom
Design
and
Installation Association (CEDIA)
was at the Show to meet existing
and potential trade members and to
explain its role to the public.
CEDIA UK trains in the expertise
required to produce tailor-made
electronic systems for the home,
including fully-automated lighting
and security systems and multiroom audio and video systems.
Celestion demonstrated its new,
slim, aluminium-bodied C-series
speakers to good effect.
Cemac returned to the hi-fi
scene this year: a new range of
English-made products 'with DVD
in mind' include a high power,
integrated subwoofer, and power
amps to meet the demand for
multiple amplifiers in a home
entertainment system at an
affordable price.
Valve supplier Chehner Valve
Company showed aselection from
its huge range and co- exhibited
with GATE, which specialises in
hand-built valve amplifiers, using all
discrete components hardwired
throughout. GATE unveiled the
new SET16 single ended triode
amp and demonstrated the 300B-
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based TR201A triode power
amplifier, 50W UL501A tetrode
power amp and the PR101 preamplifier.
Chesky Records debuted its
first batch of 96kHz/24-bit Super
Audio DVD titles: Sara K's Hobo,
Livingston Taylor's Ink, The John
Basile Quartet's The Desmond
Project and David Chesky's Three
Psalms For String Orchestra — plus
Cadence (above)
used the Avid Acuites
turntable and, by
contrast, the Ayre
Acoustics '24196'
digital source, feeding
the Cadence Anina,
anew, smaller
electrostatic hybrid
loudspeaker

The Super Audio Collection &
Professional Test Disc, which
includes 96/24 recordings of
Chesky's artists plus 96/24 test
tones for professional use.
Chord Electronics showed a
new D/A converter, the £ 1850
DSC900, the SPM1900 fivechannel amp (£ 4210) and a new
balanced in/out phono stage
(£1898) as well as its existing
amplifier range, which includes the
SPM1400B mono, recently selected
by Abbey Road for post-production
work. Another brand showing a
switch-mode solid-state power amp
was CR Developments, with its
big new 400W D2-400 at a
'breakthrough' price of only £ 699.
Among new CR valve amps was the
Woodham, asingleended 300B power
amp, named after a
picturesque Essex
village and painted a
deep rural green,
which seems to have
endeared it to the
Japanese market.
A new Surreybased hi-fi company,
Cura, showed its slopefronted speakers.
Sharing the distinction
of unveiling a Digital
Audio Broadcast hi-fi
tuner
was
Cymbol
Electronics: in this case,
the unit is based on a
Grundig DAB front-end
and is intended to
be available before
Christmas. Cymbol
amplifiers on show were

Technics (above)
previewed DVDAudio and
demonstrated its
3000 DVD ready'
amplification as well
as the cute SB-M01
high-quality
miniature speakers

As well as in own big
valve amps, Trilogy
showed these Ars
Acoustica speakers

the CA1 integrated (40W/ch), CA3
remote- control
integrated
(60W/ch), CPA3 power amp and
CPR1 remote- control pre- amp,
while Cymbol's two CD players are
the HDCD-capable
CD12
(£1299) and the £899 CD6.
Tim de Paravicini's EAR/
Yoshino V2Œ valve integrated
[reviewed in HFNIRR, September]
had its first public UK showing, as
did the new EAR 509 Mk 3 power
amp. Demonstrations included
music from many albums recorded
and mastered through Tim's
professional audio electronics.
ELAC, the German speaker
company has been established in
Kiel for 70 years but made its
first
UK
Hi -Fi
Show
appearance this September,
thanks ta Sennheiser UK.
Star of the range was the
baby ELAC CL310 JET, a
baby mend- cased two-way
speaker only 208mm high,
and using a high-tech ultralong-throw 115mm unit with
a 115mm aluminium/pulp
fibre sandwich diaphragm to
produce such quantities of
bass that staff put up a sign:
'There is no subwoofer'.
Meanwhile, the Danish
loudspeaker firm Eltax,
which opened its UK office
in 1995-, added the new
Liberty
5+ ( a £ 199
floorstander) and 7+ (£ 249)
to arange which includes the
Eltax Sphere Loudspeakers.
Respected UK brand Epos
Acoustics showed its new ES15, a
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two-way floorstander featuring
Epos-designed main drive unit and
tweeter with extensive structural
bracing, a choice of real wood
finishes
and
the
widely

to well below 30Hz; Tyra Extensio
(£3500) and Tyra Supreme.
Anglo/US
company
Inner
Sound showed its exciting Eros
speaker, first seen in the USA in
January: this large hybrid design
combines electrostatic mid/tweeter
sections with transmission-line bass.
KEF majored on pure stereo
rather than home cinema this time,
launching
the
floorstanding
RDMThree (£ 1500). Also on show
were the other RDM models and
Reference Series, as well as the Q
Series models, seen in their new
cherry finish.
Kenwood, known for home hi-fi,
car hi-fi and communications
equipment, showed new DVD
Players, as well as its hi-fi separates
and ' future ready' Series 21 range.
Czech/American tube maker KR
Enterprise — which makes those
big Kron output triodes for singleended amps and claims proprietary
rights for the ` Vacuum Transistor'
and ' Vacuum Transducer' —
exhibited amplifiers and tubes
along with NBS Audio Cables.
Linn
Products
took
the
opportunity to demonstrate its new
£12,000 ' statement' CD player, the
Sondek CD12 , in the context of a
four-way active Keltik system. Also

acknowledged ' Epos Minimalist
Crossover' — a longer way of
saying 'one capaCitor'.
News broke at the Show that
Exposure Electronics had been
acquired by the Monitor Audio
group — and, like some of
Monitor's, Exposure's products are
now distributed in the UK by LKO,
the new distribution company
associated with the Sevenoaks retail
chain. Exposure's new ' budget
audiophile' Super X integrated
amplifier delivers 40 watts into 8
ohms, has new bi-wire terminals
and is built on Exposure's usual
robust and functional chassis.
Fase Evoluzione Audio of
Vicenza, Italy, showed two- and
three-way floor standing speakers
and its new Laserdrive CD player.
The completely unconnected
company FASE sac of Morrovalle,
Italy, also exhibited this year.
Audiovector speakers were
proudly shown off by UK
distributor Glaive Ltd, specifically
pre-production samples from the
new C-series: the Cl bookshelf at
£399 and C2 floorstander at £799.
Glaive also used the Danish-built
Thule electronics.
The massive French Platine
Verdier turntable, in which the
platter's weight is supported ' on air'
by the use of opposing magnets, has
finally appeared in the UK thanks
to GT Audio, which also showed
the Avantgarde Acoustics Duo horn
speakers. Also on demonstration
was the latest Tron amplifier, the
first modern design to use the new
Kron PX25 valve. Tron also
launched the Disc Drive, a unique
valve power supply which is ideal
for turntables (giving speed change
and
fine pitch
control
on
synchronous-motor types) but also
excellent for CD players. It's
available from GT Audio in 25W
and 50W versions.
Harman/Kardon focused on
home
cinema
in
a DVD
demonstration
featuring the

I.
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Mr Yoshihisa Mori
and his engmeering
team from Sony,
Tokyo (top picture),
were at the Show to
present Super Audio
CD. Above: crowds
around The Chord
Company's stand on
the ground floor of the
Renaissance Hotel

High-end distributor
Path Premier
presented several
'world's first'
launches, including
some stunning the
new Mark Levinson
products

Signature 2.0 Dolby Digital/Pro
Logic processor/controller and the
Signature
2.1
five- channel
amplifier, which has auto- trigger
on/off and trigger outputs for easy
daisy chaining.
Henley Designs had plenty of
product to show including a vast
selection of Magnat speakers.
Above the Vectors, the Vintage
range included the 7and the new 5series with prices starting at £400
for a wood- finished bookshelf
speaker up to £ 3500 for the 5driver 770 model. From the
Alchemist stable we saw anew twobox CD player divided between
transport/DAC and PSU/control/
display — the Kraken APD39A at
£1000. A new range of electronic
ancillary units under the Alchemist
name was launched with the £299
TSD-1 digital converter, sporting a
profile resembling a tortoiseshell or
a flying saucer, depending on your
imaginative disposition. And not
the least of the new goodies was a
m- c cartridge, the Ortofon MC
Jubilee, so-named after the Danish
vinylphile company's eightieth
anniversary.
As well as its existing batterypowered electronics, Holfi of
Denmark showed a new tuner, the
Thera (£ 850), and three new
speakers: the Sonair Elegance
(£4500), which has aspecial double
bass-unit system and is said to extend

present though tacit were the new
Classik unit, Kan III speakers, and
two hitherto unseen products — an
entry-level pre- amp dubbed the
Kolektor, and Keosa speakers
(based on the Keilidh but trimmed
in price). Linn Records rode
shotgun with a selection of CDs
that included new HDCD releases
and Gold re-masters.
Living Control showed its
advanced MRS multi-room system,
essentially acentral control unit and
six in-room Displaypads, which is
claimed to be the first on the
market that catalogues your CD
collection and tuner presets: you
can then choose from an alpha list
displayed at the keypad control in
each room.
Living Voice, the maker of
loudspeakers for those who want to
go all the way with the Lowther-type
horn approach, showed its new
Athenaeum (£ 2250),
and
Mysterium (£ 5000) as well as the
Auditorium (£ 1500) and the
awesome Scout/RW24 combination.
Ancillaries included the Wadia 860
CD, SJS Arcadia pre amp, Border
Patrol 300B power amp, Art Audio
Concerto power amp, and Monolith
20/20 speaker cable.
Garrard
turntables
from
Loricraft included restored/
replinthed 301 and 401s as well as
the Garrard 501, the new model
created by Loricraft in the Garrard
tradition, plus Garrard accessories
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SPEAKER CABLES AND INTERCONNECTS
IT WOULD be an impossible task to detail all
the new cables seen at this year's show, so
here's aselection.
At AudioQuest's stand in the we saw new
high-end in-wall speaker and RF cables as
well as anew glass optic ST&T link.
New to the Audiokits cable range was
SonicLink S-GOLD mcirs cable at
£f10/metre, said to improves sound quclity
very considerably ana give sharper imoges
on TV screens and computer monitors, aIV
aerial cable and anew high quality S-VHS
video cable — and the -iew Lilac
interconnect, 'competiavely-priced' at £65.
Cable Talk showed the new ' silver
versions' of some favourite models
Glaive Ltd offered Supra cables from
Sweden, including new LINC 2.5mm and
4mm diameter shielded speaker cables, and
Insert Audio's Dataline 750 S-Video cable.
New from Ixos were the 6002 Gamma

and spares.
Loricraft also
demonstrated
ART
Audio
amplifiers ( which Loricraft
now distributes for Europe
and the UK) along with
rebuilt Quad ESL speakers
from Quad Musikweidergabe
GmbH of Germany, for whom
Lorizraft is the UK agent.
Marantz demonstrated Super
Audio CD ( the prototype player
built into a CD14 case) in a large
system using its own PM-17KI amp
and Tannoy Sterling speakers. Also
seen was the new CD-7 ' high-end'
CD player, which combines the
famous ' double crown' version of
the 16-bit TDA1541 DAC with a
new Marantz-designed DSP digital
filter — as well as the first product
in the new ' Original Special
Edition' series, the £ 300 CD67
OSE player. Tannoy, marketed in
the UK by Marantz, showed small
speakers too — the Mercury-based
but radical Revolution R1 and the
improved Mercury M2_5.
Meridian forsook its usual policy
of darkened- room demonstrations
in favour of an open display,
showing the spread of Meridian
systems available. Key new product
was the compact ( 15in high) M33
Active Loudspeaker: each cast
aluminium enclosure contains a
pair of 5.25in carbon fibre bass/mid
units with a lin fabric dome
tweeter, driven ( respectively) by
ee5W and 55W built-in amplifiers,
and is voiced to match other
current Meridian speakers.
J A Michell Engineering
demonstrating its new Orca preamp and upgraded monoblocks,
together with the acclaimed Orbe
turntable.
Monitor Audio offered silver as
well as gold this year. The new
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Geometry Bi Wire speaker cable and a

number of new interconnects including anew
Sony Toslink lead for MiniDisc machines
using the combined 3.5mrnioptical jack
Ray Kimber hoc flown in from the USA to
launch the new high-end Kirnber Korble Select
range [ see ' Headroorrl , with suitably ctassy
demcnstrations provided by RL.ss Andrews.
Nordost showec its entire range of Flctline
speaker cables, wF ile nterconmects included
neuf reference called the Quattro-Fil
(£1250/rr pair) and the new Optix
composite video cable (£85: 14, and
!announced anew mid-price (£27.50/m
speaker cable.
The Chord Comport/ adck.ithe new
'Odyssey to its Rumour 2/Myth/Legend
speaker cable lineiup, and launched anew
budget contender, the Carnival, at £2.99/m
New van den NJ) p-oducts this year
included an improved version of The First

pure carbon interconnect, and ametalscreened version for use with valve
amplifiers. There was arew mid- price
carbon hybrid s,peaker cable at under £9/m
and The Goldwater at £6.99/m, ahigh
perfortnoacie video cable/digital interconnect
cable
or Phono), and abudget
interccnnedt culled The Ratchbay Hybird at
£30.99 (0.3m pair) van den Hul also
laulded hc, .hrend phono cartridge called
the \elite Befaury.
Hign-end :or- nectar specialist WBT of
Ge-manyurweiied the new Sandwich Spade
cornector and save an-the- spot
demorstrations of perfect cable iermination!
The others" Aso on show were Ensemble
caldles from Switzeerland, demonstrated by
Tube Tachnolog>„ Musical ink from Stands
Unique, Tara Labs cables, available again in
this country thanks to their tew importer, Sound
Image, and last but not least Straight Wire

BK

whose new elliptical drive
units allow extended bass
response from slim cabinets,
and launched the MS200
home theatre speakers.
Musical Fidelity's new
introductions included the XRAY 24- bit CD player and a
lower- cost model derived from
this in smart black ' Electra'
casework, the E64; the X- P100
remote- control
pre- amp,
XFLORA tuner, the X-AlOOR
75W/ch remote- control integrated
amp and, last but by no means
least, the X- 24K, a 24-bit DAC set
to retail at about £300.
Adding a tuner (MT- 100) to its
existing ' M Series', Myryad also
launched the lower- cost T- Series,
comprising T-10 CD player, T-20
CD player and T-40 integrated
amp, all with full remote-control.
Nairn showed its long-awaited
new flagship CD player, the CDS
II, but also surprised us with a
I

Silver series ( the S3 compact, S5
slim floorstander, S7 and S9
floorstanders, prices £ 300- to
£1000) all combine Monitor's
trademark gold-dome tweeter with
a new silver- finished metal- coned
metal bass/mid, and the expected
choice of real wood veneer cabinets:
distribution via LKO. Meanwhile,
the existing Monitor Series models
have been re-priced (downwards)
and now start at £ 199.
Mordaunt-Short gave a first
showing to the MS800 hi-fi/home
entertainment loudspeaker range,

Linn's Sonctek CDR
Transcription CD
player was seen in
prodln tion form,
along with the newlyannounced Kolektor
pre-amp and Keosa
speakers

Chord Electronics
and the Wilson
Benesch &chop
speakces in Chord's
demonstranan system

MARK LEVINSON.
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"It's clear that the CS2.3 is aremarkably neutral speaker, and
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probably abreakthrough at it's price. Anyone interested in
the cutting edge of dynamic speaker design should hear what
the latest Thiel's are all about."
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brand new speaker, the NBL
(around £ 5000). This is a vented
box design with bass drivers
mounted on either side of the main
cabinet, while the separate two-way
mid/tweeter module slides into an
upper housing.
NEAT showed Mk 2 versions of
its Mystique and the Critique
speakers, and the Mk 3 incarnation
of the well-known NEAT Petite
speaker, which was teamed with the
NEAT Gravitas stereo subwoofer
system.
From Italy came the New Audio
Frontiers valve amplifiers line
including the Reference 8US
Mono power amps, 8US SE
integrated and Absolute Triode preamp ( all billed as Pure Class A),
plus the Reference One S
transmission line speaker and the
smaller bass-reflex Reference Two.
Nottingham
Analogue
Engineering was there to wave the
the analogue flag with its wellestablished line of enthusiast
turntables and arms. On Octave
Audio Woodworking's stand were
immaculately-finished examples of
the company's remanufactured
Tannoy cabinets, including the
famous Corner GRF enclosure.
Octave's flagship is the Autograph,
a front- and rear-loaded full-range
horn model designed in 1953 by R
H Rackham, seen as Tannoy's
definitive vintage classic. Orchid
Precision Audio exhibited its
range of high-quality electronics.
`World's first' launches from
high-end distributor Path Premier
included Bow Technologies' Wizz
CD
player
and
Madrigal
Laboratories'
new
Proceed
DVD/CD transport, as well as the
Mark Levinson No 30.6 Reference
Digital Processor and Mark
Levinson No 32 Reference Pre
Amplifier. The No 360S special

TAG McLaren extravaganza:

edition processor (£ 6495) is
96kHz-compatible and has a large
built-in software platform and
RS232 port, allowing downloads
which would enable it to handle
192kHz, DSD, room correction or
other future possibiities. The
awesomely comprehensive eightinput, three-output No 32 pre-amp
is designed on (electrically) ' clean
box/dirty box' principles, with the
power supply and control section in
the upper section and only the preamplifier circuit itself in the lower
('clean') section, which can thus be
separated and ideally sited near
source components, for example.
Cartridge matching is software
controlled and a flash memory allows
new commands to be loaded via
RS232. The No 32 will be available
in early 1999 at around £ 15,000 to
£20,000 depending on options. Seen
for the first time in the UK was the
Revel Salon four-way full- range
speaker (price from £ 13,000 in gloss
finish, £ 11,995 in matt), with a
smaller three-way model seen in
prototype form (no name yet). Path
Premier also had new products from
MIT, Kontak and Stax.
Meanwhile, sister company Path
Distribution Ltd had new UHF
wireless headphones from AKG
Acoustics, new CD and MD
storage units from Storex, plus
accessories and storage systems
from Allsop and Case Logic.
Maintaining its position as a
leader in the development of new
high-resolution audio, Pioneer —
the company which publicly
demonstrated experimental 96kHzsampling replay as long ago as 1995
— this year demonstrated both
DVD-Video and high- resolution
(96kHz) audio via its newest DVD
player, the DV-717. Pioneer also
launched its under-£ 500 rewritable CD-R/CD-RW recorder.

Mark
Levinson's
awesomely
comprehensive
eight- input,
three-output
No 32 pre- amp
is designed on
(electrically)
'clean box/dirty
box' principles,
with the power
supply and
control section
in the upper
section

PM Components showed a
selection from the Ei range of tubes
(now distributed worldwide by PM)
including a newly re- engineered
high- gain
low-microphony
ECC83/12AX7. From Golden
Dragon came a new PX25 valve as
well as the KT66-R, an almost
exact copy of the GEC KT66.
ProAc launched its impressive
new Response Three Point Eight
loudspeaker and also demonstrated
the established Studio 150 model.
Quad, now under the aegis of
International Audio Group, showed
the new 99 Series comprising CD,
tuner and choice of amplification,
and unveiled a new generation of
electrostatic speakers. The new ESL
989 and 988 are based on the classic
ESL63 but with extensive reengineering and development work.
According to managing director Stan

top picture shows (left to right) McLaren Fl celebrities David Coulthard and Ron Dennis with TAG McLaren Audio boss Dr Udo Zucker; a

Formula One car; and sonn-to-be fulfilled visions offuture products...
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Curtis, many of the detail
imporovements resulted from the
existing Quad staff's long production
experience with the ESL63.
Russ Andrews Accessories
showed the new ReleeS CD
enhancer (described as ' the perfect
partner for ReVeel') and other
accessories and hosted the launch
of Kimber Kable's select range.
All the way from Australia came
Redgum Audio, enthusiastically
promising ' real audiophile sound at
an affordable price', with complete
separates systems starting around
£1300. Both the RG38 tower and
RG28 bookshelf speakers are
designed in conjunction with AXIS,
Australia's largest speaker maker,
and Redgum credits Music Labs'
Jon De Sensi for its prototype CD
player design.
Roksan announced a DVD
player to add to the distinctivelystyled
Caspian
range,
now
distributed in the UK by LKO
Rotel's newly-launched HDCD
CD player range includes a new
high-performance model, the £750
RCD-991, as well as the lower-cost
RCD-971 and RCD-951.
From high- end distributor RT
Services came Magneplanar
speakers, amplifiers by Nagra, and
turntables from Basis with Air
Tangent and Rega-made tonearms,
BKS Granite speakers and Sirius
amplification. DCS demonstrated
the
effect
of
upsampling
conventional CD to 192kHz, as
well as DVD (` 24/96') recordings.
Also to be seen were The Black
Cube phono stage, Crown Jewel
cartridge, Shakti Stones, Vibraplane
Isolation Platform, G- Flex sprung
feet and Last Record Cleaners.
Ruark followed up its four-way
Equinox flagship speaker with the
Solstice ( around £ 4000) a nocompromise three-way, four unit
floor standing reference monitor,
using two acoustically damped and
isolated enclosures per loudspeaker.
The aim is to achieve realistic scale

wide bandwidth. Ruark's home
cinema demonstration featured the
Prelude, a two-way floor-stander
with full magnetic shielding (£499)
and the compact Logue- rhythm
subwoofer.
Shearne Audio demonstrated
the upgradability of its amplifiers,
focusing on the benefits of its
battery power supply, easily added
to an existing Phase 6 unit's nineway rear connector after removal of
two internal links. This gives
automatic charging from the
existing transformer; during battery
operation (up to 24 hours on one
charge), the pre-amp is completely
disconnected from the mains. Now

in production form was the Phase
7 CD player, improved over the
prototype seen last year.
Simetel of Rome showed those
mouthwatering Nightingale tube
amps and new CP-1600 power
supply control system, a power
conditioner which can also
programme the turn-on and warmup times of each deviceconnected,
and also Pearl loudspeakers
Sonneteer (FTM Marketing
Ltd) celebrated five years in the hifi business by showing the ' new'
internally-revised version of its first
product, the Campion integrated
amplifier, and aprototype of its allnew remote- control pre- amplifier
called the Prior.
Sony demonstrated Super Audio
Compact Disc, the new dual-layer
disc medium which offers high
resolution audio from a highdensity upper recorded layer, while
providing standard CD playback
from a second reflective layer. A
separate listening room highlighted
the new QS hi-fi separates, while
another demonstrated movies with
Dolby Digital and DTS sound on
DVD-Video
via
the
new
STRDB925 A/V receiver (£ 600).
Sony's new ` UK Special Edition'
QS series Brooklands separates
include the TAF-B920 amp with
system remote, the CDP-XB920
and sound pressure levels over a 'fixed pickup' CD player and MDS-

Larger of the two
Audiofreaks
demonstration rooms,
with Avalon speakers
and come colourful
acoustic treatment!

Sony
demonstrated
Super Audio
Compact Disc,
the new duallayer disc
medium which
offers high
resolution
aiclio ftem a
high censity
upper recorded
layer, while
providing
standard CD
playback from
asecond
reflerive layer

Absolute Analogue
impressed the crowds
with us Rockport
tunttables
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JB290 MiniDisc recorder with
ATRAC 4.5 ( each at £ 299);
meanwhile the new MDS-JA20
(£500) uses ATRAC '
R', actually
the seventh version of Sony's datareduction system, and gives users a
choice of four digital filter settings.
Retailer/importer Sound Image
launched new products from JM
Lab, Electrocompaniet and Tara
Labs. JM Lab, best known for the
Grande Utopia and more recently
the (smaller) Utopia, launched the
Mini Utopia, Mezzo Utopia, and
Sub Utopia to complete this line up
— as well as four all- new ranges
directly descended from the Utopia
line, making a total of 16 products
ranging from £ 300 to £ 3000.
Electrocompaniet's EMC- CD- 1is
described as a true 24/96kHz unit
with a unique patented Electro
Mechanical Cancellation system
(EMC), while the new ECI-3
Integrated Amplifier has balanced
input and remote control. Finally,
Sound Image has reintroduced to
the UK Tara Lab cables, best known
for its revolutionary Rectangular
Solid Core (RSC) technology.
Under the banner of ' affordable
high end', Sphinx of Holland
launched its new Project 32CD
player, an RDS tuner, a phono
equaliser, and a pre-/equaliser, and
showed Totem's new Forrest/Model
One Signature Centre speaker.
Stands Unique launched Nova
Sonique's Musical Link, a multiroom lifestyle speaker usable as a
centre channel or rears in a home
cinema system.
Importer
Surrey
Sounds
showed the ' code- free' Premium
DVD, as well as the Premium AVP
AC3/DTS surround processoc and
other Micromega products.
System Audio of Denmark
showed its line of compact, high
quality speakers.
In its second year at the Show,
T+A
showed
CD
players,
mechanisms, speakers and its
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A3000
pre-/power
amplifier
combination — with its lead battery
power supply for the pre-amp and a
dynamic range of 120dB — and also
showed its tiny, high-quality mini
loudspeaker, the SB-M01.
Thomas Transducers (formerly
Bravura) showed its built-to- order
7W single- ended triode amplifier,
the Obligato, providing the very low
noise level required by the wellover-100dB sensitivity of Thomas's
Lowther-based Virtuoso speakers.
As asolid-state alternative, DNM's
Series 336 pre- amp and 23W/ch
PA3S were also used. The Virtuoso
Reference speakers, based on the
new Lowther DX3 neodymiummagnet driver, now come optionally
with a large Lowther AudiovectorAll the way from Down Under: Chris Tyre!!
style ' 150W- bulb- shaped' phase
demonstrates Redgum Audio's complete system
corrector to replace the 'bullet' at
the speaker's centre.
`infamous' active fully digital AID.
Triangle Industrie of France
TAG McLaren undoubtedly
stole the Show with its massive also designs high efficiency speakers
of distinctive design: new models
'World of TAG' exhibit, opened to
the public on Saturday morning by include the three-way Lyrr model
Grand Prix driver David Coulthard and Sat- Len, a ' very dynamic'
and marking the world debut of the home theatre system including
centre, surrounds and active sub.
TAG McLaren Audio F3 Series.
Design cuncepts were shown for Triangle's exchangable curved front
panels feature on the new Celius
next year's F2 Series and F3
pre-/main and integrated amplifiers.
AvantGarde products (basically, F3
Trilogy showed its new ' R' range
electronics combined in ' life-style'
casework), as well as the 'ultimate' power amplifiers, with muchFl series scheduled for the year improved output transformers and
2000. These arrestingly- styled optional triode/pentode operation,
concepts certainly lived up to TAG demonstrated with the well-known
McLaren's description ' audio Trilogy pre-amps, aMark Levinson
CD source and Ars Acoustica
products like no others'.
Talk Electronics launched the loudspeakers.
After 10 years of ` Thermionic
new Thunder 4 CD (£ 1699.95), a
big brother to the existing £ 1000
Excellence', Tube Technology
Talk 3 player already on sale. Also says the new buzzword is ' Digital
seen was the Hurricane/Tornado/ Excellence': a collaboration with
Whirlwind
amplifier
system digital engineer John Westlake (of
Pink Triangle/Cambridge Audio
[reviewed this month].
Polish speaker manufacturer fame) resulted in the Fulcrum
DAC, which offers 96/192kHz
TLC offered its new Classic 1 and
Classic 2 models, designed with performance with 6144- times
input from English engineers and oversampling combined with atube
seen in elegant piano finish. Classic output stage, and the Fusion
1includes apatent double bass unit integrated player, with 2304-times
system, while Classic 2 has an 8in oversampling and HDCD digital
bass unit on the side; both have filter. Also new at the Show was the
Syrinx remote control integrated
time alignment between drivers.
45/45W tube amplifier.
Also coming from TLC is the
UICD, the distributor which has
Classic 3 with aluminium box and
new 5in advanced drivers. Other introduced so many Italian
ranges are the well-built Maestro products to British buyers, had
series, and a ' bargain range' of many new models this year: the
long-awaited Audio Analogue
speakers for teenagers.
UK speaker stalwart TDL Paganini CD Player; the Unison
Research Power 35 and Feather
Electronics showed the new range
One
remote
control
valve
of ' Reflex Transmission Line'
loudspeakers using new-technology amplifiers; the Opera ' Prima'
loudspeaker; and GRAAF's GM 20
'compacted polypropylene' cones,
as well as additions to the Nucleus OTL amplifier [reviewed by KK,
Sept], as well as anew five-channel
and Carbon Fibre ranges.
Technics demonstrated its amp. Also new were the Diapason
prototype DVD Audio player along Karis, a high- quality miniature
with another ' new product for the speaker (£ 1250) and a larger twoDigital Age', the SU-C3000/SE- way; the Adamante (£ 1995).
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No, this isn't cameraangle distortion:
Castle's new Theta
Project speakers really
are wider at the top!

Standing
sentinel at
the Wollaton
Auld stand
was the
KOch horn
loudspeaker
beyond which
we SZW some
im 3reEsivelocking
valve kit

REPORT

Vienna Acoustics amnnounced
its new Mahler loudspeaker, joining
the Haydn, Bach, Mozart and
Beethoven models.
Vinyl Demand and Vivante
London both offered their ranges of
audiophile software, Vivante
majoring on the new 24/96 software
from Chesky but with a huge
selection from its many other
distributed labels. ( Apologies,
incidentally, for the error in
Vivante's phone number in our
October issue 99p Chesky CD offer:
the offer is still open to readers who
phone 0181 977 6600.)
Standing sentinel at the Wollaton
Audio stand was the Kóchel horn
loudspeaker beyond which we saw
some impressive-looking valve kit.
From Wavac was the dandy singleended M-572 stereo power amp, still
rated at 50 watts/ch with its SV-572.
Monarchy Audio's solid-state SM70
was seen, a new 25watt/ch Class A
integrated that sells for £595 while
bigger price tags were witnessed on
the perspex-lidded Klyne preamps,
selling for up to £ 5000. The new
Limited Edition cable from XL0
was also spotted for the first time. As
UK distributors, the Wollaton stand
had a strong Stereophile presence,
along with CDs from DMP and
Sheffield Labs.
Distributor Zentek Music Ltd
unveiled the Passlabs 1000 power
amplifiers and D1 DAC; Balanced
Audio Technology's D5 CD Player;
Egglestonworks
Andra
and
Fontaine speakers; Reference 3A
speakers and Copulare stands.
• Turn the page for KK's `Show Highlights'
LOOKING AHEAD!

High-MaSS

solution:

Kuzma 's new
flagship ncord player,
demonstrated by

At the end of this year's Show, we
said our fond ( or maybe not so
fond) farewells to the Renaissance
and Excelsior Hotels. Next year's
event, the 17th annual Hi Fi Show,
will be held all under one roof at the
Novotel, West London, on 23-26
September . In the meantime, the
Northern Hi Fi Show will be held at
the Britannia Hotel, Manchester, on
20-21 March.
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Here's one observer's personal selection
of the hottest items of the Show
by KEN KESSLER
Maybe nostalgia is
playing too big a
part in my feelings
about the Hi -Fi
Show, but there's
no escaping its
contribution: this
year's was the last
at Heathrow Airport, and for some
of us, it marks the passing of an era.
But let's get truly objective for a
minute, and deal with reality: it was
this year's biggest specialist
audio/video show in Europe, and
probably on the planet, if you don't
count trade- only shows like CES
and those filled with consumer
dreck, like Live 98. Having been to
most of 'em, Ican assure you that
it had more exhibitors and better
attendance than that
genre of hi-fi show in
which the organisers list
every drink in the bar in
their show guides.
Highlights? Where to
start...
My cage was rattled
more than once, and
anyone who visited the
show just has to cite the
re-launch of Quad, the
return of Bill Beard,
world launches from
Mark Levinson and
Revel, the birth of
TAG McLaren Audio,
more Italian brands
than found in your fave
deli (including the longawaited
Audio
Analogue CD player),
Arcam's
bid
for
immortality with the
launch of the world's
first digital tuner, and
demos
of
both
Sony/Marantz/Philips'
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My cage was
rattled more
than once...
the re- launch
of Quad, the
return of Bill
Beard, world
launches from
Mark Levinson
and Revel, the
birth of TAG
McLaren
Audio, more
Italian brands
than found in
your fave deli
B&
Nautilus
801

Alchemist's budget 24-bit DAC, the shapely TSD

Super CD and 96kHz/24-bit
DVDs.
But just how important is the
show in global terms? Enough to
attract the presence of non- UKbased audio legends/heroes/celebs
like Marantz's Ken Ishiwata, the
Brothers Chesky (
sounds like a
soul
act),
Krell's
Dan
D'Agostino, Neil Sinclair from
Theta, cable mavens Karen
Sumner
(
Transparent),
Steve Hill (Straight
Wire),
Bill Lowe
(AudioQuest) and
Ray Kimber ( you
gotta ask?), Classic
Records'
96kHz/24bit guru,
Michael Hobson, and
no less than three
Stereophile staffers. As
for home-grown audio
stars, well, let's just
say that any brand not
in attendance simply
doesn't matter. So, if
you wanted to rub
shoulders with Julian
Vereker, Tim De
Paravicini,
Stan
Curtis,
Martin
Colloms,
Russ
Andrews, Paul Miller,
John Dawson, et al, it
vas the show to visit.
If
this
seems

unnecessarily boastful, it's only
because — for 16 years — the HiFi
Show has refused to blow its own
trumpet. The English Disease is to
take everything for granted, to
refuse that something local can
compete in world terms. Here's
some of what you missed if you
couldn't be bothered to attend:
Pioneer showed, alongside some
truly nifty micro-systems with neat
touches like pop-up control panels,
anew Region 2 DVD player called
the DV-717. Now I'm still furious
with the whole shambles that is the
Euro DVD presence, despite loving
it for its intrinsic worth, and Iam
loath to recommend that anyone
even consider its purchase until the
Region 2 catalogue numbers at
least 2000 titles. But if you just
can't wait, this latest addition to the
Pioneer DVD family improves on
the existing models by adding
capability for the finalised, fullyapproved version of DTS on DVD.
Let's just hope that the rumours of
DTS not being available on Region
2DVDs is based on paranoia rather
than fact...
With 96kHz/24-bit seeming to
have a greater future than its
detractors
would
care
to
acknowledge, it was heart-warming
to note that British manufacturers
were quick to issue affordable
DACs to connect to the DVD
DECEMBER INS
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players which deliver the correct
data stream. In the haste and
confusion that is ahi-fi show, Imay
have muddled ' em up, but I'm
certain that there were three sub£400 devices including Musical
Fidelity's X- 24K (
for certain),
another from Creek (
Ithink) and a
teensy one from Alchemist....
Whatever, those who own DVD
players like the Pioneers will be able
to access the new generation of
music-only, 96kHz/24-bit DVDs,
four of which appeared for the firsttime ever on the Chesky stand. And
these DACs will make life easier for
all who own a mix of digital
sources, the X- 24K, for example,
dealing with 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2 and
96kHz signals. If any technology
marked the 1998 event, this was it.
Too bad it wasn't 98kHz for added
symmetry.
Naim, like Linn last year,
argued that there's life yet in
conventional CD by launching a
new version high- end player, the
CDSII. Available for £3700 on its
own or for £ 5625 with the XPS
external power supply, this player
features a VAM 1205 transport,
which is the latest version of the
Philips CDM12. Naim fits a novel

Sony's Super Audio CD equipment, set up on
its Townshend Seismic Sink Stand!

leaf spring suspension, plus a
second suspension to isolate the
main circuitry, the CDSII offers
HDCD
decoding,
and
its
processing is through a pair of
Burr- Brown PCM1702K 20- bit
mono DACs. Naturally, attention
has been paid to jitter reduction (I
like to think that our own Paul
Miller has forced all manufacturers
to lose sleep over this aspect of CD
playback), and the CDSII sports a
herd of regulated power supplies.
As is Naim philosophy, there's an
upgrade path to the CDSII, starting
with the purchase of aCDX.
Another company not yet willing
to
abandon
CD
is
Bow
Technologies, which launched a
CD player to match the Wazoo
integrated amp. The Wizz (have
these guys been talking to Dave
Wilson?) is a top- loader like the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Bow ZZ-Eight, effectively a
scaled-down version of that
design.
Its
transport
mechanism is a Philips
CDM12, the styling is as
distinctive as that of the
Wazoo, and the price
should be around the £ 3000
mark. Alas, it was too new
for any spec to be available,
but should prove to be
something special, given its
DNA chain.
Someone will correct me
if I'm wrong, but Ibelieve
that we also hosted the firstever public viewing of
B&W's spectacular Nautilus
800 series, a range derived
directly from the startling if
rather absurd Nautilus. The
technology has now been
adapted to enclosures
less, uh, overwhelming
than the familiar glosspainted mollusc, with every
model
enjoying
such
developments as Isopath gel
Somis Faber's boatvibration isolators, Kevlar cones
tailed floorstander,
and Matrix cabinetry, each
the Amati
featuring a Nautilus tweeter
mounted in a special, separate
enclosure —
even
on
the
bookshelf/stand-mounted models
Unveiled in
and the centre-channel designs.
London
Nightingale arrived from Italy
(before the
with one of my favourite valve amps
Italian show),
in tow, the ADM- 30 integrated
was the floorwhich I believe I likened to a standing
Harley-Davidson. For those who
Sonus Faber
don't agree with my love for robin's
Amati, and it is
eggshell blue metallic, the company
so gorgeous
gave us the first glimpse of a new
that even
type of gloss black and awild violet
direct
and navy blue mottled finish. Also
competitors
new to the UK are the company's
were moved ta
mains purifiers; at the time of
salivate and
writing, they're with a UK
sigh
distributor for assessment. If he
takes on the line, here's where
you'll read about it first.
Alema showed a new type of
amplifier which had more than a
few heads scratching, especially
given the company's valve maven
status. Dubbed 'The World's First
Trans- Impedance Amplifier', the
AMP (Advanced Magnetic Power)
is a 50W balanced or single-ended
power amp said to deliver the best
sound characteristics of triodes and
Pioneer's DV- 7I7
transistors. It uses 'proprietary flux
converter coupling' with no loop
feedback whatsoever, has 41.8
ohm speaker taps, a full
remote control option and a
price per pair of £2495.
Sota, which I didn't
know was still making
turntables, arrived with the
Millennia
Vacuum
Turntable, notable for a lin
thick aluminium plate main chassis

plate perforated to look like the
cross-section of a honeycomb. It
rests on four pillars, VPI-like, and
has its motor and power supply
positioned completely outboard. A
novel feature is its springless
suspension, the design using
instead aviscoelastic alternative.
Was there something I'd have
loved to take home with me? You
bet. Sonus Faber showed the
second in the trio of speakers
designed to honor the violin makers
of Cremona. The sequel to the
Guarneri, unveiled in London before
the Italian show, was the floorstanding Amati, and it is so
gorgeous
that
even
direct
competitors were moved to salivate
and sigh. If you recall the
predecessor, Amati looks like a
Guarneri made into afloor-stander.
The show model was finished in
some rare, orange-y/red wood and
it sounded, with Audio Research
electronics, like I'd died and gone
to Italy. The UK price is around
£10,000 per pair, which kinda

HFNIRR Tech Ed Andrew Harrison (left) and
(right) our classified ad hitman Dave Walsh

makes me wish Ihadn't bothered to
put anew roof on my garage or buy
acomputer.
My favourite anecdote of the
show? Sony had a problem on its
trade day when the US- made,
highly-esteemed, mega-bucks preamp it had chosen for its 96kHz
demos failed disastrously. (Naturally,
I'm too much of a gentleman to
identify the actual pre- amp.) No
matter what Sony or the pre-amp's
importer tried, they couldn't get it to
work. So who came along to save the
day, an audio knight in shining
armour? None other than Anthony
Michaelson of Musical Fidelity, who
loaned Sony a Nu-Vista for use
throughout the show.
Did someone say largesse was
dead?
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er Spilf
A universal, `self-build'audio-system power circuit plan.
In Part 2: steps 5 to 9for the DIY super mains supply

by

ir

he story so far: the ' Super
Spur'will benefit the sonic
performance of all kinds
and classes of hi-fi equipment in
(particularly)
urban
and
suburban environments, and in
homes where some re- wiring
work is feasible. It also aims to
upgrade on most readers'
existing audio ' spur' supplies.
LIGHTNING PROTECTION
AND CONDITIONING
5. Following on from the isolator,
note the basic rule that the
conductor immediately following
will need to be rated in excess of the
fuse value immediately prior to that
point. The next component is
optional, to be recommended if
your house is fed from overhead
power ( and/or phone) lines, or if
lightning strikes feature in the
house's history or the vicinity. It
comprises two high capacity VDRs,
which need to be bolted across the
L&N and L&E lines.
To mount these with the shortest
leads for greatest effect, and least
interruption to the main conductor
ge ometry, and
also
to
p
ovide a
sturdy ( M8
bolt)
termination
point
for
Super Radio
Exterminator
(`Super Radex')
earthing wire', a
suitable ` busbar
enclosure' kit is being

BEN

DUNCAN

A

SAFETY FIRST! A

MOST readers will need some assistance from
an electrician, suitably qualified engineer,
audio/studio/electronic equipment installer, or
an experienced home-building DIY'er who's
able to follow and interpret the relevant wiring
code. They don't need to do any of the hard
work, but should assist with planning, checking
ports and materials are correct; then inspecting
the installation, and testing for safety with
electricians'earthing and insulation testers,

»

D

.ree

made available ( details available
from the Accessories Club). For
builders in the more lightningprone areas of the US and
elsewhere, even higher rated
VDRs are recommended and
may be fitted.
44.

'se

Ben Duncan 'sRadex
earth wire (see
Accessories Club
page) is large enough
to be used to
accompany the main
conductor tails, as the
main cpc or `earth
continuity wire',
while still
providing
an
enhanced
audio earth

before the REC arrive to connect. Otherwise, no
expensive equipment is needed beyond good
DIY tools. The Super Spur is unlikely to be
carried out in asingle session. First read all
relevant articles, plan carefully and obtain
major parts before commencing. To avoid
pressure, don't disconnect your existing power
until the new system is 100% ready. Overall,
proceed slowly, check if unsure, and allow more
time than you think you need.

eusing
conditione
a singl e,
r
o verall
If you power

arrangement. Again, if RF is locally
strong, remove the conductor
sheaths for closer mutualling, but
also then fit into suitable protective
conduit. Whether with or without
the conditioner (Options la,b & c),
the wiring now proceeds to the
distribution point ( fig.2) alias
'fuse/breaker box'.

(Option 1c), it is best to

connect to this next. Note that
the ' Pure
Power'
project
conditioner — along with many
other power conditioners, albeit in
some cases for different reasons —
can produce some acoustic noise
when operating. Fig 1 (last month)
showed how the Option 1c wiring is
changed down to asuggested 6mm',
to fit the conditioner's terminals.
The run should then be kept as
short as possible, usually below
3'/1m. As with the ` INT' run
already described, this section
should
comprise
individual,
insulated, sheathed (or unsheathed
but protected) coarse stranded
copper, permanent wiring type L&N
`tail'conductors, bound closely and
neatly together — as illustrated in
part 1. 'Twin & Earth' cable is not
suitable but the conductors inside
can be used after removal and re-

SPUR SPLITTAGE AND
CHOOSING FUSES
6. At this point, the first step is to
decide how many individual ' sub'
spurs are going to be provided.
While Fig 2 shows a four way
system, typical smaller and larger
configurations and some suggested
applications are listed below the
drawing. Then if individual power
conditioners (such as Pure Power)
are going to be used per sub-spur,
the wiring passes to them next. The
drawing shows this ( Option lb);
whereas for Option la or lc, the
four individual conditioners would
be absent.
Having decided on 2 or more
spur circuits, the various supply
circuits are individually ' split out'
and fused, using asuitable fuse box,
generally employing BS1361
cartridge fuses (see Part 1and also
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Super

Short run
from ' front
end'. CSA
as previous

Spur — ' Back

: 4 way

end'

Not
l
sà!Ve nr:OM
Option 1B:
Fuse/breaker-box
Multiple ' Pure
(or part of
Power' conditionrs
'consumer' unit) ( 1kVA audio rated,
7kVA elec rated)

Main runs
TWP 6m max

system

This

section
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preceeding
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(No Power
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end:
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• If mains connector is unfused type, ensure that the
flex cable ( cord) is rated at
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with the fusebox fuse value Con the left).
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one SA circuit as above.
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wiring

System

Employs one 204 and
204 to power amp(s)
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Fig 2: the drawing shows wires coming in on the left, acontinuation of the spur wiring next to (or near) the preceding parts. After fuses (or CBs), the split-out power may
optionally be power conditioned, using for example 'Pure Power'. The individual circuits are then taken to where the power is needed, via over-rated, shielded, highly
mutualled L&N pairs. These terminate at quality I3Amp sockets in the listening room — on the right. Final connections are made with an RF filtrative, knitted-type of
mains flex, such as Kimber or Yamamura-Churchill designs

November's ' Black Box'). All
amplifier feeds are fused at 20A,
with the assumption that cables and
wiring up to the fuse inside each
unit, are adequately rated ( or will
be uprated), and that fitting a flex
('cord') rated at 20A ( 2.5mm 2)is
practical The 10A fuses for the

4
1
s114111

Cutaway showing geometry of the 2.5mm'
armoured cable, used to bring power up to the
sockets (outlets). Note quite closely spaced
L&N (red & black) conductors surrounded by
athick dielectric, providing a relatively low
and uniform capacitance to the thick, steel
outer wires. These are earthed at one end only,
for optimum operation as an EMI and RF
shield. The armoured cable is soft PVC sheathed
like aflex inside, but with solid cores (as here),
or thick strands. Also, the steel armouring
needs aspecial gland, box and terminal, to
securely join it to the preceding earth conductor
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low- consumption signal sources
appear strange in line with the
subsequent 6mm' supply cables
(rated at some 50A), but with any
amount of length, even the higherrated cable's resistance becomes
comparable to — or exceeds — the
fuse's. The protection chain is
completed by fuses in each item's
13A (UK) mains plug (if used) and
then by at least one fuse — that
should be inside the equipment —
see Nov Black Box again. If you
have children, invalids or pets in
your living room when the system is
not off (all isolated), and/or if there
are many metal pipes or other
earthed objects in the room, use of
acombined 30mA RCD+MCB (an
`RCBOD per sub-spur is suggested
for enhanced safety, and in lieu of
the fuses. Still, RCDs and RCBOs
may generate localised acoustic
noise and even EMI, which is one
reason why such protective parts
are always best sited well out of the
listening room, and also before the
final run(s) of RF filtrative wiring.

MAIN RUN AND OUTLETS
7. The ' main run' from the power
'front end' to the listening room
follows. This should span most of

RCDs and
RCBOs may
generate
localised
acoustic noise
and even EMI,
which is one
reason why
such protective
parts are
always best
sited well out
of the listening
room, and also
before the final
run(s) of RF
filtrative wiring

the distance in the spur circuit
between the front end and your hifi
equipment.
The
cables
recommended at this point are
single phase (two-core) armoured, 4
or 6mm' for the 20A (power amp)
circuits, and 2.5mm' for the low
current circuits. Armoured cable is
specified for four reasons. First, the
L&N conductors are quite closely
mutualled; second, the armour acts
as a good shield against most RF
and also LF magnetic fields. Third,
synergistically, due to the high
mutualling, the various potential ill
effects of the steel outer on the
current pulse within, are negated.
Last, the practical ' terrain' of the
run is extremely flexible — as this
class of cable can be laid directly in

Right: Ben Duncan's
audio-grade earth
stake (see Accessories
Club page) is solid
copper with specially
applied heavy tin
plating to avoid it
rotting away or in
time becoming an
AM radio detector, in
polluted soils and
substrates
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MAINS CONDITIONING
soil, embedded under a cement
floor or be safely strapped to an
outside wall in the street — all
without added protection — and it
still looks acceptable ( or can be
readily disguised) if it arrives visibly
in the listening room. It's important
to note that (as shown in Fig 1last
month) the armouring is earthed
only at one end ( using a special
gland), and is not used for cpc
continuity — for RF shielding
reasons'. Instead, Super Radex is
employed, and taped alongside the
underside of the armoured cable.
Being unarmoured, the earth wire
must have warning tapes buried
above it. An alternative wiring
system that may also be used
through to the sockets, is ` Pyro'
(mineral insulated wires in acopper
pipe). This is expensive to buy in
the heavy gauges required, and time
consuming to install, but is
appropriate in historic and
aesthetically notable homes.
Either kind of cable — armoured
or mineral — must be specially
terminated. At the incoming end,
this involves connecting the cpc to
the metal casing or armouring,
through the correct compression
gland that clamps around the
earthed outer, and mounts on abox
which has ascrew terminal allowing
connection to the cpc (wire). At the
listening room end, as the
termination requires no cpc
connection, it may involve the cable
casing/armour terminating on to a
metal surface that is locally isolated
from the ideally metal box, that
holds the first (or sole) power outlet
and is itself connected to the cpc
(je, earthed). In this way, the
different sub- spur cables arrive at
sockets at their respective locations.
There is no problem having several
outlets ( usually, if 13A UK type,
each will be dual) hung off each
sub-spur, and spreading them about
to allow future set-up flexibility, so
long as the maximum load rating

The 13A socket for ahigh power amp is shown
(above) wired with conventional 6menr ('about
50A rated cooker size'), thick stranded copper
conductors. These just squeeze into the socket
terminals. Note that the bared end (live) is
partly tinned here, as ademonstration of wire
end preparation. Some plain 2.5nnn' T&E
cable has been fixed alongside for comparison.
Doubled-up Radex wire (Radex 'Senior' is
used to provide aconservatively rated, 5nttn'
cpc. Note the L&N strapped tightly together.
These conductors connect back to atenninal
block in the first box, where the preceeding run
of 6mm' armoured cable is terminated

Kimber's ring main power cord' shear,' wired intv adual 13.3
Former as supplied ly RATA, pre-'unplaired', with terminated meet.
tubing — stabilised with aheauhruhle sleeve. Alongside, Radex earthim
wire is .:cen in use, and might be used instead — although the use of the
two earth wires in parallel is acceptable in this- case and would do nor
harm. Note the tie bar ',sed to keep ate Rader wire spaced 50mm or so
from the mains conductors — ideal where space permits

Kimber Ring Main Power Cord' is adevelopment of the speaker cable. Here, the eight

othinitor pairs are arranged

in acircle around acentral earth wire. The outer plastic pee' is essential for safety, but ,an Iramperfiexibiliiy in tight spaces
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set at the fusebox end) is borne in
mind, and so long as no non-audio
items ( other than incandescent
lamps only, that are low powered,
passively transformed and Variacdimmed) are plugged-in.
The wiring on from the first, to
subsequent outlets, must act as an
RF filter to lessen the risk of
undoing the work so far. To achieve
this, ordinary L&N wires may
continue to be run tightly
mutualled ( as illustrated). Even in
areas of high RF, this can be highly
effective, all the more so when the
first and subsequent sockets are
quality metalclad types in metal
surface boxes, joined by steel
conduit. But even with plastic
conduit or wood channelling, the
mutualling of the L&N together
with the use of spaced-off ' Senior
Radex' ( 4mm') confers useful RF
immunity. For the signal source
sub- spurs, the 2.5mm' red and
black conductors may be stripped
from T&E wire, and twisted
together ( at approximately 1 turn
per inch) with the cpc run
alongside. Alternatively ( as also
illustrated), Kimber's ' ring main'
power cables may be used for
intersocket wiring without added
conduit or protection. It is most
effective for spans above 12in to
18in — somewhat longer is in fact
better — and whenever RF levels
are known to be high.
Outlets preferably omit neon
indicators'
and ( as
rightly
promulgated by Russ Andrews)
uneccessary switches. Otherwise
they are a conventional but high
quality 13 amp type, enhanced by
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Meridian Audio, the company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit

Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934

MAINS CONDITIONING
an initial and then annual or so
treatment with Deoxit — this only
after turning the power offl

UPDATE YOUR EQUIPMENT
MAINS LEADS

OPTIMISE YOUR INCOMING SUPPLY
FOR Britain's electricity 'boards', now called
RECs, moving the point where the supply arrives
at the budding and is metered is aroutine job
plan with aname like 'meter move', that can be
done at low, set cost. The first consideration is
that unless you want to make substantial changes
to the other house wiring in order to move the
'consumer unit' (the fuse/CB box, seen top left of
Fig 1, last month), then aheavy cable or
individual conductors will have to be installed, to
lead back to it; and if more than afew feet, a
local isolation switch may have to be added.
The second consideration is that the new inlet
hence meter- reading posffion will likely need to
be accessible from outdoors and generally no
less readily accessible than the present position.
Such amove may well be worthwhile exploiting
for domestic security or privacy reasons alone.

8. To get the full benefit of the
Super Spur wherever RF levels are
high, it's naturally important that the
flexible mains cables leading into the
equipment are also shielded, or
otherwise reject RF. Ordinary
shielded mains flex cables require
great care in installation, and few do
any good unless they are efficiently
grounded at RF, by e.g. using Radex
wire'. This is worth trying if you
already have shielded cables. The
alternative is a woven conductor
cable, cg, various types made by
Kimber and also by YamamuraChurchill. This approach works
whether or not the system's RF
earthing is enhanced — although RF
enhanced earthing is still highly
beneficial for other reasons. Both the
Kimber and Yamamura cables are
available in a ready-to-use format,
cg, 13A plug to IEC plug.
Alternatively, working from the
higher (RF pollution adjusted) audio
Armoured cable.
axiom of ' the minimum contacts in as seen in swim
all associated paths', you may want on page65
to consider rewiring your more
critical equipment, so connectors are
bypassed.
Ideally, the cable is hardwired up
to the power inlet terminations, the
on/off switch or fuseholder. Failing
this, suitable safe connections may
be made to the internal mains wires
snipped off the bypassed chassis
receptacle/connector. Here, other
than skilled wire- dress, soldering
with ` Ersin'(copper loaded) solder
and
heatshrunk
covering
operations, (insulated) female-tomale crimp terminals provide a
largely all-copper connective path.
Heatshrink sleeving then provides a
neat and safely sealed finish —
using a paint- stripping gun and

DIY SPUR: SELF- BUILD PARTS
The Hi Fi News Accessories Club can supply most parts
for the project, including the IIFN/RR '
Pure Power'
conditioner, Radex RF earth wires, and audiograde earth stake kits. Also large size crimp tool and eyelets, isolator
switches, VDRs and chambers, heavy conductors,
armoured cable, contact treatments, fuse- mounting units
and MCBs; and unswitched 13A sockets.
The various Kimber ' PowerKords', pre-wired distro'biocks
and related items are available from Russ Andrews
Accessories Ltd, who will also supply made-to- measure
pre- terminated cords for ease of equipment rewiring. Tel
01539 823 247.
Yamamura-Churchill woven and woven-shielded power
cables are available from YC, Tel. 01747 871 188 or
from Aanvil Audio, Tel 01359 240 687.
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Alas, you may not be able to obtain permission
to move the meter position in rented or certain
leased accommodation - and there may also be
restrictions in the UK with listed ( historic)
buildings,
In some cases, problems with moving the
incoming supply may be overcome by simply
paying the supplier to install asecond, separate
metered supply at the required point. This will
cost extra in standing charges, of course.. The
forth consideration is that while inlet closeness to
the listening room is good, you will not wont the
meter(s) and associated switches, terminals, etc
placed so close that they are either within the
listening room, nor placed so that they or the
ongoing wiring is at all close to any audio
wiring - remembering that the other side of even
'thick' walls is electrically very dose.

TRANSFERRING TTHE SUPPLY

to say that the wiring the EEC is
about to connect,. meets the ` IEE'
regulations. When the electricity
supplier's team arrives, and if your
supply still passes through any kind
of time switch before the ` offtake'
(now largely obsolete in UK, as
modern
meters
are
radiocontrolled), see whether this can be
changed, or bypassed.
After the
Super Spur is
connected and you first listen, it
pays to expect the usual: that the
system may take a week or so to
'bed in'; and equally, that the sound
quality improvements may be so
immense that they take some
getting used to...

9. If you need to operate or test
your audio spur before it is able to
be permanently connected — but
only after basic safety checks — you
need only reduce the large incarner
tails (via a terminal block say) to
enable connection to a 13A plug,
for temporary use from any suitable
outlet. Just don't expect the best
results.
Once the new spur wiring is
completed and tested, call the REC
to make an appointment for them
to visit and connect it up. Your
qualified helper should be present
to help ' sign- off the installation.
This simply entails signing a form

All current ratings refer to readers
on 240V and suit 220/240V
territories. For lower voltage areas,
multiply by 2.05 times for 115V.
Alternatively, system operation at
240V using UK hardware, is
suggested, cg, using the ' Pure
Power' 115V:240V model ( see
Accessories Club) to step up.
Otherwise, cable gauges will need
to be increased commensurately —
but the overrated sections may then
be limited to the extent that that
termination, etc, is physically
feasible.

avoiding ( or heat shielding)
anything meltable. Woven mains
cables are fussy to dress, but
Kimber can be supplied directly by
RATA with a gland, and the
required internal tails ( L,N,E)
ready- to-solder.

FOOTNOTE

References & Further Reading
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l B.Duncan, Ground Work, HFN1RR Mar '97.
121A. Tsaliovich, Cable shielding for electromagnetic compatibility, (Nostrand
Reinhold), New York, 1996.
Ben Duncan, AudiolStudia Mains Supplies', atwo-volume compendium of
preceding articles, [
3], plus past 'Black Box' articles on the mains supply. For details
please send SAE or 2International Reply Coupons to the author, coHFN1RR.
1? use Andrews, 'How to upgrade your mains' — afree introductory booklet —
obtainable from Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd.
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HI-FI ON THE NET

I

investigation I discovered the
wonderful ` Kiewa Valley Stereo'
site, http:Ilwerple.net.aul—kiewavly1
stereo designed by an Australian
called Steve, who has taken the
trouble to document the history of
H JLeak & Co from its beginnings
in 1934. What impressed me most
about this site is the sheer amount
of detail which Steve has
painstakingly unearthed. The
Kiewa Valley is in the Australian
Alps, about 150 miles North-East.
of Melbourne, and from the
pictures on Steve's web site the
scenery is stunning.

n my last report ( Web of
Intrigue, October 1998) I

remarked upon the number of
people in the audio fraternity who
have ' real- world' day- jobs, but
behind the scenes are audio
aficionados. Well, I've been staring
at my screen again searching out
web sites in the name of audio, and
I've found two more dark horses
who, in their leisure time are
authorities in our great hobby.
My attention has been grabbed
this month firstly by Andre Jute,
who is chairman of the Graphics
and Industrial Design company
'Communication Jute', which is
based in Ireland and serves an

STEREO IMAGES AND SOUND

Virrtage and classic hi-fi is

international client base. When
Andre Jute isn't busy helping his
many clients with product designs,
writing books, or producing
advertisements, he spends his time
designing valve amplifiers. He has
now produced an unbelievably
comprehensive website containing
vital gems of wisdom on many
aspects of hi-fi, everything from
power supplies to loudspeakers is
covered here. Find him at
http:Ilindigo.iel—andrel
ComjuteFl.html.

`Kiewa Valley Stereo' is all about
stereo
sound
and
stereo
photography. Apart from the audio
side, many pages are devoted to
stereo ( 3D) photography, which I
found fascinating. Check out
Steve's stereo twin Pentax 1000
rig, and the results that can be
achieved with it.
Back to audio, and the Kiewa
Valley Stereo site also covers
historic equipment from Lowther
and Tannoy. Steve is particularly
keen to hear from anyone who has
information or pictures relating to
the Leak company, and he can be
contacted
by
e-mail
at
or
kiewavly@werple. net. au,
alternatively contact me c/o
HFNIRR, and I will pass any
information on.

the subject of many websites, with
pools of shared knowledge to bring
new meaning to 'going for a Leak'
by STUART PERRY

MILE

I
LEA,"

H. J. Leak & Co.
Ltd (London)

A Full Conertinn « Leak Wormhole m Available From Any Lmk Below
Company History
TIJI 2 ff, Y,. Anmemsary

LEAKS DOWN UNDER

Leak Pre and Power Arnprfers

Andre's site contains some
interesting contributions on audio
transformers from Menno van der
Veen, a Dutch physicist whose
designs are respected around the
globe, and links to many other
specialist web pages.
One advantage of the Internet is
that, when you stumble upon a
web site which sparks your
enthusiasm, you can very quickly
share your new find with friends by
simply sending them an e-mail
message with the web page
address. My electronic mailbox
often contains messages from
friends advising me of web sites
which they have found, and which
Imight be interested in. Irecently
received a message inviting me to
'go for a Leak', and on further

Croads
Leak Radk° Tuners
Leak 1....nisne

Lommi1111111

Website addresses

kiewa Valley
11181EBrial

=lam&

http://www.cdzone.co.uk/

http://www.jimihendrix.com/magazine/

A Twin SLR Stereo Camera Rig Rased on the Pentax K1000 Camera

http://www.geocities.com/Silicon
Valley/Peaks/8484/indexl.html
(nakomichi)
Stuart Perry can be contacted by
e-mail at: beamecho@mcmail.com
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ORCHID
PRECISION AUDIO
This
revolutionary
valve
power
amplifier will force a total re-evaluation
of the entire set of previously held
views, from both the critics and from
the audiophile customers, concerning
valve amplification.
Designed as the century draws to a
close, we would like to show you a
real valve amplifier, a modern valve
amplifier and to those who would worry
about such an attempt, let us point
out that the classic circuits of the past
were modern in their day, but now it is
possible to do better.
All
of the
previously
published
discussions
regarding
valve
amplification are rooted in that past...
the re-working of the traditional circuit
with some chrome plating added, but
the valve always had, lying dormant,
more potential than had yet been
realised
and that potential
has
remained unused until now.
Forget triode vs. pentode! Forget single ended vs. push-pull! Here is a totally
new architecture, the true 100% cathode follower power stage. This placing of
the loudspeaker in the cathode circuit of the valve, which was always the
natural power delivery point, which was always used in preamps but ignored
in power amps, is the leap of faith that sets this design ( and your music)
finally free. We cannot totally show you the power of this amplifier in an ad
except to hint at it by suggesting you look at a few back issues of Hi Fi News
and reviews of valve amps. Here's a few, no names, of course:
Power (/ch)

Type

%Distortion

Dec

Issue date
1997

30 watts

EL34 P-I
)

0.5q

1500

Jan

1997

75 watts

845 p-

9

33,000

Feb

1997

70 watts

845 p- p

9

14.500

I
ll!
Ill
1:11

April

1998

35 watts

845 SE

2r/c

3450

1211

230 watts

KT90 C.F.

0.15%

13,000

We give

Price (£)

The amplifier is called Natural Force. No further words will prepare you for the
revelation that is listening to this amplifier. Natural Force combines all the grip
and authority of those imported solid state muscle amps with an emotional
connectivity and mysterious beauty of which they can only dream.
For more information and to reserve your own personal demonstration,
(and yes, we will delight in putting this amplifier up against any other valve
amplifier, regardless of price), please call:
ORCHPD PRECISION AUDIO: 01608 684 694
PS: We also make outrageously good loudspeakers!

III
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air
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With LP,
the stylLs
reacts te
disc- borne
vibratiors
ind aced by
its own
mechanical
impedance,
adcing z
spurious
warmth to
the signal

correspondingly increased reaction
forces at the stylus putting more
energy into the disc. Tests on arange
of cartridges seemed to confirm this,
as the separately monitored pseudoambience shifted its amplitude
according to PU trackability, with
cartridges needing higher playing
weights producing proportionally
higher levels of spurious signal.
At the same time Itried variously
supported disc arrangements and
found that the spuriae went up in
level as the support was reduced.
This wasn't pursued in depth, but it
occurred to me that if, for instance,
a disc were suspended with no
support beyond a few cones
positioned to hold it horizontal and
concentric to the drive axis (ascheme
offered commercially donkey's years
ago), it would depend almost entirely
on molecular friction for the
dissipation of internal vibrations,
since the specific acoustical resistance
of vinyl is 6700 times that of the
surrounding
air,
guaranteeing
virtually complete reflection at the
boundaries and thus alonger decay
period.
This is all by way of background
to JMH's
findings
with
the
Superplatter, whose spikes are
very close in concept to the
above cone scheme. It seems to
have dominated the sonics,
The whole business
causing Jimmy to remark on ' a
tends
more dimensional and busier'
COniiI711
sound which was ' more airy and
suspicion that
resonant, with added warmth
the astonishing
preference of sot".
and richness'. Yet he still
for the sound
preferred
a conventionally
LPs to CDs is
supported record 'because of the
due partly to
extra focus and precision offered'.
d touch of
And I suspect that had he
added hase...'
monitored the run-in groove via
a second PU he'd have heard,
like me, the spurious low-level
version of the music become
louder on moving from mat to
unavoidably
also
arrive
back
spikes.
continuously at the PU from which
they originated, to be sensed as part
The whole business tends to
confirm my suspicion that even with
of the intended modulation, thereby
normal tumtable-cum-mat regimes,
adding their delayed and attenuated
sounds to the music. Iwas one of
the (to me) astonishing preference of
some for the sound of LPs to CDs
the first to suggest this possibility,
is due partly to a touch of added
but it soon became a matter of
quasi-reverberant haze. To recap, this
general concern in terms of various
arises because a disc actuating a
mat and platter materials, clamps,
stylus via mechanical wiggles in a
etc, aimed at damping and/or
groove also acts to some extent as an
absorbing the vibrations in order to
echo-plate, providing a mild but
minimise colorations.
comforting layer of aural varnish.
Some years later, noting the
Personally, Iprefer to get nearer to
growing vogue for moving-coil
what's on the master-tape than LPs
cartridges said to retrieve greater
can normally manage, and despite
ambience and offer a generally
having at times been something of
warmer sound, it occurred to me that
an evangelist for the vinyl disc (all
as
these
mostly had
poorer
trackability than their moving-magnet
those anonymous ` Quality Monitor'
rave notices!), I've now abandoned
brethren, often needing over 2gms
it completely in favour of CD. I
of playing weight, the observed
don't even have aturntable, let alone
changes in sound quality might
two pickups.
John Crabbe
simply be a spurious effect due to

transistor, yet lay readers could
sometimes be forgiven for believing
otherwise.
Returning to that September issue,
another item that grabbed my
attention was James Hughes's report
on the Real Sound Superplatter,
which,
together
with
Brian
Hammond's letter about turntable
philosophies in HFNIRR October,
reminded
me
of other
past
experiments. Many years ago Itried
using two separate pickups on the
same LP, one not connected but
tracking various musical passages, the
other feeding some headphones via
an amplifier but with its stylus
monitoring
the run-in or run-out
he September review of the
grooves. Although notionally silent,
EAR/Yoshino multiple-doublethe latter delivered a very faint,
triode amplifier, by Ken
reverberant, slightly dim version of
Kessler/Paull Miller, wafted me back
about 35 years, to the time when I what the other pickup was playing.
But how? The vinyl disc material
too was experimenting with smallbeing compliant, and the stylus being
signal devices in power stages. In my
both hard and presenting a finite
case, though, this was because the
mechanical impedance to vibrational
Lowther-driven
concrete
horn
movement, areactive version of the
speaker system Ihad just built was
groove modulation was being sent
so efficient that it needed no more
back into the disc as waves to be
than 11
2 W to achieve levels of over
/
reflected around within it, rather as
100dB at the listening position. A
if it were an auditorium.
pair of 12AU7s ( ECC82s) thus
Now
such
waves
would
sufficed for each output stage, used
in
an
otherwise
classic
'Williamson' style circuit, except
that it needed only a relatively
inexpensive transformer, with

T

compact windings which facilitated
astable 20dB of negative feedback
by virtue of a low leakageinductance.
Whether Iwould have got away
with just one output valve per
channel, by opting for ECC83s
with positive grid-bias and split
Quad-type anode/cathode loading
à la Paravicini in the V20, I'll
never know; but Ithought it worth
registering the fact that avoiding
the KT66/EL84 paradigm in
favour of mere ' driver' devices is not
an entirely new idea — even if using
ten-per-channel is!
To be frank, though, despite the
pleasant blend of ingenuity and
nostalgia involved in the tube revival,
it all passes me by as an expensive
fashion-led irrelevance to the quest
for
better
sound.
In
which
connection Iwish that apologists for
valves would stop implying that the
Class-A/Class-B debate encompasses
low-level stages as well as power
output circuitry. Although the
iriode's transfer- characteristic can
indeed be extremely linear, there's
no vital property which makes
thermionic devices inherently more
suitable for Class-A operation than
solid-state ones except in power
stages, where an ability to run hot is
important. The Class-A mode is
automatically adopted at all other
points in any amplifier, valve or
Me NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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blackbox
is akin in smoothness to an engine
having three cylinders rather than one),
and is acknowledged as the most
efficient method (in terms of conductor
metal needed) of mass power
distribution — with no neutral wire
being needed in distribution except at
the end, in the consumer circuits.
Exploitation of the three supply
phases for audio is another matter.
First, it's helpful to be aware that each
phase is potentially largely crossinfected with interference from the
other two. Second, on the basis of
notional 'balancing' for anon-rotating

Addressing
issues that
are ancillary
to the DIY
Super Siam
project,
including
the question
of twcphase vs
balanced
supply

DANGER
41 ! VC LTS
1. TP Hughes,
Networks of Poser electrification in
Western seciety
1880-19..Y), John
Hopkins University
Press, London,
1993.
2. John Sehring,
Unleash your AC
power Line. Audio
Electronic', issue
April '
07.
3. B Duncan. Pure
Power, HFNRR
Jan '98 .
4. B Duncan, Pure
Cycle, HFN/RR
Mar '98
5. B Duncan, Pure
& refined. HF.11.'RR

Sept

.
Photocopeu of the
above three armies
[3 to Sf only, can be
obtained from the
Accessories Club —
see pae 106.
6. Ben Duncan,
High Perlormance
Audio Passer
Amplifiers. Neirnes,
19996. ISBN 07506-2629-1.
7. B Duncan,
Groundwork,
HEN/RR Mar '97.

as an RF drain conductor from your
equipment casing. The trouble begins
when a piece of equipment is preconnected, making connections to the
'earth' conductor for its own dirty
agenda. Key offenders are the majority
of mains filters, which may be fitted
to umpteen appliances — as well as by
well-meaning audio engineers and
equipment designers! The ` Y' type
suppression capacitors (connected from
N or L to earth) inside many of these
can add substantially to the leakage of
pre-existing line harmonic noises in the
mid-audio up to lowRF regions, into
the CPC.
Second, nothing else should be
injecting noise into the audio spur's
CPC wire(s). The following equipment
may rely upon the CPC to ' filter' its
noise while passing RF noise
contamination into the run: Low
energy lightbulbs; RCCBs and RCDs
(protective breakers); ' electronic'
transformers for halogen lamps; fax
machines; computers. Or generally, any
equipment with aswitching supply.
Such equipment may emit a highpitched whine in use.
The RF noise that these items create
is simply dealt with by running back
(to the main earth stake) aseparate,
dedicated CPC wire from the
offending equipment, or its usual
outlet. Put another way, 'Things that
make noise deserve their own earth
wire'. The more efficiently and directly
this noise leaking equipment is earthed,

job, the three, sequential phases only
add complexity. For example, any
`load balancing' will only arise as a
nthe USA, the ' modem' domestic
statistic; there'll be no cancellation
mains is available as a centrebenefit in real time. Hence threegrounded, two-phase supply of
phase-to-neutral operation is not very
(nominally) 120V-0-120V, allowing
helpful
as
regards
equipmentaccess to both 120V and 240V. The
interaction reduction. It might be
concept of having dual-voltage mains
possible, though, to benefit from using
dates back to the original three-wire
one or two phases of the three to
Edison DC system of 11 0
. years ago',
power the home while the other phase
and was originated for optimum
(say Blue) is reserved for the hi-fi
efficiency. The connection quite
system, all three being neutral referred,
coincidentally enables 240V equipment
hence nœmal 240V (or whatever). The
to be run on asupply that is (ideally)
success of this will depend on the
balanced-either-side of the earth
neutral source impedance. Otherwise,
ground. This was rather misleadingly
the three inter-supply-phase voltages,
described in a recent (otherwise
at 1.7 xthe normal household (single
informative)
article 2 in
Audio
phase) mains, are rather high at 415V
Electronics, as being advantageous in
in UK while in the US, they're not
terms of 'cancelling' the effects of an
quite enough (at 208V), to be misused
audio power amplifier's bad ` power
in order to run 220V European gear.
factor'. Such 'balanced' mains actually
There are potential benefits with
‘-ems potentially more beneficial in
the less the noise will impinge on the
large power amplifiers driving transient
terms of common mode RFIEMI
audio CPC, and the better the effect
kilowatts into hungry speakers. Here,
(noise and hash) riddance.
of the audio CPC. In all cases, audio
Alas, the usefulness of such a the three phases provide energy with
and other, Radex wire can be used to
greater regularity6.They can increase
supply, when public and not limited
the supply's transient solidity with a mutual benefit.
to providing just your audio system
Finally, what about the placing of
given capacitor bank and transformer
with dedicated ' balanced' mains, is
the audio CPC wires relative to the
saturation current limit, by afactor
limited and variable in practice, due
live and neutral pair? Ideally, they
some way above threefold. However,
ta the lack of control any individual
should be spaced off to minimise
to make any use of it, specially wound
has over the balancing of other
coupling. But most wiring regs require
three-phase power transformers have
consumers' loads, whether in their
the CPC to follow the main
to be fitted to the equipment, plus the
home, block, or other neighbourhood
conductors. A couple of inches on
triplicated mains hardware.
dwellings and sharing the same subaverage spacing is legitimate (much as
station or area.
illustrated in Part 2 of ` Super Spur')
WIRING GEOMETRY FOR
A more stable, effective approach is
and better than none, but in many
AN RF INFESTED WORLD
to regenerate asuitable supply, purely
cases, the CPC will mostly have to run
Throughout the ' Super Spur self-build
for the audio system, or the parts most
much closer. It may then be best to
article, the use of ' Radex' ( Radio
needing it. Pure Power 3,
5 and Pure
run the CPC tight next to the neutral
Exterminator')
earth
wire
is
Cycle4,
5 DIY projects in this magazine
side as illustrated in Pant. Due to the
recommended for the CPC (circuit
age examples of this approach. They
high mutualling, the electromagnetic
protective conductor) runs. This isn't
offer all audiophiles — whatever
essential, but if you cannot manage a (EM) field around the main conductor
equipment they use, and wherever they
is largely cancelled and the live side's
dedicated audio earth-ground stake
live in the world — the opportunity to
electrostatic field is quite strongly
connection (as described 7, using
attain the benefits of a wholly
'shielded' by the neutral.
Radex), for example when the listening
dedicated, audio-optimised, balanced
Ben Duncan
room is two or more stories up, then
or floating, mains supply.

I

THREE-PRASE PHACTS
Three-phase mains power (Red, Blue,
Yellow) begins as atrio of sinewaves
setting out al intervals of '/3rd of a
cycle apart. It is the standard. full AC
mains (as made and distributed) and
is available all over the world. It's
about 11-0 years old, is generated
primarily for turning motors (where it

HI F1 NEWS N RECORD REVIEW
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using Radex in the earth conductor
(CPC) run is the next best system
earthing method for general RF anticontamination, with certain provisos.
First,
under ideal,
fault-free
conditions, the CPC in aspur circuit
should carry no current, other than a
small capacitative current at the line
and harmonic frequencies. This allows
it to be nearly 100% available purely

Addendum
In November's `Black Box', the location
of the double-breaking contacts on the
pictured MCB (Miniature Circuit
Breaker) are not clear; they are marked
with blue arrows, pans of which are just
discernible to the left of centre on the
MCB. The four copper-coloured contact
paru are visible either side of them. Also
in the calculation of an amplifier's current
draw, the current rating at 240V of
'0.6A' should of course read ' 1.6A'.
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radio
network expected to be challenged
and extended by music and the arts,
not continually fed material with
which they were already familiar. As
I well
remember
from
my
announcing days, the items that catch
your semi-conscious attention when
you are not thinking about what to
say for the next trail, or working out
the prefade time, tend to be
extensions of what you already know,
not reiterations. But it was a long
time ago — and besides, the wench
is dead.
Some words now about Ian Poole's
book, Basic Radio: Principles and
Technology (
published by Newnes alias
Butterworth-Heinemann, ultimately
he recent shenanigans involving
alias Reed Elsevier plc). As awriter
the new Controller Radio 3,
and editor myself, Iknow exactly how
and what was said to be alastit feels when some dim-witted or badminute withdrawal by the preferred
tempered reviewer misses the point
candidate in favour of asimilar post
of what has been written or edited,
at Classic FM, received wide coverage
so Idon't suppose Mr Poole is going
in the national press in September.
to like me very much by the time he
There seems little need to pile
finishes reading this.
Tedium upon Ossian by re-visiting
The trouble, it seems to me, is that
the issue here, except to observe that
it was being widely rumoured within
his book is aperfect example of the
modern trend in book publishing,
the BBC as this column was written
that ' Sir' John Birt had directed a which is to allow the writer to write
what he likes without interposing an
major re-launch for Radia 3. It will
editor between his words and the final
be interesting to see what the new
result.
incumbent makes of the post, but the
Mr Poole's book might have been
most recent RAJAR figures suggest
a good and useful introduction to
that he has alot of work to do.
basic radio had it been edited
Perhaps he might like io bear in
mind that many erstwhile Radio 3 properly. As it is, you have to fight
your way through a thicket of
listeners who have now deserted the

Where
have all
the book
publishers'
technical
editors
gone?

T

Despite
recent
changes,
classical
music
lovers ca
rely on the
Kopernicus
satellite
for awhi e
longer

tis not normally my intention to
waste valuable space la} throwing
verbal bricks at the BBC but this
time, Imust make an exception. Is it
naïve of me to expect apublic service
to be publicly accountable? Each
pronouncement of policy seems to be
made without any consultation with
the very folk that pay the salaries of
all within that autocazitic organisation.
The latest action makes me really
furious. In a previous article, I
mentioned that one of the few
remaining virtues of listening to BBC
R3 was that the satellite analogue feed
was without the much- despised
Optimod compressor. Irepeated this
observation in aletter to BBC Music
magazine. Alas, the tin-eared wonders
in the BBC hierarchy, most of who
were probably stacking cornflakes in
asupermarket not so long ago, have
decided that such anarchy cannot
prevail. So, the satellite feed is now
'standardised' [
sic] and subject to the
processing that has caused continuing
controversy since the days of John
Drummond. Idespair.
One consequence of my advocacy
of alternative radio from satellite has
been my pleasure in assisting a
number of readers to equip themselves; and this Iwill continue to do.

E-MAIL
John Nelson
may be¡contacted
via e-mail —
john_nalson@
compulrve.com
Reg William:con
may be contacted
via e
niai! —
regwill' mson@
netcentraLco.uk
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Although
Deutsche
Telekom
announced its closure early next year,
there is now some confusion, since it
specifically referred to Germany's
extensive cable network. It would
continue ' for the foreseeable future
on the Kopernikus satellite' which, in
fact, fed the cable heads. By the time
this appears in print I may have
firmer
news.
Meanwhile,
the
surprising number of DSR listeners
in the UK may well be able to hang
on to their tuners alittle longer!
For ADR, Iam still recommending
the Technisat Multymedia tuner, and
many readers have now successfully
purchased from one of the two mail
order companies I located in
Germany. There is another tuner, the
Kathrein UFD232, which appears to
have some additional virtues. Ihope
to test one as soon as it arrives in the
UK. It will be available here direct
from the importers, and at what
seems to be a sensible price. Any
further information will be passed on
if requested [
see box].
Some correspondents seem totally
unaware of what is accessible from
the Astra complex of satellites,
although any competent rigger
familiar with Sky installations should
manage what is aroutine setup. Ido,

tortuous sentences, stylistic inconsistencies, wordy and discursive non
sequiturs and an overall lack of shape.
These things are frustrating beyond
measure, as are the irritating
inaccuracies and half-truths found too
often within. And as for the
anonymous Newnes desk-editor who
presumably is responsible for the final
result, Ihave made anote to send
him or her asmall box of commas
and hyphens for aChristmas present,
together with acopy of Hart's Rules.
Basic Radio lacks overall focus,
veering between apotted history of
'wireless' and the minutiae of the
RDS data structure, and the style of
extreme detachment adopted by Mr
Poole gives it the feeling of something
written to complete a contractual
obligation rather than being acareful
product of mind and heart. Radio is
alovely subject, but you would never
know that given the lack of love in
this book and the lack of care given
to it by its publishers.
Now, as they say
on Radio 4, it's time
for Reg Williamson to
take us into the world
of Keplerian elements
and Kopemikus (why
is it so tempting to
read that as ' Copperknickers'?) with his
regular satellite-radio
feature.
John Nelson

however, suggest that to be reasonably
future-proof, any new system should
also be equipped for the other main
satellite complex, Eutelsat. Some
digital radio stations are already
appearing on there and the Technisat
can be tuned to them. This is in
addition to the many existing
analogue stations.
Finally, Ihave not permitted myself
the luxury of commenting on the
pleasures that await any listener. This
year, as always, for the classical
enthusiast there is almost too much
at times. We have enjoyed the
opening of many festivals, some also
shown on television at the same time.
For the Wagner fan, the Bayreuth
Festival is the annual highlight —
long since denied to UK radio. All
four operas are broadcast live, and
usually repeated from excellent digital
recordings. German television also
programmes music extensively, and
Bayern Alpha is unashamedly and
overtly cultural. Coincidentally, at
weekends we have been enjoying
recordings of the famous 1992 Ring
cycle from Bayreuth, directed by the
now legendary Harry Kupfer: visually
and sonically, simply stunning. Will
we see it on BBC? You must be
jolting!'
Reg Williamson
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T

he emergence of any excitingly
perceptive new personality on
the classical recording scene is
always a cause for rejoicing. In this
instance, however, joy is laced with
a mixture of astonishment and
fascination when one learns that the
hitherto little-known individual in
question is aremarkably spry and
energetic 81-year-old Austrian who
attended the Vienna State Academy
to study piano and composition
under Joseph Marx, and conducting
under Felix Weingartner, who at the
age of 16 prepared the children's
chorus for aperformance of
Mahler's Eighth Symphony under
Bruno Walter; and who, three years
later in 1936, was appointed
Assistant Condùctor at the Vienna
Volksoper.
Readers in Australia, New ,
Zealand and Canada will, Ifancy,
already know all about Georg
Tintner, whose compelling account
of Bruckner's Fifth Symphony with
the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra on Naxos [`Record of the
Month', December '97] enshrines a
wonderfully patient, concentrated
conception, whilst at the same time
displaying acomprehensive
understanding of Bruckner's vast
scheme.
`Ah, but Ilove the music, you
see,' beams Tintner. ' I've loved it
ever since Isang the three Bruckner
masses under the composer's pupil,
Franz Schalk, as amember of the
Vienna Boys' Choir.'
An unforgettable experience,
surely? ' Of course. Schalk was avery
nasty man, by the way, and we were
all terrified of him! Although he
butchered Bruckner's texts
dreadfully, he was avery great
musician and awonderful
interpreter.'
The latest instalment in Tintner's
Bruckner cycle for Naxos ( 5, 6 with
the NZSO and the original version
of 2 with the National SO of
Ireland respectively have already
appeared) couples the so-called
Symphony ` No.0' in D-minor from
1869 — completed, in other words,
after the First — with the original
1887 version of the mighty Eighth
(which has been recorded only twice
before, by Eliahu Inbal and the
Frankfurt RSO for Teldec, and by
Tintner himself with the National
Youth Orchestra of Canada on the
Juba! label).
'You know, there's quite astory
behind the Eighth. It was only with
the Seventh that Bruckner finally
enjoyed his first really big success,
and there were two great conductors
who helped contribute to it: Arthur
Nikisch, who led the first
performance, and Hermann Levi,
who, Ibelieve, directed the Bayreuth
premiere of Parsifal. Anyway, such
was the enthusiasm that greeted 7
that Bruckner immediately began
composing its successor, and he
naturally approached Levi to give
1541 NEWS & SECOND REVIS'S/
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Ti ntner
A Vienna pupil of Joseph Marx and

Felix Weingartner, who sang Bruckner
Masses under Franz Schalk's direction
Interview by Andrew Achenbach
the first performance. Levi, though,
didn't understand awork so
profoundly different in character
from the Seventh and rejected it
outright. Bruckner, a desperately
sensitive, easily intimidated soul,
was driven almost to suicide.
However, he soon set about revising
the work. That would have been
alright — indeed, some of his
revisions are definitely an
improvement — but unfortunately,
as so often with the master's work,
other people started to interfere.
'Such was Bruckner's inferiority
complex, he thought everyone else
knew better than he did, and he

o.1
Sytdrhont,:,
;me,

NI

accepted some of the changes, I'm
sure, against his will. But there's a
lot to be said for hearing it once as
he first conceived it before other
people started tinkering with it.
Personally speaking, Ilove it very
much, although it can't be denied
that in certain instances the later
version is far preferable. For
example, he re-conaposed the trio
section and only afanatic would
disagree that it's not superior to the
original.'
Perhaps the most startling
difference comes with the coda of
the first movement, which now ends
in what feels like a redundant,
tacked-on blaze of glory.
'I absolutely understand why you
feel that way, but would someone
who had never heard the later
version react similarly? Perhaps not.
I'm reminded of the shock Ihad
when Iperformed Beethoven's
Leonore, the original version of
Fidelio.'
And what are we to make of those
six incongruous cymbal clashes in
the slow movement?
'Now, those came about because
Nikisch persuaded Bruckner to use
one cymbal stroke at the climax of
7's great Adagio — a gesture, of
course, Ihave never adopted — so
Bruckner wanted to go rather more
than one better and gave us half a
dozen! They sound grotesque, I
agree, but they were also the
composer's original thoughts.
79
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Brendel's Poems

However, the earlier finale is more
convincing, don't you think?
Bruckner was persuaded to cut too
much out of it: the architecture and
working out of material make much
more sense in this first version.'
Bruckner

W

ary of introducing serious musicians with
foreign accents to British audiences, in the past
some presenters have suggested aphysical likeness

between Alfred Brendel and our own Roy liudd —
as if to sugar the pill. A new Faber book of poems,
One Finger Too Many [
69 pages with 'postscript';
paperback £7.99. ISBN 0-571-19618-7], suggests
that, when it comes to Brendel's writing, Space
Milligah makes abetter match. There are 51 short
items here, many on musical subjects (as one might
expect), others on social quandaries or private
irritations — involved fantasies on being mistaken
for Woody Allen, for instance, or concerning an
extra finger to point out to audiences difficult
counterpoint passages and to admonish coughers. A
nocturnal visitation from Brahms's ghost, stinking
but the music room 'for days on end' with his cigarsmoke, a levitating virtuoso who leaves a Beethoven
trill to play itself, another pianist — this time his
room smells of cats — who keeps an eye of the
clock while practising, anxious for the entitlement of
another slice of bread-and honey, and aRosemary
Brown figure made to sing rude canons in her bath
by Mozart: these are a few of the more comic turns,
but there's cruelty, too, and threatening sexual
encounters.
The absence of any punctuation puts this onus on
the reader; more irritating is the lack of titles on the
page (they're confined to the index). Brendel is
never funnier than when speaking about his
colleagues at press conferences — his poems can be
more acidic, as in `Three Tenors'. But wry humour
and bizarre speculation are the predominant
ingredients of this very engaging collection.
n asoundbite broadcast on Front Row last month,
the new Radio 3Controller Roger Wright said
'authority' was the key word in understanding the
differences between Classic FM and the BBC. But
when the presenter on CD Review tells us Argerich's
Rachmaninov Third comes on 'full-priced Decca' it
merely typifies impressions of a rudderless boat of a
programme, awash with items of not much topical
relevance. Why, tor example, play as the first ' classic
recordings' choice Kleiber's Beethoven Seventh (part
of the first batch of DG ' Originals' transfers), when
his VP0 Brahms Fourth was reissued that very
week, the hundredth title in DG's series? Or why
give time to promotional interviews with artists,
when that's done most weekdays?
The unavoidable conclusion is that CD Review is
just a magazine programme with easy-on-the-ear
snippets, with none of the authority and bite of
Record Review, and apoor substitute for serious
collectors. I, for one, dislike the 'three bargains for
you this week' manner, and the way artists' names
are nuanced like something as unexpected as coming
across a prewar London Illustrated News up in the
attic. (Come back Richard Osborne!) Idid like — to
give one positive reaction — sheep-in-wolfs-clothing
Andrew Manze's Bach Magnificat comparisons [ 19th
September], which were enthusiastic in delivery,
never over-technical.
Christopher Breunig
HI-FI NEM S & RECORD RE`IIEW
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How, Ienquired, would Tintner
assess the achievement of Bruckner's
two greatest subsequent editors,
Robert Haas and Leopold Nowak?
'Let me relate avery sad story.
Haas lived for the works of
Bruckner, but unfortunately, like
many other misguided people, he
had Nazi sympathies. That shouldn't
be allowed to cloud the issue — and
Ispeak as aJew with friends who
were gassed to death in the
concentration camps — but the fact
remains that Haas was removed
from his life-long project of editing
these scores for purely political and
not artistic reasons, only to be
replaced by one of his pupils,
namely Nowak, who wasn't half the
expert on Bruckner's music that
Haas was.
'The actions of the Austrian
government can very strange.
Karajan, who went to Germany to
join up as amember of the Nazi
party even before they rose to power,
was forgiven because he made
millions for the Austrian economy.
Don't get me wrong, Karajan was an
excellent conductor, but Haas was
clearly thought of as someone who
was altogether more expendable. I,
like so many Bnicknerians, admire
Haas's work and shall continue to
do so. Nowak was an excellent
musicologist, bureaucrat even, but
Haas possessed afar more intuitive
insight into Bruckner's music.'
When we met up during
September, Tintner has just
completed the final sessions in his
Naxos cycle, the work in question
being the ' 00' or ' Study Symphony'
in F-minor. ' Bruckner wrote it in
1863 when he was studying with a
teacher ten years his junior who had
introduced him to Wagner. There
isn't atrace of Wagner to be heard,
though; rather an unexpected
mixture of Schumann and
Mendelssohn. He withdrew the
manuscript but never destroyed it.
It's agood piece, and I'm very fond
of it.'
That was with the RSNO, who
have performed all but four of the
symphonies in the series. Tintner is
unstinting in his praise: ` Ilove the
Scottish orchestra. They are helpful,
easy-going and incredibly dedicated.
The National SO of Ireland, too,
were marvellous. For the recordings
of 0, 2 and 8 with them, we were
very fortunate to be able to tie the
sessions in with acouple of concert
performances. Consequently, we had
infinitely more preparation time than
usual, and the orchestra could really
get under the skin of these
unfamiliar scores.'

WeingarMer
Ican't resist asking Tintner for his
memories of Felix Weinganner, a
legendary figure whose rugged
integrity and authority Tintner
would (on the strength of his
Bruckner, at any rate) seem to have
inherited.
'He was the greatest Beethoven
conductor at that time. We were in
complete awe of him. Had he stood
on his head and said nothing, we
still would have revered him! As a
teacher, he was less sympathetic: he
was so absorbed in his own world
that not only did he think that his
way was the best, but he also
believed that his was the only way to
conduct. He tried to turn his
students into little Weingartners: a
great mistake. A teacher should let
each student develop in his or her
own way and offer suggestions along
the way.'
And Bruno Walter?
`A very different type of character.
Walter is my ideal. He never raised
his voice, never abused anybody, but
he always got what he wanted.
Orchestras loved him because he
treated them like colleagues not
slaves. A sense of the heroic did not
come naturally to him — Beethoven
3 and 5 I've heard better under
others — but in the early Romantics
like Weber and Schumann he was
unsurpassed. His Brahms 2 was
always adorable.'
As to future recording plans,
Tintner cites Franz Schmidt and
Hans Pfitzner as priorities. Naxos
would do well to consider some
operatic projects, too. Over the last
four decades and more, Tintner has
amassed awealth of experience
throughout Australasia and
elsewhere (some older British
readers will recall his three-year spell
at Sadler's Wells from 1967 to
1970, where his Fidelio and Magic
Flute received rave notices from
the late Peter Heyworth in The
Observer).
Tintner's repertoire in fact
embraces some 50 operas, over 30
of which he conducts from memory.
He also particularly enjoys working
with youth orchestras and still tries
to find time to compose.
'Before Iwas forced to flee from
Vienna, Ihad some chamber pieces
performed. Idon't care to pass
judgement on my own music, but
what Iwill say is that, what little I
have produced has been written con
amore. I'm convinced that the way I
write music and my understanding
of how it is put together have a
great influence on my own
interpretations. You see, at the age
of six, Idiscovered Ihad perfect
pitch. Thus Ifound Icould analyse
in my mind any harmonic
progression up until, say, 1914 —
after that date, it's not so easy! So
when Ihear music, Iknow exactly
where it's coming from and where
it's going to, so to speak.'
81
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of the Month
MILHAUD:
Scaramouche J Kentuckiana J
Le Bal Martiniquais J Les Songes
J Carnaval à la Nouvelle-Orléans U
La Libertadora -ILe Boeuf sur
le Toit
Stephen Coombs, Artur Pizarro
(pnos)
Hyperion CDA 67014

(
62m 20s)

Milhaud composed more music than many 20th-century composers lover

Do

Milhaud

440 opus numbers), which perhaps makes general appraisal difficult. There

John Kersey

are many harmonic colourings in the works for two pianos; and a wide
diversity of mood and metrical changes influenced by dance rhythms
experienced during his travels permeates all of his instrumental pieces.
As with Stravinsky, jazz was to
influence such works as La Création
du Monde and Le Boeuf sur le Toit,
Apart from Le Boeuf (
which delights
by its constant innovation following
every return of the main tune) and
Scaramouche — always one of my
favourites, from the days of husband
and wife duos Ethel Bartlett/Rae
Robertson and Cyril Smith/Phyllis
Sellick — the music on this disc
[the complete works for two pianos,
according to Grove's, plus the
transcription from the ballet written to

Coombs and Pizarro make an
ideal combination: their entirely
fresh approach to music almost
never featured in recitals prompts
me to request that they play this
programme live at the Wigmore
Hall. 'Biguine' from Le Bal
Martiniquais is a fine appetizer to
make audiences sit up and listen,
while the whole of the New (Means
Carnival is Milhaud at his most drily
satirical. La Libertadora (
just 6m
long) would also make awonderful
concert opener.

Cocteau's scenario in 1919] is
comparatively unfamiliar.

Bill Newman

A e:1*

Britten wrote
three works
for the
piano duo
Bartlett &
Robertson.
Ethel
Bartlett was
also (cellist.)
John
Barbirolli's
recital
partner in
the 1920s.

ADAMS:
China Gates J Phrygian Gates/
RILEY: The Walrus in Memoriam J
The Heaven Ladder, Book 7
Gloria ChengCochran (
pno)
Telarc CD-80513

(
68m ¡ Os)

The phrase ' A minimalist bored with
minimalism' was first applied to
John Adams, but it would be an
equally fitting description of Terry
Riley. Riley started the minimalist
movement with the ground-breaking
In C ( 1964), but then abandoned
notated music altogether for a
decade of improvisation. He
returned to notation in 1979. His
more recent work eschews
minimalism in favour of Indian
influences and New Age symbolism,
typified by the string quartet Salome
Dances for Peace (1985-86).
Riley's two works on this disc
have moments of elegance and
charm, but there is little substance
to their argument and consequently
they tend to outlast their welcome.
His current style is conventional,
sometimes to the point of blandness,
and he is eager to attempt ambitious
structures without embracing the
harmonic and melodic variety which
they demand. The suite The Heaven
82

John
Adams
Ladder (1994) suffers particularly in
this regard, with the movements
often seeming aimless and empty of
meaning. It is only the first (and
shortest), ` Misha's Bear Dance', that
is wholly successful, its directness of
expression inspired by the
composer's new-born grandson.
Here and in Riley's tribute to John
Lennon (loosely based on ' Iam the
Walrus') the use of ragtime seems
stilted, and there is a lack of a
natural flow in the music that
reflects the uneven quality of its
inspiration.
The two Adams works are in a
different class entirely. Phrygian
Gates (1977-78) and China Gates
(1977) use the same techniques to
different ends, contrasting the
Lydian and Phrygian modes in an

ever-changing balance in which the
dominance of one gradually gives
way to the dominance of the other.
China Gates, written for young
pianists, is a 5m study in pianistic
colour and delicate textures, whilst
the 26m Phrygian Gates employs
scintillating virtuosity in a large-scale
exploration of keyboard wave-forms
derived from electronic techniques.
Both works signalled a new
beginning for Adams, marking the
discovery of his mature style.
Gloria Cheng-Cochran, who was
the pianist on the soundtracks of
Jurassic Park and Ghost, is a
persuasive advocate of this music,
and her performances of the Adams
works are of real distinction. The
recording is generally good, but
there is a touch of hardness in the
forte passages.
A— B:1 0

IC BACH:
Symphonies Concertantes in E for two violins, cello & flute "...)
in E-flat for two clarinets, bassoon,
two horns & flute J in A for violin
& cello J Larghetto in D for flute
and strings
The Hanover Band/Halstead
CPO 999 538-2

(
52m 37s)

Johann Christian Bach's varied
instrumentation keeps interest alive
in the genre of Symphonies
concertantes (in the 18th-century this
French term was used). Clearly, he
was taken by this musical form and
he also wrote symphonies in which
there are concertante parts for solo
instruments. The three works
recorded here are to be found in
manuscripts in the British Library,
and Anthony Halstead approaches
them all in aclear, forthright
manner. As interpreted, these pieces
have a symphonic feel about them
with the interesting solo parts woven
into the texture. The natural
recording enhances this impression
by its sensible avoidance of
spotlighting principal instruments.
In his notes, Ernest Warburton
declares that the tone of the
Symphonie concertante is
predominantly cheerful, and this
suggestion is fully borne out by the
performances. Halstead's readings
are less inclined to support
Warburton's claim that the solo
group in a Concertante is more
prominent than in a Concerto Grosso
— certainly when the soloists and
orchestra all play together in many
passages of the fully scored E-flat,
there is agrand, euphonious sound.
The single movement for flute
and strings was discovered in
Brussels, and clearly, two other
movts are missing. Neither is it
certain whether this lovely piece is
from a flute concerto or from
another concertante, but in any event
it was well worth reviving. In it, the
harpsichord is placed less reticently
than elsewhere (one gets used to a
DECEMBER 1998
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the unfinished fugue, Contrapunctus
14. CPE Bach's note on the
manuscript has led generations to
believe that JS died while working
on this piece. But modern
scholarship questions this
traditionally sorrowful notion. CPE
wasn't in Leipzig during his father's
last months. Moreover, as Christoph
Wolff argues, the manuscript was so
untidily ruled it was unsuitable for a
complex fugue. Bach, who never
wasted paper, only continued on to
this sheet because he intended
stopping within afew staves —
which he did. And Hans-Klaus
Jungheinrich, in his booklet note,
states that ' the fugue is imposing
enough to be a plausible climax'.
The Keller stick to the text. The
'in the air' ending remains moving,
particularly so in this intense and
majestically paced performance.
Where the Keller choose this
approach (as also for example in
Contrapunctus 1), they manage to

sparkling, ' present' harpsichord
balance in Hanover Band recordings
so this set-back timbre is slightly
surprising).
Warmth and elegance are terms
applicable to both performance and
recording. The give-and-take
between instrumental voices is
ideally stylish.
Antony Hodgson

A:1 0

CPR BACK:
Keyboard Sonatas H56, 106, 116,
135, 174, 280 J Rondo H288
François Chaplin (pno)
Naxos 8.553640

(
63m 02s)

photos: (Norman) Umboh/DG; (Boulez) DG

Ifound myself enjoying these
performances despite myself. On no
account should 18th-century
keyboard music be played on a
modern piano. The sound quality is
too heavy, too sophisticated.
Harpsichord, clavichord or
fortepiano, yes, because in this case
CPE Bach knew and played all three
(H135 began life as an organ solo
but there is little evidence of that in
this authentic arrangement), but
obviously he could not have known
the big iron-framed, powerful
monsters of today, nor what they are
capable of. But François Chaplin,
whom, Iread, is a noted Debussy
specialist, nonetheless captures well
the wide emotional range of
Emanuel Bach, and understands
what the composer was intending to
convey. His rhythmic sense and
subtle handling of the triplet
accompaniment in H174(iii) is only
one example of his insight. So if we
must have this music on grand
piano there are, and have been,
worse ways of hearing it.
What Ido miss is the unique
head-up confident gaiety of some of
Bach's fast movts. For this, Nina
Milkina was unsurpassed. Her
marvellous Westminster LP certainly
deserves CD transfer. For Chaplin,
Naxos provides a clear sound,
slightly enclosed but pleasantly
focused.
Robert Deeding

A:1 A

JS BACH:
The Art of Fugue
Keller Quartett
ECM Records ECM 1652

(72m Ois)

Few, if any, would deny that The
Art of Fugue is keyboard music. It
may even have been intended for a
fortepiano. Eva Badura-Skoda has
recently voiced a strong belief that
Bach, in his Leipzig years, used this
instrument regularly in an attempt
to help Silbermann perfect and
market his models. A string quartet,
though, is a feasible alternative — as
Roy Harris and Herter Norton once
propounded. Their 1936 edition was
subsequently recorded (without the
four canons) by the Roth Quartet on
ten 30cm 78s. The last side
contained Tovey's performance, on
the piano, of his own completion of
1181 NEWS B RECORD REVIEW
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BARTOK:
Bluebeard's Castle
Jessye Norman (con)ILászló Polgár
(bass-bar) /Chicago SOIBoulez
1M 447 040-2

(
57m 57s)

Boulez recorded Bluebeard's Castle
for the first time in 1976, and he
now returns to the work as part of
his ongoing Bartók series with the
Chicago SO. His association with
the composer is deep; together with
Webern, Bartók has remained at the
centre of Boulez's activities as a
conductor since the early 1960s.
The spiritual world of Bluebeard
is an absorbing preoccupation for
Boulez: he speaks of the desire for
knowledge, even at the price of
destruction, that lies at the heart of
Judith's quest for the truth about
her husband. It is from the discovery
of what lies behind the seven doors
that her love for Bluebeard
increases, but once this process has
been started it cannot be arrested; it

Jessye
Norman:
Bluebeard's
fatally
inquisitive wife
in Bartok's
opera,
conducted by
Boulez

extract from the music afervour that
seems to anticipate an era many
decades away — not that far-fetched
if you accept Jungheinrich's view
that The Art of Fugue is 'progressive'
and ' emancipatory', and Wolfrs
assertion that it is ' the prototype of
awork free of ties imposed by
commission' thus ' serving as apoint
of departure not an end goal'. Not
all the pieces, however, are meant to
be played slowly, and Bach left the
choice of tempi to performers.
Listeners are also free to choose.
They may find that Contrapunctus 8
is a touch too fast but that the
Keller have agood feel for the
French style (they double-dot the
theme) of 6, and that 12 (in both
upright and inverted forms) is
excellently interpreted. There are
odd moments of insecurity, but the
musicians never saturate textures
and keep lines clean without
consciously drawing attention to
them. The recording, on the other
hand, draws attention to the
breathing of the players. It is a
thoroughly distracting noise, but a
low volume setting blunts the edges.
Naten Anthoni

11:1

is Judith's sacrifice that is the price
of her curiosity. Thus Boulez is at
pains to point out the circular
nature of the opera, embracing every
kind of mood within the framing
parentheses of the prologue and
epilogue.
His interpretation is finely detailed
and alert to each nuance of the
drama. His approach stays true to
the roots of the music in Hungarian
folklore, preserving the long line of
the narrative through a
concentration on the descriptive
elements of the orchestral writing.
Indeed, seldom has the orchestra
seemed so much like a third unseen
protagonist in the drama. Jessye
Norman and László Polgár are
extremely fine; one may disagree
with occasional minor details of
emphasis, but their rich
characterization renders the interplay
between Judith and Bluebeard
compelling and passionate on a
human level. Polgár's seductive bassbaritone is assured and authoritative;
his is a Bluebeard that revels in the
varied demands of each scene,
finding the necessary contrast
between light and shade whilst
83
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BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas in e, Op.13
'Pathétique' J in E & G Op.14 J in
8-flat, Op.22
Stephen Kovacevich (pno)
EMI CDC 556 5862

(
70m I2s)

Stephen Kovacevich returns to the
Beethoven sonata included on his
1963 EMI debut LP: the Pathétique.
There was also avery fine version
on Philips ( 1971), just reinstated in
the ` Great Recordings' CD series;
and that has awinging freedom
replaced here by something more
constrained, possibly over-intense
but powerful in its integrity and
purposefulness. The revelations,
though, come in the two Op.14,
conventionally viewed as slight, but
here given stature. Iespecially like
Kovacevich's reading of the jocular
Andante of the G-major, where never

for a moment does he show us how
'clever' he's being in observing the
composer's good humour.
Writing elsewhere, Misha Donat
suggests that Beethoven's Op.22(i) is
'impersonal, schematic', but lovers
of Kempffs or Gieseking's mono
recordings might disagree.
Kovecevich is rather grim, blankfaced, and although the Adagio fares
well, Idon't feel this reading adds
much of value to the disc: there are
some ugly pedal resonances from
time to time; Kovacevich really
brings very little to the Minueuto;
and in the finale the middle section
[1m 58s to 2m 59s] is thick and
clumpy - it's all too serious, and
Richter [Philips edition — not to be
missed!) is surely right in suggesting
that the music is purely and simply
a delight in itself, with no ' agenda',
as we say nowadays.
More happily, the sound quality
has dramatically changed for the
better, with respect to EMI's
previous ` Sensaura' productions:
these recordings were made at Air
Studios (a few minutes' walk from
the pianist's London home) and
balanced by Mike Hatch. As before,
the Festival Hall's Steinway is used.
Christopher Breunig

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 8 (original version) J
Symphony 0
Nat SO of IrelandlTintner
Naxos &554215-16

A: 1*-3

BEETHOVEN:
String Quartets - in e sharp,
Op.131 :1in F, Op.135
Leipzig String Quartet
MDG 307 0820-2

(
69m 41s)

There is a measure of daring
implicit in the courageously slow
tempo chosen for Op.135(iii). Lento
assai cantate etranquillo it is, tempo
and dynamics imposingly upheld,
voices prudently balanced. On one
of the sketches for this movement
Beethoven wrote, ' Sweet song of rest
or of peace', and that is what we get
here. So expectations run high for
Op.131(iv), but they are not
fulfilled. This slow movement, a
theme and seven variations, calls for
the utmost concentration and
profundity of expression which the
LSQ does not supply, seemingly
unable to weld the changes of tempo
and texture (yarn 5 is short on
sustained density) into an organic
whole. And yarn 6 is too loud and
too clipped for its contemplative
'hymning' character to tell.
Disappointing, too, is a comfortable
(y), not the whirling Presto it ought
to be. The remaining movts, though,
are up to scratch, as is the whole of
Op.135. Eyebrows may be raised at
the quickening of speed at 1m 40s
in the trio of (ii), not marked in the
text (and therefore ` unauthorised').
But the writing in this section
suggests frenzy, apoint intelligently
interpreted by the LSQ and
conveyed very well. MDG's
recording alternates between
refinement and gruffness with a
marked 'glare' above mezzo-forte.
Na/en Anthoni

A-C:1 -3 0

Georg Tintner:
his Naxos
recording with
the RSNO of
Bruckner's
Fourth
Symphony,
in the original
version, is
released in
December

(
2CDs, 137m ¡ Ss)

The fast-growing Naxos catalogue
offers few more attractive bargains
than the pairing of Bruckner's first
self-recognized symphony with his
last completed masterpiece. Georg
Tintner has been earning praise for
earlier instalments of this new cycle
of the Bruckner symphonies (2 was
favourably reviewed in July). The
National SO of Ireland is not at first
glance one of the world's leading
orchestras, yet it is aworthy vehicle
for Tintner's spacious, unashamedly
old-fashioned
view of these
works. It is a
fine
ensemble,
with
expressive
woodwinds,
ardent, fulltoned brass,
and as
foundation a
good, solid
body of
strings.
Ihave
enjoyed the
lively,
perceptive
account of ` No.0', which presents it
for what it is worth, making no
grandiose claims. The Eighth (in the
1887 version), too, is played
straight, in areading that
comfortably accommodates ardour
and poise, lightness of touch in
softly scored passages and due
weight in the mighty climaxes. It is
avery broad account — with the
Adagio for the first time in my
experience breaking the half-hour
barrier Unbars timing is 26m 47s Mus Ed], the first movt also being
(without seeming) unusually drawn
out. The recording, from the
National Concert Hall, Dublin, is
full-toned and satisfying, if
occasionally with over-focused detail.
No one will regret the modest outlay
for this fine issue; it should make
new disciples for Bruckner.
Peter Branscombe

A-B: 1-2

BUTLER:
0 Rio' J Fixed Doubles 2
BBC SOPTamayol 2Brabbins
NMC D047M

(
26m 50s)

At the age of 38, Martin Butler is
among the most assured of young
British composers, with a style that
embraces fashionable eclecticism
whilst retaining a resolutely
individual voice. His output is
varied, including chamber music,
opera (
Craig's Progress) and works
for electronic media. This disc
marks the first recording of these
two pieces for orchestra.
DECEMBER 1998
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retaining that essential undercurrent
of menace. By contrast, Norman's
Judith is volatile and impassioned,
reflecting a nature torn between
powerful extremes of emotion.
There are many impressive moments
— rarely has the depiction of
Bluebeard's domain [track 8]
sounded so imposing — but it is the
darker side of the score that
inevitably dominates, ever-present
even in the moments of majesty or
intimacy; it is as if the end is known
as soon as the journey is begun.
This is amesmeric, iconic
reading, in which Boulez's emotional
restraint and tight control have the
paradoxical effect of intensifying the
sensuous impact of the opera. The
recording is outstandingly wideranging and atmospheric. A
potentially classic interpretation, and
a must for all lovers of Bartók's
music.

classicale.M
Both 0 Rio and Fixed Doubles are
works of considerable virtuosity,
treating the orchestra as a vehicle for
the display of vibrant colour and
revealing a kaleidoscopic command
of texture. Butler's control of
structure keeps the listener attentive
to each twist and turn of the plot,
with an impressive feel for drama
that bears the imprint of a confident
composer for the stage.
0 Rio is the longer of the two
pieces at 16m 32s, and was
commissioned by the BBC for the
1991 Proms. It takes its inspiration
from the spiritual and sonic worlds
of Latin America (the title, of
course, is Portuguese for ' the river').
In Brazilian myth the jakui are flutespirits living at the bottom of a great
river, whose creative power may be
harnessed when they are captured by
men. The central section of 0 Rio is
taken up with their song: close
canons for the three flutes are
accompanied by the iridescent sound
of bell-like percussion and string
harmonics. Like the progress of a
river from source to delta, the
principal melody appears at first
only in part and is finally revealed at
the end in glory. The conventions of
Latin music (castanets, tango
rhythms) appear in turn only to be
subverted in the service of Butler's
argument, which preserves an
admirable focus and momentum.
Fixed Doubles (1989) was written
for Butler's alma mater, the Royal
Northern College of Music, and is
conceived as an energetic showcase
for its orchestra. Here the influence
of Stravinsky is paramount, with the
composer recalling an ' electrifying'
▪ college performance of The Rite of
g Spring. The title refers to the pairing
• of lines in Butler's counterpoint,
which are ' fixed' by the harmonic
e stasis of his canonic forms, and the
e whole forms akind of intricate moto
perpetuo where exoticism and
• exuberant display are seldom far
from the surface.
'
This is first-class music,
j excellently played and well-recorded,
and at this price prospective
purchasers should not hesitate.

t

John Kersey

'The multitalented
Gaudier
Ensemble
bring an
effortless
virtuosity
and heaps
of panache
to this
repertoire...
an hour's
worth of
pure delight'

rhythmic ingenuity (try the
mischievous scherzo) and tuneful
grace. Five years later ( 1947),
Françaix composed L'heure du berger,
awonderfully witty three-movt suite
for wind quintet and piano — if the
opening ' Les Vieux Beaux' fails to
raise a smile, then there's no hope
for you! We then jump forward a
quarter of a century to 1972 and A
huit. Inscribed ' To the revered
memory of Franz Schubert' and laid
out for the same forces as that
composer's own Octet, it simply
captivates from start to finish: try
the glorious waltz finale, areminder
that the work was commissioned
(and premièred) by the Vienna
Octet. Finally, there's the Clarinet
Quintet which Françaix wrote for
Eduard Brunner in 1977 — another
subtly organized and substantial
creation, and ideal late-evening fare,
I'd say.
The multi-talented Gaudier
Ensemble bring an effortless
virtuosity and heaps of panache to
this repertoire, and the
undistractingly clean and wellbalanced sonics emanate from
London's Henry Wood Hall. Robert
Matthew-Walker's booklet-notes are
first-rate. An hour's worth of pure
delight.
Andrew Achenbach
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FRAN CAIX:
A huit (
Octet) J Divertissement for
bassoon and string quintet J
Clarinet Quintet J L'heure du
berger
Susan Tomes (pno)IThe Gaudier
F,,scmhlc

CHOPIN:
Nocturnes - Vol.l. 014).9:1 & 2,
15:1, 27: 1 & 2, 32:2, 37: 1 & 2,
72:1; KK IVa.16 & IVb.8
Vol.2 — Opp.9:3, 15:2 & 3, 32:1,
48:1 & 2, 55:1 & 2, 62: 1 & 2
Ewa Kupiec (pno)

Hyperion CDA 67036

Koch Schwann 3 1797 2 & 36500 2
(54m 07s/55m 41s)

(
62m 36s)

The death last year of 85-year-old
Jean Françaix robbed French music
of one of its most endearingly
communicative and consummately
refined personalities. The earliest
work on this Hyperion anthology
(the contents of which span 35
years) is the Divertissement. Written
in Nazi-occupied Paris, it is a
delicious miniature, notable for its
H1F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Ewa Kupiec is ayoung Polish artist
(b. Duszniki, 1964) whose Koch
International discography includes
— unusually — Loewe's A-major
Piano Concerto and a programme of
solo works by Paderewski. AA will
be reviewing her coupling of
concertos by Szymanowski and
Lutoslawski. She appears with the

GLIERE:
32 Songs for soprano and piano
Elena Prokina (sop)ISemion Skigin
(pno)
Conifer 75605 51303 2

(
67m 52s)

Elena Prokina and Semion Skigin
have put together agenerous crosssection from an estimated output of
over 200 songs which suggests that
there was agreat deal more to
Glière than the orchestral rhetoric of
his symphonies or the gaudy
excesses of The Red Poppy or The
Bronze Horseman.
Stylistically he is firmly rooted in
the Schumann tradition as filtered
through Borodin and Tchaikovsky
(in particular): the latter in terms of
an oft-recurring gloomy
reflectiveness, while the former's
unmistakable musical proclivities
add a touch of Oriental spice from
time to time. The angularity of
Mussorgsky, let alone the pianistic
bravado/impenetrable pessimism of
early Rachmaninov, would both
appear to be well wide of Glière's
remit. For all that, Glière is afar
smoother operator than any of the
greats listed above. It is a strange
fact that anyone who expects to find
in the songs of, say, Rachmaninov,
Tchaikovsky and Borodin askintingling distillation of their melodic

violinist Isabelle Faust
[see ` ROTM' September
'97] at the Wigmore
Hall in December. She
offers a profoundly
searching and highly
individual account of the
21 Chopin Nocturnes:
making each note tell,
phenomenally articulate,
and unsentimental yet
never seeming coldly
analytical. The character
of her readings some
will find a little severe (if
only in the deliberation
of some tempi); but how
good she is at evoking
the dance at the heart of, for
instance, the popular B-major
Op.9:3, the middle section of the Fsharp Op.48:2 or at the start of the
G-minor Op.15:3. The discs start
and end with Nocturnes for which
Kupiec expresses a special regard —
others she sees as ' interludes'. Her
performamce of the C-sharp-minor
Op.27:1 is telling in this respect.
The recordings, a co-production
with Bavarian Radio, were produced
by Michael Kempff, great-nephew of
Wilhelm Kempff, and the sound is
good. Listening at first on
headphones Iwondered if the lefthand parts were delineated in almost
too sharply focused a way, but these
sound more integrated ' in the
room', over speakers.
Christopher Breunig

A:1*
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style in other genres, is in for
something of a shock. Isuspect this
must have something to do with the
unique rhythmic and phonetic
properties of the Russian language
— it is surely no coincidence that
the only one of Rachmaninov's
songs to approximate to his popular
Second Symphony/Third Concerto
lyrical style is the wordless Vocalise.
Glière, however, turns out to be
something of afirst-rate tunesmith.
Staying safely with such relatively
conservative masters as Rathaus (a
particular favourite), Kol'tsov,
Bunin, and Byron and Heine in
translation, allows him to gently
nudge the potential formal
constraints of verse form with an
engaging flow of pleasing ideas via a
surprisingly resourceful range of
pianistic figuration. The freshness of
so much late 19th-century
Muscovite and Petersburger music
here finds an echo, albeit from a
composer (died 1956) born nearly
two generations adrift from that
great tradition.
Honey-toned, mellifluous
performances from Prokina and the
unfailingly sensitive Skigin combine
with sumptuous in-depth sonics
from Tryggvi Tryggvason to produce
a truly captivating recital. Let us
hope it is not too long before the
enchanting miniatures of that most
unaccountably neglected of minor
Russian figures, César Cui, are also
given their due.
Julian Haylock
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not Bamert's Largo — 50% faster
would have been more acceptable.
Otherwise, tempi and overall control
cannot reasonably be faulted.
In Beethoven's Symphony 3(i) of
1803 a new delicate theme is
introduced in the coda. At the
equivalent spot in Gossec's B26(i) of
about 1762 aclosely-related theme
unexpectedly occurs; moreover, key
and time signature of the two movts
are identical. Coincidence or
something paranormal? For B86,
Manchester Library provided
clarinets, the British Library
trumpets; but nobody thought to
provide the trumpets with the
obligatory timpani support. This
ceremonial work demands it. The
Paris Conservatoire source adds
clarinets to B26 but they are quite
superfluous since they double flutes
for much of the time.
Two final mild criticisms, neither
affecting the allure of this issue: by
mixing early works with late (no bad

CPO 999 591.2

A•:1

(66m 56s)

One might be forgiven for suffering
from initial-fatigue: K for Mozart,
Kk for Scarlatti, D for Schubert,
BWV for Bach, and so on, and now
B for Gossec. It's like adyslexics'
convention. However, these initials
and their attendant numbers are
vitally important for identification
purposes: collectors would not want
to duplicate works unnecessarily. In
the present case, ' B' stands for
'Brook'. The late Professor Barry S
Brook's massive study La symphonie
française (1962) includes thematic
indexes of symphonies and allied
works by over 150 composers who
worked in France during the
incredible popularity of the
symphony as agenre, 1740-1830.
Though Gossec came from Walloon
stock, he settled in Paris when he
was 17, and died there, aged 95, full
of honours [
was there an inquest? Mus Ed], in 1829. His symphonic
output, as Robin Golding points out
in his excellent note, began about
1754 and ended in 1809, thus
encompassing Haydn's symphonic
activity and exceeding it by some 17
years! He was, however, slower,
leaving only about 50 symphonies.
Interestingly, two ( B55 and 57) were

recorded by Naxos [8.553790 —
HFIVIRR June ' 97] in the belief that
they were by Beck: Iunderstand
that Naxos are making corrections.
So what of the quality of Gossec's
music? In my opinion he is amongst
the most thematically imaginative of
18th-century symphonists, with
attractive, sometimes audacious,
ideas tumbling over themselves in a
vivacious stream in the Allegros.
Slow movts are less distinguished,
and there are no formal innovations,
but the melodic enjoyment factor is
high.
Unnecessary, really, to dwell upon
Bamert's part in this latest of the
'Contemporaries of Mozart' series.
The LMP have never played better
than this; indeed, one wonders how
they could. The string attack in, eg,
B27(iv), aPastorella Symphony, is
scintillating in its unanimity and the
winds are spot-on. But when Iread
the instruction '
Andantino Allegretto'
(in B59) Iexpect adance-like movt,

M HAYDN:
Symphonies: 1-12, 15, 16, 18,
2s-e (Garland) U Divertimento in
G ( Perger 8)
Slovak Chamber OrchlWarchal

GOSSEC:
Symphonies: B26, 27, 58, 59 & 86
LMPIBamert
Chandos CHAN 9661

Confusion reigns regarding the
numbering of Michael Haydn's
symphonies. The well-known Perger
catalogue is not chronological,
because it is based on key
signatures. Garland mostly put this
right, but Charles H Sherman has
renumbered the symphonies again —
he agrees closely with Garland but
includes anewly discovered F-major
symphony, which he numbers ' 2'. In
this review Iuse the Garland
numbering, but Sherman's catalogue
is often used nowadays; in it,
Garland 1 = Sherman 1, and
Garland 2-41 = Sherman 3-42
respectively.
Perger lists the Divertimento as a
symphony but it is actually the
Overture to the cantata Quid video
superale — a one-movt sonata-form
piece for strings alone, which is here
given asparkling performance.
One of the difficulties of
presenting an omnibus edition of
symphonies by asingle composer is
to avoid works sounding like one
another. The majority of works
presented here are for the standard

small 18th-century orchestra of 2
oboes, 2 horns, strings and continuo,
with the occasional flute or bassoon
addition. It seems a pity to have
omitted the interestingly scored
G13, which includes solo violin, solo
cello and timpani; G14 is also
absent, although its solo bassoon
and four horns would have made a
useful change in texture; and G24
with its added flutes and posthorn
would have made a useful
instrumental contrast.
Of the 20 works presented here,
just four require trumpets and
timpani to be added to the standard
scoring (GI, 2, 8 and 28).
Unfortunately, Warchal does not
bother to use reconstructions of the
missing timpani parts for G2 and
G8 — just as, in the bad old days,
conductors omitted implied timpani
from Mozart symphonies, forgetting
that Karl Haas had put matters right
over 60 years ago and that (later on)
Hogwood always included them in
his recordings.
The performances of G1 and G28
are two of Warchal's best, but the
primitive G2 and the potentially
grand G8 are spoilt by the top-heavy
nature of the drumless, trumpettopped chords. There are anumber
of other fine performances however:
notably G5 with its spectacular parts
for horns in A. Warchal also brings
vigour to G6, being very delicate in
(ii): an Andante colle sordine. G7 is a
credit to this skilled orchestra with
beautiful flute playing; the extremely
slow tempo for (iii) is acceptable in
this context since it is only 1m 39s
long. Only three movements are
given as no-one has yet rediscovered
the lost minuet listed by Perger.
Other strengths in this set are the
direct approach to G9, making this
6m piece seem large in scale. G12 is
notable for excellent shaping and

The London
Mozart
Playcrç gave
their first
concert
under
Harry Blech
in 1949.
Matthias
Ranieri will
conduct the
50th
anniversmy
gala concert
at the Royal
Festival
Ha/1 on
February
llth
works by
Mozart
and a
Concerto for
Orchestra by
John
Woo'rich,
written
especially for
members of
the LiMP

(
6CDs, 360m 3h)
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beautiful playing (flutes in
particular). The booklet is confusing
regarding G15 and G16. Titles and
keys are not given and only one of
these symphonies is described
(probably G15). There is reference
to the symphonies being written
between 1757 and 1763 but
Sherman is very specific in dating
them both ' later than 1st August
1771'. They have in common the
unusual placing of the minuet as (ii),
and both benefit from some of the
Slovak Orchestra's best playing.
G25 is the famous three-movt
work sometimes known as 'Mozart's
Symphony 37' because Mozart wrote
a slow introduction for it (not
included here). It is aslight piece
but superbly written, with a
delightful bassoon solo in (ii). It is
possible to add unmarked formal
repeats in (i) and (iii) — Mathias
Bamert did so to excellent effect
recently — but Warchal plays as
written. G27 exploits horns in high
B-flat. Hans-Peter Frank had these
instruments play more sharply and
pointedly in his recommendable BIS
recording, but Warc.hal's more legato
approach is equally convincing. Two
other symphonies in B-flat are less
convincing: there seems no valid
reason to take the horns down an
octave to B-flat basso as happens in
these versions of P4 and P11with
resultant greyness of texture.
Apart from the queries about texts
used for P2, P4, P8 and P11, all the
above are admirable readings,
tending towards relaxation in longer
Allegro movts but always performed
with skill. In other readings there are
a few elements which may not
appeal — for example, in the
otherwise sprightly performance of
G3 (known as the ` Graz'
symphony), Warchal is amazingly
slow in (iii), marked Presto but

thing), Chandos has given the keyorder F, E-flat, E-flat, D, D, which
could have been avoided; and Iwish
companies were less anxious to
claim ' premiere recording' status.
This claim for B27 will surprise
collectors possessing the Scherchen
LP.
Robert Dearling
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HARRISON:
Elegy to the Memory of Calvin
Simmons J Solstice J Concerto in
slendro J ' Last Symphony' J
Double Music
Maria Bachmann (v1n)1Aljarreau
(redt»California SOljekowsky
photo: Geraint LetvisILNIP

Argo 455 590-2

(
79m 12s)

Lou Harrison's musical philosophies
are as wide-ranging as his life
history. Fellow composer Ned
Rorem's article in New Grove gives
an outline of both, and notes
Harrison's ' continuing concerns' to
be ' love, plant growth, peace and
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performed at barely Andante. G10
has moments of deliberation and
seems to understate the wind parts,
while G27 is given an eccentrically
slow tempo for (ii) with the result
that the movt is as long as the rest
of the symphony put together.
These reservations are nothing,
however, compared to the disasters
which befall P18: one of the
composer's greatest works. It is
scored for two pifferi (Italian
shepherds' pipes) two oboes, two
cols anglais, three horns in C alto,
tamburi, strings and continuo.
Played correctly it makes a thrilling
sound, fully comparable with brother
Joseph's best mid-period style, which
often exploited the use of high horns
without the need for trumpets.
Unaccountably, Warchal puts the
horns down an octave, often making
nonsense of the melody line in tutti.
Tamburi are represented by woolly
soft-textured timpani (if timpani
were to replace tamburi, hard sticks
should have been used) and the
intriguing pifferi (sometimes
represented by piccolos) are simply
not audible. As aresult, the textures
are unacceptably muddy almost
everywhere. How sad that the gem
of the collection should be a dull
failure of aperformance.
Recordings are warm and natural,
but for occasionally distant
woodwind. Warchal uses
harpsichord throughout (mercifully
the anti-harpsichord brigade has not
reached Michael Haydn yet!), but it
is not given much presence.
Nevertheless, G18 apart, this is a
good representation of an excellent
modern chamber orchestra. My
detailed ratings are: G2, 3, 4, 8, 10,
11 and 27, A-11:3; G18, C:4;
remainder, A-8:1-2.
Antony Hodgson

A-B(C):1-3/4

concerted enjoyment on the journey
to death'. Which is scant help
towards the understanding of his
music. His study of Far Eastern
cultures supplies abetter clue, and
his fascination with percussion
sounds gives another. A
collaboration with Charles Ives then,
as in Double Music of 1941, comes
as no surprise. They would raid
junkyards together to find different
things to hit: and hit they all are in
Double Music, which strongly reveals
Harrison's love of rhythm. He took
to Esperanto, too, calling another
item on this disc Koncherto in slendro
= ' Concerto in Indonesian 5-tone
mode', for violin (Maria Bachmann
is brilliant here), two tack-pianos,
celesta, percussion and four garbage
cans (galvanised). Tack-piano?
Possibly one in which the hammers
have been equipped with tin-tacks to
give a sharp, percussive effect.
In Solstice, a chamber suite drawn
from a dance work of 1949,
percussion and Eastern melody join
in a fascinating interplay of
sonorities, while Elegy to the Memory
of Calvin Simmons (
a conductor who
died young) shows Harrison's most
sensitive side. Symphony 4, ' Last
Symphony' as he calls it (the realist
in him decided the title, for he was
74 when he composed it in 1990,
yet, at 81, he may yet write his
'Very Last Symphony' and perhaps
even an 'Ultimate Symphony'), is, I
suggest, asymphony like no other.
Balinese gamelan sounds are
approximated by a standard
orchestra, not very well — for what
Western instrument can replicate the
elemental t̀hunggggg' of the ageng
gong? The first three movts are fairly
normal in layout and beautiful in
melody, though (ii), ' Stampede', is
again powerfully rhythmic, while the
fourth and longest draws
unexpectedly upon Navajo culture in
three coyote stories declaimed
expertly by Al Jarreau against
percussive accompaniment.
While Icannot empathise with
everything Harrison throws at me, I
find most of this disc refreshing and
intriguing. Performances are
stimulating and the recording
outstandingly well focused, so those
of an inquisitive mind, percussion
fanciers, and seekers after music of
mixed cultures will find this a
rewarding disc.
Robert Dearling
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IRELAND:
Piano works, Voll - In those days
J Sarnia J Prelude in E-flat J
London Pieces J Ballade J
Columbine
John Lenehan (pno)
Naxos 8.553700

(
59m 44s)

A deep lover of the English
countryside and the gas-lit London
era, post-World War I, John Ireland
provided a series of vivid tonal
pictures that also included Sarnia:
87

the Roman title for Guernsey. John
Lenehan, more usually heard
partnering some of the world's
leading instrumentalists but now
making a new career as a concert
soloist, is amazingly successful in
bringing forth the full emotional
values of this music. Particularly
rewarding is his performance of the
1929 Ballade, over 9 minutes in
length, built from a chromatic figure
that changes its emotional qualities
as the music unfolds in long,
turbulent stretches, prior to a
triumphant ending. Ihope this is the
start of new, complete Ireland for
the piano, as the liner notes suggest.
A tremendous bargain with playing
and recording of such high quality.
Bill Newman
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LINLEY:
A Shakespeare Ode
Musicians of the GlobelPickett
Philips 448 689-2

(
67m 04s)

Iam delighted that the music of
Thomas Linley junior is beginning
to get ahearing. The name ` English
Mozart' does nothing to help him,
yet he was briefly on intimate terms
with this overwhelmingly brilliant
genius. They were of an age, though
Tom was drowned in aboating
accident on a lake at 22. His Ode on
the Witches and Fairies of
Shakespeare, to give it its full title,
was first performed at Drury Lane
on 20 March 1776, afew weeks
before his 20th birthday. It is scored
for four solo voices, chorus and
orchestra, and is in 24 mainly very
short movements. The performance
is admirably direct, spirited and
polished. A positive bevy of four
sopranos is involved by turns in the
solo singing; Ihave particularly
enjoyed the performances of Julia
Gooding and Joanne Lunn. The
men, William Purefoy, Andrew
King, Roderick Williams and Simon
Grant, all give much pleasure. Both
the choral singing and the orchestral
playing are first-class. Iwish these
musicians would now give us
Linley's The Duenna and the two
major church compositions.
Peter Branscombe

(
67m 55s)

At last that perennial problem for
singers and violists — what to
programme with Brahms's Op.91?
— has an answer. Of the 15
'forgotten songs' recorded here
(settings of Verlaine, Baudelaire and
the fin-de-siècle Gustave Kahn) only
four are just for voice and piano.
88

textures, these gorgeous songs,
written 1893-1908, will appeal to all
who love the songs of Debussy,
Fauré, Chausson or Duparc. Loeffler
is afirst-rate song-composer, no
mere miniaturist — ' La cloche félée'
is nearly 9m — and the string
writing is of the highest distinction.
The viola becomes aguitar in the
Verlaine Sérénade, and the Kahn
setting ' Boléro triste', with violin, is
a most original and haunting
conception. Janet Baker would have
done the solo parts to perfection.
Deidra Palmour, while not quite on
that level, interprets them with
sympathy, conviction and secure
technique. Noel Lester revels in the
meaty piano parts, and violist Noah
Chaves is an ideal husky, silvery
additional voice. Koch's engineers
nicely maintain the tricky balance of
instruments. A joy of adisc. Now
will someone please disinter
Loeffler's tone-poem La Villanelle du
Diable and his Concert Fantastique for
cello?
Calm MacDonald
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MAHLER
Symphony 6
Atlanta SO/Levi
Telarc CD 80444
(78m 07s)
Boston PO/Zander
Carlton Classics
30366 01007
(84m 13s)
recorded live S

The caption to the

The key to this
monumental work
lies in Mahler's
appeared at the
marking for (
i),
time of the heavily
Allegro energico, ma
non troppo. Heftig,
scored Sixth
aber markig, which
Symphony, reads
is correctly
'Good God - I've
realised by Zander
left out the motor
whose steady
pulse accords with
horn! I'll just have
the German
to write another
'vehement but
symphony.'
sturdy'. Yoel Levi,
unfortunately, is
Gustav Mahler
too fast — as were
Bernstein,
in 1907
Karajan, Kubelik,
Haitink (in his first Concertgebouw
recording), and several others.
Haitink, to his credit, said he had
listened to Barbirolli's NPO/EMI
recording and had revised his
opinion prior to re-recording the
symphony for Philips. Levi also
commits the cardinal sin of omitting
the exposition repeat.
The Atlanta Symphony have all
the required virtuosity to elucidate
Mahler's highly complex
instrumental layout, and there are
some nice contrasts in the energetic
build-up that precedes the pastoral
section, with its cow-bell, celeste and
solo violin. Yet at Fig.25, at the
indication Tempo Isubito. Sehr
energisch, Levi urges his forces
cartoon, which
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LOEFFLER:
4 Poèmes J 4 Mélodies J 2 Songs
with violin J Harmonie du soir J
La chanson des Ingenues J Reverie
en sourdine J Le Rossignol j La
lune blanche
Deidra Palmour (mez-sop)INoel
Lester (pno)INoah Chaves (v1a)1
Rose Ann Marlow (an)
Koch International KIC-CD-7428

Two add aviolin, and no fewer than
nine are with viola. And they're
superbly written for the medium, by
acomposer who played violin, viola
and viola d'amore to perfection, and
wrote music of unfailing refinement,
opulence, intelligence and grace.
Loeffler is sometimes called — as
'Zander
here — a 'decadent' composer, but
equals
Levi,
his music has too much intelligence
and inventiveness for the label to
with his
stick. Born in Alsace of German
better
parents, he spent periods of his
orchestra, in
childhood in Russia, Hungary and
(iii) and ( iv),
Switzerland, studied the violin with
Joachim in Berlin, played in the
and is vastly
Pasdeloup Orchestra and led the
more true to
Boston Symphony for 20 years. So
Mahler's
the other label, ` cosmopolitan', is
more apt — though it diminishes the intentions
overwhelmingly French orientation
elsewhere'
of his music. He was aperfectionist,
revising much and publishing little,
and has always been elusive on disc.
Ibecame interested in him as a
child when Iheard Howard
Hanson's performances on Mercury
of two tone-poems. Stokowski fans

will know his wonderful Pagan Poem
(after Virgil), which the maestro
recorded and which anticipates
aspects of Debussy's Images. His
Music for Four String Instruments —
cumbersome title for astring quartet
— in memory of a friend killed on
the Somme is an elegiac masterpiece
(also on Koch). And his Irish
Fantasies contain the best wordsetting of WB Yeats by any
composer of any nationality.
Loeffler's imaginative affinity with
Ireland is audible here in the very
Irish jig tune the viola has
throughout his setting of Verlaine's
Dansons la Gigue!
Though the piano parts are
occasionally Brahmsian in their rich
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forward at breakneck speed, unable
to sustain the tension when celeste
and pizzicato strings take us back to
Mahler's mountain peaks [Fig.33],
and more intent on frenetic
excitement instead. The conductor's
basic pace in (i) also becomes his
chosen speed for the Scherzo: a
grotesque variant of the preceding
movement's music. The Atlanta
players start well but soon gloss over
the incessant changes of metre and
expression. Barbirolli (especially in a
Hallé Proms performance never
released on disc), clearly understood
the implications.
Levi and his orchestra come into
their own in the Andante and Finale
(Allegro moderato). In the former, a
sustained singing line in strings is
finely balanced with winds and
brass; and the constructive elements
of the massive last movt
accommodate the peak climaxes in
the mysterious, stark opening, the
turmoil of the inner part, and the
visionary reality of the close. Only
sheer weightiness in concept is
missing, and for that we must turn
to Zander (although his later
Philharmonia Barbican performance
had more professional expertise than
this live Boston performance). He
equals Levi, with his better
orchestra, in (iii) and (iv), and is
vastly more true to Mahler's
intentions elsewhere.
Bill Newman
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MOZART:
Opera and Concert Arias
Véronique Gens (sop)IMelvyn Tan
(f-pno)10AEIBolton

photo: Susech Bayadreldec

Virgin 'Ventas' VC 545 3192

(
59m 29s)

This attractive though not very
generously filled recital includes
arias from Don Giovanni, Figaro,
Cosi and La clemenza, and two
concert arias, one very early, the
other from Mozart's high maturity.
It is a nice programme for
displaying Véronique Gens's fresh,
agile soprano (she also has the low
notes for Vitellia and Cherubino). It
is disappointing that she makes
rather little of words, and
occasionally she is overambitious
with ornaments. Iparticularly
enjoyed her characterization of
Zerlina's
batti' and ' Non
temer', the concert aria for Nancy
Storace's farewell to Vienna, in
which she is partnered by Melvyn
Tan vice Mozart on the fortepiano.
Fiordiligi's two arias are put across
with spirit and boldness.
The orchestral accompaniments
by the period instruments of the
Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment are scrupulously
balanced, with fine obbligato playing
and attentive ear for detail from Ivor
Bolton, as well as nicely-chosen
tempos. The recording is forward
and easy on the ear, and full texts
are provided in the insert.
Peter Branscombe
HI-FI NEW S & RECORD REVIEW
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NIELSEN
String Quartets Opp.13 & 44 _I
Little Suite (
arr. Zapolski)
Zapolski Qt
Chandos CHAN 9635

(69m I9s)

Although composition was not
included in his studies, Nielsen
completed three chamber works in
1888, one of which which marked
the turning point in Scandinavian
music. Little Suite for strings became
the envy of his fellow students,
although its evident charm defeated
the Conservatoire Director Nids
Gade, who called it ' muddled'. It
contrasts moods of seriousness and
lightheartedness in the first two
movts, while in the third he brings
back his opening theme before
constructing amasterly coda with
the same ease that he was to find in
the composition of his First
Symphony, four years later.
Apart from a string quintet,
published posthumously, the other
work from that year was the String
Quartet in G-minor (although
Nielsen revised the work in 1900 to
tighten the structure). This leans
towards Brahms and Svendsen — a
four-movt romantic work in the
classical mould which uses intervals
based on the octave: G-minor-Eflat-major-C-minor-G-minor, for his
key layout in (i) -(iii), then
reintroduces previous material in the
finale. Its open-air style
communicates directly to the
listener.
There is a feeling of village life
and domestic comfort behind the
themes of the F-major Quartet, the
original title of Allegro piacevole ed
indolente for the first movt translating
as ' agreeable and lazily', and
corresponding to the composer's
vision of an old man sitting in front
of his house smoking apipe, which
peters out. The second movt is
marked ' religioso', and the
remaining two contrast different
dance forms where restless melodic
sequences work out to a logical
conclusion.
The Russian violinist Alexander
Zapolski founded his remarkable
quartet in 1993. They champion
Nielsen's music, as well as
performing works from Haydn/
Mozart up to the present day; they
also take part in big-band music and
jazz festivals.
Bill Newman
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PLAYFORD:
Apollo's Banquet
David Douglass (v1n)IPaul O'Dette
(theorbo)IAndrew Lawrence-King
(harps)
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907186

(
77m 42s)

This is avery pleasing recital of
17th-century instrumental music
from the publications of John
Playford. Whatever their origins,
almost all the 21 numbers contained
on this CD are in dance measures;

the melodies are often simple, but
they are subjected to lively and
imaginative variation and
embellishment. All three musicians
are true virtuosi: David Douglass on
a fine modern copy of an Amati
violin; Paul O'Dette on theorbo,
guitar and cittem; and Andrew
Lawrence-King on avariety of
harps. They really let their hair
down in 'The Glory of the West',
`Stingo' and the final ' Queen's Jig'.
'The Glory of the Sun' includes
delightful improvisations which, as
Douglass explains in the
introductory note, help it to tell a
story that Apollo himself almost
stands godfather to; and ` Long Cold
Nights', one of the most extended
items in this generous programme, is
memorably eloquent.
Two disappointments: the table of
contents could so easily have
indicated the instrumentation used
for each number; and the recording
(venue unidentified) was made in far
too reverberant an acoustic — even
at a lower than usual volume setting
the intimacy of this chamber music
is dissipated. The last word,
however, deserves to be of praise for
lovely playing of tuneful and often
moving music.
Peter Branscombe1

B-C:1*-

PROKOFIEV:
Piano Concertos 1 & 3/EtARTOK:
Piano Concerto 3
Martha Argerich (pno)/Montréal
SOIDutoit
EMI CDC 556 6542

EMI

(70m /
2s)

Anyone beginning to have doubts
about the artistry of Martha
Argerich, fostered by the
capriciousness of her more recent
DG releases, must hear these 1997
St Eustache recordings — she
remains as phenomenal as ever in
her ability to build tension at the
ends of Prokofiev 1(iii) and 3(i).
Possibly the finale isn't on quite the
same level of inspiration as the rest
of the Third Concerto; but
Argerich's more reflective, slightly
more weighty view of the work
complements and contrasts with the
celebrated earlier recording with
BPO/Abbado. Dutoit is asuch a
sympathetic Prokofiev conductor:
one could only wish the sound had
been better — it's rather awashy,
recessed accompaniment, boomy
even in places; and this intensifies
contrast with the old DG Third
(piano to the fore, more prominent
orchestral detail too: incidentally,
the Montreal winds sound far more
at ease with Prokofiev's shrill
demands 4m into the last movt).
One could hardly wish for more
from the mercurial Argerich in the
Bartok first-movt, and she takes the
first solo passage in the Adagio at a
daringly slow tempo, each note
suspended in the aether. On the
whole, though, this studio recording
(as are all three) doesn't quite

Martha Argerich:
Bartok and Prokofiev
concertos on EMI
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classical REVIEWS
transcriptions, has clearly studied
Rachmaninov's own recordings
(witness her
wonderfully
authoritative
account of the
Liszt) and
recreates his
mercurial and
aristocratic
performing style as
to the manner
born. Her Polka de
VR is worth the
price of the disc
alone for its supple
rubato and range
of touch. The
sound is bright
and lively, as such
aprogramme
demands. Sheer
delight.

RACHMANINOV:
Piano Transcriptions and
Arrangements - JIS BACH: Prelude,
Gavotte & Gigue/SCHUBERT: Wohin/
MENDELSSOHN: A Midsummer
Night's Dream - Scherzo/LISZT:
Hungarian Rhapsody 2/
MUSSORGSKY: Gopak/BIZET
Minuetto ( L'Arlésienne)/
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Flight of the
Bumble-bee/TCHAIKOVSKY: Lullaby
RACHMANINOV: Daisies J Lilacs J
Dance of the Young Gypsy Maidens/
KREISLER: Liebeslied J Liebesfreud/
BEHR: Polka de VR/SMITH: The Star
Spangled Banner
Idil Biret (pno)
Naxos 8.550978

(
69m 10s)

The relatively well-known Polka de
VR apart — reworking a tune by
Franz Behr that was a favourite of
the composer's father, as avirtuoso
challenge to Godowsky —
Rachmaninov's piano
transcriptions are seldom
heard, and it was an excellent
idea to bring them all
together (probably for the
first time) on a single disc.
With the exception (again) of
the Polka, they're all late
pieces, from his American
exile — starting with a
relatively straight rendition of
The Star Spangled Banner in 1918 —
written for his own recital
programmes; and as masterly
examples of the art as you'd expect
from agreat pianist-composer.
Rachmaninov covers awide range,
from an outrageously grandiose and
parodic treatment of his friend
Kreisler's Liebesfreud, full of highly
characteristic Rachmaninov
harmonies and figurations, to cool
and elegantly effective Bach in three
movts from the E-major Violin
Partita. The Liszt Hungarian
Rhapsody is more of an edition, with
the addition of acadenza by
Rachmaninov, while the Tchaikovsky
Lullaby becomes an echtRachmaninov piano piece, as do his
transcriptions of two of his own
songs and anumber from Aleko.
The always dependable Idil Biret,
who has already given us a
fascinating disc of Brahms's

cohere. In Prokofiev 1, equally,
there are many fine things — such
as the shimmer of Argerich's playing
at the pits mosso, in (i) — and yet
the concert review quoted on the
back liner makes me wonder
whether the live Prokofiev
performances shouldn't have been
released instead. Kissin [DG] is even
more exciting in the final animato in
1(iii) but for all his technique there's
acoldness of personality which
sends one scurrying back with relief
to these less well engineered
alternatives.
Christopher Breunig
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RACHMANINOV:
Preludes Opp.23 & 32
John Lill (pno)
Nimbus Records NI 5555

Sergei
Rachmaninov:
piano. roll
recordings on
Telarc;
transcriptions.
played by lcId
Biret (above)

(75m 28s)

This disc contains the 23 Preludes
that correspond to the above opus
numbers; the earlier C-sharp is to be
found on another CD already
available in Lill's Nimbus series.
First, perhaps foremost, this is quite
the most marvellous-sounding
recording of the pianoforte that I
have heard for some considerable
time. It elucidate's Lill's clarity of
fingerwork, whatever the speed.Be
assured that the pianist sticks firmly
to the markings, although he plays
with aflexibility lacking in some of
his earlier recordings — but every
pianist will tell you that this comes
as aprocess of perfecting one's art.
Occasionally Ihankered after
Benno Moiseiwitsch's yearning in
the poignant BLminor from Op.32,
or Josef Hoffinan's wayward, but
convincing exaggeration of tempi
contrasts in the G-minor, Op.23.
But the personal ways of the Old
School of pianists, of which Shura
Cherkassky was the last prime
candidate, should not be copied by
those who followed. Moura

SCHOENBERG:
Verklarte Nacht J String
Quartet 2 ( arr string
orch)
Faye Robinson (sop)/
Stockholm COISalonen
Sony Classical SK 62725
(61m 26s)
Verklárte Nacht begins to
seem like Schoenberg's
'Four Seasons', so
numerous are the
competing versions in
sextet and stringorchestra guise. Esa-

Lympany, Cyril Smith and others
played, as does John Lill, very much
in accordance with the printed
score. First-class.
Bill Newman

A*:1 C

A WINDOW IN TIME
Rachmaninov piano roll recordings
Telarc CD-80489

(
65m 14)

Last year Iheard, for the first time,
some convincing piano roll
recordings reproduced after
computer enhancement: the artist
was Jelly Roll Morton [Nonesuch].
Here, engineer Wayne Stahnke has
spent acomparable amount of time
in recreating 19 of the piano-roll
masters made for Ampico from
1919-29 by Sergei Rachmaninov.
(The composer continued to make
these as well as his RCA Victor 78s
until the Depression.) The
technology for copying onto paper
for mass production was complex, as
were the operating mechanisms of
the pneumatic reproducing pianos at
the top end of the market. Here, the
electronically controlled Biisendorfer
290SE is fed Stahknke's computer
programs. Again, to begin with, I
felt Iwas listening to ' real playing'
(whereas Ihave never liked any
previous recordings from such
sources, eg the Argo LP series). But
going back to RCA's edition, where
many of these popular items — the
G-minor and C-sharp-minor
Preludes; Lilacs; Polka de VR; '
Flight
of the Bumblebee'; Kreisler/
Rachmaninov; Bizet's Minuet, etc -rare included in various acoustical
and early electric versions, one
immediately hears a greater
expressive flexibility and, above all,
adefining sense of artistocratic
distancing absent from these pianorolls. This is more like a clever
mimicry of Rachmaninov's style.
Nor is theTelarc booklet note claim
that the composer _`set' his
interpretations inflexibly
substantiated by the comparisons.
True, you can listen in full stereo,
free of all background distractions,
to rubato, colour and dynamics that
must carry some authenticity — but
I'm sticking to the historic RCAs.
Christopher Breunig

A:?

Pekka Salonen's is a perfectly sound
interpretation, excellently played and
eminently spacious in the recording's
20-bit mapping, but not especially
outstanding. By contrast,
Schoenberg's string-orchestra
arrangement of his Second String
Quartet — the work in which he
'discovered' atonality with the ' air
from other planets' that blows
through the finale's soprano song —
is an extreme rarity on disc. Salonen
directs apassionate and wellthought-out performance, with a
strong vocal soloist. The only rival I
can bring to mind is Jean-Jacques
91
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Kantorow with the Tapiola
Sinfonietta on BIS, who also couples
it with a Verklarte Nacht (
neither
worse nor better than Salonen's) and
offers a bonus in the shape of the
First Chamber Symphony, rather
routinely done. If you want the
String Quartet adaptation — and it's
well worth hearing — this new issue
is the clear recommendation;
otherwise look elsewhere.
Ca/urn MacDonald
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SKEMPTON:
Surface Tensions and other pieces
Sarah Leonard (sop) /Howard
Skempton (accordion)IHerntann
Kretzschmar (pno)ICathy Milliken
(ob)IDietmar Wiesner (flt)IHCD
Productions
Mode 61

S
CHUMANN. GARDINER
COMPLETE SYMPHONIES
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SCHUMANN:
Complete Sympiionies and other
works
ORRIGardiner

(
67m I4s)

The steady growth of Howard
Skempton's discography has been
one of the joys of recent years. The
Lento for orchestra is one of NMC's
greatest hits; John Tilbury has a fine
recital of the piano music on Sony;
the composer himself performs a
disc-full of his accordion pieces on
the Swedish label Content [ UK dist.
Impetus]. A couple of the piano and
accordion items are duplicated on
the new Mode release, but
altogether this programme of works
composed over 25 years covers a
much broader spectrum — from
solo instrumental pieces to drum
duets, from songs to ensemble
compositions — revealing aperhaps
unexpectedly wide range of colour,
atmosphere and invention.
Skempton's works tend to be
short: African Melody, for pizzicato
cello, is only 12s, so it's relatively
easy to get 28 of them on disc. (The
two title pieces for ensemble,
though, add up to nearly a quarter
of an hour.) Most of them were
written for friends. 'Writing small,
occasional pieces has been central to
my life as acomposer', he says: how
refreshing to find an artist who puts
friendship central and fame
peripheral to his interests.
Everything is meticulously crafted,
to make its effect in the smallest
available space. One hesitates to call
the results ` masterly' — no music of

Archly 457 591-2

(3CDs, 202m 23s)

All you ever wanted of Schumann's
symphonic music (
minus a couple
of overtures) but didn't know where
to look. The four numbered
symphonies are joined by the earlier
(1841) version of No.4, the even
earlier Zwickau' Symphony in Gminor ( 1833), the Overture, Scherzo
and Finale, and the Konzertstück for
four horns. Not only is this a neat,
convenient and generous set (well
over three hours) but the
performances are outstanding.
Cornists Roger Montgomery, Gavin
Edwards, Susan Dent and Robert
Maskell, using rotary-valve horns,
rise magnificently to Schumann's
virtuoso challenge in the
Konzerutück and produce seductive
playing in its Romanze. The
recording ranges them across the
stereo stage so that one may follow
each line with great ease.
The unfinished ' Zwickau'
Symphony has seen the occasional
recording but nothing to match
Gardiner's committed and driving

Ç) performance, areading that makes

one grieve the lack of aconcluding
movt or two. Better known is the
Overture, Scherzo and Finale of the
Year' 1841, given a
performance
among the best. And
Symphony
the original version of Symphony 4,
similarly well performed, serves as
an exercise in the study of the
composer's first thoughts. Which
leaves the four numbered
symphonies where competition is
nothing if not strong. Karajan and
Sinopoli are amongst the many who
have successfully thrown their hats
into this ring, while Sawallisch's
quarter-century-old cycle [EMI]
maintains its hold on many
listeners' affections, its incisive
timpani tone and even the shallow
recording complementing the
exhilarating conducting and athletic
playing of the Dresden
Staatskapelle.
Roy Goodman and Roger
Norrington have offered generally
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excellent versions on period
instruments, but Gardiner and the
ORR are in their own class.
Appropriate instruments (with
violins divided left-right) sort out
Schumann's textures with great
clarity — not that Ihave ever found
the scoring to live up to its
reputation for thickness, except
when in the hands of a conductor
ignorant of Schumann's special
sound world — and strings possess
clean lines and ample sonority. John
Chimes, the timpanist throughout,
makes good impact with his
(presumably) hide-skin instruments;
and the horns are now natural
instruments except in Symphonies 3
and 4. As they bellow across the
Rhine in 3(i) Isuppose natural
horns would have been abit of a
risk.
Comparison with Goodman's less
complete RCA set, which includes
Symphonies 1to 4 (in its early
version) and the Overture, Scherzo
and Finale, suggests that Gardiner is
even more lively, his recording even
brighter, but still Goodman is very
recommendable if Gardiner's extra
items don't swing it for you. They
do, however, for me. Gardiner hits
the most natural tempo virtually
every time, given that his approach
eschews the Romantic excesses
accumulated by the music over the
years. The freshness of 1carries
over into 2, making it seem less
introspective than usual (though the
slow-movt emerges as deeply sad),
and the outer movts of the
`Rhenish' Symphony are played with
exhilarating fire. Symphony 4 in its
revised 1851 version builds a
formidable head of steam that is not
released until the final minutes.
Although the 1841 version is
enjoyable, Ifeel that the composer
was right to tighten its arguments,
and Gardiner takes full advantage of
the resultant cumulative effect. This
is vibrant playing and inspired
conducting.
In such well-loved works there
will always be moments when one
feels something might have been
done differently: extra accents here,
slower or faster tempi there, clearer
melodic definition somewhere else
— and abit more triangle in the
'Spring', for instance — and no
performance will satisfy everyone.
But to pinpoint such moments of
personal preference would be
unhelpful to the reader who may
have different ideas, and
unnecessary amid such overall
excellence. Gardiner's tempi tend
towards briskness and the orchestra
plays with amazing vigour, yet
nothing seems overdriven and there
is poetry where needed. With a
recording of good depth and spread,
if a little overloud at times, this
valuable set is another jewel in
Archiv's splendid catalogue.
Robert Dearling

A:1* 0

classical
my experience gives itself fewer airs.
It's simply that few notes and no
fuss can add up to a great deal in
terms of expressive content.
Unabashedly tuneful, yet devoid of
cliché, harmonically exact, deeply
and hauntingly English, yet in away
which makes Skempton's deep
admiration of Webern and Feldman
wholly understandable: these pieces
define themselves far more decisively
— and more lastingly, one feels —
than most of what passes for
important contemporary music.
Among many delights let me
mention, for variety, the hypnotic,
incantatory DH Lawrence setting,
The Gypsy Wife's Song; the two
gravely architectural Surface Tensions
(1 a gamelanesque toccata, 2 a
spacious bell and resonance study);
the rugged, folk-like Moto Perpetuo
for solo viola, and the friendly,
irresistibly lilting accordion piece
Small Change written for my old
Cambridge drinking companion
Dave Smith (himself no mean
composer).
Beautifully recorded, the
performances have all the precision
and affection the pieces require. A
disc that's apleasure to live with.
Calum MacDonald

'No music
of my
experience
gives itself
fewer airs.
It's simply
that few
notes and
no fuss can
add up to
a great deal
in terms of
expressive
content'

A:1 C

R STRAUSS:
Des Esels Schatten ( The Donkey's
Shadow)
UstinovIKohnlBuechnerl
SchmeckenbecherlEjsinglArnesen1
Berlin Rad Ch/Berlin RSOI
Rickenbacher
Koch Schwann 34548-2

(75m 09s)

As something quite different from
the tidal wave of Straussian juvenilia
currently encouraged by the smaller
record
companies, this
little jeu d'esprit
for schoolboys,
written in the
last years of the
composer's life,
ought to be
something to
welcome.
Unfortunately
the response is
already
foreshadowed in
Volume Three
of Norman Del Mar's Strauss study:
'To the many who will have hoped
for an exciting new Strauss
discovery, Des Esels Schatten must
remain a disappointment'. There are
two basic problems. The first is that
Strauss died before he could
complete more than seven of the 13
numbers; and he only orchestrated
the charming little Prelude, in
Ariadne vein. Karl Haussner's
completion can merely hint at
humane musical high spots in the
development of Wieland's
humanized Aristophanic satire, in
which a quarrel over the price of the
shade provided by adonkey on a
NM MI Ai RECORD REVIEW
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Richard Strauss:
a late work,
'The Donkey's
Shadow',
receives its first
recording on
Koch

hot and dusty journey develops into
incipient war between the citizens of
Abdera. The second problem is that
the composer knew best what could
be managed by the Ettal Grammar
School at which has grandson
Christian was studying; the result
was a maximum of dialogue adapted
from Wieland, and a minimum of
musical numbers which have little
bearing on the complications of the
plot. Sir Peter Ustinov's replacement
script is witty enough on its own
terms, but far too waffly for listening
purposes, when even the longest of
Strauss's numbers (at 31
/ m) is
2
shorter than the majority of
Ustinov's links: the final summingup takes 7m 41s. Does the German
edition have a completely different
narration, Iwonder?
Lovers of the Straussian rococo
will take some comfort from the
little duets and trios, with their
familiar quota of harmonic sideslips
(the quarrel between donkey-driver
and shade-seeker, No.2, even sounds
like Weill in Seven Deadly Sins
mode); and the arietta for the only
soprano in the piece, rather
strenuously sung by Bodil Arnesen,
could have come straight from the
Bourgeois Gentilhomme pieces more
interestingly investigated by Kent
Nagano on Virgin. (Surely Strauss's
last set of numbers for
Hofmannsthal's third Molière
project, still unavailable on disc,
remain more suitable cases for
treatment.)
There are some fine voices among
the soloists, though the recessed
sound does them no favours; and
the role of Philippides, the Abdera
magistrate who makes ahumane
plea in the final scene along the
lines of impresario La Roche in
Capriccio, is taken by the least
impressive team-member, Jochen
Schmeckenbecher. The conductor,
Karl Anton Rickenbacher, is a
Straussian of genius, as his nearperfect Albert Hall Alpine Symphony
so richly proved, but he has little
chance of making his mark here.
Perhaps the most involving part of
the whole issue is the sequence of
letters to the Ettal headmaster from
Strauss the indulgent grandfather:
full marks, then, to Koch for such
thorough presentation.
David Nice
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TELFJAANN:
Overture in C, Hamburger Ebb und
Fluth J Concerto in A ' Die Relinge'
_1 Overture in F 'Alster'
Pavlo Beznoziuk (v1n)INew London
ConsortlPickett
Decca 455 621-2

(
75m 35s)

This new Hamburger Ebb und Fluth
is superbly recorded. Despite the use
of only seven strings, Decca captures
a full, rich yet detailed sound. This
has much to do with the large
continuo group: two archlutes, two
harpsichords and chamber organ, all

M

played with great imagination, and
abetted by engineers who spread
these instruments widely across the
stereo stage. August Wenzinger's
famous 1961 Archiv recording is
recalled, notably in its similar tempi
and its solid, Germanic approach to
French ' double-dotting' with none
of the spikiness familiar in, say, a
Harnoncourt performance. Pickett
gives an elegant interpretation, and
the eponymous movement depicting
the ebb and flow of the tide (slightly
hampered by the need for formal
repeats) is especially evocative.
The Concerto is abrief, bright
work which features solo violin in
the first and second of its three
movts. Besnoziuk is excellent and
benefits from the absence of aural
spotlighting as he weaves his way in
and out of the textures.
The high-spirited, nine-movt
Alster Overture, with its thrilling
parts for four horns and its lively
effects, deserves to be better known.
The opening Ouverture has all the
grandeur of Handel's Fireworks
music, and most of the literal
representations (horns echoing,
church bells ringing, shepherds
dancing to hurdy-gurdy) are
suggested subtly. Telemann does not
bother to be subtle, however, when
setting out to shock his audience
with the ' Concert of Frogs and
Crows'. This is wildly dissonant.
The notewriter calls it ' outrageous'
and so it is, but 18th-century
composers frequently wrote daring
music in order to create an effect.
The New London Consort
provides playing of the utmost skill
whilst also stressing the earthy
rumbustiousness of this grand
music. The sound is magnificent:
bonus marks to the engineers for the
realistic double-bass and for the
long, gentle fading that disguises the
rumbly Walthamstow acoustic.
Antony Hodgson
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Symphonies 7 & 8
Lynda Russell (sop)IWaynjlete
Singers/David Timson (spkr)I
Bournemouth SOIBakels
Naxos 8.550737

(71m 27s)

Symphony 7 (Sinfonia Antartica)
Oboe Concerto' J Tuba Concerto'
Greensleeves r.:.3 Overture - The
Wasps J Five Variants of ' Dives
and Lazarus'/ELGAR: Introduction &
Allegro _1Serenade in e _1
Cockaigne
Evelyn Rothwell (ob)IPhilip Catelinet
(tba)IMargaret Ritchie (sop) /Hallé
Orch & Chi' LSOIBarbirolli
EMI CMS 566 5432
(2CDs, 137m 43s) mono rec.1949/53-55
The Eighth Symphony is the more
interesting of these two Naxos
performances, although the fugato in
(ii) lacks confidence, nor has the
finale the requisite swagger. But the
very poor upper string sound shortly
93

into 8(i) is symptomatic: Poole Hall
doesn't offer good orchestral
accommodation — and convincing,
well balanced sound is even more
essential to the Antanica. No, this
disc is outclassed in almost every
respect by the LSO/Previn coupling
[RCA GD 90510], although the
brief superscriptions (coming as a
four-track coda) are better cast than
with Ralph Richardson; and Iprefer
Lynda Russell to Previn's Heather
Harper. On the other hand, the
Waynflete Singers sound more like
Mediterranean sirens — there's not
much temptation
in the hostile
wastes of the South
Pole. But it's not
just that the
playing of the
Bournemouth SO
sounds effortful,
rather that Previn
(whether or not
because of his
background in film
music) is so much
better than BakeIs
at conveying the human emotions in
the endeavour depicted in the
Seventh. There's also a Belart
coupling of the better (in terms of
commitment) of Boult's two LPO
versions of 7, albeit in very dated
mono, with his early Decca stereo
Eighth — to my mind superseded by
his EMI remake, and thus
complicating recommendation
Sir John Barbirolli — to whom
VW would dedicate his Eighth: a
work analagous to Beethoven's own
in the symphonic canon — gave the
Hallé premiere of the Antartica at
the Free Trade Hall in 1953,
making arecording there six months
later. Incidentally, the organ part in
'Landscape', dubbed in at Abbey
Road, is played by Lawrance
Collingwood, producer of five of
these cherishable yet longunavailable recordings (the
symphony was reissued on LP by
The Barbirolli Society in 1977). The
sound is extraordinarily vivid, and
Barbirolli's account of the work
surely unsurpassed even today. This
set is also to be valued for Lady
Barbirolli's recording of the Oboe
Concerto, unusual in form (
Rondo
pastorale/ Minuet & Musette/ Scherzo
finale) and that for Tuba ( 1954) —
unusual in concept! Another LSO
principal, the late John Fletcher, was
to tape this with Previn [RCA].
Certain ideas resurface in the Eighth
Symphony.
The short Elgar pieces tellingly
supplement Sir John's later versions.
You might think for ' the very devil
of a fugue' the Introduction and
Allegro finale here (JB had made
three earlier 78rpm sets, in 1927,
'29 and ' 47) needs more power, yet
how fruitfully this Hallé version
develops.
Christopher Breunig
B- C:2-3
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WOLF- FERRARI:
Piano Trios 1 & 2 J Piano Quintet
-I String Quintet
Munich Piano Triol Wolfgang
Sawallisch (,no)/Fritz Ruf (via)/
Leopolder-Quartett Munich
MDG 308 0310-2

(
2CDs, II8m Ois)

Emano Wolf-Ferrari ( 1876-1948) is
largely remembered for orchestral
extracts from The Jewels of the
Madonna and Susanna 'sSecret; that
he was also a chamber-music
composer of some ability came to
light as recently as 1995, when ASV
released fine recordings by the
Raphael Trio of the two piano trios,
both written around the turn of this
century.
The ghosts of Mendelssohn,
Schumann and Brahms (in
particular) haunt the proceedings for
much of the time, even to the extent
of seemingly inhibiting WolfFerrari's customary lyrical flow. Yet
at least he avoids the patchwork
quilt of memorable tunes expertly
stitched together in the manner of
the Slavic schools: Tchaikovsky,
Borodin and Dvorak, step forward!
Indeed, as with much of Max
Bruch's similarly influenced chamber
music, WolfFerrares principal
concern appears to be the medium
rather than the message. But he also
displays an inherent playfulness and
feeling for colour which his German
predecessor lacked.
Those collectors just wishing to
sample this repertoire can rest
content with the Raphaels on ASV
— even if the Munich Piano Trio
marginally have the edge in terms of
poetic insight and MDG provides a
slightly less prominent piano image.
What may sway the issue is
Wolfgang Sawallisch's inspired
account of the Piano Quintet with
the Leopolder Quartet. Recorded in
1988, this is the kind of musicmaking which can make almost
anything sound like a masterpiece.
Iam not sure that there is
anything markedly superior about
the quintet, compared to the trios,
but played like this it certainly
sounds so. Sawallisch, like the latelamented Werner Haas, possesses
the rare ability of playing in an
deceptively straightforward manner,
yet draws his listeners in by the
sheer integrity of his musicianship.
The String Quintet (two violas
à la Mozart, Mendelssohn and
Brahms) is a later work which
apparently didn't appear in print
until 1942, and seems never to have
received aprofessional public
performance. Again, it can hardly be
said to plumb the depths, yet its
constant flow of pleasing invention,
requiring no small amount of
technical expertise (especially in the
Prestissimo scherzo) comfortably
sustains the listener's attention,
especially in so sympathetic a
performance.
Julian Haylock

A:1 0

A

sIbrowsed in abig London
record store recently, the
lateBrahms piano pieces
played over the sound-system
became almost painful in their
beauty. The CD concerned was of
Kempff, recorded by Decca in
1950/53: for me the essential set in
Philips's launch series (previewed in
October, page 93). Sponsored by
Steinway, these variously sourced
recordings of great pianists will
comprise 100 volumes altogether.
They are presented like hardback
booklets, with cardboard pouches for
the discs and artist profiles which
are absorbingly informative. The one
criticism of the presentation is that
the knowledgable collector will find
it is not possible to discover from
the back cover what precisely is
included, ie in terms of recording
dates. (The October Gramophone
reviews give this necessary data.) For
example: the magical Schumann
Arabeske in the Kempff set, and
Kreisleriana, are not taken from his
somewhat disappointing DG stereo
remakes but are versions long absent
from the catalogue.
My second choice would be the
early Katehen recordings, a Brahms
F-minor Sonata from 1949 (and by
contrast, two examples from his
more mature Brahms style) and a
Sonata written by Ned Rorem to
reflect his friend's special qualities.
Katchen's dizzying virtuosity and
formidable sense of engagement can
be heard at their most potent in
Mendelssohn's Rondo capriccioso, the
thunderous but never vulgarised
Liszt Rhapsody No.12 and Franck's
(Prelude, Chorale &) Fugue.
This is emphatically not apiano
works collection but a treasury of
performances. The wealthy collector
may enjoy comparing different
interpretations of several duplicated
major works; those less affluent can
glean from a complementary budget
sampler how utterly different 68
keyboard virtuosi sound, one from
another.
With existing editions dedicated to
Argerich, Brendel, Haskil or
Horowitz, serious collectors must
weigh up questions of duplicated
material; with Rachmaninov,
however, Philips's transfers are
rather better than those in RCA's
10CD box and a 2CD compilation
makes good economic sense.
Perahia's recordings, too, have been
reissued in different Sony
compilations; their 25th Anniversary
box [ SX4K 63380] might be a
better investment. And with Lipatti's
small legacy, Iwould look to EMI
Références and simply try to collect
everything. (Incidentally, Inever
knew before that critics Joachim
Kaiser and Harold Schonberg found
him inconsequential.)
When Gilels was feted in
America, he merely said 'Wait till
you hear Richter!'. To ayoung
enthusiast, swamped with Richter on
DEMMER 11N111
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Great Pianists o the 20th- century
MARTHA ARGERICH
Philips 456 700-2

(
2CDs, 159m 27,)

CLAUDIO ARRAU
Philips 456 706-2
(
2CDs, 156m 48,) part mono
WILHELM BACKMAN'S
Philips 456 718-2

(
2CDs, 147m 20,) mono

ALFRED BREHM
Philips 456 727-2

(
2CDs, 150m 27,)

EMIL GILELS
Philips 456 793-2

(
2CDs, 158m 07,) part mono

CLARA HASKIL
Philips 456 826-2

(
2CDs, 149m 43,) part mono

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ
Philips 456 838-2

(
2CDs, 156m 48s) part mono

JULIUS KATCHER
Philips 456 856-2

(
2CDs, 157m 51,) part mono

WILHELM KEMPFF
Philips 456 862-2

(
2CDs, 157m 28,) mono

STEPHEN KOVACEVICH
Map 456 877-2
The ahoy.

(
2CDs, 152m 12,)
462 731-2, 20CDs

ALICIA DE LARROCHA
Philips 456 883-2

(
2CDs, 156m 44s)

JOSEF & ROSINA LHEVINNE
Philips 456 889-2

(
2(:1)s, I33m 36,) mono

DINU LIPATTI
Philips 456 892-2

(
2CDs, I54m 58,) mono

ARTURO BENEDETTI
MICHELANGELI
Philips 456 901-2

2( :Ds, 140m 36,) part mono

MURRAY PERAHIA
Philips 456 922-2

(
2CDs, 133m 14,)

MIKHAIL PLETNEV
Philips 456 931-2

(
2CDs, 1147m 11,)

MAURIZIO POLLINI
Philips 456 937-2

(
2CDs, 147m 10,)

SERGEI RACHMANINOV

CD. cme might reverse this: wait
until you hear Gilds. What a master
pianist he was, commanding ascale
as imperious as that at the outset of
the Bach-Busoni Prelude BWV532
and as delicate as that in Mozart's
K595(ii). He comes closest to
Richter in manner in the hair-raising
climax of Ravel's jeux d'eau, taken
from a 1968 Moscow recital; Ilike
even more his Weber Sonata 2 and
Debussy's Images Book 1 (live too,
evidently, though not listed as such
in the booklet). Beethoven's Fourth
Concerto, with Philharmonia/
Ludwig, came on Testament earlier
this year; but happily, only jeux
d'eau is duplicated in BMG/
Melodiya's 5CD Gilds set [ 74321
40116 2], the transfer neither better
nor less good. To represent
Richter, Philips have reissued the
famous 1958 Sofia recital with
Mussorgsky's Pictures and short
pieces including the legendary Liszt
'Feux follets' - none of it in
Philips's big Richter Edition; CD2
comprises Prokofiev's Sonatas 6-8.
Backhaus was dubbed ' the
reincarnation of Beethoven'. Here
we have Sonatas Opp.13, 31:2, 79,
81a and 111, live, reportedly
Carnegie Hall 1954, and new to the
UK. Some encores, Schubert,
Schumann, Liszt, Brahms, which
Backhaus introduces with keyboard
improvisatory flourishes and
Chopin's Etude Op.25:2, lead on to
the wheezy old (if magisterial) Decca
studio version of Brahms's Concerto
2, VPO/Schuricht, where some
wicked engineer has fed stereo
audience noise between movts! (This
lefl NEWS a RECORD REVIEW
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is a recut: the first transfer,
withdrawn, had tumultuous applause
at the end as well.) Backhaus made
mona and stereo Beethoven cycles,
but these versions have greater
electricity - Ialso recommend the
final, Ossiach recital on Ermitage in spite of unevenness and a
constant split-chord mannerism.
How he felt the music should go
was, 1feel, so ingrained that his
tempo changes became exaggerated,
either faster or slower, thus a certain
detachment arose which can often
register as superficiality. More
central, yet still highly individual in
the development and release of
tensions, are the works Stephen
(Bishop-)ICovacevich recorded
between 1971 and 1978 when
contracted to Philips: Opp.13, 31:2
& 3, and 101-111.
Are there disappointments? Yes,
there's a more engaging, live
Gaspard de la nuit in Michelangeli's
discography than this musically
withdrawn 1959 BBC taping [
ir, the
one given at Lugano in 1969, on
Arkadia]; and surely the early 78s.
now on Teldec would have yielded
better material than the Decca
studio Galuppi and Scarlatti sonatas?
(The same Arkadia CD, CDGI
904.1 has a much more vital
accotmt of the Galuppi.) The
transfer of the classic Ravel G-major
Concerto, with Philhannonia/
Grads, surpasses EMI's original generally these discs are very
impressive, although CD2 in de
Larracha's Spanish repertoire
selection, dedicated to Mampou
(Decca, early digital) is frankly ugly;

Philips 456 943-2

(
2CDs, 148m 491) mono

SVIATOSLAV RICHTER
Philips 456 946-2

(
2CDs, 148m 34,) part mono

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN
Philips 456 955-2

(
2CDs, 152m 18s)
452 732-2, 20CDs

SAMPLER 58 hocks)
Philips 462 699-2

(
2CDs, 153m 26,)

nor are the Gilds K595 [ex DG]
and Pletnev Tchaikovsky Second
Concertos [Virgin Classics] at all
pleasurable.
Other highlights for me were
Arrau's 78rpm versions of Albeniz,
Balakirev and Bach; Josef
Lhevione's Blue Danube Arabesques
and Rachmaninov G-minor Prelude;
Lippatti's Grieg Concerto with
Philharmonia/Galliera (superior,
surely to his Schumann with
Karajan, also in the package?);
Pollard's Debussy in awide-ranging
programme, from Schubert to
Webern; Pletnev's Sleeping Beauty
transcription (but not much else of
his - the selection is allTchaikovsky, duplicating the
pianist's Nutcracker arrangement on
BMG/Melodiya). Icontinue to find
Alicia de Larrocha matter-of-fact
and Clara Haskil's phrasing, in
Mozart Concertos with various
orchestras/conductors, fastidious but
cold. But these are merely my
prejudiced responses.
Rubinstein is represented by
Chopin, all late RCA, whereas
Horowitz's Schumann solos span his
whole recording career, early HMV
to late DG. I've had awonderful
time with these discs: Ilook forward
to the next batch!
Christopher Breunig

Brendel, Kempff, Horovez,
Richter
(left) Arrau, Backhaus,
de Larrocha, Perahia,
Rubinstein, Kovacevich

more fun four months later (the live
date reissued in the Swiss Radio
Days Series: Lausanne 1960, 2nd Set
— TCB 02062). A*:1 0
ARTHUR BLYTHE/DAVID
EYGES
TODAY'S BLUES
CIMP # 158

Reviews by Ben Watson

PHIL MINTON SOLO VOICE
1 DOUGHNUT IN ONE HAND
FREE MUSIC PRODUCTION FMP CD91
(60m

30s)

Singer Phil Minton is best known
'Minton
for his work with Mike Westbrook,
declares he
but he also takes the voice beyond
the bounds of song, employing
was initially
sneezes, coughs, retches and other
inspired by
illegitimate parts of tongue, cheek
the " blobs,
and larynx. He taught the singer
drips, squirts
Vanessa Mackness, and is often to
be found in partnership with
and dribbles"
percussionist Roger Turner. Here
of Jackson
he's all alone, caught on DAT at the
Pollock, and
Friends' Meeting House in Welwyn
listeners will
Garden City. Like trombonist Alan
Tomlinson, he exploits the acoustic
need an
of the room, presenting a stunning
abstract- art
collation of atmospheric intonations,
sensibility
close-miked gibbers and glottal
to approach
surprises. When he exerts his
considerable ` straight' vocal prowess, this disc'
he'll cut-off suddenly, relishing the
echo and demonstrating a
composer's sense of shape. Minton
declares he was initially inspired by
the ` blobs, drips, squirts and
dribbles' of Jackson Pollock, and
listeners will need an abstract-art
sensibility to approach this disc.
Those that do will be rewarded with
a conscientious extremist who never
allows his intelligence to be eclipsed
by gothic romanticism (Diamanda
Galas take note!). A:1 0
ART BLAKEY & TINE
JAZZ MESSENGERS
A NIGHT IN TUNISIA
MFSL UDCD601

RL MRST

COR

(
5im 42s)

ART 11A
1
(EYi
THE Jill MSS
ENGERSANIGHT
IN TUNISIA.
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Improvised duets between altoist
Blythe and cellist Eyges. Blythe's
fervent, distinctive saxophone burst
on the scene in the 1970s; in 1983,
he released agreat album of Monk
covers called Light Blue. His
preciptous, yearning phrases still
hang in the air, full of melancholy
romance. Eyges's amplified-yetintimate cello provides just the right
foil. Compared to Blythe's stabs at
multi-cult trendiness elsewhere, the
unstrained lyricism of these duets is
a pleasure. A:1 0
BOB BROOKMEYER QUARTET
OLD FRIENDS
STORYVILLE STCD8292

CINDY BLACKMAN

(
65m 22s)

Valve-trombonist Brookmeyer was
first heard on the West Coast, where
he replaced Chet Baker in Gerry
Mulligan's quartet in the early
1950s. This date, recorded in
Copenhagen in 1994, has him in
fine local company (Thomas
Clausen on piano, Mac's Vinding on
bass and Alex Riel on drums). He'd
been dropping-in for decades —
hence the title. His cool, horizontal
approach can seem grey at first (the
club recording is lacklustre), but he
finds so much to do and say within
his limits that you forgive him
anything. The quartet are utterly at
ease with thes tuness: ' Stella By
Starlight', ' Polka Dots &
Moonbeams', 'All Blues'. They
cannot be bothered with metrical
precision, adopting ahip, casual,
almost blurry approach that allows
them to exchange refined thoughts
about harmony and melodic tension.
Special B:1
CINDY BLACKMAN
IN THE NOW
HIGH NOTE 1107024

A strong edition of the
Messengers perfectly
recorded for Blue Note in
August 1960 by Rudy Van
Gelder. The line-up is
legendary: Art Blakey
(drums), Lee Morgan
(trumpet), Wayne Shorter (tenor),
Bobby Timmons (piano) and Jymie
Merritt (bass). 'A Night In Tunisia'
is more arhythmic discipline than a
tune: as Blakey claims, his band
never play it the same way twice.
However, the rest is less attractive.
This is one of those Messengers
albums where you never played side
two of the vinyl (and here you've
got extra to get through: an alternate
take of ` Diana'). This band was

(58m 54s)

(63m 47s)

Drummer Cindy Blackman keeps a
fiery rhythmic independence from
her accompanists. Engineer Rudy
Van Gelder places her high in the
mix, creating apleasingly interactive
texture, funky and
polymetric. Jacky
Terrasson's Fender
Rhodes electric piano adds
a 1970s feel; Ravi
Coltrane's tenor and
soprano pay tribute to his
father's lyric turns; Ron
Carter's bass is (of course)
impeccable. However,
Blackman's ensemble
concept is apastiche, lacking the
unapologetic directness of creative
music. These riffs require more

devil-may-care abandon, more
vulgarity, more funk. Ravi's
Traneisms sound out-of-place in the
midst of Silent Way vapidness.
While the foursome have a rhythmic
confidence lacking in mainstream
Eurojazz, agood producer would
demand more heave and sweat.
Disappointing. A:2
THE COTTON PICKERS
THE COTTON PICKERS 1922-1925
TIMELESS HISTORICAL CBC1029

(
72m 25s)

Beautifully presented collection of
recordings by the Brunswick label's
vehicle for ` blues' fox-trots. The
Cotton Pickers' musicianship leans
towards the legitimate, lacking the
New Orleans bounce Louis
Armstrong injected into the Fletcher
Henderson Orchestra. The original
78 of 'Those Panama Mamas' had
'trombone passages by Miff Mole'
emblazoned on the label: fans of the
Original Memphis Five and Red
Nichols will welcome the chance to
hear Irving Milfred Mole once more.
His replacement, Charles Panelli,
played in the same vein. The ' 20s
corporate idea of 'blues' was a kind
of melancholic lilt (before the
Charleston arrived and everything
went crazy all over again). H:2
FRODE GJERSTAD QUARTET
THROUGH THE WOODS
CIMP # 159

(66m 24s)

Drummer Newman Baker's prowess
provides afine mesh for the
vocalised utterances of Frode
Gjerstad's alto and Bobby
Bradford's trumpet. As in good
conversation, cognisance of common
ground — in this case Omette's jazz
— allows for meaningful exchange.
Gjerstad's twists and turns spring
from Ayler, but also pack some of
the surreal infantilism of Captain
Beefheart or Charles Wharf.
Bradford plays last-post fanfares,
aware of the emotive affect of the
cracked and flawed; Wilber Morris's
bass ostinatos invoke deepblue
solemnities. The skittering ',17' sees
Gjerstad engage Morris in punchy
yet sympathetic dialogue. These
players are imbued with the soulful
pathos of folk and blues; CIMP's
documentary recording-quality is
likewise out-of-yer-face, fragile and
benign. A:1 0
HERBUE HANCOCK
SEXTANT
COLUMBIA/LEGACY CK64983

(
39m 10s)

Short running time — but music to
marvel at. Taped in 1972, this was
the last record by Herbie Hancock's
innovative electric sextet Mwandishi,
and his first for Columbia. Arp
synthesiser, Hohner D-6 Clavinet
with fuzz-wah (and echoplex and
melotron) provide adazzling cascade
of variegated shapes and colours.
Overlayed metrical schemas allow
DECEMBER WM
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Buster Williams's funky bass and
Hancock's groovy keyboard to float
free. ' Hornets' builds to awild,
multitudinous climax, Bennie
Maupin's 'hum-a-zoo' providing
irresistible duck quacks. Today
everyone — from Ambient boffins to
drum'n'bass brethren — plunders
these sounds, but it's great to hear
Arkestral trombonist Julian Priester
guide his horn lines through this
sparkling electronica. Devoid of the
orchestral gumf that padded later
fusion, the players' assertions throb
like alien tracer-lights over inkyblack silence. Abductive. A:1* r

MUJICIAN
COLOURS FULFILLED

MARIAN MePARTLAND
JUST FRIENDS
CONCORD JAZZ CCD4805

CUNEIFORM RDNE102
(
72m 56s)

Pianist Marian McPartland records
four-hand duets with Tommy
Flanagan, Renne Rosnes, George

nercussionist Lou Grassi's
PoGressions (
Cadence, 1996) saw
his regular quintet supplemented by
free-jazz piano legend Burton
Greene. Without Greene's aggressive
intellect, Grassi's Mo' Po [
CIMP
#156, 72m 22s] retreats to mild Free
Jazz with shades of blues and New
Orleans, closer to Art Ensemble
eclecticism than ESP or BYG
catharsis. It's pretty enough —
clarinettist Perry Robinson always
plays urgently — but more a jam
than an finished album. When the
wide-open spaces of Free veer into
tinkling soundscapes, this listener
gets impatient. A:1 0
The current status of drummer
Ehran Elisha is hard to explain: his
Shoresh: A Kinetic Music Suite
[Eyetone 08466, 78m 33s] may have
received grants from Meet The
Composer, Rockefeller Foundation,
AT&T Jazz Commission and the
National Endowment for the Arts,
but it's still theatrical, onedimensional bunkum. A:3 0
Even in the exalted company of Roy
Campbell (trumpet) and Wilber
Morris (bass) — Suite Empathy
[Cadence CJR1080, 63m 53s] —
Elisha can only rise to textural
patterings or ritualistic repetitions
(tom/bass-drum rumblings with
shaky hi-hat and minimal cymbal
work). Genuine interaction is
sabotaged by Elisha's metrical sog,
Campbell's emotive cries and
Morris's sturdy bass reduced to
flavouring. A:2 0
Saxophonist Mark Whitecage's
Other Quartet delivers a likeable
album with consensual tension [CIMP
#157, 70m 19s]: bubbly Ornetteish
stuff. However, there's the danger —
common to much of CIMP's
middle-weight Free Jazz — that it
misses out on the glory of great
tunes without attaining Free
Improvisation's intensity (Sonny
Rollins's ' Oleo' works well). The
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Shearing, Geri Allen, Dave Brubeck
and Gene Harris. This might
suggest acollection of ill-assorted
turns, but McPartland's strong
musical personality — she favours
rich, chordal swing with quirky
rhythmic ripples and modernist
flashes — frames each guest. She
hides a powerful, occasionally
reckless musical intelligence within
her cocktail tinkles. She closes with
a solo, ' For Jimmy', named for her
late husband, Jimmy McPartland,
one-time Wolverine and esteemed
trumpeter. Beguiling. A:1 0

DECEMBER 1998

(67m 31s)

The all-star Mujician — Paul
Dunmall (reeds), Keith Tippett
(piano), Paul Rogers (bass) and
Tony Levin (drums) — immerse the

'McPartland
hides a
powerful,
occasionally
reckless
musical
intelligence
within her
cocktail
tinkles.
Beguiling'

listener in a turbulent, energised
Free Jazz. The sound is collectively
sustained: none of the bleak pingpong of Improv or the aerated
repartee of Omette. However,
there's adearth of harmonic or
melodic ideas: the music becomes
leaden and colourless. Stodgy,
edgeless recording doesn't help.
Dunmall provides variety with
arabic-sounding soprano, cool atonal
clarinet and afive-minute closer on
bagpipes. However, Levin's drums
aren't fleet enough to clarify his
figures. When Levin and Tippett
emulate tablas, the ethnic mode is a
brake on invention — nostalgia for
something uncorrupted and
premodern rather than the metrical
futurism it was for Coltrane.
Lacking the antagonism that makes
for lively exchange, Mujician emerge
as something less than its worthy
constituents. 1:2 0
HARD RUBBER ORCHESTRA
CRUEL YET FAIR

conservatism of today's scene means
the jazz CIMP supports is rarely
heard in clubs; replacing such
desperately-needed exposure by
releasing unedited, overlong sessions
isn't really the answer. Still, Sabir
Mateen's distinctive, garrulous alto
sax gives the proceedings alift.
A:1 0
German
saxophonists Peter
Beitzmann and
Thomas Borgmann
are notorious for their
take-no-prisoners
tumult, and linking
them with apremium
American rhythm
section Wilber Morris
(bass) and Dennis
Charles (drums) on Stalker Songs
[CIMP # 160, 65m 04s] looks good
on paper. However, the Americans
don't really play densely enough to
reveal the depths these saxophonists
are capable of. People who associate
Briitzmann with the wonderful Last
Exit will be disappointed. There are
two 30m takes here; the second is
better, with more colourful
interactions — maybe the producer
should have kept them trying! A:1
O
Tribute albums are generally
vehicles for crashing mediocrity, so
the sheer quality of altoist Bobby
Watson's The Year Of The Rabbit
[Evidence ECD 22210, 47m 58s]
— a tribute to Johnny Hodges
originally released in 1987 — comes
as a surprise. Watson doesn't
restrain his spirited, post-Dolphyite
flights; the contrast between his
spiky modernity and the plunger
wails of trumpeter Irving Stokes is
winning. ' Day Dream' concludes the
album in sumptuous Ellingtonia.
Bobby Watson's vocalised sax and
fresh attack are the saving grace of
post-Messengers neo-classicism.
A:1 0

VICTO CD059

(
5Im 20s)

Dutch composer Louis Andriessen
has long promoted the idea that
injecting martial rhythms, rockist
chord-changes and sheer volume
into classical Minimalism will make
it accessible and ' relevant'. Our own
Steve Martland has suffered from
this simplistic cure-all for the
divisions of modern music. Here,
Canadian John Korsrud, apupil of
Andriessen, boasts that his
improvisors (a 23-piece ensemble
heavy on brass) interpret his scores
better than a straight orchestra. So
blockish pomp — Mancini without
swing, Magma without mystery —
alternates with Nymanesque held
chords (film-music for sunrises), all
numbingly predictable. Lacking any
understanding of the big sounds he
admires, Korsrud's bluster is
academic and vacuous. Bah. A:3 0
CECIL TAYLOR QUARTET
QU'A: LIVE AT THE IRRIDIUM VOL 1
CADENCE CM1092

(
62m 25s)

Cecil Taylor has found musicians —
Harry Sjiistriim (soprano), Dominic
Duval (bass) and Jackson Krall
(drums) — sufficiently skilled to
grasp his compositions, while his
pianism remains dramatic and
angular enough to blow away
complacency. Searing atonality
abolishes harmonic comfort, leaving
the interactions almost unbearably
exposed on this single hour-long
suite. This is not maelstrom Cecil,
but even at mid-tempo, the sense of
untrammelled speculation and
rhythmic attack is viciously earawaking. Sjiistriim picks apt pitches
in response to Cecil's clusters,
emotive seagull squawks over
oceanic turbulence; 31m in, the
sense of natural chaos is uncanny.
Fierce and hard, unanswerable.
A:1 0
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Hi-fi loudspeaker systems
Svntar models offer the highest value for money available.
Syntar 100 stand mount, only

249.99

Syntar 100T floor stander, only

399.99

Hiper versions offer enhanced performance.
Hiper 1000 stand mount, only

299.99

Hiper 10001 floor stander

699.99

All models available in real walnut or black.

More
information
from

Sole UK distributor.
The Musical Design Co Ltd,
P.O. Box 414e, Epping, Essex.
Tel;

olee2

573030, Fax;

mdc.nifievirgin.net
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olee2

574030.
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SILVER SUN
NEO WAVE
(47m 44s)

Folydor 559 085 2

Something's up nn the land of the plodding' mega- bands.

So Silver Sun's debut wasn't a fluke. Neo Wave is another

Jus - two months ago we had Dweeb's excellent debut
album with its stunning mix of power- pop and 31com.
Midget are out and about with a similar blend, aid now

who pass for the current cutting ed'ge of Br tooppers.
Whether by design or by accident,. Silver Sun has

set which makes a mocke-y of the musical skills of those

selectively recycled the recycled, re-urning to the UK the

here's the second Silver Sun album, plougt-ing -he same
brrow_ A generous 16 tune- strewn tracks, most of them

musical spirit co-opted by the Raspberries ond other Yanks

clocking in at three minutes or less, reveal o lacncl that fires
off poo gems faster than a fly leaves a spider convention.

among the first wave of Reatle/Kinik/Searcherwannabees. Glorious harmonies, ¡ angling

The last time this happened, the impetus ccme :ram
Arsieri:a, with bands like Tom Petty, Dwiet Twilley and
"/alce: Or Towers, but punk was in the air here and only
Petty survived. Maybe this time the public will actually vote

guitars - this is blindingly magnificent,

with its ears instead of simply bowing to peer pressure.

before the likes of
Boyzone, Five and oti--er
fifth- raters topping the.

And maybe shanks will go vegetarian.

of-nny

A:1 •

Black

majestic rock on every
If the Pop Gods can for o
moment stop bowing

charts, the album's
-hey're,

all things to everyone, the band that invites a zillion
comparisons. Now at second album stage, Silver Sun

first single, ' I'll See
You Around', will be

continue to pile an the influences, but do it in such a
rrnonner that no ane can put a name to the resulting musical

in the Top 10. If

photo- fit. It's hilarious as critics attempt to desc-ibe the

every DJ in the land.

ItoLrsarne's contribution to Brit- pop's feelgood factor.
QLeem, the Beach Boys, Slade, The Cars, The Monkees,

Ken Kessler

ELO dll have been mentioned in despatches. Basically
tlhough, it's just garage rock, kitted out wih high-end
ha-monies, a sprinkling of glum and lyrics that vary

pop gems faster than a
A:1

BOO RADLEYS
KINGSI2E
Creation CRECD228

(62m 35s)

Big-time stuff, right from the stringsurround megaphoned opening ' Blue
Room In Archway' and the hefty
brassbound 'The Old Newsstand in
Hamilton Square'. Happily the
ambition lays not just in production

Martin Carr
and his men
of Mersey
are still
edging
ahead, not

çtie4,

content to
trot out
poppy
beautiful
morning
weather

A:1'

Silver Sun: firing off

berwee.n aware and beware. As such, it's mildly wonderful.
7reri Dallar
.

not, then a pox on

fly leaves aspider
convention

values but also in the array of songs,
ranging from the Lennon-angst
thrash (suitable for aband that once
lived in aLiverpool house that was
formerly the abode of Stu Sutcliffe)
of the stuck-in-a-groove ' Free Huey',
and the ultra-tender ' Monuments
For The Dead Century' — those
titles: don't ask! — through to the
hymn to him that is 'Jimmy Webb Is
God' and the sheer Spector of
'Comb Your Hair'. The Boos'
Revolver ? Not really, though the
thought occurs. A confirmation,
however, that Martin Carr and hi&
men of Mersey are still edging
ahead, not content to trot out poppy
beautiful morning weather forecasts.
Kingsize: well named.

forecasts Fred De/lar

B:1*

THE CARDIGANS
GRAN TURISMO
Stockholm 559 081 2
Boo Radleys:
big-time stuff.
Right: The
Cardigans
HI-FI MEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(42m 46s)

They hail from the same
Scandinavian landmass as Aqua, and
share not only asimilar line-up but
an equally Lolita-esque vocalist, yet

The Cardigans are amuch more
sophisticated proposition. Far from
the ironic pop of their hit, Lovefool,
this album is drenched in regret.
Even when atrack like ' My
Favourite Game' starts out as an
upbeat rocker, it suddenly drops
away into another black abyss of

LISTEN INN
N ORTHAMPTON

Make apoint of visiting Listen Inn of Northampton, to see acollection of important hi-fi
that offers true value for money - or outright performance where cost is no object!
You'll be able to audition equipment that's ameasure of quality better than the ordinary.
You'll also discover how we can help you, either to choose new hi-fi, or to achieve
the most cost-effective route to up-grading or expanding your own system, including generous
part-exchange allowances and deferred finance options.
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Il of

Costello and Macca, finally uniting
Bacharach with a lyricist worthy of
his music. But, gorgeous as the
glorious
songs undeniably are, Costello's
orchestration
thin, reedy whinge of a voice is, as
s all - he
always, devoid of charisma or
subtlety. His attempt at a passionate
gorge us
outburst in ' Such Unlikely Lovers'
interplay
comes off as petulant histrionics,
between his
and the contrast between his
blandness and Lisa Taylor's delicacy
piano and
Dean : arks's in the duet on ' My Thief merely
hammers the point home. All of
guitar all of
Bacharach's glorious orchestrations,
Jim Ke tner's
all the gorgeous interplay between
percussive
his piano and Dean Parks's guitar,
Johnny alack
A:1
all of Jim Keltner's percussive
tuosdty vituosity — none of these can
BI G LUC KY CARTER
none of these
prevent Costello from utterly
LUCK v : 3
can prevent
destroying some wonderful songs.
Blueside WESF 106
(
54m 40s)
Castello from But, hey, that's just my opinion.
Something of a thru‘yback here, as if u-terly
Johnny Dime
A:3
the modernist revivals and the soul
destroying
SHERYL CROW
era never happened. Then again,
some
THE GLOEE SESSIONS
this is the 78-year-old bluesman's
wonderf il
first-ever full album. Collectors
A&M 540974 2
(
63nt 40s)
know his singles released by Hi in
songs
With two multi-platinum albums
the 1960s and will appreciate his
already notched up, Crow seems
adherence to earlier blues principles.
to be revelling in the luxury of
What's so enlightening about this
recording number three in her
veteran's approach n his
own purpose-built studio. As well
grandfatherly way with imparting
as writing the songs (barring one
advice. On the surface, this could
new Dylan tune) with partner Jeff
have been released any time since
Trot, she produces the album and
the war, but then tracks with end-ofplays keyboards, guitar and bass.
the-millennium significance hit you:
Success seems to have finally
dysfunctional fathers and AIDS
given Kennett, Missouri's favoured
fester alongside the usual, timeless
daughter, the confidence to write
blues themes. This is for anyone
songs about herself rather than
who doubts the genre's relevance in
weaving stories about others, and
aworld where one hemisphere faces
Big Lucky
the confessional mode suits her
economic collapse and the other is
Carter: ci 78,
well. Where previous albums
cursed with leaders who are
his first full
sounded, to me at least, little
incompetent andfor morally bereft.
more than well-performed
Ken KEssler
A:1 C album
assembly line AOR product with
little personality, this one feels
real. The redemptive anger in ' It
Don't Hurt', the optimistic
resignation in ' Maybe That's
Something' and the fatalism of
'Crash And Burn' all reveal a
maturing and increasingly individual
talent. Musically too, she's woven
sparkling threads of traditional folk
and world music into her rockin'
country tapestry, making this not
only her finest work to date but also
a promise of even better to come.

self-recrimination, and that spooky
statistic about Sweden having the
world's highest suicide rate suddenly
makes a lot of sense. Nevertheless.
wobbling tunefully atop slow hiphop dance beats, the songs all
display their own icy beauty.
'Explode', an agonising tale of junkie
doom, despite boasting a melody
slightly oo reminiscent of Stairway
To Heaven, is captivating, as is the
languid Junk Of The Hearts'. An
emotional bath of an album for
anyone who ever lost in love — and
that's most of us.

ELVI S COSTELLO/BURT
BACHARACH
PAINTED FROM ARMORY
Mercury 538 002-2

ic410my Blac

(
52m 26s)
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A:I

DR EAD ZEPPELIN
TIE SUN SE3SIONS
Imago 72787 r3004 2
:Am 18s) dist. Direct
Listen: the ' S' in ' Sun' is. crossed
out and replaced with an
telkng
''ou that this is more of the same.
Elvis fused with Led Zeppelin,
performing reggae-flavoured covers
of the most unlikely material
possible. This time it's ' Light My
Fire', ` Sunshine Of Your Love' and
eight others, with special mention
for — no kidding — Crosby, Stills &
Nash's ' Suite: Judy Blue Eyes'. OK,
OK, so the joke's been going on for
possibly too long, but this is the
only CD around (until the next Big
Daddy release os Spinal Tap
reunion) which can make rock fans
laugh. Then again, you could always
nvlistening to Boyzone, Air, Aqua...
f;en Kessler

A:1 - 2 n

FUN LOVII, CRIMINALS
100% COLOMBIAN
Chrysalis 4-97056-2

52m 03s)

Yes, its arap album and bears one
of those ' Parental Advisory —
Explicit Lyrics' stickers. But don't be
dismayed, for this one's user-friendly,
warm and even lovable, despite

Fun Lovin' Criminals: a new wcy
to pen Hip
taking the requisite 'streets' stance.
The vocals come sotto voce, much
like the way Mose Allison delivered
the blues, while the backings are
marvellously diverse, switching from
the laid-back jazz approach of Up
On The Hill' and the fun-funk of the
hit ' Love Unlimited', to apop-perky
'Sugar', a Bo Diddleyed ' Back On
The Block' and afinal, almost
vaudevillian ' Mini Bar Blues' that
boasts licks from aguesting BB
King. A new way to spell Hip.
Fred Dellar

I'm probably in the minority when I
say Ifind this album only slightly
less painful than bamboo shoots
growing under the fingernails.
Mostly. it reminds me of those
godawful albums Barharach made in
the 1960s where he sang his own
songs, instead of leaving them to
Dionne, Dusty or anyone else with
the pipes for the job. As a
songwnting partnership, the pairing
is infinitely more palatable than
HI-FI NEWS 4, RECORD REVIEW

Bocharach's

A:1

STEVE G IBBONS
TIN DYLAN PROIECT
Woodworm WRCD029

(
57m 45s)

Albums of covers from a single artist
rarely warrant a review and cuk
figure Gibbons, in choosing to
revamp 14 Dylan classics, isn't
breaking new ground. Joan Baez did
it decades ago with the Zim's help,
as have the Byrds, Hollies, etc. But
Gibbons, aided by British folk and
rock stalwarts, can sound so much
like Dylan himself that the
101

PRIMARE
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20 Series

True differential

Dual mono

Fully balanced

Superb build

Dual mono

Affordable

Superb build

CD player

•

Models currently available.
Primare 30.1

Fully balanced integrated amplifier. 2by 100 watts (8ohms).

Primare 30.2

CD player with twin 20 bit Burr Brown dacs per channel.

Primare A20

High quality integrated amplifier. 2by 70 watts (8ohm).

Primare D20

High quality multibit CD player.

Primare 120
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Sole UK distributor.
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Tel;
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573030, Fax; Olg.02 574030.
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Steve Giabons: Dylan classics
revamped
resemblance is uncanny, especially
in the opener — Gibbons' selfpenned cribute to Dylan. You will be
fooled again and again into thinking
that this might be the Bobster
having alaugh with some outtakes.
This is a pity as Gibbons could do
with some recognition for his own
merits. Think of this as a pleasant
diversion for Dylan gourmands, in
the way that Telarc once issued an
album of Beach Boys cover versions.

'<en Kessler

A:1 C.

PICTURE HOUSE
KARMARAMA
Koch 332£52

(46m 35s)

Like their debut, the second album
from thii. Dublin quintet brims over

with strong pop melodies and catchy
hooks. The good-time barrelhouse
feel of 'Love In The Streets' is a
sound almost unheard in pap since
the heyday of The Kinks or Lovin
Spoonful, while the surging, rousing
'Nothing Changes' with its tremolo
guitars and rattling harpsichords is
glowingly euphoric. By the time
we're lost in the melancholic swirl of
'Got To Let You Go', it's as if the
irresistible musicality of Bread or
The Carpenters has been
transported into the 1990s without
the kitsch elements that so often
made those bands hard to credit. A›,
well as evolving into masterful
songwriters, Dave Browne and
Duncan Maitland are also stunning
vocalists, handling solo and harmony
parts with taste, conviction and
passion. Timelessly wonderful.
Johnny Black
A: I*
SAW DOCTORS
SONGS FROM SUN STREET
Shamtown SAWDOC 006CD

(53m 273)

Ten years down the line, there is
still no other rock band quite like
the Saw Doctors. Their songs
continue to document life, love and
the universe as seen from the
perspective of Tuam, their tiny Irish
home town, on the assumption that
if Bruce Springsteen can glorify
grubby industrial American suburbs,

Saw Doctors:
Gaiway comes
to life in

these songs

why shouldn't they do the same for
their neck of the woods? The
people, places and cultural events of
Galway come to life in these songs,
with mcmic that mixes rock with
Irish folk influences in ways that will
delight anybody who loves agood
tune. Davy Carton's wondrous
sandpaper rasp still delivers most of
the lyrics, although guitarist Leo and
bassman Pearse take a couple of
guest turns. It has to be said though,
that excellent as the album is, it's no
substitute for seeing them live,
where the Dox combine an impish,
joyful presence with a no-holdsbarred power that puts any punk or
heavy rock outfit to shame.

SOUNDTRACK
Rock- based soundtracks continue .o dominate new films, almost as a
memorial to Don Eimpson., who dl but created this marketing too.
Dream With The Fishes [Snapper/Madfish SMACD811 •Ifeaturas
contrib.itions frorr Tindersticks, the vVaterboys, Nick Drake and 1D others,
while There's Sonoething About MlarT [
EMI 495 7372 it] offers the likes
of Lloyd Cole, the Dancy Warhols and the Lemonheads [below left].
Hope Floats [
EMI 496 9042 II] is a bit rcxatsy/country, with Lyle _ovett,
the currently-hot-as-a-pistcl Mavericks, Sheryl Crow and Garth Brooks,
while A Soldier's Daugite,- Never Cries [
EMI 497 0602] mixes it up
withlOtc, David Bowie, Deep Purple and Tito Puente (this Igotta
Away From its normal tare of re--ecorded archive material,
SilvaScreen has Cnristopher Gunning's score for the Sophie Marceaustarrer, Firelight IFILMCD 198 • and Brian Lock's score for The Land
Girls [
FILMCD 300], a 'WWII home front weepie starring Rachel Weisz
and Anna Friel. .541vaScreen's historical offerings this month inc:ude
Cinema Choro' Ilassics

[
SILKD 6017 5], with the

MIMIET.1=11111111Z311=1=1IMMI

BURT
LAteteir
SSt
R
diEffl

tie4S
ELMER
AteRy

iN

Music CoMPoSE
AND CONOUrrED 8V

AN DRÉ
PREVi

Cit> of Prague Philharmonic's performanœs of
material fronn Mars Attacks, The Alamo and
cthers linked only by choral work, the same
orchestra filling two CDs on The Omerr The Esential Jerry Goldsmith Film Music Collection

_

:FILMXCID .99
When only original: will do, there's the mick-price version of Bernard
Hermarr's Taxi Driver [
Arista 07822 190052 -] while Ryko's quartet ircludes the 4ndre Previnscored E
i
mer Gantry [
RCD 10732 •]„ Marilyn Monroe's swan- song, The Misfits [
Rylko
the Tony Curtis/Yul Brynnier swasitbuckler, Taras Bulbo [
Ryko RCD 10736] and

,
2CD10735],

Alfred Newman's The Greatest Story Fier Told [
RCD10734], ail including CD-ROM extras. The
lost, by the way, is a 3CD package so comprehensive that it will find harc -core soundtrack
fanatics en raying a near- religious experience... if you'll pardon th?. expression.
Ken Kessler
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"The transparency of this integrated
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The importance of
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cal about cables because of
their apparent high cost or
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insubstantial appearance,
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can play a major part in
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from your system.
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of the IhWil111:111ffl%

DR FEELGOOD
STUPIDITY
Grand GRAND CD21

(47m 01s)

FATS DOMINO
THE IMPERIAL SINGLES VOL 3
1956-1958
Ace COCHO 689

FRANK SINATRA
THE V- DISCS

INATR

Columbia Legacy 491027 2
(2C1),, 146m 42 ,)

A timely re-release ot a
superb 53-track, 2CD
set of performances
recorded for the
military during and
,
after WWII. Midpriced, it joins the
flood of posthumous
reissues of hit-era Capitol and Reprise, but contains far less
familiar material. Blessedly, the sound quality matches that of
CBS material recorded for civilian release, despite their public
service nature. Sinatra chose well, giving the boys overseas
(over here, in fact) fresh recordings of hits and standards.
Could you imagine those Gallaghers doing the same for the
troops during wartime? A- H:1-1*

‘1

BEACON STREET UNION
EYES OF THE BEACON STREET
UNION-THE CLOWN DIED lot
MARVIN GARDENS
See For Miles SEECD 495

(
79m 38s)

(
36m 58s)

CIRCUS MAXIMUS
CIRCUS MAXIMUS

THE FOOL
THE FOOL... PLUS

FREDA PAYNE
BAND OF GOLD/CONTACT

See For Miles SEECD 496
(44m Ns)

(
41m 53s)

LOU CHRISTIE
THE COMPLETE CO&CE/
ROULETTE RECORDINGS

PETULA CLARK
THE PYE YEARS VOL 3

ARETHA FRANKLIN
SOUL SISTER

Taragon TARCD-1042 (53m 13s)

rpm RPM170

Columbia 491454-2

Finally, a definitive set
covering the 1962-4, pre`Lightnin' Strikes' material.
Christie, like Frankie Valli,
mastered the art of the
falsetto, creating a steady
stream of pop minimasterpieces. Among the 21
gems are 'The Gypsy Cried'
and the peerless 'Two Faces
Have I'. A- B:1-2

Superbly annotated two-onone, containing the ICouldn't
Live Without Your Love and
Colour My World LPs from
1966/7. The usual show-bizzy
versions of contemporary hits
(eg, '
Rain', ' Cherish',
'Homeward Bound', plus
stellar originals. A*:1-2

JOHNNY RIVERS
IN ACTION !/CHANGES

Repertoire REP4670-WY

REWIND/REALIZATION
BG0 BG006401

Four albums circa 1966-68 on
two CDs from underappreciated Rivers. As ever,
the singer demonstrates
impeccable taste in cover
material, but his own hits from
this quartet include the
majestic ' Mountain Of Love',
'Poor Side of Town' and ' The
Tracks of My Tears'.
Transitional material, in
NISI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(
75m I
as)

ROGER DALTREY
ANTHOLOGY
(
78m 45.5)

JOHN ENTWISTLE
THE ROCK
Repertoire REP4696-WY

(
69m 43s)

(
77m 46s)

accordance with the time
frame. A:1-2 A:1

From 1968, an early
psychedelic/folky/mystical rarity
produced by Graham Nash.
The Fool, designers who
worked for the Beatles' Apple,
were Dutch, which might
explain the completely off-thewall sound. Imagine Steeleye
Span overdosing on edam.
A-A•:1-2

(
69m 27s)

rpm RPM183

Third instalment in the Paul
Jones Collection, another
which will shock those who
know Jones as ablues maven.
Very much of-the-era pop
psychedelia; selected covers,
famed guests and hard-to-find
rarities make this acollector's
delight. A:1-2

Jerry Jeff Walker's pre-` Mr
Bojangles' band, not a million
miles removed from the sound
of the Youngbloods, Quicksilver, et al. The folkier, less
raucous side of early hippie
music, though Walker would
end up famous using a more
'country' approach. B:2

BG0 BG006355

Another 30 tracks for Fats's
fans, and probably the best in
the series. After all, by 1956
he was issuing tracks like ' I'm
In Love Again', ' My Blue
Heaven', ' Blue Monday' and
'Blueberry Hill'. Immortal
rock'n'roll. B(A):1• 0
PAUL JONES
VOL 3: COME INTO MY MUSIC
BOX

DR JOHN
LOSER FOR YOU BABY
Magnum MMCD 006

(
65m 52s) mono

Eleven tracks from early in Dr
John's career, preGris Gris
and very much a transitional
period from session man to
solo act. Ain't no mistaking
him for anyone else, so treat
this like abonus find rather
than an archival freak.
B: 1- 2 n

Vanguard/Ace VMD 79260-2
Complementing Ace's 1960s
Boston reissues, a two-on-one
from the best of the ' Bosstown' bands. East Coast mix
of folk origins, hard rock and
psychedelia, despite awarning
that speed kills. Shows up the
more famous San Francisco
rivals for their sloppiness.
A: 1-2

Always best regarded as a live
band, the Canvey Island R&B
merchants issued this
testament to their stage
prowess at the right time: it
sold R&B to the burgeoning
punk audience, which
appreciated its raucous side. A
No 1LP in 1976... how times
change. B:1

(
42m 22s)

Now that it's OK to like her
CBS period, here's a
deliciously misnamed 23track
set of mainly non-soul songs
which we know (with
hindsight) suit the Queen:
'Unforgettable', 'Misty',
'Trouble In Mind', ' God Bless
the Child'. Like BB King,
Aretha knows no generic
limitations. As:l•
THE HOLY MODAL
ROUNDERS
THE HOLY MODAL
ROUNDERS/THE HOLY MODAL
ROUNDERS 2
Big Beat CCIWIKD176

From a German, not a UK
label, abrace of essentials for
Who fans. The 20-track
Daltrey bestof contains the
cream of seven of his albums.
while Entwistle's is one of
those ' lost albums', started in
1985 but which languished
unreleased. And it's a wry,
rocking disc which coulda
been acontendah.
A-8:1-2 A- B:1

DECEMBER 1998

(
70m I8s)

(
67m 46s)

From the same 1960s school
as the Fugs, Country Joe &
the Fish, etc, an early and
weird hippie-jugband-folk
music conglomeration, the
group best known for a track
used in Easy Rider. This pairs
the rare first and second
albums, plus two previously
unissued tracks. Drunken,
spacedout bliss. A:1-2 0

Sequel NEAICD 969

(
74m 49s)

Though regarded as a onehit
wonder, Payne was aprime
example of the HDH/Motown
distaff sound and deserves the
same respect afforded Martha
Reeves or Gladys Knight, if
not quite Diana Ross. This
pairs albums from 1970-1, for
those who'd like to hear more
than the ode to awedding
ring. A- B:1- 2
THE PILTDOWN MEN
THE PILTDOWN MEN
RIDE AGAIN
Ace CDCHD 681

(
69m 39s)

Usually, ' novelty' discs go
(deservedly) ignored, but this
rarity's a Bluffer's must. On
the surface: cliched rock
instrumentals of the early
1960s, ideal for a Bmovie
soundtrack; underneath: a
feast for trivialists linking Ed
Cobb, Billy May, Lincoln
Mayorga and other studio
luminaries. The liner notes
reveal all. A- B:1-2
FRANK ZAPPA
MYSTERY DISC
Ftyko RCD 10580

(
77m 47s)

As explored by Ben Watson
[`Finale', Nov] this gem offers
35 tracks previously available
only in the mail-order-only
vinyl box sets from 1985-6.
Twenty-five have never before
been issued on CD, while a
32-page booklet explains this
fascinating pan-career Zappa
assortment. A-B:1-2 0
Ken Kessler
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LINN RECORDS...
for the best in British jazz. classical & folk recordings.
RECENT RELEASES...

BT SCOTTISH ENSEMBLE

ORLANDO CONSORT

JOHN TAVENER

PERFECT HOUSEPLANTS

TEARS OF THE ANGELS

EXTEMPORE

CK [

WILLIAM JACKSON

GERARD PRESENC5R

CELTIC EXPERIENCE 2

PLATYPUS

AKD 082

CKD 076

Linn Records Mail Order
will be offering aspecial price of £10 per CD (
incl. p&p)
:0 all Hi Fi News & Record Review readers
up to the 30th November 1998.
For further inlormation and afree Linn Records catalogue, please contact :

Linn Records, 257 Drake.nire Drive, Castlemilk,
0141 303 5029

Glasgow Ga5 9SZ, Scotland
0141 631 1485
records@linn.co.uk

LINN

Visit our website for information on the complete Lunn catalogue :

JEFF LEYTON

MARTIN TAYLOR

www.linn.co.uk
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LORI LIEBERIVIAN
GONE M. THE GIRL
Pope Music PMG2018-2
(41m 09s) Gold CD

It's enough that
Lieberman escaped from
the Didn't-She-Do-ThatSong-About-Don-McLean
wilderness to carve out
aniche on the US
club-and-college circuit,
while winning scores of
audiophile fans. But after her return effort and amasterful
'difficult second album', here she is with athird for Pope
that oozes even more confidence. Maybe renewed touring
has boosted her self-assurance, or perhaps it's the support
shown by her new audience; either way, Gone Is The Girl
is one tough, polished set. No, she hasn't turned into
Bonnie Rain or Rory Block. Instead, she's tempered her
introspection with more evocative lyrics, added poignancy
and even some wry humour. Who knows? Maybe next time
she'll rock, too. A":1' 0

SIMPSON-HIDALGO-KRI
SHNAN-SRINIVASAN
KAMBARA MUSIC
Water Lily WLA-05-63-CD (
41m 49s)
purist recording-Gold CD
God bless Kavi Alexander —
he's done it again with the
most enticing East-meets-West
marriage since Hari met Ravi.
Recorded, as ever, through
custom-made-by-Tim de
Paravicini electronics, this set
approaches roots music from
an angle way beyond most
sextants, with a members of
the British folk elite and Los
Lobos grooving with musicians
from the Asian sub-continent.
The result crosses cultural
boundaries so seamlessly that
the ensemble has succeeded in
creating anew genre. And
there's an extra ' star' for the
liner notes. A5:1* 0
THE CARS
GREATEST HITS
OCC GIS1123 (
51m 54s) Gold CD
Thirteen little gems from the
finest of the 1970s-80s power
pop acts, music so sharp that
it still sounds modern. 'Just
What INeeded', ' My Best
Friend's Girl'.., not hard to
believe these were audiophile
faves on vinyl.
A-A*0-1* 0
ERIC CLAPTON
THERE'S ONE IN EVERY
CROWD
HDS 710215-4424-2-6
(39m 57s) DTS encoded
Down-home, laid-back EC
from 1975, the sonics excellent
but the surround effects abit
NEV4 & RECORD REVIEW

overbearing. OK, so this was
recorded during the tail-end of
the quadraphonic debacle, so
all you need do is lower the
rear channels abit. A: 1-2 />
THE DOOBIE BROTHERS
BEST OF THE DOOBIES
DC GIS1121 (
46m 39s) Gold CD
Eleven from a 1970s stadiumfilling act that deserves better
than to be grouped with REO
Speedwagon, ad nauseum.
Tough, tasty rock, sublime
harmonies: worth owning just
for the stunning ' China Grove'
and ' Listen To The Music'.
A-A":1-1*
GEORGE FABER
IT BEATS WORKIN'

DON HENLEY
THE END OF THE INNOCENCE

THE MAVERICKS
TRAMPOLINE

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 721
(53m 32s) Ultradisc II

DIS DT51015
(52m 59s) DTS-encoded

Eagle is as Eagle does:
Henley's 1989 effort built on
both his early pair of solo
albums and very Eaglish
themes, resulting in a knockout containing the blissful
'New York Minute' and nine
others which would work just
as well with his be-feathered
cohorts. Glossy Americana to
savour. A•:1-1*

This year's country smash, the
mariachi-flavoured, gently
swinging/swaying sound which
somehow found favour with
the lobotomised TOTP crowd.
Nice stuff; works well with 5.1
channel surround. A•:1

DICK HYMAN
IN RECITAL
Reference RR084CD (
63m14s)
24-bit recording-HDCD
More standard audiophile fare
from the genre's fave pianist,
this time banging the
113sendorfer through classics
from Rodgers and Hart, Kern
and Hammerstein, Kurt Weill
and others. Sure, it's aural
wallpaper... but very pretty
wallpaper indeed. A-A":1
REBECCA PIDGEON
FOUR MARYS
Chesky 1D165
(47m 55s) 96k 24-bit recorded
Mrs David Mamet reminding
us that's she's ube›British,
with aset which wouldn't
disgrace Sandy Denny or
Enya. Sparse, haunting and
every other adjective you can
apply to music which would
serve as a soundtrack to the
next remake of Robin Hood.
A*: 1'>
THE STEVE MILLER
BAND
THE JOKER

Pope Music PMG2023-2
(54m 32s) Gold CD

NG

A white bluesman who owes
as much to Mose Allison as to
the traditional sources, this
guy could be Pope's answer to
AudioQuest's lock on the
genre. Quite a surprise: this
guy's an original rather than a
clone. A delicious treat for
blues fans, and the opening
sounds will dazzle audiophiles.
A":1

One of his biggest hits, the
title track making him a
superstar in the early 1970s.
An amalgam of blues and
rock, from aperformer whose
career runs the gamut of San
Francisco hip to stadium filler.
Polished, classy and sonically
sublime. A-A•:1-1*

AL GREEN
GREATEST HITS

Dorian xCD-90258

DCC GLS-1125 (
58m 54s) Gold CD

'icCD' is Dorian's own 24-bit
recording technology, and the
result certainly falls under the
'sonic spectacular' heading.
Whether or not you're up for
brassy covers of assorted James
Bond and other cinema spy
themes ('Mission Impossible',
'Pink Panther', etc) is another
matter. A":1-2

Aaah! The original 10-tracker
from 1977, updated with five
more tracks (including ShaLa-La' and ' Belle'). Beautifully
remastered, silky and smooth
— it's hard to argue with those
who feel Green is the greatest
soul balladeer ever. A":1*

DECEMBER 194

XE-0043-2
20s) XRCD mastering

(36m

PROTEUS 7
FOR YOUR EARS ONLY
(
62m 52s) xCD

SHERMAN ROBERTSON
GOING BACK HOME
AudioQuest AQCD-1050 (
61m 50s)
all- analogue-live-to-2-track
Another Joe Harley-produced
blues gem, this one hopefully
doing for 50-year-old veteran
Robertson what AQ has done
for Mighty Sam. Polished,
rich, soulful blues, modern
feeling yet traditional in style
— it's just what you'd expect
when the backing band
contains apair of Feat and the
recording is appropriately
sympathetic. As:1-1* 0
TINA TURNER
PRIVATE DANCER
JVC JVCXR-0044-2
(44m 11s) XRCD mastering
Tina's biggest success, the
1983-4 comeback which made
her asuperstar. Fifteen years
on, it stands as a glossy
showcase for her style of highemotion pop-soul. OK, so it
ain't 'Nutbush' or ' River
Deep', but it's classy as hell.
And XRCD just makes it
better. A:1 0
VELVET UNDERGROUND
WHITE LIGHT/WHITE HEAT
Mobile Fidelity LIND 724
(40m 25s) Ultradisc II
Their second album, from
1967, and another Velvets
classic, its half-dozen tracks
including at least four which
warrant aplace on abest-of.
Still no excuse for Lou Reed's
voice, and the cynical have
every right to blame this band
for the shite called indic.
B:1
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
THE SKY IS CRYING
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 723
(38m 55s)
Ultradisc II
Assembled posthumously by
brother Jimmy, this set made
available nine previously
unissued tracks from 1985-89.
Fluid and gutsy in equal
measure, this sublime material
merely reminds us what the
blues lost in that helicopter
crash. A:1-1* 0
Ken Kessler
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Jeacesseries
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash
£23.00
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 D
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber D /steel ill mounting
£10.50 D
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: wallet for
14 CDs OM 0
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£65.00 D
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, hid)
£44.00
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£89.00 El
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x165mm, h/d)
£99.00
HFNIRR 017 Walnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 0
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
£13.00 0
audio sleuthing
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 0
per 100 £19.00 LI per 500 £90.00 D
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£13.00
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 0

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.00 0 Ready built £370.00 0
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ` Universal' £47.50
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £
20.000
per 100 £38.00
per 500 £180.00 D
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00
per 100 £9.000 per 500 £40.00
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00
Decca London toneartn: modified and
improved
£99.00 CI
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £47.00
(
chrome) £85.00
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 0
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00 CI
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.00 CI
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme
£20.00 0

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 El
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 0
slim double
pack of 5£6.50 0 5in, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 D
RATA 'Reveer: CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £10.00
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £15.00
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 0
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00
Statmat: (
from Ringmat Developments),
CD overlay for improved sound £20.00
Harmonix CD damping foils:
pack of 8£18.00 D
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 0
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X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £129.00
X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £300.00
X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp
£130.00 Li

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00 D EL34WXT £8.000
5881/KT66 £7.00 0 6550/KT88 £ 15.50
O ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £3.50
EL84M £7.00 LI EF86 £8.00 0
GZ34 (China) £ 12.500 PCC88
EL509/519 £18.50 0
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £8.00 E
pre-amp tubes £6.00 E
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.000
large(three) £10.00
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
OM
Michell 4trnn plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00 El
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £12.00
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 El
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 0
DemdT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£14.00
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00
Sheffield polarity checker: complete
with test CD
£99.00
Turbosound polarity checker:
professional model, receiver/generator,
XLR balanced leads
£265.000 XLR to
RCA phono adaptor leads, extra £25.00
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.500 Ready built unit £95.00

BOOKS AND PC SOF1WARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00 0
High Performance Audio Amp/ifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk)
£20.00 D
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 D
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00 0
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 0
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set E each £17.00
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 D
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.000
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 (h-bk) £50.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50 0
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 0
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00 E
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00 O
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk) £ 10.00 O
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 D
Mini Disc Jan Macs, Sony (s-bk) £15.00
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk) £ 7.00
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 0
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 E

CATALOGUES

HiFi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue E Book, technical CD and
software catalogue O Audiophile LP and
CD collection CI

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00 0
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre El
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls
£88.00 D
Batteries and charger unit
£70.00 D
Case and chassis
£60.00 CI
Assembled unit, complete
£295.00
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 0 per two-pair £110.00 0
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics £250.00
Casework and chassis
£80.00 111
Assembled unit, complete
£399.00 D
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Assembled unit suitable for in-line use (cg,
from dedicated spur) or with 2switched
outlets. Various voltage specifications for
international application £450.00.
230V for UK £400.00. Four-step voltage
reduction options 5%-20%, extra £80.00.
Ask for full details O

***

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURED ITEM

***

Iso-Bearings elastomer spheres, set of
three £55.00 LI
Iso-Bearings 3.3 (
larger version), set of
three £85.00 O
DECEMBER 1998

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

'READER SERVICES

GETTING ONE'S BEARINGS
ALMOST EVERYONE NOW
AGREES that choosing the right
stands and supports can be very
important to the sound of your
hi-fi — even though almost
everyone disagrees over just
what the right approach is!
When reviewing the
AudioPrism ' so- Bearings
['Brief Encounters', Oct],
Andrew Harrison summed
up the various and
apparently contradictory
approaches. Many hi-fi
makers advocate
massive, dense, ' lowresonance' stands
or mountings;
others use ultralight yet rigid
platforms which
store as little
energy as possible.
Spikes underneath
the equipment act
as strong mechanical
grounding points, while
conversely, absorbent feet damp
vibrations.
The Iso-Bearings come into the
latter category — you get aset of
three dense elastomer spheres
which sit neatly in three
anodised alloy cupped dishes.
They're about the size of apingpong ball, but with the feel of a
unusually solid squash ball —
drop one on the floor and it will
barely bounce at all. Two sizes
are available. The basic Iso-

Bearings are designed to
support up to 2kg each and so
are suitable for hi-fi units
weighing up to 6kg. In the case
of the larger version, the IsoBearing 3.3, each sphere is
intended to support up to
7.5kg, so this model
is suitable for use
with
equipment
weighing
up to
22.5kg —
choose the
3.3 for
power
amplifiers and
other heavy items.
Using the ' soBearing 3.3 under
an Arcam Alpha
9CD player, AH
found that the
already spacious
sound was improved,
with even better separation
of images and an apparent
improvement in low bass
textures.
With asimple belt- drive
turntable, the effect was of a
smoother midband, providing a
welcome relaxation of aslightly
forward presence that
nevertheless did not forsake the
crisp incision inherent with the
turntable.
If you're looking for support,
why not try them?

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 1011234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.75 each
• MID PRICE: £ 8.50 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.95 each
• SPECIAL PRICE :
(See below for this month's listings)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Great Pianists series £12.75,
sampler £4.00, boxed sets £99.00
Butler ( NMC) £6.95; M Haydn symphonies £ 38.25
Jazz — Art Blakey £ 22.00; Bob Brookmeyer,
Cecil Taylor Qt, ' Suite Empathy' ( Roundup) £ 11.45
Rock/pop — Boo Radleys, Steve Gibbons £ 11.45;
Sheryl Crow £ 13.00
Soundtracks — '
Dream With The Fishes', ' Elmer Gantry',
'The Misfits', 'Taras Bullaa' £ 11.45; 'The Greatest Story
Ever Told' £ 20.95
Rock reissues — Sinatra, Lou Christie, Fats Domino,
Dr Feelgood £ 11.45; Beacon Street Union, Petula Clark,
Roger Daltrey, John Entwistle, The Fool £ 9.95;
Aretha Franklin £5.45
Audiophile — Pope Music, DCC, HDS, Mobile Fidelity,
DTS, Water Lily, Avenue £ 22.00; JVC £20.00;
Chesky, Dorian, Reference £ 14.95

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Nciire
Ad Ires,

Postcode

COSeinthe

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling) Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number *
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form ( tear- out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200.., Bedford MK40 1VH,
United Kingdom; fax: + 44 ( 0)1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: + 44 ( 011234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.tom.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area (tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

THE INDIANS ARE BACK - AND THEY'VE BROUGHT THE WHOLE FAMILY WITH THEM THIS TIME
72-76 MUNDHWA, PUNE, 411036, INDIA

The full range of Cadence loudspeakers and amplifiers will be

TEL: + 91-212-613085 FAX: +91-212-671612

shown for the first time in the UK.

EMAIL: cadencemailewmi.co.in

Visit Excelsior 1623 where we will demonstrate the exotic and the

INTERNET: www.cadenceaudio.com

affordable... at the same time.

UK: 18 HILLINGDON ROAD, UXBRIDGE, MX UBIO OAD

And if that's not enough to whet your appetite, we'll be offering

TEL: 01895-253340 FAX: 01895-833099

the show demonstration models at avery nice discount.

CADENCE

OFFICIAL: HIGH STREET PRICES

FOR CDs ARE A 'RIP-OFF'
Even ordinary mail order
prices of CDs don't give
you the ultimate saving on
CDs that WSL offers you.
Now you can buy your CDs at dealers
cost price plus a small handling charge
Only WSL - offering a mail order service
for more than 40 years - can offer you
such low cost listening. So why not see
what savings you really can make by
checking our prices?
Write, phone, fax or e-mail today
for full details - without obligation.
Send me full details of all WSL CD Services.
Ienclose 2xfirst class stamps for speedy reply

••••••1•111 .1e1.
41, d
l•M10.11.. lit,.

Name

•

Address
Post Code
WILSON STEREO LIBRARY

WOL

P0 BOX 32 ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA EAST SUSSEX TN38 OUZ
TEL:(01424) 718254 FAX: (
01424) 718262
E-MAIL: WILSONSTEREOLIBRARY@COMPUSERVE.COM

Now there are more ways than ever to connect digital and
analogue sources via the CD player directly to your power
amp and cut out the preamp.
Even the best preamps degrade the sound. Volume control
and input switching in the digital domain is far cleaner
when it's done well. Connect tuner or LP into the high-rate
analogue/digital converters in Audio Synthesis or
Accuphase CD players and marvel at the new clarity,
dynamics, tune detail and naturalness. Don't prejudge the
results if you've heard only indifferent digital up to now!
Give us acall then come to listen. Customers say we make
some of the best sounds they have ever heard, so you know
we can do the same in your home. Our advice will take
account of your best components and guide you where change
is needed, in stages you can afford. You avoid expensive
mistakes, enjoy music along the way and save money in the
long run. Just listen and you'll know.
CD: Accuphase, Advantage, Audio Synthesis, Balanced Audio
Technology, JCS Elgar, Meracus, Orelle, Pass, Wadia, XTC
Vinyl: Basis, Crown Jewel, DNM, Graham, Michell,
Stratosphere, Sumiko Blue Point Special, Transfiguration

CD
INDEX
ql

Dump the preamp...
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Amplifiers: Accuphase, Balanced Audio Technology, CAT,
DNM, Lumley, Pass, Siemel, Sirius, Sonneteer, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic, BKS, Ethos, Hales, Harbeth,
Lumley, Magneplanar, Mirage, NEAT, Tolem
Turners: Accuphase, Fanfare, Magnum Dynalab
Cables: Chord Co., DNM, Nordost, Yamamura Churchill etc

The Right Note — Bath
Freephone 0800 328 1425

tmeiRCIAL

TEST RECORD

O

nly abold audiophile would dare to
call himself 'The Cartridge Man',
but Len Gregory has as much right
to the name as any. He's known for keeping
cartridges working well into the Age of CD,
he's apeerless rebuild maven and his
favourite cartridges are Deccas and
Grados... which kinda says it all. So we're
talking •erminal cartridge nut, and his
reputat.on precedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming the phone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on atest LP.
His call was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare, press and market the first
new Test Record in adecade- plus. He had
customers clamouring for them, and we
knew that there was areal demand, judging
by the wants lists' sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside adecent stylus balance
(we're working on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is the most requested audio tool one can
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into
each o-her's company. Now we're proud to
announce what might be the world's final
IORDER

FORM

test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record or amere £ 14.95.
It's adoozie: detailed notes, aset-up
'bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, pristine virgin vinyl
pressings and — best of all — audible and
visible clues rather than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for i/R
channel identification, phase, channel
balance (- 20dB pink noise L+R), the same
again for left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for setting bias,
increasing in 2dB steps. All these tests
require are your ears, but the instructions
will guide you through every step.
Side Two features seven tracks which
cover tracking ability, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignmertt. Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections, all
using a300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The
three tracks are positioned as the First,
middle and last tracks so you can gauge
performance across the whole arc: of travel.
(Or line of travel, if you're the lucky owner of

I
please send me
copies of TEST LP HFN001
'
at £ 14.95 each.
I
enclose remittance of £
NAME

(
CAPS)

ADDRESS

Postcode

atangential arm...) The two cartridge/arm
resonance tests consist of test sweeps with
pilot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up The cartridge alignment test
allows you to adjust ite azimuth for
minimum output, through a300E-tz vertical L
Rsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves. And this one will
prove to be areal party trick if you use an
idler-drive deck and none of your friends are
willing to believe it's oquiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to rake out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have afresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best. The good news? We're
going to keep the Hi fi News Test Record 'in
print' for as long as there's ademand.
Enjoy!
Ken Kessler

Ienclose Cheque/PO/MO*
I
wish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex*
My Card number is
Expiry date

11111 111I11111
Signature

Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH. Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Acc es sories
Club. Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club Hotline e 101234) 741152.
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage

charges. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. E&OE.

*Please delete as necessary
_____

Oxford Au/0 Consultants
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THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
Our superb service is the sameseciardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our favourite
Italian company - afull-scale floor-standing GUARNERI that we've prayed for ages
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU-VISTA PRE AMP - VERY LIMITED EDITION - BE IN
VERY QUICK - ALMOST SOLD OUT!!!
NAIM AUDIO CDX - on dem with this excellent range of British audio equipment
KRELL 250 CD PLAYER & 150 POWER AMPLIFIER - JUST OUT &
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PINAFARINNA LOOKS & PICTURE
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5 - still our reference speaker; ours sound even better now!!
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £1249
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and unrivalled sound,
on dem at last after along wait
THETA DAVID DVD PLAYER - superb results
YAMAHA DSP Al - astunningly good home theatre package
INTEREST
JAMO CONCERT 8LOUDSPEAKERS - not to be under-rated
FREE CREDIT
'cep.» PRISM
MARANTZ CD17/PM17/ST17 TUNER K.I. SIGNATURE SERIES - hear how
good it is
KRELL 250P PREAMP AND 250A POWER AMP - incredible value for money
-just ask for adem
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT SILTECH, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, HARMONIX, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - now even better looking and superb value
OPERA DUETTO/PLATEA & TERZA SPEAKERS - SOLID MAHOGANY
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
COPLAND CD266/277/288 CD PLAYERS - all superb value for money from this very
impressive company; now joined by the CSA28 amplifier
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY 845 INTEGRATED AMP - you've read the reviews; just wait
till you hear it
MUSICAL FIDELITY 1001 AMPLIFIER - areally excellent new amplifier - try it!

422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham,
Middlesex. TW1 2EB.
Tel: (0181) 892 7613 Fax: (0181) 892 7749

FOR YOUR ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS
STOP PRESS
NEW KRELL CD AND AMPLIFIER. JUST IN.

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 SIGNATURE
£995
AUDIO RESEARCH 0200 POWER AMPLIFIER
£ 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE
£3750
AUDIO RESEARCH LS22 PREAMPLIFIER £2995
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION PRIVATE SALE
£850
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK 1
£ 1495
B & W P6 ROSENUT
£595
CASTLE HOWARD SPEAKERS LIGHT OAK EX DEM
f795
EPOS ES14 SPEAKERS
£295
EXPOSURE XXV INTEGRATED AMP REMOTE EX DEM
£695
EXPOSURE XXI/XVIII PRE/POWER EX DEM
£ 1195
£495
HEYBROOK SEXTETS
HEYBROOK HB2 SPEAKERS
£ 100
KRELL KRC2
£2495
KRELL FPB300 POWER AMPLIFIER
£6995
KRELL FPB600 POWER AMPLIFIER
£8995
LYRA LYDIAN NEW BOXED
£495
MICROMEGA STAGE 6AS NEW
£595
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PREAMP
£595
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22/F15 PREAMP/POWER AMP
£ 1500
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10- D NEW
£85
NAIM CD3 CD PLAYER
£695
NAIM 22 PREAMPLIFIER
£95
PROAC RESPONSE 3.5 LIGHT OAK
£2500
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER BUS
f449
RUARK TEMPLAR
£295
TANNOY LITTLE GOLD MONITOR
£495
TEAC VRDS 10SE EX DEM
£595
TEAC TI TRANSPORT
£395
THORENS PRE/POWER
£595
YAMAHA DSPA590
£ 195
TAJIC-F-FtEE
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Agencies include: Air Tangent, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram, Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, Castle,
Copland, Denon, GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Harmonix, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Michell, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, Onkyo, Orelle, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed,
QUAD, REL Subwoofers, Autel, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Sfax, Tannoy, Target, Teac, Theta,
Thorens, Transparent Cables, Unison Research, van den Hul, Videokron, Wilson, Yamaha.

Open Mon-SatiOam-Spm
Oxford

AUCII0

COULlitOrltS

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

UP TO 36 MONTHS INTEREST FREE
CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)
3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
MAIL ORDER FACILITY
CUSTOMER INSTALLATION
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
Angstrom, Arcam, Audiolab,
Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Boston, Copland, Castle, Denon,
Dwin, Krell. KEF, Meridian, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity.
Michell, Micromega, Martin Logan,
Pioneer, RCF, REL, Siltech,
Sony, Sonus Faber, Tannoy, TEAC, Theta,
Transparent. Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

OPENING HOURS
10.00am-5.30pm
Monday-Saturday
Later by appointment

DEMO ITEMS
TO CLEAR
PLEASE
PHONE
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Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their own systems and what do they
recommend as their best hi-fi buys?
DAVE BERRIMAN
This regular
HFNIRR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations from
HFNIRR's

CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS JOSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rega R8300
Dave Berriman

reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal listening
systems ( on this
page) will be of
great interest to
Martin Colloms
all who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here does
not necessarily
Perer J. Comeau
constitute a
general
recommendation.
Turn the page for
the reviewers'
recommendations
prop.
er For this
feature we have
asked each
Ken Kessler
reviewer to list
components that
they could
personally
recommend to
consumers on the
basis of all-round
performance and
value. ( In the case
Paul Miller
of speakers, where
separately purchased stands may
be needed, the price of these is
not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.
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CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat I7D
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MC1 phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs
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MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LPI 2
ARM:
Nairn Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE- AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research V150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

CD PLAYER:
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM:
Linn Wok
CARTRIDGE:
Goldring Excel

ALVIN GOLD
PRE- AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-505
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CD12/DA12, Krell KAV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TD124, Garrard 401, Linn LP12
ARM:
Decca International, Ortofon 12in, Decca
International, Linn Ekos
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold, Linn Arkiv

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Graaf WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3, Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL (original), Quad ESL63, Rogers
LS3/5A, Wilson WATT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER:
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE:
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM:
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul MC Two

PRE- AMPLIFIER:
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER:
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor

II

HNE

Old Hi Fi News:
Analogue still sounds best

www.hne.co.uk.
(e-mail: info@hne.co.uk.)

•granite and beech modular equipment racks.

•the best dedicated Cableway" loudspeaker stands
•fitted Isolation Plinths" for :he best floorstanding
models
•turntable plinths
• ` nonparier 16.02 — our new reference loudspeaker
•solid granite high end racks and amplifier plinths

tel/fax +44 0 1777 708673
designed and manufactured in the UK by

(
VP,UES-0,
- 01491-834700

HNE Systems
Showroom @ Main Street,
Hayton Retford, UK DN22 9LF

DISTRIBUTED BY HENLEY DESIGNS LIMITED

SIGHTS; CIIIF
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Walrus Systems
II New Quebec St, London W IH 7DD
Tel: 0171 724 7224
Fax: 0171 724 4347
e-mail mail@walsys.demon.co.uk
web: www.walrus.co.uk
ATC

Audio Analogue

DNM EAR Yoshino
Living Voice Morch

Audio Physic

Audio Synthesis

Balanced Audio Technology

Eggleston Works Electrocompaniet
Musical Fidelity Opera Pass Labs

Final
Rep

Clearau

Graaf Hales Helios JM Lab
Rehdeko Stax Unison Research

Mc> 1
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Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!
Pr - 1

;!

Z
Dave Berriman

Perer J. Comeau

Martin Colloms

Ken Kessler

Paul Miller

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader Il, SDA 505
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000- C2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus Ill, Nairn Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000- C2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS1
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/II, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES! I, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 205E
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-5I 6E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063- SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-I
£1000- C2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity El 0
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Shearne Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000- C2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI S2000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180

MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS I0i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES! I, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 205E
Wilson Grand SlAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CD1OOSE
£500-£1000 Orelle DA188
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£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Ratel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-0500 Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait Ill
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Audiolab 80005
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV lo-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150,
Nairn NAC82/NAP 180,
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If there's something

innovator and master

truly special about a

of his craft. Attention
was drawn
to his
instruments by Nicolo
Paganini whose own
"Red Cannon" can be

loudspeaker - the
chances are you'll
find it at Ig West One.
The beautiful
Sonus Faber Guaneri
is aperfect example.

seen in the town hall
at Genoa.

On first hearing this
remarkable speaker,
we were tempted to
'rediscover' some of
our favourite or

Guarneri by Guarneri
was atemptation we
simply couldn't resist,

special recordings

and a1973 recording
(Decca PFS 4265) by
Josef Sakonov playing

For the sheer fun of it,

one of these precious
instruments on pieces
by Godard, Sternhold,
Massenet. Korngold
and others, recreates
an ethereal delicacy

Now, this beautiful
loudspeaker by Sonus
Faber enables us to
distinguish all such
qualities in every type

from this old vinyl
disc that is chilling to
experience.

of music.

Joseph Guarneri del
Gesu was both an

Hear it for yourself, at
Ig West One.

If it's this special, you know
it will be at KJ West One
A representative selection from the wide range of superior loudspeakers currently on demonstration at Ig West One

MERIDIAN
DSP 6000

A.R.S ACOUSTICA
SYSTEM MAX

WILSON BENESCH
ACT 1 & THE BISHOP

MARTIN LOGAN
REQUEST

PROAC
RESPONSE 5

The integrity of digital sound
technology is demonstrably
evident when auditioning a
Meridian system. Indisputably
the leaders in digital hi-fi.
Meridian's consumate top end
loudspeaker, the DSP 6000 can
'explode with drama on rock
tracks, while also providing the
smoothest and most relaxing
renditions of less fiery works.

Entire in-house' component
manufacturing, including the
formulation of exclusive
materials, ensures that these
outstadng Canadian speakers
offer an incredibly realistic
performance. Alreadv they have
won high praise in some of the
world's most critical audiophile
markets, and are now available
for audition at KJ West One.

Aworld class British company
with aconvincing intellectual
and technological approach to
design and production. Their
multi-award winning ACT I
loudspeakers are now joined by
the awesome * Bishop' - the
company's top model (World
launch at KJ) uhich has already
shot to No.I position amongst
discerning reviewers in Europe.

Our personal enthusiasm for
electrostatic loudspeakers has
been with us for many years,
and this exciting new model
from Martin Logan has
suddenly re-stimnlated our
critical faculties. Quite liter.dly,
its transparency is arevelation,
on favourite jazz anti blues
discs, we've never bets.
'so
involved with die musicians!

When arange of speakers with
such wide price differentials
has universal appeal, you know
their new ' flagship' is going to
be something special - and it is!
The new Response 5offers the
sonic precision and dynamics
of its smaller siblings, adding a
realism and presence that is
utterly convincing with large or
small scale performances.

ej
KJ West One

26 New Cavendish Street

WEST ONE

London

W1M 7HA

Tel: 0171 486 8262/3

Fax: 0171 487 3452

COMMENDED SYSTEMS
ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS 10i Pearl, Celestion 15i
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruark Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLSIlz
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP-4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD- S505
Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES

£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, OreIle CD100e, Roksan Caspian
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers L53/5A, ATC 7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB1 subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63, Wilson Audio SLAMM X1
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT D/A converter
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC D/A converter
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090, Entech 205.2
£500-£1000 Musical Fidelity X-RAY, Roksan Caspian,
Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter)

£1000-£2000
Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD17
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300cd, Theta Pro Gen Va (D/A
converter), Theta DaViD (transport)
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal (integrated), Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960
£350-£500 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini (pre- amp)
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti (power
amp), Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Audio Research VT60 (power amp), Copland
CTA401, GRAAF Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600GRAAF
GM200/W813.5, Krell KAV300i

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS!, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers 1.533
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultra/ink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Harman Kardon HK610, Rotel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus IIli
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505

Pictured: NEF Coda 7 speakcrs, Alarantz, CD63 Mk!!
NI Siellanfre (below 10i) and Arcam Alpha 7Amplifier
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PASSLABS

Acousticarts
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

41111111.111181.1111111111111111

01

mica
— —

r-A:r=t

11

AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 5

AUDIO RESEARCH D100.2

COME AND LISTEN TO THE BEAUTIFUL AUDIO RESEARCH COMBINATION. THIS
NEW STUNNING SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER REALLY NEEDS TO BE AUDITIONED

Meph 3
30W Single Ended Stereo

1
KEF REF 2
VERY OPEN AND
REVEALING
TERRIFIC VALUE

COME AND
HEAR THE
LATEST
KRELL
CD PLAYER
KAII 250 CD

X 1,000
1,000 W Class A Mono Block

'

DAC DI
Fully BalancedNolume Control Output

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

COPLAND CSA 28

THIS OUTSTANDING NEW CD PLAYER

HEAR THE NEW GSA 28 REMOTE

FROM KRELLMAKES AN

CONTROLLED AND UPGRADED

IMPRESSIVE PARTNER FOR THE

REPLACEMENT FOR THE GSA 14

INTEGRATED AMP

INTO AMPLFIER

SECOND HAND AND EX-DEM
B&W 805 ( ex demo)

'IN A CLASS OF
THEIR OWN'

MYRYAD MA120 & MI120 (
combo)£500
ANGSTROM 200 AN PROCESSOR £1200

CLASSE 0R41- PRE

Call for more details to our specially selected
dealers below.
WALRUS SYSTEMS
ZOUCH AUDIO
LINTONE AUDIO
THE RIGHT NOTE
THE AUDIO NOTE SALON
SOUNDS OF MUSIC
MIDLANDS AUDIO EXCHANGE
HAZERMERE AUDIO
AUDIO EDGE

£850

RADFORD MA50 AMPS ( pair) £900
£650

CASTLE HOWARD S2 ( rosewood) £800

EXPOSURE 17 & 18 PRE/POWER £900

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 PRE

SOLEN TIGER INTG AMP £700
CASTLE CHESTER SPKRS (teac) £400

AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC & CDM £1245
MUSE 18 SUB WOOFER

£650
£2000

•CREDIT FACILITIES BUY NOW PAY LATER
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

Aimr

0W1

24

LA IN,LEICS
GATESHEAD, TYNE 8. WEAR
BATH, AVON
GLASGOW

128
0191 477 4167
01225 874728
0141 357 5700

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
KIDDERMINSTER, WORCS
HIGH WYCOMBE

01892 547 003
01562 822 236
01494 437892
0800 052 1966

WOKING, SURREY

ZENTEK MUSIC LTD

•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•MAIL ORDER FACILITY
•EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE
Agencies include:
AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, B&W, BE VER, BOSE, CASTLE, CELESTION, CHORD,
COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN,
MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK,
SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awee range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO, GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE, SILTECH, QED AND MANY OTHERS

Distributors of fine music products

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798

PASSLABS • EGGLESTON WORKS • HALES • COPULARE

101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD

SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH • BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY • REFERENCE 3A

100 yards from Watford Junction Station

T. 01892 539595

F. 01892 547004

New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

VISA

precictin

Ships Monthly
£2510 • £20.' 5

T. GREAT RN I
N1ST SIAS

Prediction
£25.20 - f20.15

S

i7Karit1MI ...,••••••

Win!

Deunter
£37.20 • £29.75

Volksworld
f33 60 • £26.85

MiniWorld
f33 60 • f26.8;

ILunged une
*no Ion ne
no ed.

Park Home
& Holiday Caravan
£24.00 •

ma TAYLOR

Ca rs &
Car Conwersions
£34.80 • £27.80

Land
Rover World
£33.60 - £26.85

MAnAZINE

FREE

WIN

Murvi Morello

THE HEIGHT
XURY?

Motcr
Caravan Magazine
£30.00 •f11Ors

Guitar
Magazine
£33 60 - £26.85

SuperIke
£33.60 . 126.85

What
Digital Camera
£35.80 • £
n.60

Thi Golf
£33 60 - £26.85

Ceavan
Magazine
E,0.00 - £24 00

Mountain
Biker International
13180 - f27.80

'WM

Ftl3AD
WHEEt DRIVE
148 A G
miUTOLANO
nnu,on nonn

9e12/

CE LA RUE

11NENT1 SA

SANGRE° LINE

TRI
Raccar
,i‘gineering
f3640 • £28.85

•

Stamp
Magazine
126.40 • £21.10

Hi Fi News
& Record Review
E
.37:20 • £29.75

Motor
Boats Monthly
£34.80 • £27.80

Off Road &
4Wheel Drive
£33 60 • £26 85

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 01454 620 070
SECOND SUBSCRIPTION

HOW TO ORDER:
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

Mr/Mrs/Miss:

Initial:

Surname:

Signature:
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Date:

Address

(Iam over 18)

ORDI3i TOTAL (Please complete): £
Postcode:
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To make further orders, please photocopy this form.

Telephone No:
El Iwish to pay for atotal of
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/

/
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/

_

Issue No. ( Switch Only):
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Price: £
Pleasetick here if you do not wish to receive furtherinformation
from selected companies
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Valid from: /
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the CAD-805C, the latest version
of this breathtaking 50W mónoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the KR Enterprises 300B XLS.
MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £ 1895 plus, with the CAD 572 SE
monoblocks, which provide an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805,
sonically its equal in many respects. The 805 monoblocks are now priced at
akiller £6,500 + VAT.
Restore analogue listening pleasure with the TRUE DIMENSIONAL
SOUND harmonic recovery system for only £349.00
The Reference All-Value Earmax MkII Headphone Amplifier and now
Earrnax Pro for low impedence headphones: Magical!

ORIGINAL SOUND RESTORED

805 Monoblock/M art i
n 000-16

Exclusive UK Distributor
The Audiophile Club
PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772
e-mail: sales@audiophileclub.co.uk
www.audiophileclub.co.uk

,e4wee-

Other Products
•Hovland cables
•Claravox speakers
NEW PRODUCTS>
SOTA TURNTABLES
RECORD CLEANING
MACHINES

`FDS: True Dimensional Sound

Golden Dragon

Precision Audio Tubes

Please enquire for any tube not listed.

We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.

Golden Dragon High Quality Pre- amp ifier Tubes
12AT7A E81CC/ECC81 £ 6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £ 6.95
NEW: NEW: NEW
12AX7A'E83CC/ECC83 £6.95
GOLDEN DRAGON
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
PX25 £365.00 pr
6SN7GT/ECC33 £ 8.95

Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-0 1 Gold

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50

Golden Dragon Power Tubes

Matched
Matched
Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
EL34 Super
£25.00 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
EL34M
£25.00 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
£12.50 £25.00 £ 50.00
Golden Dragon Triodes
Singles
Per Matched
Per Matched
EL
156
Octal
£75.00 £ 150.00 £ 300.00
Pair
Quad
6L6WGB
£25.00 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
2A3 4 Pin
£22.50
£50.00 £ 100.00
KT66
£25.95 £ 52.00 £ 104.00
2A3 Octal
£22.50
£50.00 £ 100.00
KT66 Super
£65.00 £ 130.00 £260.00
211
£28.50
£60.00 £ 120.00
KT88
£57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
811A
£11.50
£25.00 £ 50.00
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
£67.95 £ 136.00 £ 272.00
845
£36.50
KT90
£75.00 £ 150.00
£65.00 £ 130.00 £ 260.00
KT9OLX
805
£36.50
£75.00 £ 150.00 £ 300.00
£75.00 £ 150.00
350B
£29.95 £60.00 £ 120.00
6L6GC
£19.95 £40.00 £80.00
Golden Dragon T3008 Range
6550A
£42.95 £ 86.00 £ 172.00
300B Super
£ 79.00
£160.00
£320.00
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
£64.95 £ 130.00 £260.00
4.300B
£ 84.00
£170.00
£340.00
50CA10
£84.95 £ 170.00 £ 340.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00
£250.00
£500.00
807
£25.00 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00.S7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA -11 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

CREDIT CARD HOTLINIE: + 44 ( 0) 181-774 0611
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-781 0550
E-MAIL: back-issues@Ihm.co.uk

313A1111issues

Missing a vital back number? Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can also photocopy articles for you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
VII issues from 1992 to 1996; simply
cut ou: or photocopy the coupon, or write

tt.:- Bcck Issues Dept, IliFi News &
Recorl Review_ Link House
Magazines Ltd, PO Box 106, Dingwall
Avenue, Cr'coydcn, CR9 2TA, England
Please make sure that your remittance
(sterling cheque or postal order/
international bank draft) is payable to
LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome and can take credit card
orders by telephone on +44 (0)81-686
2599, ext 211, or fax (24 hours) on
+44 (0)181-781 0550.
PHOTOCOPY INERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any liFIVIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article
(UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies,
please quote issue date, author and title as
accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, hi-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
Hi-Fi News& Record Review, Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Dept anent.

--

Sept '97 San , 'EP9
pm, Frankfurt,
SF pi D rearm, Darr
*, DIY speak r

Jan '98 .1:1066 separata
eetans.
recorde,
Durnan's Pue Power,
Prise Teel:el, Yoko on CD

May ' 98 a look ahead to
Super Audio CD, Sunfire
amp, Pioneer CDR, Julian
Lloy.f. Webber interviewed

me'
r\Ew_s

Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
Please tick postal service required.
per
per
per
per

copy
copy
copy
copy

Û
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Ul
lj

0.50 or £ 11.00 (overseas)
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Feb ' 98 fI200 CD
players, the 96kHz dCS
DAG, Fnclenc Chit,
tntervie,- all about DTS

June ' 98 Musical Fidelny
XA I, Tr:nay honte theatre,
hi-fi on the web, Bany Fox
on recordable disc former

Mar"98ATCA7, Arcam
Alpha 85E plaver, infinity
Composition sp.akes, DIY
namable suppl, by Duncan

Apr ' 98 pre Mozart CD,
Linn Arkiv, jailliards'
B. ahoven, Carl Perkins
?reuse, Las l'1,gas sisas.

July ' OR Re.", coo,- nVD,
Cass A Sligdert. Jahn
Crabbc's DIY tune control,
Dire mc1 Pahud interviews

Aug ' 98 Supe, Audio
CD vs '24'96', Pioneer
DI'D combi, Transparent
eable, Frankfiet show

Mr/Mrs/MissiMs (caps)
Address

Postcode

Issues required:

HI-FI MEWS & RECORC RE"IEW

,ciun pr I, Clensic HiFi
supplement No 4, Mit I
Merris's ronductio,

STA

(Note that the j011owing issues are NOT available;
1992, Apr, May, June, Aug, Sept, Oct;
1993, Jan, Feb, Mar. May, June, July., Aug,. &p:, De .;
1994, Jan, Feb, May. June;
1995, May, June, Nev;
1996, Feb;
1997, Jan, Mar, April, May, Aug, Oct.)

Please send me j binder(s)

"
Iva

Dec '97 HiFi Show

FilFI

Please send me back issues as indicated below:

£4.75
£5.50
£5.50
£8.00

Nov ' 9' HEN RR
awards, Deca engineer
Janus LncF inserznewed,
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ORDER FORM

UNITED KINGDOM
EUROPE AIRMAIL
OVERSEA.S SURFACE
OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

Oct '97 Ben Duncan',
audiophile op-amp, R4
changes, Celestion I2i,
Freddie Mercury profile

Tel:

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds
sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access 'Visa /Diners
Amex*/Switch/Delta
Card No
Signature

Issue No:

Expires

Date:

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surfacr mail deliveries may sake longer than
:8 days. Photocopies of this forts are acceptable. Data pretection: occasienally :et may makenames and addresses available to carefully vetted companies W'10 sell goods and services by mail
that we believe riay be of interest to our readers. III you would prefer not toi cc resuch
mailings please -tick this box Ul
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WILSON MAXX
PINEWOOD MUSIC IS THE SOLE DEALER IN THE COUNTRY TO HAVE THE SUPERB WILSON MAXX ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION. THE STAR OF MAJOR HI- Fl SHOWS IN LONDON AND LOS ANGELES, THE MAXX
IS ALANDMARK CREATION BY WILSON AUDIO SPECIALTIES OF UTAH, THE ACKNOWLEDGED WORLD LEADERS
IN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN AND EXECUTION.
PINEWOOD OFFERS AUNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR THOSE WHO ARE SERIOUS ABOUT THEIR MUSIC TO SEE AND
HEAR THIS IMPOSING AND BEAUTIFUL LOUDSPEAKER. YOU ARE INVITED TO TELEPHONE BRIAN RIVAS FOR A
DISCUSSION AND DEMONSTRATION.
Pinewood Music was the first dealer here to take on the world-famous Wilson WATT- Puppy nearly ten
years ago. Naturally we still demonstrate this classic in its 5.1 generation, but the acquisition of the

MAXX makes Pinewood the most significant Wilson agent in the UK and gives music- lovers awonderful
chance to obtain most of the X-1 Grand SLAMM's performance at approximately half the cost.

KRELL

SONUS FABER

Pinewood now has the award-winning
FPB-650M monobloc amplifiers on
demonstration, as well as the fabulous
KPS-25s compact disc player — another
award-winner. We also carry the stereo
FPB-300 and 600, together with the KRC-3
preamplifier and the complete KAV range of
affordable amplifiers and compact disc
players. Telephone right now!

Pinewood has always loved Sonus Fabers
—it's music that goes straight to the heart.
Whether it be the Concerto or the Electa
Amator II — both recent award-winners —
Pinewood has the right one for you. And
you simply must hear the amazing little
Signum, aperfectly-formed miniature with
amind-blowing performance. Astonishing!
Sonus Fabers look as beautiful as they
sound

eterralAtbile efflyeeme
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

It costs the same to get it right
as it does to get it wrong.
At the Listening Rooms, we pride ourselves on

35 years combined experience.

matching your needs with exactly the right equip-

Twofully equipped listening rooms.

ment, whatever your budget, and because we only stock

Home installation service.

the best, that's what you'll get.

Multi-room design and installation.

What you'll also get is sound professional advice
and achance to relax and listen to some of the world's
finest Hi Fi equipment.

2years Parts and Labour guarantee.
Home cinema surround-sound.
Export and Creditfacilities.

• PROAC • LINN • QUAD • M ERIDIAN • ARCAM • AUDIOLAB • ACOUSTIC ENERGY • SME
•AUDIO RESEARCH • KRELL • HARMAN KARDON • THETA • COPLAND • M ARTIN LOGAN • SONUS FABER
•PIONEER • TANNOY • STAR • W ILSON AUDIO • M ICHELL • CYRUS • M ONITOR AUDIO • YAMAHA • MARANTZ
• KEF • BOSE • EPOS • M ISSION • DENON • NEAT PETITE • M ICROMEGA • B&W SPEAKERS
•M USICAL FIDELITY XSERIES

listening

F-1
161 Old Brompton Road, London SW5 OU .Tel: 0171-244 7750/59. Fax: 0171-370 0192
Monday - Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest Tube; South Kensington or Gloucester Road.

Heading the January
issue's bumper equipment test line-up is a
stunning, superbly-built
techn cally-innovative,
British amp combination:
the CPM3200e pre- and
SPM1200C power
amplifier from Ch: r:.'
Elec .roni:s. It certainly looks
the business, so how does it sound?
It's aspecial month for CD player reviews,
too: we'll be offering an exclusive review of
Naim's new flagship player, the CDS II, and for
those on atight budget we'll be closely comparing the latest £300 models from Denon,
Marantz, Pioneer and Sony. And if you're up
for abit of DIY, look out for our mods to the
Cambridge DACMagic, which can produce
some extraordinary results for very little
N141 NEWS à RECORD REVIEW
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money. Analogue fans will turn to January's
review of the relatively-affordable
turntable from German specialist
Clearaudio, The Solution', while
our speaker reviews kick off with
exclusive coverage of the exciting
Cadence Anina electrostatic hybrid.
Leading the music section is
our interview with
pianist Fou Ts'ong,
and, as we head for the
Christmas build-up, the /
Record Review pages will be I
packed with the best of the
› 0»
season's new CDs! Last but
t ilje
not least, we'll be offering
some mouthwatering prizes in
our free entry competition...
all in the January issue, on
sale Friday, 4 December

•
•
•
•

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 R
G- olden Dragon_ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)
Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage
DC cathode current
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation

6.3V
1.3A
450V
425V
-15 to -40V
65mA
22W
3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

‘UTUIWIN

sbury..

Micromega Tempo 1amp

750

499

Micromega Stage 2 CD
Micromega Stage 3 CD

700
850
950

449
599
699

700
1499

449
999

Micromega Stage 6 CD
Micromega Stage DAC
Mission 754f spkrs (oak)

Mission 754 speakers
IMzs cl®reo
MERIDIAN
500 CD transport

£was Esale
1325
995

518 processor
501 pre-amp
502 pre-amp
505 mono-blok ( each)
556 power amp
557 power amp
551 integrated amp
541 AN processor
519 R F modulator
566 DAC 20 bit
M 1500 sub bass
NAC
NAP
NAC
NAP
NAC

92 remote pre-amp
90/3 power amp
72 pre- amp
140 power amp
120 pre-amp

NAP 180 power amp
NAC 82 pre-amp
NAP 250 power amp
FLAT CAP psu
HI- CAP psu
SUPERCAP psu
NA CD2 CD player
INTRO speakers
CREDO speakers
NAT 02 tuner

8000 CDM & DAX
8000 C pre- amp
8000 Q pre- amp
8000 M mono amps - pair
8000 A integrated amp

2400
579
1249
1598
499

1939
459
1049

985
740

785
595

1385
845
950

1095
695
795

8000 S integrated amp
8000 SX integrated amp
8000 CD player

699
549
999

1525
845
1095
480
1225
895

1295
695
895
395
995
795

8000 LX integrated amp
M:76

469

379

Arcam Alpha 7 amp
Arcam Alpha 8 amp
Arcam Alpha AV 50 ( dolby)

260
360
700

175
275
525

525
350
595
625

449
630
349
349
999

349
475

650
460
745
770

Arcam Alpha Multi CD
Alchemist Kraken amp + ph
Aura VA100 Mk11 amp
Aura TU280 tuner
B&W CDM 7 speakers

1080

849

1090
2225
1705

849
1895
1449

350
720

275
525

2125
2000

1799
1749

Denon AVR600 Dolby amp 299
Denon DVD2000
499
Denon RCD100 cd receiver 499
Jamo Concert 8 speakers 1300
KEF Model 20B sub bass
349
KEF 015 speakers
199
Marantz ST 17 tuner
599
Marantz PM 17 amp gold
899

680
1090

499
889

1130

995

199
375
419
1049
275
165
479
675
239
479
275
449

Marantz CD 67se
Michell Argo pre-amp
Michell Iso
Micromega Drive 1CD

299
730
420
700

1298
399
549
449
799

275
275
749

finished in OAK now
only £ 999

SAVE £500!
Mission CYRUS pre/power 1146
Musical Fidelity Pre-Amp 8 349
Musical Fidelity Ti tuner
379

899
275

Exposure
Exposure
Exposure
Titus TZE

799
999
1049
379

649
799
879

Pioneer CLD 950 laser disc 499
Pioneer CLD1950 laser disc 599

299
349

REL Storm sub woofer
Roksan Artaxerxes
Sonus Faber Concerto
Yamaha Dspe 580 add-on
Yamaha Nsc105 centre

699
499
1000
449
79

499
249

Yamaha Nsc150 centre
109
Yamaha Nse80 rear spks
89
Yamaha Ysts-w150 sub
279
NB- some items may be ex-demonstration

89

15 Super amp
25 amp
CD player
Mk11 speakers

205

279

899
299
65

SA

Nairn SBL speakers from
Naim 72.5 pre-amp

1000
350

Naim 62 pre- amp
Naim 42 pre-amp
Naim Hi-cap
Naim 4.2 X- over
NAP 250
from

250
150
250
150
900

from
Audiolab 8000P
Arcam Delta 290 power
Musical Fidelity Al amp

300
250

Rotel FIA 980 BX
Rotel RA 960 BX
Quad ELS 63 + stands
Quad 405 11 power amp
Quad 34 pre-amp
Meridian 555 power amp
Cyrus II ( latest!)

150
150
100
1500

Mission DAD7+PSX
Quad 66 pre-amp

200
150
400
300
700
350

rn
rP)

All new stock carries
full manufacturers
guarantee

ejálisbury„..

65
219
15 Catherine Street
Salisbury SP1 2DF

Limited stock - call our Sales Hotline NOW

01722 322169
visit us on the web www.movement-audio.co.uk

MIT®
e

component and
speaker interfaces
Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers ¡n: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, e- lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, VVBT and others

A full range of interconnects and
speaker cables utilisiniat ented
terminator networks

t

. .. the RIGHT cables
. . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
•in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB

For full details please
contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road;
High Wycombe, BuckinE,,hamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 44 173 6

Fax: 01494 440360

(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

apPrk,,,c

AE
Atamme
AudioIan
B&W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Epos
•Widest choice in the area
liarman-Kardon
•Independent advice
JBL
•Qualified staff
KEF
•Comfortable dem rooms
Kenwoud
Superb showrooms
Krell
•Main road location
Marantz
Major car parks nearby
Martin-Logan
Menoian
•Insurance estimates
Michell
•Over 30yrs experience.
Missen
•Service Dept
Monk,' Audio
•Delivery & installation
Musical- Fidelity
•Part Exchange
Pickering
•Open 10:30-5:30 6days
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Quad
REL
Rogers
SME
Sonus-Faber
Spendor
deposit only 20% of
Tannoy
£500. for 12 months
TOL
£15000 for 24 months
Thorens
£3003. for 36 months
tube« to Oahe
Yamaha
& lots more
PS. if you're making asperm! trip .
et best to book. weekdays

e

X Dem. Sale...
rus

5,1

ag. at pla ef
or..

Aucfrolab

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema..

Up to 3yrs.
Interest Free
Credit

Krell

MonitorAudio

24 Gillygate, York
Tel 01904 629659

High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

Was

Acoustic Energy AEI Il r/w £995
AE2 II r/wood inc stands £2090
Audiolab 8000C £580
8000LX £470
8000CDM+DAC £2300
8000DAC £900
8000MX pair
£ 1800
B&W CDM2 r/wood £400
Copland CDA288 £ 1999
Cyrus I1li
£598
Commander remote £ 100
PSX-R
£328
Power
£498
SL integrated amp
£398
JBL Aquarius 5119 LSs £ 1250
KEF LS3/5a piano bk. LE £ 1800
Krell 250 Pre+power £5195
KAV300 cd
£3550
Marantz CD17 bk. £800
PM17 gold
£900
Meridian A500 r/wood £875
M60 r/wood £2500
566.20
£ 1095
500 CDT +566.20 DAC £2420
Michell Argo pre.+Hera £885
ISO phono stage £420
Mission
753f oak
£898
754f oak
£ 1498
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
r/wood piano laq. £5000
Studio 12 r/wood £ 1100
Pink Triangle Litaural CD £2099
Tarantella+RB+XLZ £ 1054
Pioneer CLD-D925 £800
A300 Precision £400
PDS505 Precision £460
Quad 77 Power amp £600
77 Pre-Amp
£700
77 Remote
£300
77 CD bus (all carbon) £700
REL Q100E bk.
£495
Yamaha DSP-A3090 £ 1500

Now

Classic second -hand...

£745
£1400
£475
£395
£1725
£650
£1495
£320
£1599
£475
£50
£275
£395
£325
£625
£895
£4650
£3195
£650
£695
£650
£1875
£750
£1795
£595
£320
£750
£1125

Acoustic Energy AEI r/w £495
Audiolab 8000C pre-amp £375
8000A integrated amp £350
Audio Innovations Series 1000
monoblox ( were £ 1799) £750
2nd Audio (was £3000) £ 1000
Gale 401 chrome/black £250
HK Citation 11/12 pre/power
& 15 tuner the very first models,
in walnut cases £300
KO' 104/2 r/w (£2000) £850
Marantz CD63 II KI-S £275
CD85 (built like atank) £250
Mission 776/777 ban pre amp &
2x 100w power amp £950
Argonaut bk., big, twin bass £325
Quad 22 pre & powers £600
ES1.57 pair bk latest spec. £750
34 pre-amp
MCI
44 pre ( din)
£ 185
405 power amp £200
FM4 tuner (din) £ 150
Revox G36 1/2 track 10" £ 195
B77 reel-reel 1/4 track, 7.5ips
pro-nabs, op cover £850
Rogers LS6 teak
£ 175
Ruark Sabre bk.
£250
SME origmal 3012
£ 175
3009 ink' original box £75
Tandberg TD20A
1,4 track 7.5ips 10"reel £650
Tammy Cheviot 10"
Dual Concentrics , walnut £350
609 marble effect inc. stands £ 195
Thorcns '11)124 mk2 43012 £ 150
TDI25 ink.2 +3009 £200
TD150+3012 in SME plinth £300

£2995
£825
£1675
£750
£595
£300
£350
£450
£525
£150
£595
£395
£1125

Vortexion Series 4 recorder £ 100

DNM PA3AS
AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER

high-tech for music
Brook artiplifeers handmade in Switzerland

It's not the size that counts, but
rather what you do with it !!!
Audio Scene

Chesterfield
01246 204005

The Music Mill

Edinburgh
0131 555 3963

Exclusive for Scotland

The Right Note

Bristol
01225 874728

Walrus Systems

London
0171 724 7224

Virtual

Keahty

Audio Systems Ltd.

PO. Box 383, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4GB.
Tel: 01277 227355 Fax: 01277 224103
email: info@virtualrdemon.co.uk

specialist gui
GREATER LONDON

CHESHIRE

J-11-1144-4-

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

27 BOND STREET, EAUNG WS

er 0181-567 8703
AUD1OLAB, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs 8. service.
Closed Wednesday.

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA1 3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

DD

W

CLONE
L

studio

A rcam

Aucnolab
Castle
Mertcléan

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

Ct.t%se•

,
re, ff re i/mr
urf,tf 11W

nega
>Car:ant z

BONUS FABER YAMAHA

Epos

30 years of Excellence

Technits

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (0I) 2889449/2888477

BADA BONDED DEALER

Sony
Maim

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur -Fri 10 am to 9pm

SI n IRFAX 12() ,J) sssISS LOTT \ GT IONDON
II I01 - I
I.55 11:7111.:.1 ,

1`

GREATER MANCHESTER
'SIMPLY

THE BEST'

sî,

tin z

NAMES IN HI-FI

î

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Audio Alchemy • Audio Analogue

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
Mt

• Mission • Copland •

9 V It
Music

to

•Audiomeca • Audio Synthesis • An Audio • Audio Physic • Budder • Burmester
•(abarco • Conrad-Johnson • Croft • EPA • E.A.R. • Bearocompaniet • Forsell
•Fullers Audio • Gamma Aroustirs • Golden Tube • Groat • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Voice • Lowther Voigt • Mognum • Meracus • Musical Fidelity • OCM • Oracle
•Ocelle • Ortofon • Papworth • Pass Labs • Purist • Project • Pentochord
•Pink Triangle • OED • Sequence • Starr • Teac • Triangle • Trkhotd Research • Totem
•Unison Research • Yamomura Churchill. YEA and olliers

e.
4

yvor oars

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDH AM

I

0161 633 2602

gq .

00

.1., ', Wallah,. • Pah oughangrlahlaw,
Call for lat of part exchange bargains
Dermantos aatingseir Simard rieshas127 cheer. eras. korealor km>,
5 mins from )
27 of the M6

CHEADLE
0161 428 7887

Nb

01257 473175

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

think audio think...

M IO'
Brien Hi
Fide*
1111M

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Onr fourth phenomenal year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

DECEMBER 0998
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Clearance
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Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

0% Instant Finance Available
Minims Mails on request

New Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards
Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair facilities
5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo
5mino from A3 ( Raynes Park B282exrt1 • 25 mins M25 Junc 10
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Est. 1986

Tel.(0181)946-1528

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

KR111.1.

ARCAM • ANTHEM • AUDIOGRAM • AUDIO
RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER •
CABLETALK • CHORO • CREEK • DENON •
DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL •
MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD • NAIM • OPERA
• PRECIOUS METALS • QED • REGA •
ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH
CABLES • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS
FABER • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT
CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

ORANGES
& LEMONS

ú

Auditorium

LONDON
INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

O

Fax ( 01811946-0331

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi
3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theio, Copeland, Pink A, Audio Research Meridian, Audion, Hi 0,
CR Derelopments, Wilson Audio, Martin Logan, Sonus Faber, Jorro, Epos,
Myryad, Alchemist, Creek, Michell, SME, OT Products,

Ruons, d.p.o,

REL, Robo, Denon,

Celestion, Rose, Micrornepa, Onolon v. muds more.
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Audio Research D130 poso Arno. Solid note.
130vmen/Ch
(Ex Orel
cieno . E1,500
norlio Remords 1.59 Pre tarp. Inc Remote
solid store
(Es Doe)
c1,949 .C1,559
Combination price for bee Hr. Jima aeons purelieued tame time
Audio Research 052 MK2 pre Amp Valve
( S/H1
f22,297 £ 1,500
Roland Model Ipwr
Amp Solid Mote
.
IS/11
C3,000.R1,500
Celestion A2 Opio 1/1 dserry
Micromego Tempo 2int Amp
( Ex Drat . 1950 .1599
DPA tilde Mt 3DAC
(Ex Dam)
000.. .£ 199
SPA Enlightenment SAC
(Ex Den) . 1:825 .099
Meridian 501 pre Amp
¡Ex Dent .
R695.. .V199
Alchemist Morns in. Amp
OM 122 spits 1/1drrry vinyl
le. Dom).
8270
1199
Meridian 566 DAC 20 ail
IS/N) .. f1,045 £550
Pink Triangle Numeral CD
RoDent £ 1,040 £599
Thorn» TD 166 T/T and Rego RB 250
NL Al Ex Dan Men are as new, unmarked, mil besisl and indude the f41 mounicelone
perranteel Offering aminiorn el 2years ond uple 5yews, Repaving wort gee pules.

Mail Order Available vi,v***********
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

EASY ACCESS
16-18A

Eldon

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

Street, Tuatorcl, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH

Telephone 1017771 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437
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specialist guide
DEVON & CORNWALL

NORTH LONDON

studio
ec

f

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

HEREFORDSHIRE

ENGLISH

audio
****CYRUS CENTRE****
Arcam, Arcaudis. A.T.C.. Audiolab. B&W, Castle.
Denon, Dynaudio, Fleyhnx)k, Kef, Marantz.
Mission, Musical Fidelity. Naim. Pink Triangle.
Pioneer. Proac. Rel. Rotel, Ruark. John Shearne,
Stax. Tear. Yamaha

82

& TV
82

The High Street

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olutsen Centre
ARCAM, ATACAMA, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AVI,
BANG 8OLUFSEN, IMO, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, JAMO, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY. MYRYAD, NAIM, PANASONIC,
QED, QUAD, ROBERTS RADIO. SENNHEISER, SOUND STYLE.
TANNOY. TARGET AUDIO. TEAC. TDL, Tb DETC

Analog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)

Slut kist or lull tangt• ii oudivers and
electronic s(
or all major manutae turers.
Please phone for details.

4i0\./-et/we

Once is not enough
We at

Venue are riot interested in making the quick,one time
saleRather,we want you as a long
Audio

term repeat customen5o whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000
Tel / Fax 0181 707 4849
mobile 0973 471 426
email ; aucliovenue@vo9anet.co.uk
NORFOLK

Credit ( Including Interest Free) Available

KENT

le\

UNMET

Sound & Vision

SURREY

37 Whitecnb, !
triad. Hereford 011432a .
3550K

Am‹lio Vise.l Cov\smit-Áties

KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON BT70 lAR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronotHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.KronosHi-Fldemon.co.uk

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTFI 1NAHA AND MARA \ I/

Mon-Sat 9.30 —. 5.30

,
gesMoke

TURNTABLES Moth. Michell. Nottingham Analogue. Roksan, Rockport,
UPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega. SME. Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue, VPI. Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio. Goldring, Koetsu,
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel. Maranta. Harman Kardon. Helios. Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca. M.F.. Copeland. Krell, BOW Technology. YBA,
Meracus. DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Marantz. Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, BOW.
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS- Audio Physics, Apogee. OLN. Triangle. Jamo,
System Audio. JBL. Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy. Blueprint, Living Voice. Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel. Harman Kardon. Proceed. Krell.
Suntire (
Bob Carver). JBL. Triangle, Ruark. Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Partington. Base. Understands.

849 Iligh Road, tundean NI2
Tel, 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

Itec Installation: Credit tecilitie, Service Dept

MIDDLESEX

NORTHERN IRELAND

%width
till 551 • lit NSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•NIICRONIF t • Ntiti SI DIO • NE VI' • RECA • ROTEL
•ROYD • till till\ I \ • II ‘ t • 1 \\ MIA & MORF:

n iaeiit yY

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

1.INILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 lED
Tel: 01622 676703

indecently good hi-fi

Fax: 01622 676723

SOUTH COAST

9High Same., Fieleton Wick, Kmpron upon
l'humee, Suney KT1 4DA, Tel: 081-943 3W

Open Tues Fn 10.30arn 7.00pm/Sat 100m - 6pm

ile>

Choose from the
finest
Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

LTNILET
Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

eff rie s

UNILET SOUND & VISION
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY. KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567

Fax: 0181 336 0820

lES.N1DP•
the hymned of security

•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI-ROOM

EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

SOUTH EAST LONDON

SUFFOLK

Front End Problems'?
then contact:

The Old School
School Road. Bracon Ash
1+; Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (
01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy. Naim, Denon.
Creek, Epos, AudioLab. U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd. Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac.
Unison Research and others
128

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

14
il`ries

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-

signals

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth.
Hadcock. E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN SLIDER
SCALES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

hi-fi for grown-ups

tel /

fax ipswich 01 4 73 6 2 2 8 6 6
mobile
0802
1 7 6 3 19

DECEMBER 1990

HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

specialist guide
SCOTLAND

Have you heard the latest?
No? Well now's your chance to listen to some of the most
serious and coolest hi-fi equipment availab:e on planet Earth including including:
Naim Audio / Pro AC / Absolute Sounds / Marantz / DNM / AVI / Alchemist
TEAC / Roksan / Rotel.

Musi cM ill

72 Newhaven Road • Edinburgh EH6 5QG • 0131-555 3963
Call for details on nationwide delivery and other services

Hi-ti advice that's always worth listening to.

YORKSHIRE
PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

3
7
4«Aida,
REAL

Smckists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Ghord Company, Clatse
Cable Talk. FAD, Exposure, Kara, Harbeth. Myryad.
Orella -.
echoed, Sonic Link, Orere. Steals Unique.
ETC 8matiy Others.

•
Reattec,t,i.,avtA,

HI

I
: I

SYSTEMS

PREMIER AUDIO

Fo. frindly advice or to arrange ), our demonstration of some of
the World's finest audio eydwment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on 1..FI:DS (0113) 252 8850 ( evening calls welcome). Generous
par. ewhange allowance alv. ays available. Agencies include ATC
•AVI Bryston, • Castle • Chord • Herbed' • HNE • Kimber
Kahle • Marmite • Priman. Systems • Spendor • Sumo • Tear
•The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and man> more.

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

D.ricis-atior. Facilities. Home Cemonstratt at,• 8Free Instabtion
By Appointment
Wakefield (0192412550e. (Anytime..
Servirg toe Yprkshiw Area

TEL: 01482 587397
1•1414.1M11

equi. wea AR,
1
ACUUS(11

tN4.."45

WEST SUSSEX

1)
.
Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528851) 9/

,
lielepowentrieetf;

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS
Audiolab,Electrocomiarriet, Pro-Ac, Ruark. Castle. TEAC. Unison Research. TM. Impulse
Horns, Uni:or Audio. Harbeth, Alchemis. Michell Turntables. Nothrigham Analogue
Studios. Plueprint. Audio Analogue , Exposure. Living Voice. Dem. Celestion (Aseries
only), Ora. Eta on. Au db Physic. Trichord Research. Yamaha and Klipsch Home Cinema.
Pro-Logic demonstrations. Nordost. StandsUnique. Stas Electrostatics Ortofon. Ringmat
Development. Audio Tchnica. Goldring. Listening room. Demonstrations. Home Trial.
Free deliverl anc Installation 2 Years Guarantee. AccessNisa

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER DN58SA
Tel/Fax: (01302) 781387
10-8pm Tue-Frl, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

W

BRIGHTON'S LILSOINO 141-IFI SHOP
OLAO you litke to hoar more.)

Cyrus. Ro.;san, Micromega. Audicnote, Audiolab, Rep,
Amen Exposure, Aura, Epos. Th el. Ruark Rotai ATC,
Marantz arc otTrer fine eqt.,pmext

PRC—)J ECTS

111“..INGLLY

0 113

L(

f

2 3 0

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

IC1P

Telephone 01273 775978

4 5 6 5

WEST MIDLANDS
Madmen...

152a gigh Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwich, Walsall,

Mission .. Stands I,nique..
and snuck much more.

01922 493499 /
BLO XMCH

ALSALL

Home Trions Home Cinema ,Theme

0121 321 2445

House Service Deportmeit Mail ostler ovaikdie

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Culdflekt Birmingham

INALJS.111C

JYA

HI -

I

Weems, Free

Ova oinallairl

r

MATTERS

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS H - 1
Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA. Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store,
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTIE1 ITEMS
RPR 0% Witten malls on rewst
1.8entedlrecht Boxer
VSA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • OINERS

111.F' NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

363 HAGLEY ROAD.

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL.

STOURBFI.CGE,

NEW BRANCH ',IOW OPEN
BOLDMERE RON/. SUTTON CODDFIELD.

BIRMINGHAM B17 80L

WEST MiDLANDS 892 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 IAB

WES- MIDLANDS, E173 571)

TEL 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 31'98

TEL: 0121.742 0254 FAX: 0121.742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 0'384-444968

TEL 0121 354 2311. FAX: 0121 354 1933

DECEMBER 1998
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
2nd Audio Monoblock valve amps, new valves,
£1,200; Musical Fidelity F22 preamp, remote, £600;
Impulse H2 horns, rare cherry finish, £ 1,200; Linn
Saras, black £ 180; Genexxa Pros with Linaeum
tweeter, £50 tel: 0141 330 5526 day 01355 303527
eves
(H1530)
3,4 metre pair XL0 Signature speaker cable £225;
3/4 metre pair MIT 750 speaker cable £ 100; Lynwood
mains cleaner six outlets £ 185; 4 shelf Taret AER rack
£100; 3 shelf Target AER rack £ 75; 2Target amp
stands £ 35 each; 3 Arjay Record and CD storage
units, various sixes £40-£100 each; Audio Research
LS5 MK3 pre-amp (black) mint inc. remote control
£3,250; Tel: 0171 702 4984 eves (H1645)
Aerial 10T speakers, Piano-Lacquer black, plus
Hoods, plus stands (sound-byte filled), plus AudioPoints, plus packaging etc. £ 3,500 (£ 6,500 plus,
new) tel: Gerry Hassell, 0181 751 3771 or 0181 890
3302 business hours
(H1644)
Arcam Delta 250 CD Transport and Arcam black
box 50 DAC buying price £ 1,300 selling price £730
tel: 0141 883 8217
(H1627)
Audio Alchemy DDEV1.0 DIA power station two
power supply, DST Active digital interconnect £350;
Royd Abbot speakers, bi-wireable, F/standing £300;
NVA Soundpipes LS1 speaker cable, offers? tel:
01279 659948
(H1631)
Audio Resarch CA50 integrated amplifier, £3,200,
boxed tel: 0151 733 7938
(H1595)
Audio Research D240MKII immaculate £ 1,100
(£3,400); 9Xmetres Audio Research Litzlink MKII
interconnect £400 (£ 1,200); 1Xmetre Audionote
ANVZ interconnect £ 500 £ 1,250) 1Xmetre
ANVX/ANSP £ 300 (£700); Audionote KO-ON
passive pre-amplifier £300 (£ 1,500) must sell, offers
considered, tel: 01604 720122
(
H1641)
Audio Research LS7 pre amp, silver recent service,
excellent condition with box and manual, priced for
quick sale £850 (new £ 1,750) save £ 300 on other
ads in mags, tel: 01948 666484 (H1544)
Audio Research LS7 preamp, mint, boxed, manual,
receipt £950 tel: 0370 826980 (H1545)
Audio Synthesis ADEQ plus power supply £450;
Koetsu black cartridge, little used, retipped by expert
Stylus company £250; Pink Triangle PT two plus
PSU Helios Orion arm, no lid, hence £400 tel:
01223 572875
(H1650)
Audio Synthesis DAX dac, Ultra Analogue version
with glass optical input, £ 650ono; Concordant
Excelsior valve preamp with phono input and
separate power supply, £450ono tel: 01962 851802
(H1603)
Audiolab 8000C preamp £233 8000P 100w amps
each £ 383 pair £749 Mission 753 speakers £290
Cyrus PSX12 supplies each £ 167 pair £ 319
Discmaster £429 Dacmaster offers boxed tel: 01242
269257
(H1577)
Audiolab 8000Q pre-amp 8000T tuner £625 and
£425 respect. both carefully used and in mint
condition, boxed, manuals, original receipts tel: 01795
522224
(H1609)
Audiolab 8000S, Audiolab 8000P latest version,
both mint £450 each, boxed and instructions, remote
control, tel: 01203 712394 eves (Coventry)
(HI611)
Audion Silver Night monoblocks £ 1,100; Orelle
CD1OT transport & DA188 DAC £ 425; Ruartk
Talisman II speakers £350, all excellent, one careful
owner, reluctant sale tel: 01243 553531 (West
Sussex)
(H1643)
Baby Forces Downgrade! Levinson 332 £4.5k;
Thiel 2.3 (£ 3,500) £2,700 both few months old so
under warranty, sorry, keeping the 39! tel: 01322
408802
(H1543)
Beard P100 monoblock valve power amplifiers pair, new KT88 valve's, internally upgarded and
serviced by Bill Beard, absolutely magnificent,
£1,750ovno; Audio Synthesis Passion, 8 inputs,
homemade, plain looking but stunning sound hence
£375 tel: 0181 578 7714
(H1336)
Boston Lynfield 300L speakers on original lead
filled ( 50kg) alluminium stands, boxed (£2,100)
£1,100ono; Tannoy Monitor Golds ( 12" Camdex
model) in original cabinets £650ovno tel: Phil, 01503
230646 (Plymouth)
(H1612)
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Bray ura Virtusoso gold horns, beautiful sound, as
new condition, less than one year old, reason for sale:
going even larger £ 2,600 tel: 01763 260946
(Herts/Cambs)
(H1601)
Celestion SL6i speakers, boxed, as new, walnut
finish, including Celestion speaker stands, price £250
tel: 01444 461287 before 9pm
(H1597)
Chord 120013 £ 1,650 (£3,550); PSAudio Reference
Link DAC/Pre £ 1,500 (£ 5,500) ATC20 Towers,
walnut, guaranteed, £ 1,050 (£2,650); vdH Revelation
2m set £250 (£600); Orelle DA180 £250; Trichord
pulsewire 0.5m pair £40; tel: 0131 556 7545
s.hussain@ ed. sac.ac.uk (H1521)
Chord SPM 1200B power amp, as new, only afew
months old, upgrading to Chord mono-blocks
£2,400ono tel: 0181 427 6936
(H1544)
Classic Highly regarded power amp Conrad Johnson
MV50 recently serviced ( agents), boxed; Audio
Research LS7, less than two years old, pristine
condition, boxed, only sensible ofers tel: 01708
221188 (eves)
(H1638)
Conrad Johnson Art preamp, unwanted gift, never
used, Sensible offers for the world's best preamp,
probably, no dreamers or time wasters please tel:
01189 611918
(H1606)
Conrad Johnson MV55 valve amp £ 1,195; Nakamichi
ZXL 1000 cassette £995; Marantz DA12 converter
£325; Teac Reel to Reel £ 235; WANTED: ( Buy or
Swap) Van den Hul 1st or 2nd Interconnects, Stax
Lambda headphones, very good Dac converter, tel:
Graham, 0171 383 0677 or 0961 156457 (HI591)
Copland 288 perfect condition, boxed, for latest
review, see What Hi-Fi September issues, page 88
£1,200ono tel: 0181449 8639 (Barnet) (H1555)
Disco-Nites Bose 901(11) £ 250; Rogers LS3/5a
£230; Naim NAC42/NAP110 £ 300; Linn LP12
£250; Ittock £ 195; Grace G707 £65; Supex 900E
£60; Dynavector 20A £35; Meridian FM104 £70;
Nakarnichi 550 £250; CM300's £ 120 boxed tel/fax:
0171 602 9746
(H1608)
Epos ES14 speakers with stands grilles; Naim
NAP140 NAC92 hi-cap complete with Naim speaker
cable and various chord interconnects £ 1,750; Audio
Alchemy DAC DDEV3.0 plus PS3 £600 tel: 01582
713844
(H1535)
Exposure 13 moving magnet phono stage, 12
months old, excellent sound, mint condition and
boxed cost £799 sell for £485 genuine sale reason,
tel: 01689 822931
(H1634)
Finestra Preamp with dedicated MC input and
external power supply £700; Lectern Poweramp
£400 or £ 1,000 for both, excellent sound and
condition tel: Steve, 01229 827980 (H1635)
Gamma Acoustics Space 300B integrated amplifier
(£3,500) Space Reference III Power supply £850;
Gamma EPOCH Speakers, Focal Drive units
(£1,500) £350; Cambrdige Audio CD1 classic CD
Player £ 300 tel: 0181 672 4319 (H1628)
Granitan Rock Turntable FR64F'X Tonearm £399;
Two hailer XL600 500w amps, bridgeable £ 549;
Each Pioneer DO7 high speed Dat Recorder £649;
LP Collection £2.75 each plus P&P SAE List tel:
01983 854302
(H1652)
Hi -Fi History Hi Fi News November 1961 August 1976, some early issues missing £ 15 buyer
collects tel: 01332 767747 (Derby) (H1637)
Jeff Rowland phono stage, S.E. and balanced for
Consummate pre-amp £300 (£ 1,500); Revox B261
tuner £425 (£ 1,125); Cardas hexilink balanced
Stereo lm, tel: 0181 670 6411 all mint, boxed etc.
(H1647)
ICEF Q55 floor standing loud speakers sheilded, mint
condition £ 350; Musical Fidelity 3A pre amp, mint
condition £ 150 no offers please tel: 01536 410690
(H1584)
Kelly KT3 speakers £700; Marantz CD17 KI signature
£700; Exposure CD player, latest model £700; Sugden
SF100 amplifier £450; Musical Fidelity X-pre amplifier
£120; REL Q100E subwoofer £ 290; Denon POA
4400A mono blocks £500 all items boxed, as new, tel:
01572 723198
(H1568)
Ken Ishiwata PM17 amplifier, six weeks old, prepower beater,b oxed, mint, new £ 1,300, £ 1,150
Castle Harlech Cherrywood floorstanding speakers,
eight months old, unused, boxed, £880 new £629
Creek Headphone peamp with power suply upgarde,
new £ 170 £ 120 tel: 0115 952 1820 ( H1623

Krell FPB300 power amp £ 6,500; Krell KPS20i
CD player £6,500; Audio Research LS22 pre amp
£3,000; all mint, guaranteed, serious enquiries tel:
0181 365 3377, 0181 304 2401 (work) (H1646)
Krell FPB300 power amp £6,500; Krell KPS20i
CD player £6,500; Audio Research LS22 preamp
£3,000, all mint, guaranteed, serious enquiries only
tel: 0181 365 3367 or 0181 324 2401 (work)
(H1462)
Krell KBL line pre amplifier, mint condition, original
boxes and manuals, £ 1,500 tel: 01204 392112
(H1508)
ICrell KSA200 offers around £2,250; Apogee Mini
Grands with dedicated active crossover and
subwoofers, fantastic imaging and low frequency
extension, new £8,000 offers around £2,250 tel:
01270 759143
(
H1588)
Krell MD1 Trans and SBP64X Dac £4,500ono;
Theta Data H LD and Porgen III DAC £4,000ono
may split; Audio Research LS SII pre £2,500; all
mint and boxed, Siltech and Cardas cables tel: 0181
882 4287
(H1633)
Lingo LP12 ARO Lyra Parnassus DC'T. new; Mana
Ref with s/stage and Unto available with mini mana
£500; Naim CDS fully serviced, immaculate; Linn
K600 cable, 18m pair £200; Wilson Watt puppy S.1
(new £ 12,900) tel: 0171 801 0905 0385 575643
(H1414)
Linn Kabers, black ash, Totally immaculate, latest
tweeters, boxes and inst. incl. £950ono £2,000 new
retail tel: 01633 423043 (Newport, Gwent)
(H1550)
Linn Sara 9s black excellent condition, including
stands £280; A pair of VDH The First Cables £85
tel: 0121 788 1213 (Wham)
(H1594)
Lowther Accolade 2 walnut finish, with stands,
original packaging, fitted, latest PM2 and C55 drive
units, immaculate condition, legendary treble and
upper range, new £ 1,500 will sell £900 can
demonstrate, tel: 0181 852 5259 (H1546)
Luxman: Valveamps CL40/MQ50 with new valves,
turntable PD- 350 with Vacuum STab VS- 300, FR64
silver, Orotfon T-2000 and MC-2000, £2,100; BOW
Waxoo, as new £850 tel: 00 45 64 80 1632 (H1649)
Marantz 7Tpre/15 power amps, very rare; KEF 105,
103/2, IMF TLS50S, Rogers Studio l's W/Dale
E50's, Ditfon, 44's Leak Stereo 20 pre/power/tuner
Sony 557ESD CD, Pioneer PD75, Meridian 606
DAC 551 Integrated PM84Il lot more please tel:
01992718 265
(H1537)
Marantz PM66K1 amplifier £259 Monolith speaker
cable 2x3m 199 DNM speaker cable 2x5m 50 SME
309 tonearm £495 Brand new Eikos Interconnect
£49 Moth phono stage 175 Crimson 610C
preamp/poweramp 595 tel: 01582 724414 (H1570)
Martin Logan Aerius light oak, mint, 30 months
old, £ 1,250; Yamaha DSP E580 surround processor
amp £ 275; Celestion surrounds £ 50; Blue Angel
interconnect £40; Flatline twin 2m £35 tel: 0121
628 9247
(H1600)
McIntosh C22 pre-amp MC275 power amp and
original wooden case for C22, commemorative
edition £4,500; Rogers LS3/5A speakers, rosewood
finished £400 tel: 0117 956 5361 (Bristol)(H1607)
Meridian 500 Transport, latest model, brand new,
fully boxed, superb build and sound, quality £980
tel: Richard, 0589 041378 anytime (H1526)
Meridian 500 £725; Celestion SL600's £ 300;
Arcam Delta 290 ( mm/mc) £275; Meridian 203
£150; Aiwa ADF-810 cassette, three heads, dual
capstan transport £ 100 plinth/stand for Garrard 401
(Torlyte) £60 tel: 01621 772884 (H1564)
Meridian 500, 518, 566, 20 bit CD player, complete
with Siltech HF6 Digilinks and remote controller,
can be connected directly to a power amp (was
£3,500) now £2,500 tel: 01795 662547 (H1599)
Meridian 565 prologic processor/preamp with Dolby
Dig. AC3 upgrade should cost £2,000 selling for £900;
Meridian M100 Active loudspeakers £ 350 worth
double, tel: Jeff for information and demonstration,
01302 781387 or 01302 540045 (H1572)
Meridian DSP 5000 digital loudspeakers, Meridian
500 compact disc transport, Meridian 562V
Multimedia controller including 516mm phono
module, Audio Alchemy Data stream transceiver,
only sell together £2,900 tel: Mark, 01604 590069
(H1583)
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Meridian DSP5000 digital speakers £2,150ono;
Meridian 500 Transport £750ono + MSR remote,
both items 18 months old, immaculate condition,
boxed tel: 0113 253 8238
(1-11613)
Meridian DSP6000 fully active loudspeakers with
on board Daca as new condition, cost new £9,000
great half price buy at £4,500 tel: Jeff for information
and demonstration, 01302 781387 or 01302 540045
(H1573)
Meridian MI Active loudspeakers (no power amp
needed) originally £2,600 (recent £500 upgrade)
superb sound, immaculate condition £ 1,175
(including LFD interconnects); Soundstyle hi-fi table
£85; Target turntable wall-bracket £35 tel: 0171 722
3748 (Hampstead)
(H1602)
Meridian M2 active speakers, plus 101B preamp
(boxed) MM and MC modules, speakers cabinets
marked, mechanically perfect £450 tel: Nathan, 0171
929 3940/3 (work)
(H1640)
Mesa Baron valve power amplifier, stunning sound
and looks, 150 WPC, many rave reviews (Kessler/USA),
switcheable triode/pentode/feedback/VU meters, dual
mono, latest, mint, boxed £ 1,795ono (list 4000) tel:
John, 01865 862745
(H1560)
Michell Gyrodec (Bronze) RB300 arm, Michell
Gyropower QC £850; Musical Fidelity Electra E600
CD £275; LFD Linestage LSO, CFD Powerstage
PAO, CFD phonostage MMO, £700; Infinity REFIO
speakers £80; all mint ovno tel: 01787 881582
(H1585)
Michell ISO HR phono stage and hera PS suited
to low output cartridges adn Orotfon MC2000
Cartridge and Zeta's top tonearm with VDH wiring,
total buying price £2,100 selling price £ 1,050 tel:
0141 883 8217
(H1610)
Michell ORBE with SME V Ortophon MC30
supreme (unused) £2,950 (£3,950) very little use
from new tel: 01797 253073 East Sussex (H1528)
Monitor Audio Studio 60 speakers, MA Flagship,
unbelievable resolution and scale absolutely
immaculate, genuine reason for sale, (new £6,000)
£2,800 delivery and demo can be arranged tel: 01924
570606
(H1529)
Musical Fidelity A-1000 50W pure class A,
excellent condition £900 (£ 1,500) boxed tel: 01703
791061 eves (Southampton) (H1548)
Musical Fidelity MC6 huge floor standing Bipolar
speakers (£2,500) £ 1,100; Alchemist ' Odin' stereo,
Poweramps 80 + 80W lush sound chrome cost
£2,000 slae for £450 each or £800 the pair tel:
Marcus, 0181 530 6013
(H1522)
Musical Fidelity The Preamp Two Bridged Typhoon
power amps £450; Musical Fidelity Tl tuner £ 165;
Maranta CD- 10 £550; Sony TCK-6AES Tape deck
£325; Target VR-5 hi-fi rack, £ 130; all mint, tel:
01932 353529
(H1625)
Naim CDI two years, mint £850; Puccini SE, black,
as new £400; LS3/5a, bi-wire, walnut, vgc, £250;
Sony Dat-Walkman TCD-D8, microphone, tapes, as
new unused, offers tel: 01424 715390 (St Leonards)
(H1569)
Naim NAC72 £400; Hi-Cap £400; NAP 250 (new
style) £850; Linn Sondek (black) Lingo Ittok K18
£650; Linn KANS £ 150 (including stands) tel:
01494 725299
(111621)
Nairn Nait 3 remote includes interconnect and Naim
speaker cable boxed, 9 months old, £550ono tel:
0171 226 7481
(H1648)
Nakamichi CR7E discrete head cassette boxed
serviced mint £950; Regs Radio less than two hours
use £ 140; Nakamichi 582 cassette deck £ 150 tel:
Jeff, 01785 214678 (eves)
(H1636)
Nakamichi Dragon mint, boxed, serviced £ 1,350;
burmester 785 preamplifier MMMC, mint, boxed
£595; Krell KSA50 superb £ 1,000; Marantz 120
Oscilloscope tuner, superb, £495; Audioplan Kontrast
3 loudspeakers, mint, boxed £ 1,495 tel/fax: 01747
853372 (Dorset)
(H1547)
Nu-Vista for sale, excellent performance and very
attractive design, wanted: Wilson-Benesch Circle
turntable, Dynaudio Contour speakers, offers on tel:
+ 45-86 137043 or fax + 45-86-120002 (Denmark)
(H1622)
Pair Linn Keilidh Speakers with granite stands
£650; pair Eikos FRI £600; 3 metre pair Monglith
20/20 cables £ 170 all immaculate tel: 01977 620558
(H1556)
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Pioneer Elite DVL-90 Combi DVD/LD/CD, as new
boxed (list £ 1,450) £950; LDs: Broken Arrow, Heat,
Independence Day, Michael Collins, Mission
Impossible and Star Wars Trilogy - boxed set tel:
01945 463077
(H1605)
Proac Studio 100 mint with Target RI stands, cost
£950 asking £5225; Maranta CD72 £ 135; Mission
780 speakers with stands £ 125; Jecklin Float
headphones £40 tel: 01724 843081 (Lines)
(H1620)
Prose Studio two loudspeakers, black ash, 15" Target
stands, fabulous sound, excellent condition £350 tel:
0171 715 8374 weekdays (H1629)
Quad ELS black 57s speakers, ex. cond. £295 tel:
Bob Whiteside, day, 01642 616936 night, 01287
622256
(H1617)
Quad ESL63 late model, excellent condition,
£1,195; Krell KSA-50 MIt2, vgc, £895 tel: 01491
651278 South Oxfordshire (H1642)
Quad ESL63 speakers (pair) purchaser collects,
£1,500 tel: 0181 445 7164

(H1616)

Quad ESL63 speakers in brown with Quad Ropod
stands in very good condition, can demonstrate £800
tel: 01623 652576 (Mansfield) (H1576)
Quad: ESL63B including stands £ 1,500; 66/606
£600; Spendor LS3/5A including stands £250;
Nakamichi CR3 £225; Pioneer F91 tuner £ 125;
Target stand four marble shelves £ 125; QED
Systemline multi-room system (two rooms) £ 175 all
boxed and vgc tel: 01922 459619 (H1598)
Radford SC22, STA25 Series 3 valve amplifier
system, professionally restored three years ago, happy
to demonstrate this pristine example, £850, including
technical instructions, reports, spare valves, tel: 01932
856592 (Weybridge)
(H1615)
Rotel 965BX CD player £ 130; Nakamichi receiver
2, £ 150 and CD player 4, £ 130, all as new tel:
01222 230430
(H1571)
Rotel RCD965 BX CD player £ 125; Dennon
DAM500 (HX Pro) cassette deck £60; Dual CS50S3 turntable with Audio Technica AT1OOE cartridge
£80 tel: 01705 677628 (Hants) (111590)
Ruark Broad Sword speakers, black finish, complete
with good quality stands, boxed, excellent overall
condition £275ono tel: 01582 462811 (H1593)
Ruark Templar MK1 speakers, 3 years old, walnut
neat floor stander also pair Nordost gold flat 4m,
cables with plugs £300 the lot fantastic value tel:
home, 01628 529965 mobile 07771 571172
(Maidenhead)
(H1531)
SME Model 30, latest version, only few hours use,
truly as new, worlds best turntable, Perspex cover
included, save £3,500 at £6,950, rare chance, boxed,
tel: 0181 325 2585
(H1549)
Sonneteer Campion mint condition £300 Also
Audio Analogue Puccini S.E. £350 tel: 0181 788
1470 (Putney)
(H 1574)
Sonus Faber Elector Amators c/w stands £ 1,000;
Jeff Rowland Model 2 balanced poewr amplifier
£1,200; Meridian 518 digital preamp and remote
£500; Sugden CD transport £250; All perfect
condition tel: 0115 925 8581
(H1624)
Sony CRT Video and Data projector, remote control,
data cards, switch box, offers; Barco CRT Vdieo
projector 1001, remote video and data, offers; Sony
1031 offers tel: 01342 713033 (H1619)
Sony TAE-7B/TAN-7B pre-power, stunning high
end combo, 100w V-Fet Class A power (£4,000) vgc,
£500ono; Sony TC-D100 Daman (£800) £470;
Sony TC-D8 (£ 600) £330; both mint, boxed,
carriage included tel: 016974 78537 (H1580)
Soundstyle Compact Disc storage system, holds
250 CD's, colour classic black, excellent condition,
boxed and ready to courier foc £95 tel: 0131 336
2956
(H1604)
Stax SR Lambda Signature EAR speaker STAX
SRM-TIS headphone energiser, excellent condition,
boxed, as new, £750ono tel: 0181 509 2996
(H1545)
Stax SR- Omega reference electrostic head phones,
the very best available, sound quality is truly
awesome, immaculate condition £950 tel: 01744
883856
(H1582)

Super System KEF Ref. series cube 104/2 speakers,
Linn Deck, arm and head, Quarter A PM.64 11 amp
-CD 94 player, Proton tuner and cassette deck super connectors (please include) S.A.E. 1800 Para
Equalizer, £900 sterling tel: 01427 615346
(H1480)
TDL Studio 2 Transmission line floorstanding
speakers on dedicated stands, walnut finish, excellent
condition, change of listening room forces sale,
demonstration available £250ono tel: 01372 742477
(H1575)
Technics SLP-1200B CD player, pro version,
battleship build, balanced outputs, including phono,
pitch control, search control, fader start £ 550 tel:
0121 777 7029
(H1592)
Thiel CS5i loudspeakers, fantastic, voted Class A
equipment in Stereophile ( i.e. world's best!) 18
months old, retail £ 12,000, bargain £7,000, must
sett due to lack of listening area, will include £ 1,000
cables, Krell KAV300i amp £ 1,800 tel: 0171 624
5266
(H1596)
Townsend Rock reference turntable plus Excalisbur
tonearm, Orotfon MC25FL cartridge £ 1,000;
Avondale 6 pack, moving coil preamp £200; Tresham
DR3 moving coil preamp £75; Epos speaker stand
£40 tel: 01457 83 4465 (Manchester) (H1618)
Transparent Reference
lm phonos £900;
Transparent Ultra bi-wire 12ft speaker £ 1,600
(£3,400 new); Van den Hul Revelation carbon
speaker 12ft £550 tel: Philip, 01706 813987
(H1565)
Two Audio Synthesis ultra analogue Daca: DAX,
blaanced output, six input, Coax, Toslink, AT&T
£1,199; DSM £479; Teac X100OR Auto Reverse
RIR Tapedeck DBX £649; SME 3012 Tonearm
£199 tel: 01983 854302
(H1651)
Van Den Hal MC Silver interconnects, 0.8 meter
stereo £600 (£ 1,000 new); Proac Tablette speakers
£250 (£600) all as new, tel: 07771 888 696
(HI586)
£1,290(ono) buys one pair Quad ELS63 (brown) in
sealed boxes following full Quad service and upgrade,
tel: 01205 724305 after 6pm (South Lincolnshire)
(H1578)

FOR SALE - TRADE
Castle Loudspeakers new 25% off list, deliver
anywhere UK, please telephone for details, Five Ways
Hi-Fidelity Ltd (Est. 1972), 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD tel: 0121 455
0667 TuesSat 10,30 - 6.00
(H1626)
Vinyl Lovers: for collectable jazz, blues, pop and
classical records, send for catalogue, to Carl
Raghunath, 4637 Charing Cross Road, Sarasota,
Florida, 34241, USA tel/fax: 941 378 3712
(H1581)

WANTED
Quad CD67 please call 00 32 59 51 51 51
(H1639)
Quad Remote system controller for 66 series
preamp, new, old or even borken considered, good
home provided tel: 0973 219651 (H1614)
Radford ZD200, ZD100 or ITIO0 amplifieres, Also
required Radford IS0360 or 360 loud speakers,
private enthusiast, best prices paid, buyer will collect
tel: 0191 478 3840 or fax: 0191 478 3841 email:
Pparkin352@aol.com (H1632)
WANTED: Aragon 4004 power amplifier also Leak
Stereo 50 or 60 gold or black in good condition, tel:
Tim, 0121 236 1174 daytime (H1630)
Wanted: Dynation motor for Stereo recorder model
no. CR02-D tel: Johnson, 01705 378569 (H1587)
Wanted: Sony 557 ESD CD player (8-10 year old
model) musi be in good condition, cash waiting tel:
0116 269 3861 or 01509 3251
(H1589)
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TURNTABLES / PHONO
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£ 12,990
£4998
Garrard 401 Chassis only
£150
Linn LP12 Valhalla Zeta Koetsu Blk £2500
£998
Linn LP12 ( BR) Ekos/Lingo £3500
£1798
Linn LPI2,Lingo,Naim Aro,AT-0C9 £2800
£1198
Linn LP 12, Akito, Goldring 102 £ 1700
£595
Linn LP I
2 + Basik
£ 1300
£545
Linn Arkiv ICartridge £900
£298
Lyra Parnasus
£P0A
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / Oil MC3000
£998
Mantra + Magician, AT 005 & PSU
£748
Naim Aro
£ 1070
£685
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80
£58
Oracle Delphi/Dynavector DVXX1 /Koetsu
£1248
£1395
Oracle Delphi II/Linn lttok LVII
Ortofon T-300 Transformer £900
£495
Pink Triangle Export ( Ex/dem) £900
£597
Pink Triangle + PSU + Alphason
HR1OOS + Van den Hul One
£795
Revolver / Helios Scorpion / P77
£249
SME 3012 ( Boxed)
£275
Thorens TD125
£195
Thorens TDI60B Silver, ADC, VMS20E £ 145
AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE ffl
Alchemist Maxim Intgtd £319 £ 195
Arcam Alpha amp
£85
Arcam Alpha 5
£250 £ 148
Arcam Alpha 7
£250 £ 185
Arcam Delta 290
(Integrated with phono input) £500 £365
Arcam Delta 120
£250
Audiolab 8000A
£500
£365
Audiolab 8000LX
£470 £378
Audiolab 8000C
£550 £325
Audio Research D200 ( Ex Dem) £3250 £ 1997
Audio Research D300 pwr
£4800 £2394
Aura Evolution
£ 195
Aura 80 SE- X ( Integrated) £250 £ 175
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£799 £498
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr £ 1000 £495
Chord SPM1000B ( S/H)
£2785 £ 1295
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr
£ 1495 £675
Counterpoint SAI2 Solid State/Valve
£695
Hybrid 85 watts per channel £ 1400
Cyrus 2 + PSX
£415
£850
Cyrus Pre/Power £ 1095
£397
DPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem) £499
£477
DPA Renaissance ( Ex Dem) £595
£398
DNM Pre Series 2
£900
DNM PA IPower
£ 1800
£898
Dynaco STI20 (Classic circa ' 76)
£328
Exposure XXI/XVIII ( Pre/Power)
£1245
Exposure XVIlpre/XVIII mono's £2400
£1368
Gryphon The Pre- Amp
£6000
£2000
Harmon Kardon AVP la Processor £2000
£495
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr £ 1425
£795
Heybrook Integra ( Integrated!) £555
£250
Krell KBA Pm
£4998
£1898
Krell KAV300i ( Intgrtd) Mint £2550
£1998
Krell KSAI00 Mk2
£4000
£1495

Krell KSA200B
£5500
Krell Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pre)
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800
LFD LS2/PA I ( Pre/Pwr) £2600
LFD Mistral ( MM Phone Pre-pre)
Linn LK100 Power
Linn Kaim Pre
£ 1850
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr £6500
Meridian 101/103 Pre/Pwr
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC £ 1750
Meridian 562V Pre+MM £ 1095
Michell Argo + Hera
£900
Mod Squad Live Drive ( Passive pre)
Musical Fidelity A I ( Integrated) £359
Musical Fidelity P270/I Power £ 1395
Musical Fidelity 3a Pre
£379
Musical Fidelity 2a Pre
£299
Musical Fidelity MA50 ( Mono/Pwr) £875
Musical Fidelity A200 ( Integrated) £725
NAD 1(X)0 Pre
Naim NAIT 3R ( Ex-dem) £780
Naim NAC12
Naim NAC32.5
Naim NAC I2S
Naim NAC22
Naim NAC42
" Naim NAC72
£725
Naim NAP 160 ( Old style) Kimber wired
Naim NAP 135 ( 2xmonos) Ex-dem £3410
Naim NAP 135 ( 2xmonos) Old style
Naim NAP140 (Old Style) £750
Naim Hi-Cap (Old Style) £720
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
NVA AP50 (
Integrated)
£650
Orelle XTC POWI (4Channel)
£2000

YOUR VERY BEST TRADE-IN
PRICE IS GUARANTEED WHEN
YOU CHOOSE ANY NEW HI-FI
FROM THE HI-FI COMPANY

£3498
£238
£794
£678
£595
£P0A
£225
£648
£248
£178
£498
£495
£145
£6811
£165
£195
£95
£145
£195
£425
£395
£2980
£1648
£428
£378
£58
£291)
£395
£1298

NVA
EX- FACTORY SPECIAL PURCHASE
rDs Definitive State Mono
Power amps
Each £6400
Second State Stereo Pwr £3700
Second State Pre-amp £ 1000
Tis Integrated State Int-amp £ 1500
ITS Trans State CD
£3700
TES Emotive State CD
£2120

Tss
Tss

£200
£1800
£500
£800
£1800
£1100

For several years, many ' bowing' enthusiasts have
chosen NVA over more heavily promoted products.
Now, as the result of the Far East recession, we can offer
these World Class items at genuinely unreaptable prices.
STRICTLY LIMITED AVAILABILITY.
Pioneer A30OR
£400
Pioneer A400
£400
PS Audio TwoC power amp
QED A270 Integrated
QED Vector Pre/Remote £250
QED Systemline Kit + Mods ( Ex D) £3000
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
f
.

PART- EXCHANGE

£2758
£3250
£1498
£1198
£198
£398
£1095

£278
£194
£325
£225
£135
£1897
£P0A

Quad 66 Pre-amp
Quad 44 Pre-amp
Quad 34 Pre-amp
Quad 405 Power-amp
Quad 405 Mk II Power-amp
Resin B750 ( Mint/Boxed/Manual) £550
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Sonographe SC IPre
£ 1250
Sony FA3ES (Current model) £400
Sugden A28 ( Integrated)
Sugden A48 Mk11 ( Integrated)
Sugden AU5I ( Pre)
£750
Sugden Optima 140 ( 2X7Ow Intgd) £770
Threshold S300 ( Nelson Pass) £4500
Thorens TTP2000 Mk 1Pre ( Ex Dem) £499
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem) £599
'IBA 2Pre-amp
£ 17(X)
VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Arion Acoustics Electra
£900
+LK Audio Quintet ( Monos)
£2000
Audion Silver Knight
Integrated 300B
£ 1125
Audio Innovations 500 ( 25w Int) £ 1100
Audio Innovations Classic 25 ( In() £899
Audio Innovations 200 ( 13w Pwr)
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power)
Audio Note Meishu ( Line) £2750
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr ( Ex Dem) £888
Audio Research V70 Pwr ( Ex Dem) £4480
Audio Research LS5/1 Line Pre
(Ex Dem)
£5295
Audio Research LS7 Pre
£ 1550
Audio Research SPI4 Pre ( silver) £3300
Audio Research SP I5PS 2box pre £6000
Audion Sterling Integrated £595
Avantic SPA II Vintage valves
Cary SLA-70 Mk11 ( Pwr)
Croft Series 5 ( Power)
Copland CTA501 Power amp £ 1800
EAR 859
Gordon Welford ( Pre) Hand made, hard wired
Graaf 5050 Power ( Ex Dem) £2150
Graaf WFB 2Pre ( Ex Dem) £ 1195
Grant G100 Pre / Pwr
Luxman LX33 ( Integrated)
Muse Model 300 ( Mono powers) £4400
PM Components MPL1 Pre plus
2xMp2I1 Power amps ( Ex Dem) £50(X)
Tube Technology Prophet/Genesis £4800
Tube Technology Unisis £ 1550

£498
£265
£200
£195
£240
£358
£758
£450
£275
£125
£135
£450
£448
£1500
£397
£477
£878
£568
£878
£897
£495
£498
£295
£1298
£1895
£587
£2487
£2997
£1098
£1495
£2594
£428
£188
£998
£495
£998
£1458
£448
£1657
£897
£650
£698
£2898
£1997
£2898
£785

PAPWORTH AUDIO
M200 Monoblocks
200 wpc Silver wired, top sellers in the Far East
Truly beautiful amplifiers in mint condition
New: £5200

6months old: £3998

Also available:
Papworth Audio M100 Monoblocks
Mint condition
£3600 £,600

ARCAM • AUDION • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

BUY BACK
PROMISE

Next Day Delivery for all

FULL P/X ALLOWANCE

Credit Card Purchases

on '60 Doy' up-grades!

FULL
WARRANTY
On All Used HiFi
Equipment

FPREVIOUSLY
THAT'S
UNWANTED PRIZE
Audio Valve Baldur 200+
Class A Pure Tciode 140wpc Monoblocks
Simply not compatible with our client's system
In absolutely AS NEW condition - and what asaving!
Retail £ 10,000

As new £5298

CD PLAYERS / DACS
Arcam Alpha Plus CD
Arcam Delta Black Box ( DAC)
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 ( DAC)
Audio Research CD2
£3399
Audio Alchemy Vac- In-The- Box £249
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
4Box CD Player
£ 1950
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
Audio Alchemy DACMAN(Ex Dem) £ 149
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX(Ex D) £229
Audio Alchemy VI DAC
Audiolah 8000DAC
£ 1000
Audionote DAC I ( Valve) £695
Audio Research DAC 1 ( 20 bit)
Plus ATNT
£3800
AV1 2000MC Reference CD
£ 1300
Cambridge Audio CD2
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic
OPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
£250
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
£9900
Maranta CD94 Trichord £ 1000
Marantz CDI5
£3200
Meridian 203 DAC
£560
Meridian 263 DAC
£650
Meridian 500 Trans
£ 1325
Meridian 563 DAC
£865
Meridian 606 DAC
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC £ 1750
Micromega Stage 2CD
£660
Micromega Stage 4CD ( Ex Dem) £600
Microinega Stage 5CD ( Ex Dem) £750
Monarchy DIP fitterbuster(Ex Dem) £245
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
Naim CDS System ( Ex-dem) £3940
Nairn CD1
£2000
Ovelle CD1OT (Trans)
£800
Ocelle DA180 Mk11(DAC) £600
Pioneer PD77 CD Player £ 1100
Pink Triangle Da Capo Plus DCPSU
Balanced Input ( 1307 Chip) £3350
QED Digit Reference £450
Quad 66 CD Player
Revox B266 CD Pla)er £ 1300
Roksan DPI Trans
Roksau DA IDac
Roksau Attessa (Trans)
£2300

£148
£148
£248
£2398
£175
£898
£498
£117
£177
£168
£528
£498
£1945
£898
£99
£118
£148
£195
£1798
£498
£1500
£298
£395
£878
£468
£690
£794
£388
£397
£597
£197
£140
£3445
£1178
£548
£378
£495
£1850
£284
£448
£678
£598
£278
£695

BUSINESS HOURS: TUES - SAT 9.30am

Rotel RCD970BX
Sugden SDT-1 Pro CD
Teac VRDS TI Trans
Teac VRDS7 CD Player
Teac VRDSIO CD Player
Trichord Pulsar I(DAC)

£3(X)
£1300
£500
£600
£770
£1195

£198
£795
£35
£398
£538
£658

TAPE DECKS/TUNERS
A&R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
£75
Arcam Alpha Tuner
£75
£168
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner
£230
£528
Audiolab 80001 tuner
Avantic BM6I IValve Tuner
£148
Circa 1960 ( no decoder)
£135
Kenwood KX-4520 3Head HX-Pro
Leak Trough Line 3
£98
Magnum Dynalab FF 11
£550
£398
Maranta SD55 3hd / 2mtr
£400
£195
Maranta ST385L Tuner
£95
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
£1098
Nakamichi Dragon
£2350 £ 1194
Nakamichi Cassette Deck 2
£230
Nakamichi BXI25E
£185
Nakamichi 481Z
£298
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp £500
£295
Quad FM3
Choice from
£95
£225
Quad FM4 ( Beige)
Revox A77 1/2 track
£P0A
Revox B77 Mk's I & 2 ( Call for details)
£P0A
Sequerra Reference £5973
£1998
£218
Sony TCK 6115
£330
Sony 730ES
£300
£198
Theta Lynx Tuner
£500
£324
LOUDSPEAKERS
%Ion 5Mk2
£5000
‘pogee Diva Grigio Perla (Completo£18,000
‘Tc SCM20 Black ( Mint) £ 1599
B&W THX System ( Ex Dem) £4975
li&W 20001FS Centre
£220
li&W Silver Signatures ( Including
X/tners and cables) Fabulous! £6000
Castle Chester ( Yew)
£995
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew) £995
Castle Howard Mk2 ( Ex Dem) £ 1200
Celestion Ditton 240 ( 3way)
Celestion SL6 + stands
Epos ES II ( Black)
Epos ES14 Black withstands
Gale 301 ( Black)
£250
Harbeth HLP3ES Rosewood £799
Harbeth HL4 + Stands £ 1000
Harbeth HL K6 ( Ex Dem) £ 1049
Harbeth HL5 Teak
Heybrook Sextets ( Black) £ 1300
Horning Agathon Sig Bronze £3500
KEF Q60 Bookshelf
Leak Sandwich ( ClasWcs in good cond)
Umbel= LFX
£649

£2598
£4298
£998
£2977
£108
£2498
£879
£879
£947
£125
£198
£358
£428
£159
£478
£398
£847
£798
£848
£1600
£150
£135
£445

.30pm CLOSED MONDAYS VISITORS A

Linn Isobarik
£750
Linn Kaber ( Marked) £2(X)0 £898
Linn Nexus
£450 £265
Linn Kan ( Black & Teak)
£295
Magna Planar SMGA ( Blk & Chrome) £450
Magna Planar SMGA ( Wood/Brown) £450
Meridian. 50(8) ( Rosewood) £3495 £2298
Mission 727 ( Teak)
£ 158
Mission 754F ( Ex Dem)
£ 1498
£997
Mission 73 AS Active Sub-woofer £450
£345
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395 £248
Monitor Audio Monitor 2
£300 £218
Monitor Audio PMC703 Cherry £980 £720
Musical Fidelity MC2
£150
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem) £2750 £ 1497
Note Perfect Concert (Ex Dem) £2450
£1297
Pink Triangle Ventrical ( Ex Dem) £896 £597
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex dem) £4250 £3494
Quad ESL57
Fmm...
£395
Quad ESL63
£3500 £ 1595
Rega XEL ( Rosewood) £ 1040 £655
Rogers LS3/5a bi-wirable (Cherry) £700 £395
Rogers L53/5a + AB1 Sub (Teak)
5months old!
£ 1299 £998
Royd Minstrel ( Walnut/Black) £240 £ 168
Scott 166. M ini-Monitors £250
£138
Shahinian Obelisk
£3000 £ 1898
Snell J.11/ with stands
£770
£478
Sonus Faber
Minima Amator ( Mint)
£ 1550
£1095
Sonus Faber
Electa Antator Mk I ( Ex Dem) £3293 £2497
Spendor BCI
£238
Spendor SP2/3
£ 1195 £775
Tangent RS2 + Stands
£400 £225
Tangent Monitor 2 (Rosewood) £200 £ 140
Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers) £ 195
Tannoy 632 Profile
£250 £ 168
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units £3400 £2398
Wilson Witt Mkt ( Ex dem) £8888 £6887
Wilson Witt MkI ( Sept ' 97 Mint) £8888 £5998
MISCELLANEOUS
Harmonie TU812 LP Record Clamp £220
Siltech .560 Balanced cables Itrar pr £ 1600

£ 170
£600

BARGAIN STORE NOW OPEN
Hundreds of Budget Bargains' and
'Mainstream hi-fi items are now available at
our second outlet here in Peterborough.
Call ( 01733) 343469 for an up-to-date list

QUALIFY PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
CONSIDERED IN PART-EXCHANGE.
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI 1LZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141

ESTABLISHED 1974

Note: All ' previous' prices as shown are either the former manufacturers' list prices when new; prices customers paid for their equipment ( receipted) at the time of purchase; or the estimated price of comparable equipment/models at today's value.

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!
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Reference Recordings, Speakers Corner, Steeplechase, Telefunken, Water Lily Acoustics.

Classic Records, DCC, EMI Testament, King Super Analogue, Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs,

Audiophile labels stocked include Absolute Analogue, Alto High Fidelity, Analogue Productions, Chesky,

serious audiophile use.

intended for archival and

as the professional grade HW 17F,

of spares and accessories, as well

We stock afull compliment

to be without one.

in vinyl record replay can afford

Nobody with a serious interest

hand records !

gloriously cheap second

It also opens huge vistas of

valuable investment in vinyl.

essential to protect your

much more than a luxury - it is

ican remember, the 145.5 is

of the year for more years than

Stereophile's Analogue accessory

THELONIOUS MONK The Riverside Tenor Sessions f150
Analogue Productions 7LP Limited Edition Box Set

JOE JACKSON Night and Day f20

JOHN McLAUGHLIN et al Friday Night in San Francisco f20

JOHN LEE HOOKER Real Folk Blues f20

KEB MO Keb Mo f20

LATEST 1809 AUDIOPHILE VINYL

for side trade
SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
Probably

TANNOY

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

•

•

Official UK Distributor for VISATON loudspeaker kas Sc drive units
All offering excellent performance & unbeatable value

CASTLE

Design Services to help with your own idea:
* Crossov

er Design -Optimised Mr your units to >our specifications

* Cabinet Design - Optimum drive unit volumes & port dimensions
* Thiele / Small parameters -Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - I
wil rm. Phase, Impedance
* Ventage loudspeaker tip-grades aspeciality

Please call for your

FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.

Telephone: 01703 -559312
or visit our comfortable showmom for ademon;tratim at:

326, Portswood Rd, Southampton, Haut S017 2T1)

NAIM

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
PRICE

PRICE

£1995
.£1995
£1295
£1995
13995
£995
£275
QUAD 405 Mk2
£895
OPA Pre..Power with all cables
.11200
NAKAMICHI CR7E Cassette Deck
£1995
MARK LEVINSON 331 Power amp
£4995
MARK LEVINSON 332 Power amp MINT .
£5795
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac EX OEM .
£1895
MARK LEVINSON 29 Power amp EX CON ..
£1995
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp
MILLER & KREISM. MX100 Subwookr EX CON ....................£795
MERIDIAN 230 Dac.
_ 1195
MICROMEGA Stage 6Cd transport__ .£595
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 Speakers(Rosewood) MINT ....£3495
MERIDIAN 263 Dac.
£249
MICHELL Orbe (EX OEM)
...£1500
MICHELL OrbeiSME 309 arm (EX OEM) ...........................£2050
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stars ..£250
ACCUPHASE 80 ,80L Cd player .12995
AUDIO RESEARCH 5Mtr Litz line seeker cable
EX OEM (
f945)
1650
AUDIONOTE IC Limited Cadridge & Fsu
£2750
AUDIONOTE ANE/S-E Uspeakers ( Rosewood) F. veneer ..£3995
AUDIONOTE M2 Line Pre-amp MINT
£599
MON ll Loudspeakers
1995
AVALEN Ascent Speakers (light woe
MINT/CRATED (£16000)
£7000
AUDIONOTE Neiro amp MINT/BOXED(new f15400).
AUDIONOTE Ongaku MINT
134995
SONUS FABER Concerto sealed box..£895
SOLSTICE AAD Speakes with stands .....£495
KEF 104 Loudspeakers .......................................................£450

BURMESTER 916 CD Player MINT ....._.
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp MINT
MARMITZ CD 12 CD Deransport
JADIS JPL Pre-amp.
JADIS JA80 Mono blocks ..
MICHELL GYRODECK with SME V

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 Integrateeamplifier
AUDIONOTE P4 Monobloc MINT
AUDIONOTE 095E Power amp MINT .
ARCAM Delta black box ll :
lac
VPI19 MK3 (dark oak)/AirTangentMoetsu Black ......
VOID Titable/SME V & Claraudio ielta Cart
ROOD Standard turntable %SINT
VOID Viable (upgraded cmu & mtri Rebus Orion
PRIMARE 201 Pre-amp with 202 Manoblocks
REVOX 077 Tape recorder EX CON .
REVOX PR99 MK3 Tape suck
REMO 6215S Cassette Wick
HAIM Nac 32.5 pre/Nap 1
40 peur & Snaps psu.
DENON POA 4400A More-blocks la CON
LUXMAN M03600 KT88 ahreo power amp
LUXMAN 5T-I0 Tuner....
LUXMAN M2000 Power alp MINT.
HELIUS Silver wired ton*Irm
FORSELL Cartndge MINT
JVC 7050 Power amp
ORACLE Premier MK III liable with pou

WE NOW OFFER 0°. FINANCE • TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
• (Subject to status)
MAIN URI RS FOR:
THIEL. MARK LEVINSON.
ABSOLU 1SOUK% PRODUCTS
ANO MUCH MORE.
FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
http:/iwww.hilfsterea.corn

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CL1113 WELCOME

VISA

£550
£3395
£895
£175
£1800
£2495
£1495
£1495
£5995
£595
£1995
£995
£695
£895
£1295
£450
£495
£995
£795
£695
£1495

WE TAKE PAW" EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTH NG, WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX 01903 872234
e-mail:heatherdweehifi-stereo.corn

THESE AND 0-HER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.marl: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

SUPERCLOCK....a new concept in digital master clock design
Simply the Ultimate CD upgrade

Specialist Upgrade Service

The latest in CD master clock development, using acompletely new unique design
resulting in amuch greater accuracy in data retrieval and conversion processes.
Features comprehensive circuit topology using push-pull techniques and series mode
oscillation, and the sine-square converter utilises avery high speed IC to provide a
precision square wave clock signal.
: Greatly Unproved resolution and detail.
: Extended accurate bass with real weight, control and presence.
High frequencies have less glare and hardness at all listening levels.
: Greater dynamics, and detail at all frequencies.
: Spacious 3-D presentation of vocals and instruments.

exclusively from AudioCom
the following frequencies:

Pro essional modifications using leading edge components.
Modifications are carried out by engineer with 30 years experience in
the field of analogue and digital electronics. Upgrades available to all
upes of audio equipment.
•CD Players/Transports & D-A convertors
Analogue stage, digital stage, master clock, power supplies
• Pre & Power amplifiers,
1
,
,nver suppliers, signal de coupling,

The SUPERCLOCK is available

( UK) and can be fitted to any

CD players/transports using

11.2896MHz,

16.934MHz &

volume control

For further information on SUPERCLOCK and other products
request a copy of our FREE catalogue. (Overseas: £3.50)
Tel 01834 842803 Tel/Fax: 01834 842804 E-Mail: audiocom@scotnet.co.uk

mu

22.5792MHz. Modifications are carried out at AudioCom (
UK). Akit is also available with instructions for the technically competent.

Ill 0 11:1 s mi« a

REFERENCE CABLE

ma all _

& HOME CINEMA

F

28 QUEENSWAY, HORSHAM. WEST SUSSEX. TEL/FAX 01403 251587.
EMAIL: hi-fiepaynter.demon.co.uk, WEB SITE: www.paynter.demon.co.uk
•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
• " _., .'. • ti
•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
•MICHELL • TEAC

EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative,
patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( tm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UL/CSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.

For further details contact John SCarrick.
The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•ACCUPHASE
•AUDIO ANALOGUE • GRAAF
•BLACK DIAMOND RACING
•TARGET • SENNHEISER

•UNISON RESEARCH
•OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•NAGRA PL-P PREAMPLIFIER
•SONY, RCF, SELECO PROJECTORS

CIAO 77 INTEGRATED . R/C ( 8491 XD
£ S49
MAD 77 CD BUS ( 6991 XD
£499
A11010 RESEARO-I 670/2 119951 99
£ 995
.ANASCiNIC A350 CVO PLAYER 16991 90
£495
:14EXA 6 CO PLMER149951SH £ 2250
YEE-VOX 1177 TAPE RECORDER SPI
£250
•
•
•Fvex 536 TAPE RECORDER SH
£ 250
.1EyBROOK HEYLETTE SPEAKEF512701xE1 £ 150
.
.1AGNEPLANAR 25 PANELS 120331 SH
£ 795
MANLEY 3CO3 / PP MONOBLOCS 141801 VO
£ 1995
MANLEY PLIRIS1 PRE-AMP 116401 VD
£ 995
%Wen' LANCE-11N CAC 0see) VD
£ 995
• • YYPB ,Y. ,• • E • !, ,!
T,SPEAKERS f439( x0
f:•• ,

• ' , REAL* SM 5PRE•ANP ( 24951 XD .
£995
-. -.:. VRDS 10 SE CD PLAYER 1E1501 XD
£ 649
-.:. ADS 703 PLAYER (6501 XD
£449
. ! OSYNTHEOS DEN DAG ( 12031SH £ 595
„,E5 CHAMELEON LCUOSREAKERS (9951 SP £ 195
- 30/90 VALVE POWER AMP (
27901 90
£ 1495
.35/35 VALVE POWER Ale (295019D £ 1495
, D P35 VALVE POWER AMP (995) SH
£495
- 30/30 VALVE POWER NJP 19951SH £495
• •• INX DAC (CRYSTAL 0/SI (5031 XD. .. £250
ELGAR DACIE15031XD . . ........ .. £ 5995
..- -;
RA PI. PPREAMPI.PER(75031x0 £ 5495
,x-v, !. ,• H ! Ill :, , n, f ]•• E,( . 1
1B r•-,Y,i r•! y ! " X• Y

NOW DEMONSTRATING, 24 1317/913KHZ RECORDINGS ON THE EiCS ELGAR WITH PIONEER OVO PLAYERS
SELECO 500111 VIDEO PROJECTOR ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION WITH OVO MOVIES

Calling all Ving
General 1(nowled
•
sf

rc

e

urnta.lê offers all the following features?

Exceptional performance and full upgrade potential. Acrylic Platter,
external power supply, ( single or two speed). Solid hardwood
plinth, either cherry walnut or mahogany as standard. Full
suspension system, including motor isolation, plus optional high
mass, diamond polished granite base board. Arm with high quality
oxygen free internal cable plus detachable plug-in external cable
offering further upgrades.
Available brand new and fully built or in self- build kit form.
What would it cost to purchase this turntable and get the best from
your vinyl collection?
A lot less than you might think with . ..

The Q.T.

!!

In fact you may already own the turntable of your dreams. Call us today and find out how to achieve the
transformation of your existing machine to the above specification.
Additional Upgrades available to: Rega 2 & 3 Moth Alamo, etc., Rega Arm rewire service, plus due to popular
demand Systemdeck, and many other's.

Upgrades from £ 115.00.

External turntable power supplies fully

built and tested from £ 225.00. Phono stage MM & MC inc. external PSU from £ 350.00. Plus much more!
16-18A Eldon Street
Tuxford, Near Newark
Notts. NG22 OLH

SUGDEN
product information sales
and service, contact:Audio

Synergy

Limited

Tel: 01924 406016

"No ordinary
HiFi dealer"

Contact Chantry Audio

Phone Today!

Overseas export enquiries welcome.

01777-870372

Fax 01777-870437

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL: 0181 686 2599
EXT 318

>a fresh
musical perspective

KEVIN

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.

GALLOWAY

AU D I0

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your

_ E LEPH ONE
01563 574185

best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.

FACSIMILE
01563 573207

AU e10

PHY$1,

PINK TRIANGLE
!,.

A

U' ,

AUDION

ELECTROCOMPANIE
ELEMENTAL AUDIO .

BASIS

NAGRA

SUGDE ' TARA LABS
• :, ORACLE

SUGDEN: NEW MASTERCLASS RANGE NOW AVAILABLE
Demonstration By Appointment

SELECT AUDIO
****************** ( LOnD0n) ******************
ACCUPHASE

NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUALIZER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DP 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 8Ti WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSICAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASIS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

e

WE \ EVER FORCET YOU HAVE A CHOICE:
PART Two - AMPLIFIERS
We won't waste your time with medicore products
even if they are hyped and selling, so pricewise
we rise up to £ 1,199 for the Audio Note Oto
Single-end full Class A (extra £ 300 with a phono
input). Manufacturers: if you make a better
amplifier at the same price, bring one to the
showroom. Audio Note is a legend for their
expensive amplifiers, yet their sonic grandeur is so
very affordable. The goal posts have moved.
Marvel and boogey to the revised pre- amps
Ml, M2, M3 and M5 then ask yourself why
there has been no mention of them in any
magazine I've seen. Price points are from £ 550,

USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION

and they are belter than any kits and hold
their value,
Pass Labs have introduced single-end analogue
miniMalist pre- and power amplifiers which establish
the highest degree of musical involvement. So, if it's
passion you seek instead of sterile sound, try the X-2
pre-amp and Aleph 3power amp ( 30 watts) each
£2,250; the further uprange, the better it gets.
It would appear that we have the most serious
collection of amplifiers under one roof in
Scotland. Experience counts.

Amplifiers
Audiolab C + PPre- and Power amps

Unbeatable customer care: we try harder.

£650

Audio Innovations Series 1000-Silver Monoblocks, 50 wpc
(cancelled order, as new, with full set of GroovTubes)
£1,750
Mark Levinson 10A Pre-amp with MM/MC input, priced

* New! Lower prices
* New! One month's home trial. Mail order with no risk: if not
with you, not against you. With 18 years industry experience and

to sell
Rappaport PRE- 1A + PS- 1A ( a legendary design,
viscereal sound)

inside connections we can find the best buy at your price point.

Mark Levinson No.29

* New! Loyally Discount: 5% on next purchase, rising to 71/2%

Gryphon LE Pre-amp ( No.75)
Gryphon Elektra/Orestes (was £8,965)

£2,995
£4,995

Gryphon Antileon amp (was £ 10,600)
LFD PA2 power amp 80 wpc, ex-dem (was £ 1,650)

£5,995
£950

delighted with the product and the system match, we will work

on third purchase. A free CD with your first purchase of new and
used equipment; free Petros Blue interconnect worth £48 with all
first purchases over £500 until 31.01.99.
* All items carry full 2-year warranty including carriage both
directions ( used equipment guarantee is for 6months, with parts

£1,399
£750
£ 1,495

LFD LS2 line level Pre-amp, ex-dem (was £ 1,650)
£950
Audio Note Meishu 300B integrated, phone (was £3,250) £PHONE
Pass Labs X-2 line pre-amp (was £ 2,550)
£PHONE

and labour at dealer cost for 2-years).

Digital/CD Players

* All items in stock dispatched same- day by City Link ( UK) Next

Audio Note CD- 2
Monarchy Audio 338 DAC

£750
£500

Monarchy Audio DIP

£100

Day and DHL ( 2-3 days) overseas for the best standard of care.
All items insured at our expense.
* Most brands of Hi Fi furniture available nation-wide. We stock
and recommend Stands Unique, especially the RMS Reference

Analogue/Turntables
Michell ISO HR Phono Stage ( 6months old)

£500

range. It really works, and remember you can claim your free CD

Loudspeakers

and interconnect and loyally bonus!

Audio Note AN-E/SPx, black ash, ex-dem, mint, was £2,250 £1,299

We represent ( main agencies): Audio Note, Bow Technologies,

psb Stratus Mini ex-dem, unmarked Piano Lacquer, was £ 1,199,
award-winning design, amazing dynamics from this Canadian

Mark Levinson, MIT, Living Voice, Pass Laboratories,

Sonus-Faber look-alike
psb 800i floorstanders, black ash (were £ 799)

Pink Triangle, ProAc, psb, Zlngali Loudspeakers.

AJI products fully guaranteed for SIX months, UK demonstratoo delrvery and installation by arrangement

Export and Credrt Card sales welcome

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
F

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE

041 051 9555

£699
£450

lay
dio

consultants

"Oozes
Quality"

Panton Road
Hoole
Chester
CH2 3HX

AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIO PHYSIC
AVI
CRIMSON
DNM
HEYBROOK
JAMO
LED
MUSICAL FIDELITY
NEAT
OPERA
ORIGIN LIVE
ORTOFON
PINK TRIANGLE
PROJECT
ROKSAN
SONNETEER
TARGET
TEAC
TRICHORD
TRILOGY
UNISON RESEARCH

When What Hi Fi (Oct'98) proclaims of stunning new
'Reference Cables' ".... the CS2.2 certainly oozes
quality..." "A great value cable from anew name in cables"

Current ex dem and second hand items include
Naim NAC92/HiCap/NAP140 amplifiers

£1250

Ruark Talisman II ( Rosewood) loudspeakers

£450

LED Mistral CD player

£649

LFD LSO preamplifier ( inc MM/MC)

£349

Sonneteer Alabaster amplifier

£749

TEL/FAX 01244 401290
EMAIL replay@dial.pipex.com
WEB SITE http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/replay

However when Leo Lam confirms that Reference Cables are
"superbly constructed,""...the technology is quite stunning" and "....with Reference you can forget about A.Q."

But, when Peter J. Comeau in Hi F News and Record Review
(Sept'98) states "... an outstanding one ( performance)
from the Monocrystal TM types, especially the purity
and clarity available with the solid core"
-you just have to take notice!!!

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

For reviews and more information on Reference Cable's complete range of superior HI-FI and AN Analogue, Digital 5.1
Ready, composite S-VHS, and Scart ( Composite and
components RGB) Interconnects with RCA/XLR terminations - including the breathtaking Monocrystal TM pure grain
free copper and silver technically and sonically unsurpassed
speaker cables (
from £ 550 per meter - terminated using
Ecosse's uniquely designed state-of-the-art, all copper spades and
banana plugs) to £ 2.50 - which we firmly believe out- performs
our rivals costing 5 and 10 times more, please clip or copy
the coupon below and send to:

SILMICO ( Silk Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)
The SILMIC are Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications that
require the finest performance, excelling in amity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely lbw (third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0.1A, - 120db or less). All lead out wires
are Oxygen- Free Copper.

Valve Enthusiasts!

Solid State and Loudspeaker Builders! DACT CT!
Attenuators, Sanyo QS-CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
REL MultiCapTM,

CUSTOM LENGTHS AVAILABLE TO ORDER

High voltage Elna Cerafine LOA series

electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF.
REL AudioCap" film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC

series,

Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd,
48 Bridgehouse Hill Road, Kilmarnock, KA I4QD
Telephone and Fax: + 44(0) 1563 524320
e-mail: design@d-a-c.co.uk
Web:http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/lentz/refcableirefcable.html

99.99%

Long-Grain pure

Please send me acopy of your complete range of
Reference Cables and your FREE BROCHURE:
"The Definitive Guide to Cable Theory":

Silver wire,

Vampire
OFC connectors. Air core inductors would with OxygenFree Copper wire, also COROBARO OFC Copper iron dust core

Name:
Address:

inductors Caddock high power resistors
, •,., tiler details on tie SILMIC series, and information on the many other audio
componeits we supply, send for our free 1998 audiophile catalogue íOs..erseas £3.50)
AudioCom ( UK), Units 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pernb,s, SA70 7JY.
Tel. 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01834 842804 E-mail audiocomeconmict-scotnet.co.uk
EU,ILIGAI,I

Masiefeard.

VISA

e-mail:

STOP PRESS....

this just in from Roy Gregory:
Ecosse Maf. Co's ability to balance the price and quality, to suit
your system and budget, without compromising musical integrity, should suffice as an objective lesson to other manufacturers!
'Nuff said'.

for sale trade
m
PK
1603.1:0
2CO3.03
1200.00
1800.00
26E0.00
95000
134900
1349.00
1699.03
8530.00
1990.00
503.00
200
1000.03
5E0.00
20.03
80001:0
32.0)

..stat Model 11...e/static. spkrs. ir-clem
, Aar Model I
100...e/static spkrs. x-dem
em Amp I...Volve pwr amp. Kim
.•.• - Electra . Intg (mm). ex-dem
, ... - Meca Kreofiro/Elixir. Irons & DAC. x-deer
- -...- ..,' 3 3-wayspkrx-dem
, -.",.....k.my I ... 2-key spis. new
1 . 2-way spi/. x-dem
, -.: lelly 2...2-way sol/. x-dem
. .,, ...J.lemy 3.. d-way F/S sale x-show
.
- e,pon: HC. . Doty are. t-show
: ‘ ' D20 bit DAC
•,,-,.. 834U845...Volve Pre/Power
--eyS 5M...2-way se. x-dem
,,3,..,Overibre...1111g, x-dem
.
....: -.rosh MC7100. 100.9 pwr amp. new
Mcintosh MC500..500W pke crnp. x-show
Musecol Fidetity 41 ."Colectors item -New. boxedl
N.E.A9 10i4 . 2-way mata cale splo Idem
NEAR. 2014..2-way. 3driver sol«. x-show
NEAR Sound Mast . 3way pila. x-rev

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

TEL/FAO 0121 783 8227

&ore

12f8.0)
1593.00

Sot í
8C0.00
1000.00
940.03
800.00
1593.00
4:0.00
1000.00
80.0)
110103
51:03.0)
103000
20000
11(0.00
4CoDo
250.00
1500.00
4930.00
300.03
300.03
500.03
60000

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT.
BOUGHT. SOLD. PART
EXCHANGE
URGENTLY REQUIRED LINN.
MAIN. MERIDIAN, QUAD.
CASH WAITING

Absolute Tune-ups
mode or

13 1.111g11

any high- out sqssspssliIsl

Audio Technica 007 pow hours)
Audio Alchemy DAC in box • Power Station 3
Aude Research SP14, mint
Arcam 170 Transpon
Acoustic Energy AE I • stands, mint
DPA Renaissance CD. 24 bit. latest
DPA Enlightenment DAC. latest
DPA PDM 2, two box DAC. mint
Garrard 301. mint
Heybrook Sextets Mk3. Walnut. mint
Luc Kremlin ( 5MPS). latest, mint
Linn Kelidh Inactive nards. boxed
Linn LP12 (Cirrus) Nam Armagadon
LFD L51
Lumley ST70 Triode Swachable
Lumley LU 1.5 Valve Pre (Chrome)
MUS V125 THX Sub. mint
Mendian 541 • Phono • MS13. mint
Mendian 208 CD Pre Phono • USO
Meridian 203 DAC. mint
Mendian 263 Delta Sigma DAC. teint
Nains SBL. black, latest. mint
Nains Arinagedon, mint
Nern Naco 2/4. new style. mint
Nain, Naxo 38, new style. rent
Quad 66 • Remote. mint
Oued Il, malt. onginal
()s'ad ESL 57 ( 19811. mint
Proac Tablette 50, black. latest
Rotel RC 971 Line Pre. mint
Rotai RB 981 Power Amp. mint
SmF IV mont
Vi

DSP 5390 rn,nt

SM
S/I-1
S/H
SM
SM
5/52
%ID
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM

X/D
SD
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
598
SM

SM
541

S/H
SM
s ,

250
500
3.300
600
1.200
1.000
800
2.300
N/A
1.300
2.600
750
1.750
1.000
2,300
1.000
900
1200
1.650
600
750
2.000
650
650
650
850
N/A
N/A
700
150
300
1000

NOW

comprinenl. and r.111

‘1loti tilts -L .
1Val"

spect isxsI

the be.4

0121

Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-979 7962

g nid.

i

Alchemist Maxim Amplifier
(ex dern) £249.00
Albany DMPI/M100X Pre/Mono Power Amr,.
laser') £595.00
Arum Delta 170/Black Box
_Bled) £318)00
Aman" Delta 110 Pre Amplifier.
bowl
1299.95
Amen Xeta 5Channel Dolhs Pro Amy
(
en dem) ..£699.00
Aream Delta 280 Tuner
.
( ex den) ...£249.95
Aura Evolution Amplifier
Aima) ...£ 180.00
Audio Alchemy DDEN 1DAC
les dern) _£269.95
Audio Alchemy DTI N/2. PS A DAC..
leu dem) ...£ 399.95
Audiostatic DCI Loudspeakers
Ans demi .£ 1700.00
Cyrus 2Amplifier.
Aused) _£ 24000
Cyrus 2Amplifier.
...£ 150.00
Cyrus 3Amplifier/PSXR Power Supply. ...£520.00
Cyrus 2Amplifier/PSX Power Supply ....( used) ... 1390.00
Infinity Modulas Speakers/Stands ( white)
Auseall
Linn Kaber Loodspeakers .
Aused) ...£850.00
Linn Sara Loudspeakers/Stands.
losad) ...£350.00
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
les dem) ...£ 200.00
Manant/ CD63KI Signature CD Player ..
... 1260(X)
Manie CDC? CD Player.
Aused) _£ 140.00
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
( ex deml
15(060
Meridian 563 DAC Convenait
Aused) ...£ 350.00
Meridian 204 Tuner__
( ose')
Mission DAD 5MAC5 CD Player.
Àused)
MWsion PCM2 CD Player ....( used) _£ 150.00
Micromega Stage ICD Player ......let den)
lased) _£450.00
Micromega Stage 3CD Player
Mus Rid A100 Amplifier
Austd) ...£250.00
Mus Fid 8Pre- Amplifier
Aused)
Nam NAC 4- Pre- Amplifier.. ) used) ...£ 150.00
Naim NAC 62 Pre-Amplifœr
Aused). 1195.00
Nains SAC 72 Pre- Amplifier
Aused). £495.00
Norm NAP 250 Power Amplifier
Aused). 11200.00
Nuise CD- CD Player
Quad 4-1 Pre Amplifier
Quad 77 Amplifier ...

/A\

999
450
550

125
550

195

395

350

!
could beyo

eValve & transistor
amplifiers

ATV SERVICES
Call now for the Russ Andrews
essential Christmas present brochure.

radios

LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

75

150

MADISOUND

550
35

EST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

783 8327

TO

Russ A

boa, LAS 9AS
Tel

SECTION

44 ( 011539 823247

CONTACT
DAVE WALSH

S

Solen Inductors

S

er>t"

seas
c

Skaaning

r.
.
. e/Loudspeakers

NAUDIO

IIONOLOGY UNIJAIRED

Now (£)
VPI TNT JUNIOR WITH JMW MEMORIAL TONE ARM ( 12")

4100

TECHNICS SL- I200 LTD

1000

650

MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA ( PRE-AMP)

1200

1100

E.A.R. 834 DELUXE ( PRE-AMP)
E.A.R. 861 POWER AMP
MAGNUM ( LOSS ASE IINTEGRMED)

PLEASE

ou .....or-F....reugunr

ONLY

ADVERTISE
IN THIS

PROVIDES

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGH-

UK

REYOX 871 MOI REEL TO REEL
und,' 12 reuereM,

3400

795

395

3600

1800

795

600

1800

900

CUMLIM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

RYOutl.
more

untler reormoly " io mira fonda.,

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

2

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving
coil and save up to 45% off anew one!!

TEL:

ICAN ALSO SUPPLY: TURNTABLES. TONEARMS. CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS. DAT, MINIDISC, CDR, LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS. TUNERS, ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES 8
DISCS. TEST CDS. TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES. CABLES,
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES. ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.

0181 686 2599

All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-clem or ex-display equipment, No grey imports, Delivery is free.
Sony, no general catalogue. Please phone or write for specific details.
IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL. REPTON. DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

I
40

urci:Tc.

•Vintage Valve

Let 1.9...11014

EXT 318

1-155 00

•Service & Repairs

atv

350
495

500

°sel . f. INX).00

ftoed,

e-mail on. Lintone.audioesirgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fas 0191 477 2771

895
450

395

lex

Visit our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk

1295
350
895

295

Ause.1). .. 1160.00
Aused). _ 11140.00

MICHELLE, CASTLE, TEAC, KEE

lests?

450
750

195
1,195
395
295

..1200.00
Act demi ...... 1399.95

STOCKISTS OF N.AINI, MERIDIAN, ALTHOLAB,
CYRUS. KRELL, RUARK, OPERA, N1ARANTZ,

150

495
150

..

Rotel RCD965BX CD Player
Ropa Planar 3Tumtahle.
Sony MDSJA•3ES Mini Disc Recorder
Trichord Pulsar Chie DAC Consentir
Wadia Six CI) Piave,
Yamaha CT7non joli ,

50
150

350

OPEN MONSUN 10 00 TO 600610G FOR FURTHER DETAILSTEUFAX

1% 0 1.111

unkivita kt , IChIllivis 1S 1th selected atisliophi le

Absolute Sounds
RRP

SELECTEDUSEDEOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OMS

Absoluts• Sound,. qualitivd olginver , cari trill replu

matching sers lie

XMAS SALE

Lintone Audio

N.E.W P-3/ o-20 1 .. Pre/pwn x-clem.
mois 1500.00
Neofit Neal. Coron split x-show
30:00)
1500.00
Neokt Nleo2 with stands...Corlon spkt. x-show
50:003 2500.00
Neolt Neo3...Corian spkr. x-show
M0.03 25com
Sank Frontiers 0)5-43. . hove pwr amp. x-dem
2000.0)
I
MM
Sonic Radiers SFCD-1...Volve CD ployer x-rev
38C0.00 2800.00
Sonic Frontiers sumo.. .Volve m/btocs. x-clern
6:03.00
X00.00
Thule PR20D/R...Preamp. x-deer
703.00
3C0.0D
803.03
M.03
Thule CD100...CD pkayer. x-dem
Trilogy Pre/9413...Pre/Pwr amp. II ,Olkm
11110.03
603.03
Unison Srnply 2.. houe ntg. x-dem
ICCO.W
703.03
Nokcrnichi 603 Cassette Deck Collectas item
rnkg =nation with caver
OFFERS
McIntcash C26 solid state pre we wood sleeve in gloss
block & McIntosh MC 100. 100met stereo sold state
25 yea od.1,51 cone0 ,'
OFFERS
We are the distrbutors la Sonic Rodes. Anthem. Precious Metals Cable,
AuctioCarpet Mcintosh and AlR/JORDON loudspeakers
We aise purchase all fine Audio products.

C:11

LEFIP
SEND

$5

FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND

PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

..441

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

le I
11.„I

8808 UNIVERSITY GREEN
RO. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA.
TEL: 808-831-3433 FAX 808-831-3771
e-snail: madisouneitis.com
Web Page: http:/rnwLitia.com/madisound
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classified
Howard Dawson Audio

Let your craving for that elusive tweeter upgrade end
HERE!

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

I

The HRL-1 h a ' traditional' hand- made ribbon
tweeter for the discerning audiophile. A very low
inertia all-aluminium membrane and massive
Alcomax III cobalt magnet system combine to
provide effortless clarity and prescence.

Benefits include a marked improvement in location and
identification of sources containing significant energy above
10kHz. These are mainly voices and acoustic' instruments.
Metallic
percussion,
for
example,
is
reproduced
with
scalp-tingling precision and prescence, while simultaneously
there is no trace of harshness or ' listener fatigue'.
Units are supplied in pairs with templates and applications
guidance (including crossover section design) and are intended to
fast a lifetime. Spare ribbon elements arc available at low cost in
case the unthinkable should ever happen.
HRI .• 1Ribbon Tweeter/Supertweeter £300.00 per ',air
Replacement ribbon insert for HR1.-1
£ 10.00 each
Remanuf, inserts for Kelly/Decca ribbon units ... £ 16.00 each
U.K. p&p rribbon inserts tree, HRL-1 pair _ £ 10.00
rhe-serer ribbon inserts.. f3.00 any nod, HR1---1 pair « mu eke Wed I
16 Copeman Road, Aylsham. Norwich NR II6JL.
j

,
Lockwood Aud o
•

i

THE

U.SI

LIST
SALE
Mark Leenson No39 CD player
Superb £3995 EA) £4995
Appogee Mini Grands all singing and dancing with
subwcofers and DAS crossover. black Pum
f2995 SM £8595
Auderlab 8000 CDM and latest 24 bit DAS HDCD
£ 1495 S/I1 £2400

SALE

£2228
.
PO.A.
Alchemist Forsetti pre + power
£579 .PO.A.
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (Mk II)
Alchemist - The Stereo Poweramp
200 watt (ex/d)
£3995 .. £2495.
Anthem CD 1player (5star What HiFi) . £1595 ... PO.A.
Apogees ribbon monitors (new & ex/c0 • £999 • • . 1,599
Audiolab 8000 CDM + 80IXI DAC
£23C0 .. £1299
Audio Physics Advanti
£7203 . . .£3995
Audio Research D115 (Mk II)
£950
Audion Blackshadows 845 valve (ex/d) .14(01) . PO.A.
Audion Silvernight 3008 monoblocks £2250 . PO.A.
Chario Academy 3J (ex/d) floor
£5999 .£2699
standing, solid walnut spks
Copeland CSA 303 pre amp
£2998 £ 1799
Copeland CTA 505 valve pwr amp
£30:0 . . £ 1400
EAR. 509 (Mk II) valve monoblocks
£5980 ...£2750
Jadis JA3OS monoblocks KT88
£1500
.
£750
J.B.L's L90
£2500 . PO.A
Krell Kay 300i int. amp
£550
Linn Isobariks spks & stands
£950
Lumley M100's Valve monoblocks
PO A
Macintosh 712 pre (ex/d, r/c)
PO
A
Macintosh MC7100 power (ex/d)
£2400
£ 1250
Mephisto CD Transport
£900
Meridian 555 pwr + 501 pre
1800.1450
Rogers Studio 5's (rosewood)
WA200 INTEGRATED AMP FROM BOW TECHNOLOGIES
NOW ON DEM, ALSO MANY OTHER RANGES AVAILABLE
FOR OEM

AUTHORISED ITAISNŒ SPECIALIST

—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!
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www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

CSOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR

CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.
("A

!COMPONENTS
LjACCESSORIES
114 T
U
BES

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com

fatwyre@fotwyre.com

Er cam

NEWFOAM

3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
email: hifi@NEWFOAM.com
VISA MC AMEX DISC

+800 4639-3626
a\ + SOO 2329-3626

mcomminy

P.O Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

D.I.Y. NEWFOAM,SPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG ff WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($ 34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL.

1hi, i., a Free call lii thc IS

THE

DECEMBER 1998

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH

018 1255 0572 / 0973 436135

Design-in the HRI.-1 audiophile ribbon tweeter
and sit back for alifetime of listening pleasure.

Tel (01263)734361
WWW::Efflil
http://www.argoneLeo.uldbustnessIludawson
a :: heaadireargoneco.uk

/narriicl

A UDIO M ATTERS

fland Cralted Loudspeaker Units for Music Lovers

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns
Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979

Marantz CD Uneed Eddron Bar
Superb. £1495 SA1 £3000
Jadis JD3 Deluxe CD player 3months old
£2600 S/H £3600
Audio Sythees Decade DAC latest 3weeks old
£2600 S/H £3330
Breuer 8Arm Rocking Horse ST
Rare £ 1500 S/H £2700
Audio Research LS3 Pre Amp Silver Latest
£995 SM £ 1997
Jadis JABS MO Vahee Mono Amps
£3995 Sill £9580
Lumley 5170 Stereo Valve Amp Tnode Stretchable
£995 E/D £2225
Cello Masters Speakers Puno Black
Stunning £ 14.995 SM £30.000.
Cadence Arca Speakers Lt Oak Latest Electrostatic
£3.500 S/11 £9700
Avalon Accent 2Speakers
f7995 MI £ 17.000
Audio Note Ongaku. The one and only
£ 15,995 Sill £57.000
Stunning £3996 S/H £ 13.300
Wedu 2000 MO transport. DAC.
£1995 Sell £5326
Krell KBL/KPE Line Pre Amp. Phono Stage
NAKAMICHI ZXL 1000 GOLD SIGNATURE CASSETTE RARE PHONE
Jadis JA500 4Chassis Mono Valve Power Amps
£6995 S/H £20990
Jadis JA30 Mono Valve Power Amps
£ 1995 S/H £5180
Jadis Defy 7Mk3 Vahee Power Amp
£2995 S/H £4790
Jadis JP80 MO Valve Pre Amp, latest 9months old
£5995 SA1 £ 10166
Levinson 26L Pre Amp lolly balanced
£2500 SM £5100
Levinson ML3 Power Amp
£2995 SM £8250
Levinson 12A Power Amp e- P/Supply MM/MC . .. .. £995 Sell £2400
Goldmund Studio Turntable with T3F arm. Last versIon . £4500 SM £ 10600
Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge Latest ...
£795 S/H £ 1795
Rowland Model 7Senes 3Power Amps
f3995 SM £ 10500
Rowland Model 2Power Amp. Latest
£2995 S/H £5000
Krell (AV Audio Visual Pre Amp Processor AC3
Reduced £6995 S/H £ 14390
Krell (SA 250 Power Amp
£2995 S/11 £6600
Krell ( PS 30, CD Player. 3months old
£2995 Sal
£5490
Krell ( SL Lee Pre Amp MO
£ 1295 SM £2298
Waea 16 CD Player Drgr Vol
£3995 S/H £7395
Nakarnehr Dragon Cassette Deck
£ 1495 S/H £2350
Nakanychr 700 ZXE Cassette Deck. Classic
£ 795 S/H £ 1600
Revox HI Cassette Deck
.
£695 sre
£1150
Stan Munro 2CD Player, Classe
£ 1295 Sill £3000
ProAc 3.5 Speakers Rosewood Special Pair
£2995 EAD £4700
Ensemble PA1 Reference Speakers, 6,/wire Piano Black £ 1995 S/H £5000
Audio Physics Vigo Speaker Chenywood . £2500 stir
£3800
Mirage MI Speakers MO Puno Black
£2500 0111 £5000
Wilson Win Speakers Piano Black.
Reduced £4500 Eel) £8880
Sonus Faber Guannacr Speakers Ltd Eddion
£4500 SM £6200
Magnaplanar MG3A Speakers . Stands Oak from
£995 S/11 £3000
Magnaplanar 15OR Speakers. New sealed
£995NEW £ 1600
Meridian 200/203 Trans/DAC Tncord,
Reduced . £695 S/H £ 1660
Meridian 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote
Reduced . £695 S/H £ 1665
Cary CAD 805 Mono 211 VaNe Power Amp .
Reduced . £4500 S/H £8000
Cary 2A3 Power Amp Trede
Reduced . £795 Sill £ 1495
Cary CAD 550, CD Processor Pre Amp
£595 S/H £ 1200
Gryphon Ltd Edition Pre Amp
Stunning £3500 S/1-1 £8000
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Reduced £ 1995 S/H £5500
Aucle Research 070 Power Amp
Reduced £ 1795 S41 £4400
Audio Research 0760 Power Amp
Reduced £ 1195 S/11 £2645
Audio Research LS3B Pre Amp Black, Remote
Reduced £ 1495 SA-I £3025
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp, Latest
Reduced.. £ 1095 Sill £ 1698
Audio Research SP14. Last Versen
Reduced.. £ 1095 Sill £3298
Apogee Stage Speakers . Stands
Reduced .. £995 SA-1 £ 3450
Alon 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced. £ 1295 S/11 £3850
Burmeister 850 Mono Power Amps Rare
(2 pair av)
Reduced.. £ 1795 0111 £5350
Burmeister 838/846 Phono/Line Pre Amp Gold Reduced. £ 1295 Sill £3500
Burmester 838/846 PhoneLine Pre Amp Chrome . Reduced . £995 S/H £3250
Goldmund %erne 3Power Amp
Stunning £ 1995 S/H (5150
Silverado Speakers . Stands Piano (Wan Beater) .. . . £ 1395 Sill £2350
Snell A34 Box Loudspeakers ( Ask PO)
£2995 S/H £8995
SME345 Tonearm Black/Gold Rare
£595 Sill £ 1000.
Glassam Model 1Tonearm Spare Wand
£995
Mere Selo Air Beanng Vacuum Platter Heavy Turntable
Runs 4Tonearrns. weighs about 70150
Stunneg £2995
Teac Pr/Dl Transport/DAC Balanced
£ 1995
Teac Tascam Pro CD Player Balanced
£795
Reyes 8261 Tuner
£750
Reyes H6 ROS Tuner
£550
Threshold Fat 10E Pre Amp PhoneLine
Reduced £ 1595
Threshold Fet 10 Pre Amp PhonolLine
ESupplies
Reduced £ 1295
YBA 2Power Amp Latest
.
£895
Equation 2Speakers Black 90DB
Excellent. £ 1295
Proceed CD Player ( Leveson) Balanced
£995
Oracle Alexandna Turntable Prelude Arm
.
£495
Audio Synthesis Melded Sony CDX 303EX AT.T with
DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Bd
£
995
Trio LOIT Tuner CUssel ISerluena Better)?
£895
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495
Krell Studio DAC Balanced AT.T
Reduced. £ 1500
Beard BB100 Mk2 Integrated Valve Amp
£695
Micromega 21CD Transpon ( Excellent)
Reduced. £ 1295
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp. Supply
£450
Cabasse 135 Speakers VDM wired . Active Equaliser
£ 1795
Michel 150 Phono Stage
f250
Cadence ES Electrostatic tlybnct Speakers
Stunning. £ 1995
Theta DS Pro Base 2DAC
.
£995
Spectral DMC 10 Pre Amp
Excellent £995
Spender SP2 2Speakers . Stands
£295
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite
01395
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
.
£395
Cal Tempest 2CD Player
£ 1000
Arcam Delta 120 Power Amp
£200
Arcam Delta 1100 Pre Amp/DAC Black Box 50
£250
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200
dream 170.3 CD Transpon
£
250
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
£295
JB1 150 Speakers Limed oak, As new
£450
Sumo Ana Panel Speakers. Stunning sound
£450
Acoustat II Electrostatic Panel Speakers Black
£350
Magnaplanar MG2C Sneakers Oak
Eon ,

S/H £2900
S111 £7000.
S/11 £4800
SM £ 1900
0111 £ 1145
Sim
£1000
0111 £4990
SII-1
S/H
S/H
Sell
SA-1

£4250
£2150
£3500
£ 1900
( 1390

SM £2515
S/H
Loads
SA1 £995
SM £4450
SM £ 1495
Sill £2500
Sell £885
Sill £4600
S/H £412
SM £4500
Sill £2299
0111 £3490
Sill £850
S/11 £4400
Sill £ 1500
Sill £3900
SM £520
SM £750
0111 £450
911
£700
S/H £600
S/F1 £ 1660
S/11 2220
£
Sell £ 1095
Se
C•400

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038

10.00am • 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

141

for sale trade
ACTIVE CROSSOVER MODULES
•Atrue reference for other active crossovers.
•Individually,calibrated in

INCREDIBLE SPECIAL CLEARANCE
PRODUCT
AVI 52000 MC/20 ref cd player
Anthem integrated amp 1
Anthem cd 1
B&W-Matrix 801 walnut speaker
Audio Lob 8000(0 cd player
Audio Lab 8000CDM cd transport
Audio Lab 8000DAX dac
Audio Lab 8000XL line amp
Audio Lab 800OPPA pre amp
Audio Lab 8000PX power amp
Audio Lab 80000 pre amp
Audio Lab 80005 amp
Audio Lab 8000SX power amp
Audio Lab 8000MX ( pair) power amp
Audio Lab 8000CDM cd transport
Audio Lab 8000DAC DIA converter
Deron-PMA 05 1011 amp
Denon-DCD Q5 1011 cd
DPA-SX 128 D/A convertor
DPA-Little Bit 3
Exposure 25 R/( piano integrated amp
Linn-AV 5105 power amp
Linn-Kairnpro pre amp
Linn-Majik/Phono amp ( mint)
Linn-Klout power amp
Lino- LP]? Lingoerampolin ( Afromosia)
Linn-Ekos
Lumley-VIP1000 pre amp
Musical Fidelity [600 cd player
Musical Fidelity A1000 amp
Pink Triangle- Numeral cd player
Prouc-Studio 150 walnut speaker
Quad Il limited edition
Rogers-E20a valve amp
Rogers-E40a valve amp
Roksar-Radius turntable ( mint)
Roksan-51.5 silver power amp
Roksan-XPS Vcontrol unit
Roksan-DS 1.5 power supply
Sony-MDSJA3OES mini disc player
Soundlab-Pristine electrostatics speaker
TEA(- P30 cd transport
Thorens-TDA2000 dac
Tricnord Revelation cd player
Tube Technology- Prophet pre amp
Tube Technology-Genesis mono power amp
Tube Technology- Seer phono pre amp
Tube Technology-Unisis power amp
XT(-POW1 power amp
XT(-PRE1 pre amp

LIST
ex/demo £ 1,400
ex/demo £ 1,300
ex/demo £ 1,700
ex/aemo £4,000
ex/demo £1,000
ex/demo £ 1,400
ex/demo £ 1,000
ex/demo £470
ex/demo £ 1,000
ex/demo £850
ex/demo £ 1,250
ex/demo £700
ex/demo £550
ex/demo £ 1,800
S/H £ 1,400
S/H £ 1,000
ex/demo £1,800
ex/demo £1,300
ex/demo £2,000
ex/demo £325
ex/demo £ 1,000
ex/demo £1,200
5/H £ 1,500
S/H £800
S/H £2,400
ex/demo £ 1,875
ex/demo £ 1,500
S/H £ 1,000
ex/demo £600
S/H £ 1,500
ex/demo £ 1,050
ex/demo £ 1,400
ex/demo £5,950
ex/demo £ 1,230
ex/demo £ 1,900
S/H £ 620
ex/demo £ 1,495
ex/demo £ 320
ex/demo £695
ex/demo £700
S/H £8,000
ex/demo £2,500
ex/demo £ 750
ex/demo £ 820
ex/demo £ 1,970
ex/demo £4,700
ex/demo £ 1,000
ex/demo £ 1,900
ex/demo £2,250
ex/demo £1,250

NOW

£ 1,000
£ 1,100
£ 1,355
.1
;12,800
:800
: 1,100
:800
:375
:800
:675
:950
£560
£450
£ 1,350
£700
£500
£ 1,200
£900
£ 1,300
:275
£ 700
:340
£900
£ 500
£ 1,400
£ 1,350
£1,050
£500
£200
£850
£850
£ 1,000
£4,000
£700
£ 1,100
£ 500
£ 1,150
£240
£525
£550
£2,000
£ 2,000
£ 515
£410
£ 1,500
£ 3,500
£800
£ 1,500
£ 1,850
£ 1,000

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OR CALL OUR HOTLINE NUMBER FOR
DETAILS HURRY, THESE ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!!

SEE IT! HEAR IT! BUY IT!

HOTLINE NUMBER
TEL: 0171-497 1346
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9H8.

E-MAIL: sales©musical-images.co.uk
Beckenham
0181 633 3777

Edgeware
0181 952 5635

Houslow
0181 569 3802

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS E&OE

our workshop for your loudspeaker.

Analogue phase linear.

•Square

wave output unmatched by ans' other available
crossover.

• User adjustment of phase and frequency response,

time lag,
equalisation, driver sensitivity. - Instructions supplied.

•.
tlore accurate than the best loudspeaker computer software.
•Built using audiophile components.
• Fully alterable for future loudspeakers.
• Available for 2way, 3way, satellite and subwoofer systems.

•Specifications:

< 0.0002% Distortion.
>110dB S/N Ratio.
<0.5uS Rise Time.
0Hz to 4.50kHz Bandwidth.

AUDIO (--P--)LINKS
7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe,
North Lincolnshire DN16 1EL
TEL/FAX (+44) 01724 - 870432

SOUNDS

PERFECTION

THE SOUTHWEST PREMIER DEALER
ALCHEMIST • ATACAMA • AUDIO ANALOGUE • AUDIO NOTE • ANALYSIS " AUDIOQUEST
AUDIO SPECTRUM • BOSTON ACOUSTICS • CABLE TALK • ELEMENTAL AUDIO
HENLEY DESIGNS • KELLY • MAGNAT" MICHELL • MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY
MYRYAD " ORTOFON • PARASOUND • PHILOSOPHY " PROJEKT • PROJECT • REL • S.M.E.
SONIC FRONTIERS • SONIC LINK • STANDS UNIQUE • STRAIGHT WIRE • TARGET • TEAC
TRIANGLE • TRICHORD • UNISON RESEARCH • VOYD TURNTABLES

QUALITY SECOND USER EQUIPMENT PLUS EX-DEM
FI)) I
PMENT

LIST

SALE

1,11) 511TE ANKORA. MONO- BLOCKS. MINT.
IL

IPEILB PURCHASE EX DEM

£ 14.500

£8.995

£4.000

£3.195

£9.950

£5.795

-.05Y RI TRANSPORT DAC. SUPERB. TWO BOX
I
r. MINT
£ 51100

£2.495

NI I I: II1RENCE ( ONLY 5MONTHS OLD)
i

MINT - ROSETTE BURR FINISH

1) 1)1, / 35 OASIS OMEGA RIBBON SPEAKERS
\I I IWEC . MINT. BOXED. S.R.L. BARGAIN

AUDIO NOTE MEISHU UPGRADED MODEL
7 MONTHS OLD. MINT. BOXED

£ 3.500

1.1.. PROTOTYPE .3110B MONO-BLO(KS. 18W
SI IS IN CHAMPAGNE AND GOLD. EX CON

£4000.
£ 2.000.

SI 1)10 ANALYSIS OMEGA'S LARGE RIBBON
PI ‘ KERS. EX-DEM

£5600

Is ILIN KT3 SPEAKERS IN WOOD. EX DEM
KINSHAW PERCEPTION. PREJPOWER COMBO

BOSTON MICRO 90 AV SPEAKER PACKAGE
MINT. USED ONCE
AUDIO ISERIES NM ANVSY.. MINT. BOXED
TRAC REFERENCE 500 AMP ( I) AND TUNER
MINT. BOXED. -IMTHS OLD

£1.095
£995
£2.695

£ 1200

£049

£2000

£1195

t1000

£619

£ 1_500

£499

£690

NEW X-RAY

ELECTROCOMPANIENT'S
NEW 24 BIT EC-CD1
PLAYER IN FOR
DEMONSTRATION

£2.495

1551,12 ITFOCK. SILVER. WIRED TO PHONO
LII S. VALHALLA LYRA LYDIA

MUSICAL FIDELITY'S
NOW AVAILABLE FOR DEM

£475

J M LABS STUNNING
MINI UTOPIA
IN NOW!

24 BIT DAC NOW HERE
FROM HENLEY DESIGNS
ONLY £229

TARA LABS
SUPERB CABLES
NOW ON DEM

QUAD 44 AVONDALE. MOD EXT. PSU. BOXED

t950

PROJECT 6TURNTABLE. EX CON. BOXED NO
‘u rR tDGE HENCE

£499

£ 275

k15511AW OVERTURE 1ST AMP. EX-CON

6495

£ 295

PUCHINI SE

KIM-MAW PERCEPTION DAC. BOXED

6795

£ 295

NOW AVAILABLE

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-DAC. NEW. BOXED

£299

£ 199

TRAC VI050 3HEAD CASS DECK. NEW. BOXED

£250

£ 105

£345

AUDIO ANALOGUE

FOR FRIENDLY ADVICE AND 7DAY'S AWEEK SERVICE
CONTACT NIGEL

TEL: 01326 221372

MOBILE 0498 554357

'HEARD THE ONE ABOUT THE
£1000 SPEAKERS THAT CAN
BE BOUGHT FOR JUST £275?

WE HAVE
But seriously
Why buy ordinary mass produced
speakers from your local high street hi-fi
dealer, when you could build your own
loudspeakers for up to 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality
We sell our speakers direct to the public
so we can guarantee that huge savings
will be made on any equivalent mass
produced speakers.
We believe you could save as much as
£3000 by building your own hi-fi system
and you would also have the satisfaction
of knowing that it was hand built by
yourself.

IF YOU THINK THAT BUYING
ANEW SYSTEM IS TOO
COSTLY - THEN WHY NOT
UPGRADE YOUR
EXISTING COMPONENTS?
You can vastly improve the sound of your
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers by replacing the
capacitors with one of the worlds best film and foil
capacitors — HOVLAND
We also carry afull range of both SCR
(Chateauroux) and ANSAR polypropylene
capacitors plus VOLT air cored inductors. All of
which will dramatically improve the sound of your
existing system.

All our kits utilise the highest quality
components and have factory machined
cabinets.

.

.

Trade enquiries welcome.

This means that anyone can build an
excellent sounding system to be proud of.
Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of DIY
kits and accessories.

50 Main Street

Broughton Astle

Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603

Fax: +44 01455 286605

Email: wilmslow.audioedial.pipex.com

Additional Demonstration facilities now available in Wigan, Lancs.
Phone 01942 521771 to book your appointment.

Wilmslow
Audio

TEL/FAX 0181 450 7384
,

,e'cità,

LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP

JADIS AMPLIFIERS are recognised worldwide for their functional
elegance and unmatched standards of musicality. The latest member to
the family is the Orchestra integrated amplifier, with the use of innovative
circuit design it is able to offer 40 watts of musical joy. Partnered with the
Sonus Faber Concertino or Concerto it represents real high end
performance, at arealistic price of £ 1345. For more information on the
complete line of Jadis products contact us, and we shall be happy to
share the Jadis experience with you.

At Unioue Audio we have put together a large range of analogue
playback equipment, as we still believe in spinning those 12" vinyl discs.
We have turntables from Michell, Pink Triangle, Rockport, S.M.E. and VPI.
We now also have the Wheaton Triplanar, one of the finest tonearms
available. It also has to be one of the rarest due to limited production.
For digital lovers we have the new DAX DECADE by Audio Synthesis to ce ebrate their tenth anniversary. This superb digital to analogue converter features Digital Attenuation together with ahost of other features. All functions are controlled by acomprehensive remote handset.
Agencies include:
Absclute Souncs, Audio Physic, Audio Synthesis, Jadis, LFD, Mitchell, Pink Triangle, QLN, SME, Sonus Faber, VPI, Wilson Audio,
XL0, Wheaton Triplanar plus many more. Many brands of cartridges stocked.

for sale trod
Listen to a £150 interconnect working
in your system for 10 days and keep
it for only £48.
Jack Lawson, who founded The Music Room and The Audio Note Salon has
offered unrivalled skill in system matching since 1979. By mail order, you can
optimise your system. Avoid confusion and costly mistakes ... For aphone call
you benefit from up to 66% discount on some of the best cables money can
buy. Nationwide. In fact almost 10% of our calls come from overseas.
Is 66% not an exaggeration? We all know that alot of cables are overpriced,
but if you spend less than say 10% of your system on cables then you're not
hearing your equipment. Normally you pay another third of the cable's
manufactured cost for marketing (attractive packaging, advertising, PR, reps'
commission, and promotion) and the same again for dealer mark-up. But
Petros Blue is sold direct and on approval for ten days (except for custommade configurations).
The sonic quality exceeds its peers and aspires to the ultimate cables we still
use as our benchmarks (Audio Note, Audio Research, Mandrake/WBT and
Gryphon Guideline). We use acopper wire designed for high-end audio by
Shark and their solid machined RCA phono plugs (
folded metal destroys the
crystal structure). XLR, Camac and other plugs available. Except for the entry
level, we use semi-balanced earthing to drain interference and noise in the
outer braid to the source and the signal is transmitted in abalanced inner pair
of conductors, Don't worry, it looks like aconventional lead, you just have to
get the arrows pointing to the target and let it bum- in for afew days.
1/2 metre
1metre
Petros Blue
£42
£48
£52
£58
Petros Blue Plus
P.B. Plus Silver
£58
£65
(PB interconnects feature solid RCA phonos, or Neutrik XLR's

add metre
£ 16
£22
£22
no extra costs.

Audio Note AN-S
£90
£ 139 £99
Audio Note AN-V
£ 129 £219
£ 179
(AN interconnects are 15-strand silver litz with AN-GP phono plugs.)

Except basic PB, all are semi-balanced, le. earth drained at source. We do not
believe in silver-plated cables as plating dismantles the crystal structure. The AN
silver is Italian 16-year annealed treasury ingots, as used in exotic stringed
instruments.
Over 3years we've developed the Petros cables performance from the best
cable, plugs and solder by extensive listening. We find that timing and
temperature of solder are critical. (Top level "Petros Blue Plus Silver uses silver
solder, but it is the same OF, copper wire). Excessive timing or temperature
found in some of our rivals bums the interface: otherwise after dry join is
mechanical join, but not aperfect electrical join. I
cannot make the product any better without custom
wire and even extrusion, so beyond Petros
interconnects Irecommend the wires developed by
Mr Kondo of Audio Note and the speaker cables
from MIT. These are less expensive than you may
imagine, and you can negotiate within limits!
For example, apair of 4metre Audio Note AN-D
speaker cables, factory-terminated in spades or
bananas costs only £90 ( including our £2charge
for post and packing) or £ 162 for bi-wiring. Apair
of MITerminator-2 (8-foot lengths) costs £239.95
but ahigh-end system would justify aset of the biwire MH-750 costing £P0A. Waming: to try is to buy).
The bargain of the century is KONTAK contact
cleaner and preservative (£ 14.95, post-free with
any cable order). You will be amazed how much
diode (nonlinead) dirt is removed, how
transparent is the sound, and unlike other
cleaners including sandpaper, it lasts for several
months! All our cables are treated with KONTAK.
Give yourself atreat! It's legal.

Phone Jack Lawson or Elvie Contemplo for further details on 0141-357 570

The Chesterfield
Hi- Fi Show
November 21/22 1998
at
Ringwood Hall, Chesterfield, Derbyshire
(on A619, 4miles west of J30, MI)

10am to 6pm
Britain's brightest hi-fi and audio show takes place at its favourite venue again.
Don't miss the special Show Offers.
You'll find agood relaxed atmosphere, heaps of good music (to hear and buy), good food and
drink, acountry hotel setting, loads of vinyl (new and second-hand), used, vintage and new
equipment, Collectors' Corner, Audio Society stands, Components, kits and spares, books, cables,
some of the nicest people in the business, no aggressive pressing crowds, probably the best
sounding hi-fi in the UK and much much more.
£5.00 entry includes FREE parking and awealth of aural and visual delights
For more information contact: 01246 207240
(24-hour computerised Voice Information Service and Faxback Service)
Organised by: Avondale Audio and The Chesterfield HiFi Show Ltd, PO Box 50, Chesterfield S40 4YU
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IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire, HG1 3HB.
Telephone: 01423 500442

CLASSIC ALBUMS AS YOU'VE NEVER
HEARD THEM BEFORE
NIASTERED FROM THE ORIGINAL
SESSION TAPES AND PRESSED
ON 24 CARAT GOLD —
CD'S SO GOOD YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EARS
A SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES:
SIMON & GARFUNKEL: BOOKENDS - £21.95
JETHRO TULL: ORIGINAL MASTERS - f19.95*
TOM PETTY: FULL MOON FEVER - f21.95
VAN HALEN: VAN HALEN - £ 19.95
LINDA RONSTADT: GREATEST HITS VOL/. £ 19.95*
LOGGINS & MESSINA - FULL SAIL - £21.95
THE BYRDS (UNTITLED) - £21.95
DON HENLEY: END OF INNOCENCE - n1.95
WAR: PLATINUM JAZZ - £21.95
DEEP PURPLE: MADE IN JAPAN - £ 19.95"

JETHRO TULL

JETHRO TULL: SONGS
FROM THE WOOD - £21.95
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TO PLACE AN ORDER OR TO RECEIVE AN AUDIOPHILE CD OR VINYL
CATALOGUE, CONTACT:
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VIVANTE
UNIT 4, HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK, SURREY KT1 4DB
TEL: 0181 977 6600 FAX: 0181 977 4445
EUROPE'S PREMIER AUDIOPHILE MAIL ORDER COMPANY
TITLES WITH AN* ARE ALSO Al 111.111LE ON 180G HIGH QUALITY VINYL

DNM 3C SIX

It's not the size that counts, but

AUDIO PRE-AMPLIFIER

rather what you do with it ! I!
Audio Scene

Virpi 4.1
ea! Ity
Asides Systems Ltd

PO. Box 383, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4GB.
Tel: 01277 227355 Fax: 01277 224103
email: info@virtualndemon.co.uk

The Right Note

Chesterfield

Bristol

0I
246 204005

01225 874728

The Music Mill

Walrus Systems

Edinburgh

London

0131 555 3963

0171 724 7224

Exclusive for Scotland

high-tech for music
Brmsh ampldners handmade , nSwnzerland

Vangelis:
big Greek
musical
confectioner,
right?
Andrew Uoyd
Webber with
asynthesiser
and ten
million watts
of lightshow
power, right?
Jean-Michel
Jerre with
burnous,
right? Right
three times.
But wrong
three times.
For why?
Well...
SELECTED
DISCOGRAPHY
L'Apocalypse des
Animaux 8315032
IgnacM1Entends-Tu Les
Chimes Aboyer? 8130422
Heaven and Hell
NP71148/BVCP7371
(Japan)/01934-112322
(USA)
La Fete Sauvage
CSE067 (Dolby
Surround)/8411982
(European)/8237562
(USA)
Beaubourg
ND70010/01934112352
(USA)/I3VC5027
(Japan)
Odes (
with Irene Papas)
8338642
China 8136532
(Germany)
Blade Runner 4509
965742
Soil Festivities 823 3962
Invisible Connections
4151062
Rhapsodies (
with bent
Papas) 8294132
The Bounty never
officially issued on CD
Direct 259149/ARCD
0545 (
USA)
The Cie 9031730262/822482(USA)
Oceanic 0630-167612
E2 Greco SAM1702
(Greece, box)/UK CD
released 12 October'98
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B

om Evangelos Papathanassiou
in German-occupied Greece in
1943, Vangelis first emerged as
leader of 1960s Greek pop sensations
Formynx. His boisterously good-time
outlook, especially when applied to
psychedelia with prog-rock band
Aphrodite's Child (in which Demis
Roussos sang — obviously aband for
whom reinforced stages were
obligatory), enraged the post- 1968
Greek military ¡unta sufficiently to
warrant his exclusion from Greece.
After two very strange free-jazz
electric-piano/bass/drums workouts in
London with Brian Odgers and Tony
Oxley, released under the titles
Dragon and Hypothesis, Vangelis's
wanderings brought him to Paris. His
insatiable appetite for exploration
into synthesised and electronic sound
attracted French film and TV
director Frederic Rossif, for whom
he recorded the extraordinary
soundtrack L'Apocalypse de Animaux
in 1971. It's aremarkable work, as
influential in the field of 1970s
electronics as anything by Beaver and
Krause, insofar as its breathy, angelic
ethereality is informed by a
symphonic, late-Romantic European
imagination, taking tonality as its
starting point and then going to work
on a unique language both in
chromatic harmony and improvised
instrumental texture.
Early solo success was invested
back
into
equipment
which
broadened that inspirational palette
as evidenced on the Franco-Spanish
film soundtrack Ignacio in 1975,
where Vangelis's signature sound first
coalesces. But it's here also that we
hear just how subtle amaster he is of
texture and melodic development in
sombre,
chromatic electronic
meditations, swelling symphonics,
and virtuoso percussion.
This coincided with his abortive
try-out with UK prog-rockers Yes,
with whose singer Jon Anderson he
remained firm friends. In an era of
keyboard gods, Vangelis's exotic aura
won him acontract with RCA, and
while his label debut Heaven and Hell
is burdened with cosmic saccharine

on agrand scale, it also has moments
of jaw-dropping beauty. Vangelis here
finds his voice, proposing a
developmental and timbral technique
unique to the synthesiser. Others did
many things better on synth, but
nobody capped Vangelis for sheer
orchestral brilliance, with the glittery,
oriental sheen of his soundscapes
owing much to Ravel, Debussy and
Szymanowski. Whenever the centre
seemed to yield softly to sheer
noodling, as on La Fête Sauvage, a
Rossif soundtrack, from 1975, a
melodic line or variant would be
recalled in ever more radiant form to
assuage any criticism.
Vangelis's next peak was in 1978,
when he released the superb
Beaubourg and China, both of which
were based almost entirely on his use
of the Yamaha CS80 polyphonic
synthesiser, one of the very first
touch-sensitive keyboards allowing
simultaneous playing of different
lines. The former, a harrowingly
abstract and atonal impression of
Richard Rodgers's Pompidou
Centre, is counterpointed by
the
formal,
almost
Straussian orchestral
formality of the
latter,
which
rollercoasters
between sub-prog
pomp, chamber
subversion ( the
synth-piano-violin
trio heard on 'The
Plum Blossom')
and otherworldly
electronic polyphony
('Summit'/Himalaya').
Anyone who is familiar
with
Vangelis's
first
collaboration
with
Jon
Anderson, Short Stories (1980) should
prepare to be astounded further.
Odes, another 1978 album, had
Vangelis's CS80 backing Greek
actress Irene Papas on acollection of
Greek and Byzantine folk melodies. It
is enchanting, particularly the
astounding ` Neranzoula',
a
heartrendingly desolate lament for a
poor young orange- seller. This
melting, intimate beauty is about as
far from the Mammon-idolatry of the
corporate stadium spectacle Vangelis
is now known for as is imaginable.
The
Papas
connection
was
reactivated for 1986's Rhapsodies, by
which time Vangelis sounded
altogether more self-consciously like a
symphony orchestra, but was
redeemed by an even better selection
of material, both tougher and sweeter
in its utterance by the surprisingly
good Papas.
Invisible Connections (1985), for
Deutsche Grammophon, was a
serious attempt to wrestle with
contemporary composition; mixed

reactions then, but its mineshaft
tones and random noises seems to
strike a note in 1990s artists like
Soma and Thomas Koner.
In between times, of course,
Vangelis had hit Hollywood, and
after the tedium of Chariots of Fire,
his score for Ridley Scott's Blade
Runner is amiracle of audacity in the
face of studio orthodoxy. It apes
Komgold's aching and dazzling filmmusic vocabulary but keeps faith with
Vangelis's familiar quest to derive a
contemporary
and
accessible
filmgoers' symphonic language from
electronics; and its electronic
language actually becomes part of the
soundscape of the futuristic Los
Angeles in which the film is set.
Vangelis has since, of course,
scored numerous films, and there is
the sense that he has either tried to
replicate his own past successes of
those of other, older composers: Max
Steiner hangs heavy over The Bounty
(1984). Solo albums — Direct (1988),
The City (1990) advance little on the
past, but offer many treasures.
Alas, the more recent
material — the awful
Voices (1994) and the
so-so Oceanic (1996)
—canters in the
same treadmill of
sedate vocalized
electronic études
or lengthy postpsychedelic multilayered cybertronic
improvisations.
Both are genres in
which he has done
better before. Now,
with stupendously overthe-top commissions for the
kind of cinemascopic, cooperatic excess which made Vangelis's
fortune ( such as his embarrassing
twinning with Montserrat Caballe to
open the Athens World Athletics
Championships last year) Vangelis
seems set to be, like the hapless Jarre,
just another troubadour of the
plugged-in sound and fury of massreproduced European 'high culture'.
One hopes that the forthcoming El
Greco will reverse the process. This
album originally appeared as part of
an ultimately-successful campaign to
acquire El Greco's masterpiece ` St
Peter' for the National Gallery of
Greece, in a special, boxed, limited
edition of 3000 signed copies, at
£150 apiece.
The fact that it sold out in atrice is
a testament to the emotional power
exerted by one man's extraordinary
gift for bringing large and small
gestures of western symphonic and
near-eastern folk musics into rock.
That's the sort of price people are
willing to pay when they know they're
buying aclass act
Paul Stump
DECEMBER 1998
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• Special thanks w Compact Disc Services of Dundee (01382 776595) for help with the discography
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The Revel GEM Lou
So good we put it on apedestai
For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road.
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 38G
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premierrpath.co.uk

PATH
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The Monitor Audio - PMC Series

"All that glitters is gold"
Adapted from ist testament

Monitor Audio's remarkable 'profiled metal cone' technology utilises
agold ceramic coated Aluminium/Magnesium alloy. The resulting
increase in stiffness means greater sonic accuracy.
Designers and manufacturers of high quality loudspeakers in our own
factories in Cambridge England, Monitor Audio is totally
committed to your listening pleasure.

CID

MONITOR AUDIO

MONITOR AUDIO LTD 34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CI31 4ZN England UK.
Tel: +44 (
0)1223 246344 Fax: +44 (
0)1223 214532 http://www.monitoraudio.com

